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Resident Dog

Shared Living

Nicole England

Emily Hutchinson

A book of 20+ stylish aspirational interiors featuring dogs.
Rather than a typical interiors book structured house by
house, the book will be organised dog by dog with short
quirky anecdotes about each canine resident in the form of
captions e.g. Rex's favourite spot for an afternoon nap is the
Barcelona chair....etc.

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Photography & photographs • 280 x 220mm •
240pp

9781760760106

$75.00

Urban Sanctuary

Thames & Hudson Australia • PB • Interior design, decor & style guides •
240 x 185mm • 176pp

9781760760168

$39.99

Patterson: Houses of Aotearoa

Anna Johnson and Richard Black
In today's fast-paced world, finding refuge from our busy
lives is one of the most significant requirements for home.
This refuge takes the form of rooms for rest, spaces for
interacting with family and friends, as well as outdoor
spaces. Urban Sanctuary showcases outstanding
contemporary houses from Australia and New Zealand
situated in urban contexts that explore and demonstrate new
inventive ways of living with the outdoors. Taking the form of
vertical gardens, micro-green spaces, rooftop gardens,
courtyards, borrowed landscapes and reworked traditional
gardens, these projects reveal how a home can interact with
garden spaces - in whatever form they might take

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Architecture • 290 x 230mm • 272pp

9781760760120

Share houses traditionally get a bad rap, but the reality of
global housing markets has made sharing a longer-term
solution for many. Featuring 21 shared homes around the
world that are getting it right, Shared Living uncovers the
potential of shared spaces. Inspirational rather than
aspirational, these homes are the work of creative thinkers
who focus on savvy ways of decorating eclectically, rather
than with big-ticket items. A weatherboard cottage in
Sydney boasts a ready-made gallery with an enviable
swapped-art collection; an apartment in Berlin exudes
bohemian luxury through a combination of vintage finds
and exotic curios; a Tokyo share house reveals a bedroom
art installation; and a small London apartment merges bold
colours with clusters of collecta...

$70.00

Andrew Patterson
In Maori culture, architecture is approached as a
construction of beliefs: a building must emulate and amplify
personalities, hopes and aspirations, becoming the physical
expression of those who inhabit it. These ideas and others
are the inspirations behind the house projects of New
Zealand architect Andrew Patterson, who has been
designing houses and civic projects in the country for over
thirty years and was awarded the New Zealand Institute of
Architects 2017 Gold Medal. This book showcases fourteen
of Patterson’s recent houses, in some of the most dramatic
locations in New Zealand, from stunning seascape retreats
to hillside cabins. Each house reveals how Patterson’s
architecture responds to the region’s breathtaking
landscapes to tell the story of the country’...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Architecture • 307 x 267mm • 252pp

9780500022191

$90.00

Hare + Klein

The Terrace House

David Clark & Meryl Hare

Cameron Bruhn and Katelin Butler

Whether it's a dark, traditional Federation home
transformed by light and modern styling or an artefact-filled
eco-lodge, Hare + Klein seamlessly strike the balance
between casual living and elegant design. They are
synonymous with relaxed, timeless and richly layered
interiors. This book celebrates their most enviable homes,
showcasing an abundance of soft textures, warm colour
palettes and uncompromised comfort. Featuring alluring
photography, sketches, mood boards and fabric samples,
Hare + Klein offers a glimpse into the design process of
this acclaimed Australian practice and the beautiful homes
they create.

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Professional interior design • 270 x 207mm •
304pp

9781760760205

$45.00

With British precedents and working-class origins, the
terrace house has a story of remarkable resilience. Today it
is highly sought after for its nostalgic charm and inner-city
locale. A new generation of home owners is making a mark
by working with architects and designers to reimagine the
terrace house for a twenty-first-century lifestyle. From
subtle refinements to bold geometric forms, alterations and
additions are often hidden from the street creating a sense
of intrigue about what lies behind, above or beyond the
romantic facade. This collection of homes celebrates the
incredible history and enduring appeal of these well-loved
buildings.

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Architecture • 283.5 x 198mm • 272pp

9781760760199

$45.00

The Unfinished Palazzo

The Iconic House

Judith Mackrell

Dominic Bradbury

Abandoned unfinished and left to rot on Venice’s Grand
Canal, ‘il palazzo non finito’ was once an unloved guest
among the aristocrats of Venetian architecture. Yet in the
20th century it played host to three passionate and
unconventional women who would take the city by storm.
The staggeringly wealthy Marchesa Luisa Casati made her
new home a belle epoque aesthete’s fantasy and herself a
living work of art; notorious British socialite Doris
Castlerosse (née Delevingne) welcomed film stars and
royalty to glittering parties between the wars; and American
heiress Peggy Guggenheim amassed an exquisite
collection of modern art, which today draws visitors from
around the world. Each in turn used the Unfinished Palazzo
as a stage on which to re-fashion her li...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Architecture • 198 x 130mm • 408pp

9780500294437

$19.99

The Iconic House features over 100 of the most important
and influential houses designed and built since 1900.
International in scope and wide-ranging in style, the houses
share a remarkable sensitivity to site and context,
appreciation of local materials and building traditions, and
careful understanding of clients’ needs. Each, however, has
a unique approach that makes it groundbreaking and radical
for its time. Concise, informative texts and fresh, vibrant
illustrations, including specially commissioned photographs,
floor plans and drawings, offer detailed documentation, while
a bibliography, gazetteer and list of houses by type provide
further information. Whether Arts and Crafts or Art Nouveau,
Modernist or Minimalist, High-Tech or new vernacular,
these...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • History of architecture • 230 x 215mm • 376pp

9780500293942

$49.99

Living in the Landscape

Australia Modern

Anna Johnson and Richard Black

Hannah Lewi and Philip Goad

As urban life becomes increasingly more demanding, many
people are choosing to build away from the city in a way that
acknowledges and connects with the landscape. Living in
the Landscape explores new and exciting relationships
between landscape and design. It examines how architects
increasingly use various nuanced landscape conditions as
inspiration and sites for creativity. The complexities of the
Australian landscape with its beautiful but often harsh
geographical and topological physicality, questions of
sustainability and climate change, and an understanding of
the Indigenous relationship to landscape are all thoughtfully
considered. From the archetypal silhouette of the rural farm
shed to Glenn Murcutt inspired buildings designed with the
philosophy of touching ...

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Environmentally-friendly architecture &
design • 269 x 214mm • 272pp

9780500501191

$39.99

From the Sydney Opera House and the National Gallery of
Victoria to sought-after homes across the country, the
pervasive presence of modernism is inescapable in
Australia. Led by the likes of Robin Boyd, Harry Seidler and
Walter Burley Griffin, modernist architects and designers set
out to rebuild at all scales, from vast infrastructure projects,
to public health and education institutions, to new centres of
culture, consumption and leisure. Australia Modern vividly
captures this architectural legacy with a survey of 100
significant modern sites, richly illustrated with archival
images and newly commissioned photographs. Contextual
essays by leading voices in architecture and conservation
explore modernism's influence on every facet of life in
Austral...

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Architectural structure & design •
305 x 241mm • 336pp

9781760760151

$80.00

The Contemporary House

Island Hopping: Amanda Lindroth Design

Jonathan Bell, Ellie Stathaki

Amanda Lindroth, Tria Giovan

There is no one way to design a modern urban house.
Demand for space in cities the world over is higher than ever
and new buildings must meet stringent energy saving
requirements and negotiate a myriad planning regulations.
But the best new urban architecture suggests invention and
innovation are as critical as ever. The Contemporary House
brings together seventy solutions, drawn from cities around
the globe to explore the many ways in which architecture
can enhance the experience of living in the city. Organized
geographically, The Contemporary House offers a
fascinating insight into the sheer variety of contemporary
approaches to urban design, from reinventions of
longstanding vernacular forms like terraces and townhouses,
through to the fastchangin...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Houses, apartments, flats, etc • 241 x 226mm •
352pp

9780500021941

$49.99

Dior and His Decorators

The Vendome Press • HB • Professional interior design • 307 x 241mm • 288pp

9780865653528

$85.00

May I Come In?

Maureen Footer

Wendy Goodman

Dior and His Decorators is the first work on the two interior
designers most closely associated with Christian Dior. Like
the unabashedly luxurious fashions of Dior's New Look,
which debuted in 1947, the interior designs of Victor
Grandpierre and Georges Geffroy infused a war-weary world
with a sumptuous new aesthetic - a melding of the refined
traditions of the past with a wholly modern sense of
elegance. Author Maureen Footer recounts the lives and
work of this influential trio, illustrated with a trove of
evocative vintage photographs. Both Grandpierre and
Geffroy (who worked independently) designed the interior of
Dior's townhouse.

The Vendome Press • HB • Professional interior design • 286 x 236mm • 272pp

9780865653535

White duck, boldly colored fabrics in solids, stripes, and
jaunty prints, rattan and cane seating, whitewashed or
colorfully painted English case furniture, canopied beds,
straw matting - these are but some of the signature
ingredients of an Amanda Lindroth interior. The Florida-born
designer decamped to Nassau some 20 years ago after
stints in New York and London. Her airy, relaxed, indooroutdoor aesthetic - a hybrid that merges colonial and island
influences - is apparent in every one of the 30 projects
featured in Island Hopping . With photographs by the
masterly Tria Giovan, herself an island native, and charming
illustrations by the gifted Aldous Bertram, the book is the
visual equivalent of an island getaway.

$85.00

Wendy Goodman has discovered and published stories on
an astonishing array of private houses, notable for their
character, personality, and flair, in her 30 years of design
hunting. In May I Come In? she visits more than 75 that
capture and express their owners' spirit and passions. In this
pantheon, imagination and originality hold sway: Artists and
eccentrics are the equals of aristocrats and the mandarins of
design, and every room has a story to tell. May I Come In? is
profusely illustrated with superb images by leading interior
photographers, as well as Goodman's own snapshots and
memorabilia related to her quests. It is an irresistible visual
record of the art of living by one of its most penetrating
observers.

Abrams • HB • Professional interior design • 327 x 256mm • 272pp

9781419732461

$95.00

Coastal Blues

Dream. Design. Live.

Phoebe Howard

Paloma Contreras

From design expert (and interior design readers' favorite)
Phoebe Howard comes a new book focused on decorating
with beautiful blue color schemes. Coastal Blues is a
glorious decor book filled with inspiring images of beach
houses, seacoast getaways, vacation cottages, and
luxurious seaside manors. It is also a hardworking how-toget-the-look book that offers solid interior design and styling
advice. Featuring brand-new, never-before-published
projects, every page reflects the ease and casual elegance
of shoreline living. With chapters such as Sea Glass (brilliant
blue color schemes), Indigo Bay (true blue schemes), and
Ocean Mist (pale blue schemes), Phoebe Howard shows
design lovers how to make the coastal style modern, fresh,
and very much their own.

Abrams • HB • Professional interior design • 226 x 249mm • 272pp

9781419724800

$49.99

Harry Seidler's Umbrella

Abrams • HB • Professional interior design • 260 x 224mm • 256pp

9781419729836

Bunny Williams

Harry Seidler's Umbrella is an incisive and personal
collection of writings on architecture and design by writer
and editor Joe Rollo. From an up-close account of Jørn
Utzon's re-engagement with the Sydney Opera House and
a poetic rendering of the design and making of the
landscape at TarraWarra Estate and Museum of Art, to
encounters with Harry Seidler and a walk through the multibillion dollar Victorian Desalination Plant, Joe Rollo opens
readers' eyes to an exciting way of looking at the built
world. Written in the easy, straightforward and engaging
language for which he has become known, the book brings
clarity and passion to considerations of the problems and
pleasures of looking at architecture and design in Australia.

Thames & Hudson Australia • FB • Architecture • 230 x 155mm • 272pp

$49.99

In this story-filled monograph, Bunny Williams presents new
work through 15 houses she has decorated and loved. She
tells the tale of each "affair," tracing the style of the spaces,
what drew her to the projects, and her approach to decor
that evolves with the lives of her clients. She offers personal
secrets for choosing classics—and for decorating with
flexible pieces that can play more than one role in a design
scheme. Along the way, she offers many amazingly chic, but
always comfortable, residences whose interiors she has
designed during the latest phase of her astounding career.
As Bunny tells it, "The best pieces have the best stories,"
and in this book, she shows readers a fresh collection of
projects that demonstrate just that.

Abrams • HB • Professional interior design • 270 x 270mm • 304pp

9781419734649

The World of Apartamento

It’s Beautiful Here

Omar Sosa

Megan Morton

Apartamento is widely recognized as today's most
influential interiors magazine. International, well-designed,
and simply written since 2008, it is an indispensable
resource for individuals who are passionate about the way
they live. Apartamento breaks the traditional magazine
boundaries that separate home design from homeowner,
and offers readers a glimpse inside the lived-in, often
cluttered homes of celebrities and industry legends such as
REM frontman Michael Stipe and indie screen queen
Chlo\u00eb Sevigny. The World of Apartamento is a
celebration of the magazine's 10th anniversary and
features the best and most inspirational interiors from the
publication's pages. Like the magazine itself, the book is a
carefully developed editorial mix - high-quality writin...

Abrams • HB • Professional interior design • 308 x 234mm • 320pp

9781419728921

$85.00

Architects' Houses

$90.00

A beautiful home doesn’t rest on great design alone - it’s
shaped by the people who live in it. That relationship is
what raises these gorgeous, eclectic houses above their
undeniably attractive facades. With her trademark
enthusiasm, Megan Morton invites you into her favourite
homes with personality, and introduces us to the
personalities who call them home. Behind the quirky
details, beneath the vintage finds and between the creative
clashing you’ll find hints for shaping beautiful corners,
rooms and moments all of your own. More than a window
into inspirational homes around the world, It’s Beautiful
Here will make you stop and recognise that here, right now,
there’s something beautiful.

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Interior design, decor & style guides •
290 x 204mm • 240pp

9780500500958

$59.99

Making Marks

Michael Webb

Will Jones

Thirty of the world’s leading architects, including Norman
Foster, Thom Mayne, Tod Williams and Billie Tsien, talk
about the houses they designed for themselves over the
past decade. What inspired them, what were the constraints,
how did their concepts take shape? Michael Webb explores
the creative process and traces the influence of architects’
houses over the past two hundred years, from Jefferson’s
Monticello to the creations of Charles and Ray Eames, Toyo
Ito and Frank Gehry. Texts, images, sketches and plans are
interwoven to illustrate houses that differ widely, in size,
material, character and location. There are urban infills,
rustic retreats, experiments, and fusions of new and old.
They all make a statement, modest or ambitious, and each
refl...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Architecture • 299 x 238mm • 304pp

9780500343401

$49.99

Love Affairs with Houses

Joe Rollo

9781760760403

In Dream Design Live, decorator Paloma Contreras goes
beyond interior design to show readers how to inhabit their
homes in fulfilling and beautiful ways. Divided into three
sections, this hardworking book proves that the most
appealing interiors are also the most personal ones.
Contreras takes readers through the design process and
encourages them to seek inspiration from the approach that
works best for them. From thinking creatively to improve
both your home and your life, to showing you how to turn
your dreams into realities, the author reveals how you can
take the welcoming space you've just created and spend
meaningful time there pursuing the activities you love. With
stunning photography and accessible-yet-elegant tips,
Dream Design Live fuses inter...

$65.00

Making Marks follows up the highly successful Architects’
Sketchbooks, which presented, for the first time, the rich
breadth of sketches being created by contemporary
architects following the digital revolution. Taking a postdigital perspective, the sixty renowned architects whose
work is collected here show how drawing and new forms of
manual presentation have been refined since the
reawakening of this basic technique. Notepads, stacks of
paper, pencils and fine-point pens are as present in the
architect’s studio as phalanxes of screens. Revealing why
and how hand-drawing still matters, this global survey
presents the freehand drawings, vibrant watercolours and
abstract impressions of rising talents and well-known names,
including Jun Igarashi and Brian MacKay-Lyons....

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Architectural structure & design • 302 x 223mm •
320pp

9780500021316

$60.00

The Interior Design Course

Sacred Spaces

Tomris Tangaz

Guillaume de Laubier

Whether you are keen to develop your interest in interior
design and build your skills, or to pursue a career and begin
a portfolio, then this book is for you. Specifically designed to
cover all aspects of interior design, this intensive course
introduces the practice of basic design principles through set
projects. Inspiration and imagination are the first key steps to
starting your study. Whatever your background, this course
will encourage your individual creativity and help you to
explore and further your own design ideas.

From St. Peter's Basilica in Rome to Notre-Dame in Paris,
Christian churches represent some of our most significant
architectural achievements, designed to evoke wonder and
awe. Offering unprecedented access to a collection of
revered religious landmarks, photographer Guillaume de
Laubier takes readers on a stunning architectural tour.
Sacred Spaces showcases breathtaking photographs of
extraordinary churches and cathedrals, revealing original,
illuminating views of icons, such as la Sagrada Familia in
Barcelona, while also shedding light on lesser-known sites,
such as Saint Basil's Cathedral in Moscow. Whether
Catholic, Protestant, or Orthodox; made of wood, stone,
concrete, or glass; Roman, Gothic, Baroque, or modern, the
places of worship featured in this ric...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Professional interior design • 221 x 222mm •
144pp
Abrams • HB • Religious buildings • 286 x 287mm • 240pp

9780500294475

$35.00

The Architecture Concept Book
James Tait

$85.00

Where Architects Stay in Europe
Sibylle Kramer

Inspired by the complexity and heterogeneity of the world
around us, by the rise of new technologies and their
associated behaviours, The Architecture Concept Book
seeks to stimulate young architects and students to think
outside of what is often a rather conservative and selfperpetuating professional domain, and to be influenced by
everything around them. Organized into four central themes,
the book explores 32 architectural concepts, or strategies,
which cover wide-ranging and not always architecturally
centred subjects. These progress from such notions as
disorder, function and memory, to basic architectural
components such as the wall, roof, stair and services, to
social phenomena such as influence and respect, before
concluding with texts on reviewing, optimising...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Theory of architecture • 246 x 203mm • 280pp

9780500343364

9781419728068

$50.00

Vibrant cities or quiet idyllic landscapes, Mediterranean
coasts or alpine mountain ranges: Europe’s unique cul - tural
and natural diversity attracts people from around the world.
This volume takes the reader on a journey of discovery to
enchanting vacation destinations whose ar - chitecture and
interior design guarantee perfect vacations. None of the
jewels presented in this architecture and travel guide
resemble any of the others – whether small cottages in
hidden locations or luxury apartments in the bustle of life.
The selected unique and individual projects appeal to
traveling architects and design aficionados as well as
individual travelers with discerning tastes, while at the same
time reflecting the diverse beauty of the old continent.

Braun Publishing AG • HB • Architecture • 233 x 194mm • 208pp

9783037682326

$49.99

The Forever House

A History of Western Architecture

Cameron Bruhn and Katelin Butler

David Watkin

Imagine a home designed and built especially for your family
to grow, evolve and create memories in over a lifetime. The
Forever House celebrates twenty-three such dwellings
through the intimate stories of the families and architects
who created them. These timeless homes have been
captured as they are today by some of Australia’s best
architectural photographers, and archival drawings offer
insight into the original designs. Spanning forty years, from
the fifties to the eighties, this volume features the country's
most acclaimed architects – from Robin Boyd and Harry
Seidler to Glenn Murcutt and Peter Stutchbury. Rather than
the seminal works, many of these buildings are the lesserknown gems – the modernist explorations, remote rawtimber cabins and postmodern ra...

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Interior design, decor & style guides •
289 x 258mm • 304pp

9780500500453

$70.00

Jim Olson
Jim Olson
Over the course of a career spanning more than fifty years,
Seattle-based architect Jim Olson, of Olson Kundig, has
made his name designing a broad range of buildings that
sensitively respond to their environment. Initially drawing
from his close connection to the nature and culture of the
Pacific Northwest, he has attracted an international
reputation for designing houses for art collectors around the
world. Considered together, his buildings reveal an
exceptional interplay between art, light, nature, craft and
architecture, which can be experienced in a range of
projects that span the globe, from Mexico to South-East
Asia. This complete overview of many decades of carefully
considered buildings begins with an extended essay by
Aaron Betsky, who considers the intimate...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Architecture • 306 x 261mm • 324pp

9780500343333

$100.00

In this highly acclaimed reference work David Watkin traces
the history of western architecture from the earliest times in
Mesopotamia and Egypt to the eclectic styles of the twentyfirst century. The author emphasizes the ongoing vitality of
the Classical language of architecture, underlining the
continuity between, say, the work of Ictinus in fifth-century
BC Athens and that of McKim, Mead and White in
twentiethcentury New York. Authoritative, comprehensive
and highly illustrated, this sixth edition has been expanded
to bring the story of western architecture right up to date and
includes a separate final chapter on twenty-first century
developments, including the role of computers in
architecture, sustainability, humanitarian architecture and
very tall buildings.

Laurence King • PB • History of architecture • 238 x 190mm • 736pp

9781780675978

$55.00
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Chromatopia

A Painted Landscape

David Coles

Amber Creswell Bell

Did you know that the Egyptians created the first synthetic
colour; or that the noblest purple comes from a predatory
sea snail? Throughout history, artist pigments have been
made from deadly metals, poisonous minerals, urine, cow
dung, and even crushed insects. From grinding down
beetles and burning animal bones to alchemy and
serendipity,Chromatopia reveals the origin stories of over
50 of history's most extraordinary pigments. Spanning the
ancient world to modern leaps in technology, this is a book
for the artist, the history buff, the science lover and the
design fanatic.

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • History of art / art & design styles •
220 x 165mm • 240pp

9781760760021

$49.99

I love a sunburnt country, A land of sweeping plains, Of
ragged mountain ranges, Of droughts and flooding rains. I
love her far horizons, I love her jewel-sea, Her beauty and
her terror - The wide brown land for me! Dorothea
Mackellar's words have a knack for swelling the
metaphorical chest of many Australians with the evocative
descriptions in her iconic encomium, 'My Country'. Just as
Mackellar zeroed in on the particular nuances of Australia
that make our country so unique, this book forms an
aesthetic study of the Australian landscape as seen,
experienced and expressed by the Australian artists who
choose to paint it. Surveying fifty artists working in various
mediums and depicting varied terrains, A Painted
Landscape...

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Painting & paintings • 280 x 235mm • 272pp

9781760760113

Wild Land

Mirka Mora

Peter and Beverly Pickford

Sabine Cotte

Four years in the making, this is one of the most ambitious
travel stories of our time. Peter and Beverly Pickford lived on
a large farm in South Africa all their life. When their children
left home they realised they wanted something different.
They wanted to see the world before it was too late. The
result is a wildlife book like no other. Wild Land is an epic
and unprecedented portrait of some of the most untouched
parts of our planet, and a timely message highlighting the
urgent need for them to be preserved for the future of the
planet, and a future on which humankind's very survival is
dependent.

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Photography & photographs • 326 x 250mm •
336pp

9781760760076

$80.00

Polixeni Papapetrou

Mirka Mora features a rich insight into the intellectual life
and art practice of one of Australia's most versatile,
creative and prolific modern artists. From a World War II
refugee to a Melbourne cultural icon, Mirka, along with her
ex-husband Georges, was instrumental in helping to
establish Australian modern art on a global stage. She was
integral in reviving the meetings of the Contemporary
Artists Society, whose members included friends John
Perceval and John and Sunday Reed, and later in creating
hubs for artistic figures at Mirka café and the Balzac
restaurant. Among her many artistic achievements, Mirka is
much admired for her Flinders Street mural, Adelaide
Festival frieze and stained-glass paintings at Heide. This
book focuses on her idiosyncratic...

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Individual artists, art monographs •
234 x 153mm • 272pp

9781760760298

$49.99

Read This if You Want to Be Great at Drawing

Polixeni Papapetrou

Selwyn Leamy

A new series of monographs on Australian female artists,
selected with series editor Natalie King, curator and
Enterprise Professor at the Victorian College of the Arts.
These books are compact yet perfectly formed. They
comprise 96 pages of the artist's favourite works - designed
for optimum visual impact and to reach anyone who is
inspired by art and beauty. The extra frisson for these titles
comes in the introduction. For each monograph, one
luminary from another field will write a personal, powerful
essay of 1200 words. It could be an ode to one particular
painting; it could be a parallel narrative inspired by themes in
the artist's work.

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Individual artists, art monographs •
205 x 165mm • 96pp

9781760760038

$59.99

$29.99

This book demystifies the art and practice of drawing.
Through fifty drawings by great masters past and present,
the techniques and ideas behind their master sketches will
put you on the path to making your own great drawings.
The entries also feature exercises with step-by-step
instructions as well as simple diagrams providing further
visual explanation to the jargon-free discussion. For
aspiring artists of all ages and abilities, Read This if You
Want to Be Great at Drawing will motivate and strengthen
your drawing talent.

Laurence King • PB • Drawing & drawings • 240 x 179mm • 128pp

9781786270542

$27.99

John Russell

Margaret Olley: A Generous Life

Wayne Tunnicliffe

QAGOMA

Australian artist John Russell (1858-1930) was an active
and influential member of the French 19th century avantgarde, he was a close friend of Tom Roberts, Vincent van
Gogh and Auguste Rodin, taught impressionist colour
theory to Henri Matisse, and dined with Claude Monet on
Belle Isle. His works are held in, or loaned to, international
collections including the Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam,
Musee d'Orsay and Musée Rodin in Paris, the National
Gallery London, as well as the National Gallery of Australia
and the Art Gallery of New South Wales. While Russell
slipped from view, his work deserves serious consideration
in the annals of art history. This book includes significant
new research and will bring Russell to life as both a person
and an artist through essays o...

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Individual artists, art monographs •
280 x 215mm • 264pp

9781741741384

$50.00

Aboriginal Art

Queensland Art Gallery • PB • Exhibition catalogues & specific collections •
260 x 210mm • 208pp

9781921503955

Del Kathryn Barton

This concise survey showcases the work of Australia’s
indigenous artists from all parts of the continent. From
Arnhem Land and the desert, the Kimberley and northern
Queensland, to modern towns and cities, Aboriginal artists
have built on traditions that stretch back at least 50,000
years, working in a variety of contexts from the sacred and
secret realm of ceremony to more public spheres. Work
across all media is included, from painting, sculpture,
engraving, constructions and weaving to the most recent
work in photography, printmaking and textile design. The
story of Aboriginal art is brought into the 21st century in this
revised and expanded third edition with a new chapter that
maps the latest developments across each of Australia’s
geographical regions. Updated in...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • History of art / art & design styles •
210 x 150mm • 264pp

$19.95

A new series of monographs on Australian female artists,
selected with series editor Natalie King, curator and
Enterprise Professor at the Victorian College of the Arts.
These books are compact yet perfectly formed. They
comprise 96 pages of the artist's favourite works designed for optimum visual impact and to reach anyone
who is inspired by art and beauty. The extra frisson for
these titles comes in the introduction. For each monograph,
one luminary from another field will write a personal,
powerful essay of 1200 words. It could be an ode to one
particular painting; it could be a parallel narrative inspired
by themes in the artist's work.

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Individual artists, art monographs •
205 x 165mm • 96pp

9781760760052

The Book of the Horse

Portraits Destroyed

Angus Hyland

Julie Cotter

Horses have been the inspiration for hundreds of works of
art over the centuries. This book celebrates the horse in all
its glory, from its role as working animal in war and sport, to
beloved pet. The horse's beauty and majesty is caught by
artists as diverse as Stubbs, Toulouse-Lautrec, Picasso,
Magritte, Frink and Freud. The Book of the Horse is a cool
and quirky collection of equine art and illustration by artists
from around the world. Interspersed through the illustrations
are entertaining quotations and short texts on the artworks.

Laurence King • PB • Animals & nature in art (still life, landscapes & seascapes,
etc) • 150 x 190mm • 160pp

9781786272928

$26.99

The Diary of Frida Kahlo

$29.99

Churchill entered Westminster Hall at noon, to the sound of
drums beating out a victory roll - his signature gesture. At
eighty, he was still prime minister, and angered by
discussion of retirement. But that irritation would pale in
comparison to the anger he was about to feel on this day,
10 November 1954, when his birthday portrait was
unveiled. Portraits have power. For centuries the tool of
queens, emperors, statesmen and dictators, they offer the
ultimate in image control. And, identified as portraits are
with their subjects, their destruction remains a shocking act
- whether committed for reasons of vanity, legacy, ethics,
race, or even as part of the creative process. Join
respected art historian Dr Julie Cotter as she journeys
through eras, continents and ...

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Portraits in art • 234 x 153mm • 248pp

9781760760069

$49.99

The Short Story of Modern Art

Carlos Fuentes

Susie Hodge

Covering the years 1944-45, the 170-page journal contains
Frida's thoughts, poems, and dreams, and reflects her
stormy relationship with her husband, Diego Rivera,
Mexico's famous artist. The seventy watercolour
illustrations in the journal - some lively sketches, several
elegant self-portraits, others complete paintings - offer
insights into her creative process, and show her frequently
using the journal to work out pictorial ideas for her
canvases. The text entries, written in Frida's round, full
script in brightly coloured inks, add an almost decorative
quality, making the journal as captivating to look at as it is
to read. Frida's childhood, her political sensibilities, and her
obsession with Diego are all illuminated in witty phrases
and haunting images. Although ...

Abrams • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 235 x 152mm • 296pp

9780810959545

$49.95

Del Kathryn Barton

Wally Caruana

9780500204160

Margaret Olley was a deeply charismatic figure, mentor and
friend, and exerted an enduring influence on a number of
Australian artists, particularly in Queensland. This richly
illustrated gift book pays tribute to Olley’s art, friendships
and philanthropy, and demonstrates her ongoing legacy.
Margaret Olley: A Generous Life features not only works
spanning Olley’s entire career but also portraits of her by
artists including William Dobell, Russell Drysdale, Ben Quilty
and Jeffrey Smart, photographs of Olley taken by Lewis
Morley, Greg Weight and William Yang, among others, as
well as ephemera from Olley’s colourful life.

$24.99

The Short Story of Modern Art explains the how, why and
when of modern art - who introduced certain things, what
they were, where they were produced, and why they
matter. Simply constructed, the book explores 50 key
works - from the realist painting of Courbet to a
contemporary installation by Yayoi Kusama - and then links
them to the most important movements, themes and
techniques. Accessible, concise and richly illustrated, the
book reveals the connections between different periods,
artists and styles, giving readers a thorough understanding
and broad enjoyment of modern art.

Laurence King • FB • History of art & design styles: from c 1900 - •
218 x 155mm • 224pp

9781786273697

$29.99

The Short Story of Art

Art: The Whole Story

Susie Hodge

Stephen Farthing

The Short Story of Art is a new and innovative introduction
to the subject of art. Simply constructed, the book explores
50 key works, from the wall paintings of Lascaux to
contemporary installations, and then links these to se
ctions on art movements, themes and techniques. The
design of the book allows the student or art enthusiast to
easily navigate their way around key periods, artists and
styles. Accessible and concise, it simplifies and explains
the most important and influential concepts in art, and
shows how they are linked. The book explains how, why
and when art changed, who introduced certain things, what
they were, where they were produced, and whether they
matter. It demystifies artistic jargon, giving readers a
thorough understanding and broad enjoyme...

Laurence King • FB • History of art / art & design styles • 210 x 148mm • 224pp

9781780679686

$27.99

The Book of the Cat

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • The arts • 245 x 177mm • 576pp

9780500294468

Lee Cheshire

Cats have been revered by artists since ancient times for
their beauty, grace, independence and air of mystery.
Domesticated, but with a touch of the wild about them, they
share our homes and endlessly fascinate us. The Book of
the Cat is a cool and quirky collection of feline art and
illustration by artists from around the world. Interspersed
through the illustrations are short texts about the artists and
their subjects. Beautifully designed and packaged, the book
will appeal to cat lovers of all ages.

Laurence King • PB • Animals & nature in art (still life, landscapes & seascapes,
etc) • 190 x 150mm • 160pp

$24.99

Key Moments in Art describes fifty pivotal moments – some
famous, others unfamiliar – from the Renaissance to the
present day. Vivid, colourful vignettes capture the
excitement of their times: when Michelangelo’s David or
Marcel Duchamp’s Fountain were unveiled for the first
time; when chance meetings have spurred artists to create
compelling new styles, such as Impressionism or Pop Art;
or when exhibitions have caused a public sensation. Lee
Cheshire’s storytelling approach is both entertaining and
easy to remember. He celebrates artistic ingenuity and
collaboration, but does not shy away from the arguments,
fights and lawsuits that have dogged art’s often-tur

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • History of art / art & design styles •
216 x 138mm • 176pp

9780500293621

The Book of the Flower

Women Artists

Angus Hyland, Kendra Wilson

Flavia Frigeri

‘Art is the flower, life is the green leaf’ – Charles Rennie
Mackintosh Haphazard bunches, formal bouquets, chance
arrangements, quiet and thoughtful rural encounters – The
Book of the Flower is a sylvan collection of beautiful
depictions of flowers by artists, photographers and
illustrators. Interspersed through the illustrations are short
texts about the artists and their interest in particular
flowers, from Georgia O’Keeffe’s sumptuous close-ups of
Jimson Weed and cactus flowers to Matisse’s roses, Keika
Hasegawa’s chrysanthemums and Albert York’s close
study of zinnias. A wonderful collection for art-lovers,
gardeners and flower-fanciers.

Laurence King • PB • Animals & nature in art (still life, landscapes & seascapes,
etc) • 205 x 160mm • 160pp

9781786272454

$29.99

Hokusai Manga

$19.99

Focusing on fifty diverse women artists, from Lavinia
Fontana and Artemisia Gentileschi through Judy Chicago,
Ana Mendieta and the Guerrilla Girls to Barbara Kruger,
Cindy Sherman and Louise Bourgeois, this book equips the
reader with a general understanding of the history of art by
women, as well as an appreciation of its most outstanding
figures. Traditionally women have been among art’s
favoured objects of representation, while their contributions
as art producers have been subordinated to those of men.
This book documents women artists in context to offer
readers an accessible but rich understanding of key female
artists from the Baroque to the present day. Focusing on
fifty diverse women artists, from Lavinia Fontana and
Artemisia Gentileschi through Judy Chicago...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Individual artists, art monographs •
216 x 138mm • 176pp

9780500294352

$19.99

Mid-Century Modern: Icons of Design

Hokusai

Here Design

In 1814, Hokusai’s sketches were published in a handbook
of over 4,000 images: Hokusai Manga. It surpassed
expectations as a student reference book, and became a
bestseller. Here, in an elegant, three-volume package, an
expansive selection of these works are revealed, presenting
all of the themes, motifs and drawing techniques found in his
art. The caricatures, satirical drawings, multi-panel
illustrations and narrative depictions found in the book can
clearly be seen as the basis for manga as it is understood
today. One volume explores The Life and Manners of the
Day (studying habits and objects of the everyday, from
architectural features to wrestling moves and facial
expressions); the second The Whole Earth Catalogue
(largely concerned with nat...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • History of art & design styles: c 1600 to c 1800 •
148 x 105mm

9780500294611

$39.99

Key Moments in Art

Angus Hyland

9781786270719

Written by an international team of artists, art historians
and curators, this absorbing and beautiful book gives
readers unparalleled insights into the world’s most iconic
artworks. Art: The Whole Story traces the development of
art period by period, with the illustrated text covering every
genre, from painting and sculpture to conceptual art and
performance art. Cultural timelines are there too, to help to
the reader with historical context. Masterpieces that
epitomize each period or movement are highlighted and
analysed in detail. Everything from use of colour and visual
metaphors to technical innovations is explained, enabling
you to interpret the meanings of world-famous
masterpieces – Mughal miniatures; Japanese prints in the
19th century; the colour t...

$49.99

The mid-20th century was one of the most popular,
collectable and dynamic periods of international design.
Drawing on the inventive style of the era, this range of gift
products features exclusive illustrations of iconic midcentury designs, from Eames chairs to Poul Henningsen
lamps and George Nelson clocks, all rendered in a
distinctive graphic style. Featuring over ninety pieces by
sixty designers and design duos, Mid-Century Modern:
Icons of Design is arranged chronologically, and includes
chairs, tables, storage, lighting, and product and industrial
design. Each spread includes a graphic depiction of the
piece and a concise text. The models, materials and
designers index offers easy reference through the book.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Art & design styles: Modernist design &
Bauhaus • 177 x 134mm • 200pp

9780500022030

$19.99

Looking At Pictures

The Art of Feminism

Susan Woodford

Helena Reckitt

Looking at pictures can be a delightful, exciting or moving
experience, but some pictures – and these are often the
most rewarding – require some explanation before they
can be fully understood. Delving into the origins, designs
and themes of over 100 pictures from different periods and
places, this book illuminates the art of looking at – and
talking about – pictures. Woodford shows how you can
read a picture by examining the formal and stylistic devices
used by an artist, and explores popular themes and subject
matters, and the relationship of pictures to the societies
that produced them. The book is supplemented by a
glossary of key terms, ranging from art movements and
technical terms to religious and classical terminology, to
give readers all the information they ...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • The arts: general issues • 216 x 138mm • 176pp

9780500293218

$19.99

Use This if You Want to Be Great at Drawing
Henry Carroll, Selwyn Leamy
Inspired by modern masters, Use This if You Want to Be
Great at Drawing is a playful introduction to contemporary
drawing styles, techniques and ideas. This sketchbook
features thought-provoking prompts and eye-popping
illustrations to sharpen your skills and unlock the outer
limits of your imagination. Far from a free-for-all of random
exercises, this book is divided into sections covering
essential aspects of drawing such as tone, composition
and humour. Accessible, fun and informative, Use This if
You Want to Be Great at Drawing will build your confidence
so you can perfect your drawing technique.

Laurence King • PB • Drawing & drawings • 240 x 180mm • 128pp

9781786274052

$26.99

The Art of Feminism charts the birth of the feminist aesthetic
and its development over two centuries that have seen
profound and fast- paced change in women's lives across
the globe. Includes over 350 remarkable artworks, ranging
from political posters and graphics to stunning and
provocative pieces of painting, sculpture, textiles, craft,
performance, digital and installation art. The works included
begin with poster images produced by the Suffrage Atelier in
the nineteenth century, moving on to developments of both
World Wars before arriving at the 'birth' of feminist art in the
1960s.

Tate • HB • Exhibition catalogues & specific collections • 286 x 255mm • 272pp

9781849766494
Visual Thinking
Willemien Brand

Visual Thinking is perfect for companies that want to develop
or improve their corporate communication. The book
focusses on the visual aspect of communication. It's a
helpful guide for companies to improve their overall
workflow. The book also provides an informative, easy to
follow and fun introduction into the basics of visual thinking
and drawing. It is unique because in the book Brand applies
these visual thinking techniques and drawing techniques to
everyday business settings. By visualizing thought
processes within business environments you allow yourself
to connect on a deepeer lever, enable teams to build on
each other's ideas, foster collaboration and co-creation and
accelerate problem solving. Various books have been
written on the topic of...

BIS Publishers • PB • Drawing & drawings • 250 x 212mm • 144pp

9789063694531

Brett Whiteley

Pop Art

Barry Pearce

Flavia Frigeri

Brett Whiteley was one of the most dynamic and talented
artists in the history of Australian art, an artist whose
recognition had spread worldwide before his untimely death
in 1992. Early in his career he established a name for
himself in London, exhibiting at the Whitechapel Art Gallery
and coming into contact with many British painters - Francis
Bacon and David Hockney among others. His early paintings
startled critics and fellow artists, but even at that point, two
basic subjects were evident: the landscape and the nude,
elements which became the mainstay of his oeuvre. At the
root of all Whiteley's work was a draughtsmanship of
stunning virtuosity, capable of capturing all the poetic
arabesque of a river in a single sweeping line of brush and
ink, or the erotic cur...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Individual artists, art monographs •
279 x 259mm • 252pp

9780500285480

$70.00

Landscape Painting Now
Todd Bradway
Whether as a reaction to our technological present or as a
manifestation of fears concerning our environmental future,
depictions of the natural world in painting have never
seemed more pertinent or urgent. Some of the most
ambitious, crucial and intellectually vibrant paintings being
created in this century involve the landscape – from a more
traditional, perceptual based approach for rendering vistas to
a looser, topography-inspired gestural abstraction that blurs
the line between form and space, to many other modes in
between. Surprisingly, there has not been an ambitious and
wide-reaching publication on the subject – until now. The
result of several years’ worth of research, Landscape
Painting Now is the first book to explore the very best
contemporary landscap...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Painting & paintings • 267 x 286mm • 368pp

9780500239940

$80.00

$59.99

$35.00

With its bold colours, flashy imagery and ironic spirit, Pop
Art trespasses the traditional boundaries separating high
from low culture. Flavia Frigeri introduces us to a
movement that focuses on everyday objects, from its
beginnings in the post-war consumerism of America and
Britain to its fascinating rise on a global scale in the 1960s.
The work of well-known artists, such as Andy Warhol, Roy
Lichtenstein, Richard Hamilton and Peter Blake, is set in
dialogue with that of Japanese Ushio Shinohara,
Venezuelan Marisol and Argentinian Marta Minujín, among
others. Organized around key themes common to all Pop
Art, including advertising, politics, the domestic realm,
consumer goods, art history, celebrity culture, war and the
space race, this is an essential introducti...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Art & design styles: Pop art • 216 x 138mm •
176pp

9780500293584

$19.99
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Remarkable

Eternal Chanel

Melinda Williams

Jean Leymarie

Inspired by the incredible achievements of our National
Living Treasures, this book presents an utterly compelling
collection of their personal stories for the first time.
Accompanied by Michel Lawrence's new and revealing
portraits, Melinda Williams has recorded the lives of more
than 100 of Australia's most prominent artists, writers,
sportspeople, scientists, and contributors. Some are
household names and others, while less well known, equally
deserve the title. Chosen by the people of Australia, not by
an unseen and unknown committee, the National Living
Treasures embody all that is great about this nation. It is
timely recognition of their enduring contributions to our lives
and an extraordinary legacy for the generations that follow.

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Biography: general • 245 x 255mm • 320pp

9781760760229

$59.99

The Best We Could Do

9780500515532

$70.00

Marwa al-Sabouni

"A book to break your heart and heal it." - Viet Thanh
Nguyen, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The
Sympathizer ? 4 starred reviews ? Booklist, Library
Journal, Publishers Weekly, and Shelf Awareness An ABA
Indies Introduce Winter/ Spring 2017 Selection A Summer
2017 Indie Next Selection Now in paperback, Thi Bui's
critically acclaimed and beautifully illustrated story of her
family's journey from their war-torn home in Vietnam to
their new lives in America. Exploring the anguish of
immigration and the lasting effects that displacement has
on a child and family, Bui documents the difficulties
immigrants face as they build new lives for themselves. At
the heart of Bui's story is a universal struggle: adjusting to
life as a first-time mother. With ...

Abrams ComicArts • TPB • Autobiography: general • 231 x 166mm • 344pp

$24.99

Jane Goodall: 50 Years at Gombe
Jane Goodall

‘Everyone in Syria has lived his war. Every day people
have fought for their lives, every day has brought a bid for
survival, but it is not only bodies that suffer; souls, too, go
through these battles, dying a thousand times in
anticipation, only to rise up wearily to face another day.’ So
begins the eyewitness account of Marwa al-Sabouni, a
young architect based in war-torn Homs, on Syria’s bitter
conflict. Seen through the revealing lens of architecture
and depicted with clarity, conviction and deep intelligence,
she shares her personal experience of how the built
environment directly affects the community that inhabits it,
how the stage for civil war has long been set in her country,
and how architecture might play a role in reversing the
damage. The Battl...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Biography: general • 198 x 130mm • 192pp

9780500292938

$19.99

A Stash of One's Own
Clara Parkes

A great deal has happened since the publication of Jane
Goodall: 40 Years at Gombe in 1999. Most recently,
endeavors at the Gombe field site have included landmark
research related to AIDS progression; establishing programs
to improve sanitation, health care, and education in
neighboring Tanzanian communities; and partnering with
local people to pursue reforestation initiatives. The
accomplishments of the past 10 years alone have given the
Jane Goodall Institute a great deal to celebrate. In honor of
the field site's 50th anniversary, STC is proud to release
Jane Goodall: 50 Years at Gombe, a compelling pictorial
tribute to Dr. Goodall's life, her studies of chimpanzee
behavior, and her unflagging efforts to motivate people to
make this world a better place. With a new...

Stewart, Tabori & Chang • HB • Autobiography: science, technology & medicine •
264 x 226mm • 144pp

9781584798781

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • History of fashion • 310 x 240mm • 260pp

The Battle for Home

Thi Bui

9781419718786

The ultimate Chanel book, Jean Leymarie’s classic
monograph on Coco Chanel is back in print once more.
Completely revised and updated since its publication in
1989, this book provides a general overview of Chanel’s
creative history, from her early days, when she mingled with
Jean Cocteau, Igor Stravinsky and Luchino Visconti, to the
development of her legacy after her death by Karl Lagerfeld.

$39.95

A new, addictive-to-read collection of essays and stories
celebrating yarn-specifically, the knitter's reputation for
acquiring it in large quantities and storing it away in what's
lovingly referred to as a "stash." The pieces in this
collection span from comical to earnest, lighthearted to
deeply philosophical, in a celebration of the how, why,
when, and what of stashes each knitter has accumulated
over the years. We'll hear from bestselling authors,
designers, yarn-store owners, essayists, sheep farmers,
mill owners, and the people behind the world's largest
collective online stash, Ravelry.com.

Abrams Press • PB • Autobiography: general • 202 x 140mm • 192pp

9781419732904

$21.99

The Munich Art Hoard

Josef Albers

Catherine Hickley

Charles Darwent

In February 2012, in a Munich flat belonging to an elderly
recluse, German customs authorities seized an astonishing
hoard of more than 1,400 paintings, drawings, prints and
sculptures. When Cornelius Gurlitt’s trove became public in
November 2013, it caused a worldwide media sensation.
Catherine Hickley has delved into archives and conducted
dozens of interviews to uncover the story behind the
headlines. Her book illuminates a dark period of German
history, untangling a web of deceit and silence that has
prevented the heirs of Jewish collectors from recovering art
stolen from their families more than seven decades ago by
the Nazis. Hickley recounts the shady history of the Gurlitt
hoard and brings its story right up to date, as 21st-century
politicians and la...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Biography: general • 198 x 130mm • 272pp

9780500292570

$19.99

The Imitation Game

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Biography: arts & entertainment • 246 x 172mm •
352pp

9780500519103

Jan Marsh

Alan Turing (1912–1954) was the mathematician credited
with cracking the German Enigma code during World War
II, enabling the Allies to defeat the Nazis. After the war,
Turing went on to launch modern computer science
through his creation of the universal Turing machine and
the Imitation Game, an artificial-intelligence test that is still
in use today. Turing kept his code-breaking work a secret
in order to safeguard his native England, but failed to hide
his sexual preferences, which led to his tragic death at the
hands of the same country he worked so hard to protect.
Jim Ottaviani and Leland Purvis show Turing to be an
eccentric, persecuted genius and a groundbreaking
theoretician whose seminal work still plays a role in the
science and telecommunication systems tha...

Abrams ComicArts • PB • Autobiography: science, technology & medicine •
229 x 165mm • 240pp

$24.99

The Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood lent its name to one of the
most significant and innovative artistic movements of the
Victorian age. Jan Marsh’s lively and revealing account of
these remarkable men and women explores the individual
personalities, the close friendships and the artistic force
that bound this diverse group together.

National Portrait Gallery Publications • PB • The arts • 196 x 140mm • 136pp

9781855144798

Ravens & Red Lipstick

A Life in Movies

Lena Fritsch

Irwin Winkler

Ravens & Red Lipstick provides a visually bold survey of
Japanese photography’s recent history. Drawing together
extensive research and a succession of engaging dialogues
with both emerging and established photographers, Lena
Fritsch traces its development chronologically from the
severity of post-war Realism to the diverse ingenuity of
photography in contemporary Japan, via the work of
movements and groups such as Vivo in the 1960s and‘Girl
Power’ in the ’90s. Interspersed are fascinating original
interviews with some of the most influential photographers of
each era, from Daido Moriyama to Nobuyoshi Araki and
Rinko Kawauchi. Interrogating the business, education and
art-institutional backdrops to each movement, Fritsch
masterfully demonstrates the centrality o...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Diaries, letters & journals • 293 x 245mm • 288pp

9780500292877

$70.00

René Lacoste

$19.99

The list of films Irwin Winkler has produced in his morethan-50-year career is extraordinary: Rocky, Goodfellas,
Raging Bull, Creed. His films have been nominated for 52
Academy Awards, including five movies for Best Picture,
and have won 12. In A Life in Movies, his charming and
insightful memoir, Winkler tells the stories of his career
through his many films as a producer and then as a writer
and director, charting the changes in Hollywood over the
past decades. This is an engrossing and candid book, a
beguiling exploration of what it means to be a producer,
which takes readers behind the scenes and into the history
of Hollywood.

Abrams Press • HB • Biography: arts & entertainment • 229 x 152mm • 304pp

9781419734526

$39.99

The Good Neighbor

Laurence Benaïm

Maxwell King

What do we know about René Lacoste? That he was a
French tennis legend, the founder of the Lacoste brand,
and a remarkable inventor? Lacoste (1904-1996) was an
elegant player with an acute sense of fair play, a
demanding designer who revolutionized sports apparel,
and a passionate engineer who invented the first tubular
steel tennis racket. From the tennis court to the golf course,
accompanied by family members or friends made along the
way, the man called "the Alligator" was a determined
visionary with an eye for authenticity and detail. René
Lacoste remains to this day a timeless yet remarkably
contemporary fashion icon. Published to celebrate the
Lacoste brand's 85th anniversary, this lavishly illustrated
work includes a wealth of photographs and archival
documents,...

Abrams • HB • Autobiography: general • 267 x 196mm • 192pp

9781419733284

$49.99

The Pre-Raphaelite Circle

Jim Ottaviani

9781419736452

While Josef Albers’ Bauhaus colleagues Klee and
Kandinsky are household names, Albers himself has
remained inscrutable. He is best known as the painter of
the Homages to the Square, a series of over 2,000
seemingly tightly controlled experiments in the interaction
of colour. Yet he did not begin these pictures until he was
in his sixties, already several decades into his career as an
artist, maker and theorist, much of it pursued in the United
States following the Nazi dissolution of the Bauhaus in
1933. Misunderstanding of the Homages reflects a wider
misreading of Albers’ life and work. Married to the textile
artist Anni Albers, his papers include letters from fellow
artists John Cage, Robert Rauschenberg, Richard Serra
and Eva Hesse; colleagues su...

$50.00

New York Times bestseller 2018 Goodreads Choice
Award Winner for History & Biography The Good
Neighbor, the first full-length biography of Fred Rogers,
tells the story of this utterly unique and enduring American
icon. Drawing on original interviews, oral histories, and
archival documents, Maxwell King traces Rogers's
personal, professional, and artistic life through decades of
work, including a surprising decision to walk away from the
show to make television for adults, only to return to the
neighborhood with increasingly sophisticated episodes,
written in collaboration with experts on childhood
development. An engaging story, rich in detail, The Good
Neighbor is the definitive portrait of a beloved figure,
cherished ...

Abrams Press • HB • Biography: arts & entertainment • 234 x 164mm • 320pp

9781419727726

$39.99

The Baking Journal

Duchamp

Magma

Calvin Tomkins

The Baking Journal inspires bakers to record their
experiences, experiments and love of bread, cake and
pastry. Use the journal to store notes and clippings, write
down your favourite recipes, review cafés and patisseries,
collect labels and other souvenirs, and record your baking
experiments. Keep it in the kitchen for useful reference
information on ingredients and techniques, baking tips,
measurements and conversions.

Laurence King • PB • Diaries, letters & journals • 240 x 180mm • 136pp

9781856699785

$22.99

The Romantic Poets and their Circle
Richard Holmes

The Museum of Modern Art • PB • Individual artists, art monographs •
230 x 150mm • 552pp

9780870708923

National Portrait Gallery Publications • PB • The arts • 196 x 140mm • 136pp

The Best We Could Do

$19.99

National bestseller ABA Indies Introduce Winter / Spring
2017 Selection Barnes & Noble Discover Great New
Writers Spring 2017 Selection An intimate and poignant
graphic novel portraying one family's journey from war-torn
Vietnam, from debut author Thi Bui. This beautifully
illustrated and emotional story is an evocative memoir
about the search for a better future and a longing for the
past. Exploring the anguish of immigration and the lasting
effects that displacement has on a child and her family, Bui
documents the story of her family's daring escape after the
fall of South Vietnam in the 1970s, and the difficulties they
faced building new lives for themselves. At the heart of
Bui's story is a universal struggle: While adjusting to life as
a first-...

Abrams ComicArts • HB • Autobiography: general • 234 x 175mm • 336pp

9781419718779

Lump: The Dog who ate a Picasso

Virginia Woolf

David Douglas Duncan

Frances Spalding

One spring morning in 1957, veteran photojournalist David
Douglas Duncan paid a visit to his friend and frequent
photographic subject Pablo Picasso, at the artist's home
near Cannes. As a co-pilot alongside Duncan in his
Mercedes Gullwing 300 SL was the photographer's pet
dachsund, Lump. Photographer and dog were close
companions, but Duncan's nomadic lifestyle and his other
dog - a giant jealous Afghan hound who had tormented
Lump - made their life in Rome difficult. When they arrived at
Picasso's Villa La Californie that historic day, Lump decided
that he had found paradise on earth, and that he would
move in with Picasso, whether the artist welcomed him or
not. This is the background for a totally original book that
offers an uncommonly sensitive portrait of Pic...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Individual artists, art monographs •
230 x 170mm • 100pp

9780500512951

$27.99

The Dreamday Pattern Journal:Art Deco - Manhattan
Dreamday Pattern Journal

$35.99

Virginia Woolf’s many novels, notably Night and Day (1919),
Jacob’s Room (1922), Mrs Dalloway (1925), To the
Lighthouse (1927) and The Waves (1931), transformed
ideas about structure, plot and characterisation. The third
child of Leslie and Julia Stephen, and sister of Vanessa
(later Bell), Woolf was a central figure in the Bloomsbury
Group: that union of friends who revolutionised British
culture with their innovative approach to art, design and
society in the early years of the twentieth century. Portraiture
figured greatly in Woolf’s life. Portraits by G.F. Watts and
photographs made by her aunt, Julia Margaret Cameron,
furnished rooms in which she lived. Written portraits were
produced in the family home; her father, Leslie Stephen,
published short biographies of S...

National Portrait Gallery Publications • PB • The arts • 240 x 185mm • 192pp

9781855144811

$45.00

Oscar Wilde and his Circle
Simon Callow

The Dreamday Pattern Journal is a new concept in luxury
stationery. Each journal contains patterned pages for
colouring-in and doodling interleaved with blank pages for
taking notes and drawing. Each has a visual theme
associated with a particular period or place, whether
Renaissance Florence, 1920s Manhattan or Mid-Century
Scandinavia. Composed of cream and grey stocks and
featuring coloured endpapers, richly patterned covers and
a bellyband, the journals are a perfect blending of the
traditional blank journal and the current craze for colouringin books. This is a series that can be used as beautiful,
functional stationery but each volume will also become a
unique personal notebook with your own designs and
colouring.

Laurence King • PB • Diaries, letters & journals • 220 x 155mm • 108pp

9781856699969

$35.00

Thi Bui

The ideal of the ‘inspired’ artist owes its origin to the figures
of the Romantic period, who revolutionised English art and
literature. In this book, Richard Holmes explores the
portraits and lives of such key poets as Lord Byron, Percy
Bysshe Shelley and John Keats, and assesses the impact
of their work on contemporary culture and society.

9781855144774

First published to great acclaim in 1996, New Yorker writer
and art critic Calvin Tomkins' biography of the influential
artist Marcel Duchamp (1887-1968) has been out of print
for many years. Now, The Museum of Modern Art, New
York, is publishing a new and revised edition of the
landmark biography to commemorate the 100th
anniversary of Duchamp's first Readymade, "Bicycle
Wheel," a later version of which is in MoMA's collection.
Duchamp is widely considered one of the most important
artists of the twentieth century, yet his personal life
remained an enigma throughout his avidly scrutinized
career. Tomkins, from his unique vantage point as both an
accomplished art critic and a friend of Duchamp's since the
late 1950s, presents a piercing portrait of Duchamp, adep...

$19.99

One of literature’s most witty personalities, Oscar Wilde
captivated London society. In this perceptive appraisal of
Wilde and those around him – including Aubrey Beardsley,
Sir Max Beerbohm and Wilde’s lover, Lord Alfred Douglas
(‘Bosie’) – Simon Callow captures the spirit of one of
Britain’s most feted, but ultimately tragic literary figures.

National Portrait Gallery Publications • PB • The arts • 196 x 140mm • 136pp

9781855144781

$19.99

The Imitation Game

Elsa Schiaparelli's Private Album

Jim Ottaviani and Leland Purvis
A New York Times Bestseller Selected as a 2017
ALA/YALSA Great Graphic Novel for Teens: Nonfiction
Award winning authors Jim Ottaviani and Leland Purvis
present a historically accurate graphic novel biography of
English mathematician and scientist Alan Turing in The
Imitation Game. English mathematician and scientist Alan
Turing (1912-1954) is credited with many of the
foundational principles of contemporary computer science.
The Imitation Game presents a historically accurate
graphic novel biography of Turing's life, including his
groundbreaking work on the fundamentals of cryptography
and artificial intelligence. His code breaking efforts led to
the cracking of the German Enigma during World War II,
work that saved countless lives and accelerated the Alli...

Abrams ComicArts • HB • Autobiography: science, technology & medicine •
236 x 172mm • 240pp

9781419718939

$35.00

Virginia Woolf

Double-Barrelled Books • HB • History of fashion • 297 x 250mm • 192pp

9780957150072

Ronnie Wood

Alexandra Harris’s hugely acclaimed book Romantic
Moderns (winner of the 2010 Guardian First Book Award)
overturned our picture of modernist culture during the
interwar years. In this, her second book, she brings her
attention to one of the towering figures of literary
modernism. It is an intensely pleasurable read that weaves
together the life and work of Virginia Woolf, and serves as
an ideal introduction to both. Following the chronology of
Woolf’s life, it considers each of the novels in context, gives
due prominence to her dazzlingly inventive essays, traces
the contentious course of her ‘afterlife’ and shows why,
seventy years after her death,Virginia Woolf continues to
haunt and inspire us.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Biography: literary • 215 x 135mm • 192pp

$32.99

Ronnie Wood is one of the foremost rock guitarists in the
world, but his artistic talents extend beyond music.
Throughout his stellar musical career from The Birds to the
Faces and the Rolling Stones, Ronnie has never lost his
passion for painting, drawing and sculpture. Exuding the
same irrepressible energy as Ronnie himself, Ronnie Wood:
Artist is the first ever comprehensive collection of his
paintings and other artworks, created to mark the occasion
of his seventieth birthday. The bright, bold volume brings
together the fruits of a lifetime in the arts, brimming with six
decades of memorable and diverse work, from his art
college portfolio (he studied alongside Pete Townshend) to
the intimate work of his personal life today. Inside, a
generous selection of hi...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Individual artists, art monographs •
267 x 207mm • 272pp

9780500519899

Inordinate Fondness for Beetles

The Bloomsbury Group

Paul Spencer Sochaczewski

Frances Spalding

An Inordinate Fondness for Beetles follows the Victorianera explorations of Alfred Russel Wallace through
Indonesia, Singapore and Malaysia. While Wallace is
recognized as co-discoverer of the theory of natural
selection (and was perhaps deliberately sidelined by
Darwin) he was also an edgy social commentator and a
voracious collector of "natural productions". Sochaczewski,
author of Sultan and the Mermaid Queen and co-author of
Soul of the Tiger, has created an innovative form of
storytelling - combining incisive biography and personal
travelogue. He examines themes about which Wallace
cared deeply -- women's power, why boys leave home, the
need to collect, our relationship with other species,
humanity's need to control nature and how this leads to
nature destruction...

Editions Didier Millet Pte Ltd • PB • Biography: science, technology & medicine •
194 x 129mm • 376pp

9789814385206

$19.95

Virginia Woolf
Alexandra Harris
Alexandra Harris’s hugely acclaimed Romantic Moderns
(winner of the 2010 Guardian First Book Award) overturned
our picture of modernist culture during the interwar years.
In her second book, which is newly available in paperback,
she brings her attention to one of the towering figures of
literary modernism. It is an intensely pleasurable read that
weaves together the life and work of Virginia Woolf, and
serves as an ideal introduction to both. Following the
chronology of Woolf’s life, it considers each of the novels in
context, gives due prominence to her dazzlingly inventive
essays, traces the contentious course of her ‘afterlife’ and
shows why, seventy years after her death, Virginia Woolf
continues to haunt and inspire us.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Biography: literary • 215 x 135mm • 192pp

9780500290866

$50.00

Ronnie Wood: Artist

Alexandra Harris

9780500515921

Marisa Schiaparelli Berenson
Elsa Schiaparelli is regarded as one of the most important
artist-couturiers and taste-makers of the 20th century. A
genuine influence on the style of her times, she numbered
among her collaborators and friends the artists Pablo
Picasso, Salvador Dali, Jean Cocteau, Christian Berard and
Marcel Vertes. She was an early client of the important
modernist decorator Jean- Michel Franck who decorated her
salons for her using Giacometti lamps from him. Here, with a
text on her memories of her beloved grandmother by the
international film star Marisa Berenson, is Schiaparelli’s own
album of photographs of her life starting in Italy when we see
her as a very young girl in the early 20th Century. We meet
the people she knew, we see round the houses she lived in,
the parties she ...

$21.99

$50.00

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the Bloomsbury
Group transformed British culture with their innovative
approach to art, design and society. In this book Frances
Spalding presents over twenty fascinating biographies, all
of which are illustrated with paintings and intimate
photographs created by members of the group.

National Portrait Gallery Publications • PB • The arts • 196 x 140mm • 120pp

9781855144767

$19.99
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Connecting

Don’t/Do This - Game

Paulina Larocca, Tony Ibbotsen
We are happier when we are more creative but are we more
creative when we are happy? The long-standing view in
psychology is that positive emotions are conducive to
creativity. When we are feeling up, we feel we are more
resourceful, but what if we are measuring the wrong thing?
New studies have shown it is not the type of emotions, but
the intensity with which we experience them that is the real
driver of our creativity. Nor is our emotional palette limited to
"good" feelings. All of our emotions offer creative gifts
provided we experience them with depth and understanding.
How to cultivate your creativity to live a more emotionally
rewarding life Drawing on insights from neuroscience and
psychology, Connecting explores seven paradoxical aspects
of our emotional exper...

BIS Publishers • PB • Creative therapy (eg art, music, drama) • 190 x 190mm •
160pp

9789063695262

$35.00

Donald Roos
Whatever kind of creative person you are, this thought
experiment game will get you out of your comfort zone.
How? It stimulates creativity through limitation. Boundaries
push you to think beyond the usual solutions and send you
in different directions. That’s exactly how you end up with
unexpected and extraordinary ideas. How to play You take 3
“Do” cards that define a unique imaginary project. You need
to come up with a solution for this project. But you also get 3
“Don’t” cards, which give you a set of rules. For Example Do:
Create clothing that is also a landmark | For two persons | To
become more productive Don’t: Don’t use straight shapes |
Don’t make the size static | Don’t use non-recyclable
material The “Do” and “Don’t” cards make you think
differen...

BIS Publishers • Time management • 156pp

9789063694845

Creativity +

Pitching Ideas

Paulina Larocca

Jeroen van Geel

Creativity+ is designed to be interactive and as creative as
its premise. It is a book, toolkit and it is a philosophy that
teaches you how to infuse creative thinking in all aspects of
your life, supported by practical tools to bring your ideas to
fruition. It is divided into the four phases of innovation:
Vision, Discovery, Ideation and Momentum. In each phase,
the reader is provided with the Mindset (attitudes), Skillset
(knowledge), Toolset (techniques) and a supporting Case
Study that gives a real-life example of these skills in action.
The book is divided into 4 phases (Visioning, Discovery,
Ideation and Momentum) and each phase is colour-coded
and has its own unique symbol to make navigating the toolkit
very easy. Each phase is supported by th...

BIS Publishers • PB • Management: leadership & motivation • 97 x 198mm •
60pp

9789063694883

$26.99

Don't Read this Book

We are good at designing beautiful products and we offer
good services. We always know exactly what the user
wants and we know dozens of methodologies. However, if
we have to convince our customers and colleagues, we
find it very hard. For one reason or another pitching ideas
is one of the most undervalued practices in our field of
expertise. From convincing a colleague to opt for a certain
methodology to persuading a customer to go for a certain
concept. You can have the best ideas in the world, but if
you are not able to bring them across, they will never
become reality. In this book the author will take you inside
of the heads of the people you have to convince. The book
will help you to find the essence of the idea you want to get
across and...

BIS Publishers • HB • Business communication & presentation • 216 x 150mm •
128pp

9789063694869

$29.99

How to Set Up & Run a Fashion Label

Donald Roos

Toby Meadows

As creative people, we have ideas. Some of us have many
ideas, others have really good ones, and most of us have
many really good ideas. But most of these never see the
light of day. Why? If you ask a creative person, the answer
will always revolve around time. We simply need time to
execute an idea (and do it well)—more time than we have.
Don’t Read This Book focuses on how to make choices
about everything you do in your daily creative practice and
life. The book follows the ‘To Don’t List’ method: When you
say ‘no’ to one idea, you have more time to execute
another one. In short: the more you subtract, the more
focus and time you get. The book is divided into three
parts: Life, Workplace, and Projects. It covers everything
from defining your life goals, to writing a ...

BIS Publishers • PB • Time management • 210 x 150mm • 160pp

9789063694234

$26.99

$29.99

To run a successful fashion label you need to know about
business as well as design. Packed with tips, case studies
and tasks to help you analyse yourself, your market and
your product, this book is for anyone wanting to start their
own fashion business. Thoroughly revised for the social
media age, with updated images throughout. With eight
new case studies: AwaytoMars (Brazil/UK), FFM Dubai
(UAE), Picture Organic (France), Vetta Capsule (US),
ADAY, Farm, Olivia Burton (UK), and The Goods
Department (Indonesia).

Laurence King • PB • Fashion & beauty industries • 252 x 176mm • 224pp

9781786274847

$45.00

Visual Doing

75 Tools for Creative Thinking

Willemien Brand

Booreiland

A new way of working calls for new tools. Visual Thinking
gives you guidelines, examples, tips and tricks to gain more
confidence in your drawing and visual thinking skills. This
Visual Doing book will teach you how to use these tools
properly and will increase your visual craftsmanship.
Therefore it will be a practical guide to incorporate visual
thinking into your daily business and communication.

BIS Publishers • PB • Business communication & presentation • 252 x 209mm •
144pp

9789063694999

$35.00

Design. Think. Make. Break. Repeat
Martin Tomitsch, Cara Wrigley, Madeleine Borthwick
This handbook documents sixty methods used in design
innovation projects leading to the design of new products or
services. It is the first publication to bring together methods,
tools and case studies that involve multiple design
disciplines and perspectives - from product and service
design to interaction and user experience design. Design.
Think. Make. Break. Repeat. addresses the needs of anyone
interested in deploying design thinking academically or
operationally inside their organisation. With design thinking
becoming an increasingly valued skillset across a wide
range of industries, there is an increasing demand for
design-based skills in the workplace. More and more
organisations are looking at design to improve their
businesses and the services and product...

BIS Publishers • PB • Customer services • 231 x 189mm • 208pp

9789063694791

$55.00

This creative card deck toolbox will guide the player to be
creative at the different stages of any process or situation
where new ideas are desired. The seventy-five tools are
organized around six steps in the process: get started, look
around, ask around, break it down, break free, evaluate, and
select.

BIS Publishers • Business innovation • 0 x 0mm • 0pp

9789063692759

$35.00

Creative Thinker's Exercise book
Dorte Nielsen
This exercise book is a follow up to the book: The Secret of
the Highly Creative Thinker: How to make connections
others don’t. Whereas The Secret of the Highly Creative
Thinker was based on a dynamic balance of theory,
technique and exercises, this book is purely an exercise
book – a hands-on workbook, the perfect place to get your
hands dirty and take a serious dive into exercises that
strengthen your ability to see and make connections.
Although this exercise book follows the principles of The
Secret of the Highly Creative Thinker: How to make
connections others don’t, it works perfectly as a stand-alone
publication. This book is for those who would like to enhance
their creativity. It can be used for: - Development of creative
capacity - Training of the underlying ...

BIS Publishers • PB • Cognitivism, cognitive theory • 240 x 190mm • 112pp

9789063694388

$39.99

Fundamentals of Project Management 2ed

Think Like a Lawyer, Don't Act Like One

Rory Burke

Aernoud Bourdrez

Fundamentals of Project Management has been updated
to include the latest techniques used by the PMBOK 6ed,
APM BoK 6ed and the computer software. This book is
ideal for: • Project managers • Project team member
responsible for administering projects • Contractors and
suppliers who participate in projects. The text uses plenty
of worked examples, exercises and case studies to explain
how to use all the special project management planning
and control tools and techniques. Support Material:
Support resources for lecturers (chapter presentation guide
and PowerPoint Slides) and students (MCQs) are available
through our web site (www.burkepublishing.com).

Rory Burke • PB • Project management • 244 x 168mm • 432pp

9780994149213

$54.95

Brand the Change

BIS Publishers • PB • Business negotiation • 184 x 146mm • 160pp

9789063693077

$24.99

Designing for the Common Good

Anne Miltenburg

Kees Dorst

Brand the Change unpacks the brand building process in
practical steps. Whether you are building an innovative new
product, creating a service for good, spreading a new idea,
or positioning yourself as leader in your field, thinking like a
brand strategist will help you to create a clear, compelling
offer, develop unique brand experiences and ultimately
attract and convert the right audiences. The book offers the
tools and exercises to build your own brand and offers a rich
array of tips from trademarking to digital marketing, and
inspires with case studies of successful change making
brands. The content is developed based on years of
experience in building brands, conversations with dozens of
changemakers and understanding what their branding
challenges and need...

BIS Publishers • PB • Sales & marketing • 253 x 208mm • 224pp

9789063694784

Think Like a Lawyer Don't Act Like One provides strategies
to solve conflicts. Based on principles, research, and real-life
examples ranging from Harvard University, Mikhail
Gorbatsjov, two kissing boxers, and Sun Tze to John
Rambo, Think Like a Lawyer Don't Act Like One can be
used when dealing with grumpy police officers, angry
neighbours, unwilling debtors, nasty lawyers, and other
conflict seekers. Each strategy is thoroughly tested and can
be used at the kitchen table, on the street, and in the
boardroom. All seventy-five rules are illustrated in a funny
way.

$55.00

Our societies are becoming more complex, dynamic, and
networked every day. Public organizations and companies
alike are learning the hard way that the societal challenges
before us cannot be resolved as they were in the past. We
need new approaches to these problems. Over the past ten
years, an increasing number of government organizations,
companies, and individuals have realized that special
practices from design can help us rise to the challenge. At
the core of this book are twenty case studies from around
the world that demonstrate how design approaches can be
used for societal change. These extensive case descriptions
are interspersed with reflections, lessons learned, and tricks
and tips for the practitioner, culminating in a vision of how
design can revolutioniz...

BIS Publishers • PB • Urban & municipal planning • 190 x 240mm • 208pp

9789063694081

$60.00

Strategic Design

The Service Innovation Handbook

Giulia Calabretta

Lucy Kimbell

Design professionals are no longer just executors of new
product/service design briefs but are increasingly involved in
the crafting of these briefs and in the strategic decisions
leading to these briefs. In order to effectively play this
strategic role, design professionals need to master a set of
strategic practices - i.e., routinized strategic actions and
ways of working. However, since the strategic role of
designers is a relatively new development, many designers
lack knowledge on specific practices for acting effectively on
a strategic level in innovation projects. In this book we
provide an overview of these practices, of tools supporting
these practices, and of case examples in which companies
and designers have effectively used these practices. This
book will ...

BIS Publishers • PB • Business studies: general • 190 x 240mm • 228pp

9789063694456

$60.00

How to Set up & Run a Fashion Label
Toby Meadows

BIS Publishers • PB • Customer services • 190 x 240mm • 240pp

9789063693534

$60.00

The Innovation Matrix
Deepika Jeyakodi

No matter how talented you are as a designer, if you are
going to run a successful fashion label you also need to
know about business – from marketing and PR to
manufacturing your collection, and where to find the money
to finance it all. In How to Set Up and Run a Fashion Label
2nd edition, Toby Meadows presents a no-nonsense guide
to running your own business, whether it is within the
clothing, accessories or footwear sectors. Packed with tips,
case studies and tasks to help you analyse yourself, your
market and your product, the book is designed for anyone
wanting to start their own fashion business. This new,
expanded edition contains information on e-commerce,
sustainability, five new case studies and updated images
throughout.

Laurence King • PB • Fashion & beauty industries • 250 x 175mm • 200pp

9781856698924

This is an action-oriented book for managers and
entrepreneurs searching ways to tackle issues they face in
terms of developing and delivering services. The book
focuses on service organizations, but has a broad
interpretation of what services are. Directed to the business
world and combines inspirational text that is full of examples,
with the features of a useful handbook of practical methods
with associated templates. The central argument is that
managers and entrepreneurs designing service offerings will
benefit from using approaches and methods from design
and the arts, especially at the early stages of projects.
Sometimes called “design thinking” or “design innovation”,
such approaches help organizations explore and create new
configurations of people and thing...

$39.99

The present-day business world is competitive, complex,
and interconnected. Organizations must innovate to survive.
Innovation is an expensive exercise and needs smart people
to work on it, those that are not always within your
organization. To succeed, many now co-create with others
outside their own organization. In innovating jointly,
organizations struggle with questions on how to capitalize on
bright ideas, how to capture value in a co-created
innovation, and how to manage the innovation process itself.
The Innovation Matrix simplifies and structures innovation
management and strategy. Intellectual property, which is at
the core of every innovation, is urged to be used as a tool in
defining a strategy and managing the innovation. Through
three key steps (THINK-...

BIS Publishers • PB • Business innovation • 200 x 173mm • 128pp

9789063695200

$59.99

So You Want to publish a magazine?

Fundamentals of Project Management

Angharad Lewis

Rory Burke

So you want to publish a magazine? Start here! This guide
shows you how to take your concept from idea to proper
publication, step by step. It covers all the nuts and bolts of
indie magazine publishing, from budgeting and distribution
to design and print. Inspirational and informative, this book
gives you the behind-the-scenes information you need to
take your idea all the way to print, and beyond. It’s a musthave for anyone who loves magazines or dreams of starting
their own.

Fundamentals of Project Management explains how to use
the latest project management planning and control tools
and techniques used by the planning software, the APM
BoK 5ed, the PMBOK 4ed and the unit standards level 4.
The text uses plenty of worked examples and exercises to
explain how to use all the body of knowledge topics and
particularly the Project Management Process, and the
Project Management Plan. Target Market: Project
managers new to project management who are managing
projects of limited complexity. Project team members who
are responsible for performing all the calculations, reporting
and the administration functions. Contractors, suppliers
and consultants who participate in projects. Support
Material: An INSTRUCTOR GUIDE and POWERPOINTS
SLI...

Laurence King • PB • Publishing industry & book trade • 230 x 190mm • 168pp
Rory Burke • PB • Project management • 244 x 168mm • 384pp

9781780677545

$45.00

Project Management Techniques 2nd ed
Rory Burke

$49.95

Save the Humans!
Mieke Gerritzen

Project Management Techniques 2ed (College Edition) is
fully updated to include the latest project management
processes and methodologies as outlined in the new
PMBOK 5ed (2012) and the new APM BoK 6ed (2012).
Project Management Techniques for project management
courses has been updated to enable the project manager
to use the latest planning and control techniques,
processes and methodologies to complete their projects
successfully. This is often expressed as completing the
project deliverables on time, within budget and to the
required quality. It is, therefore, essential the project
manager understands the features and characteristics of
the project management systems approach to be able to
manage the process effectively. Support Material: A
CHAPTER'S GUIDE and...

Rory Burke • PB • Project management • 244 x 168mm • 384pp

9780987668301

9780958273367

$59.95

Smart Phones, Healthcare Robots, Wearable Computers
and Self-Driving Cars. They are arriving or already exists.
We are becoming increasingly intimate with the machines
that constantly count, control and watch the way we live.
How can the growing world population of more than 7
billion people create a humane life for everyone? Let’s find
the errors and the holes in the technosphere that will give
us space for free and creative thinking. What’s at stake
here is the remains of human agency. Let’s use the brain
pixels that are not taken yet. And Save the Humans! The
contributors to curate the strongest quotes they can find on
the subject. It made no difference whether they were
written yesterday or a thousand years ago. From Plato to
Marshall McLuhan to Mark Zuckerberg. Th...

BIS Publishers • PB • Philosophy • 150 x 105mm • 160pp

9789063694012

$24.99

This is Service Design Thinking.
Marc Stickdorn

Roel Frissen

This is Service Design Thinking introduces an interdisciplinary approach to designing services. Service design
is a bit of a buzzword these days and has gained a lot of
interest from various fields. This book, assembled to
describe and illustrate the emerging field of service design,
was brought together using exactly the same co-creative
and user-centred approaches you can read and learn
about inside. The boundaries between products and
services are blurring and it is time for a different way of
thinking: this is service design thinking. 23 international
authors and even more online contributors from the global
service design community invested their knowledge,
experience and passion together to create this book. It
introduces service design thinking in manne...

BIS Publishers • PB • Customer services • 230 x 175mm • 380pp

9789063692797

$49.99

Transformations

Everyone at some point in time experiences events that
change the course of history or their life. The are powerful
and can be impactful. Some events are taken for granted
and their fundamental design is overlooked or simply copied.
This book identifies the starting point (braiding point) of any
event and names the steps of how they come alive. It aims
to put your finger on the DNA of your event. This book
shows you the components of the DNA of events. It gives
you insight into the way you can observe, analyse any event.
Understand who has what at stake. Define the behaviour
change required to deliver value. Identify the levers and
mechanism by which you can influence this behaviour
change in your event design. This book lays the foundation
for creating a common langua...

BIS Publishers • PB • Business studies: general • 210 x 210mm • 204pp

9789063694340

Marc Stickdorn

Tracking how design has changed in previous book Design
Transitions has inevitably led the authors to explore how
organisations are changing using design. Design is now
the key driver of innovation and change within
organisations across the globe. It is therefore important to
learn how, when and why to use design to drive change in
your organisation. Transformations documents how design
is being used to support change across different
organisations, countries and sectors, sharing the stories of
experts in their fields at varying stages of their
transformative journeys. The authors present seven roles
for change that are used to influence the development of
products and services, the shape of the organisation itself
and, most importantly, their ability to embrace chan...

BIS Publishers • PB • Business & management • 234 x 156mm • 256pp

$55.00

This is Service Design Thinking introduces an interdisciplinary approach to designing services. Service design
is a bit of a buzzword these days and has gained a lot of
interest from various fields. This book, assembled to
describe and illustrate the emerging field of service design,
was brought together using exactly the same co-creative
and user-centred approaches you can read and learn about
inside. The boundaries between products and services are
blurring and it is time for a different way of thinking: this is
service design thinking. 23 international authors and even
more online contributors from the global service design
community invested their knowledge, experience and
passion together to create this book. It introduces service
design thinking in manne...

BIS Publishers • HB • Customer services • 230 x 175mm • 382pp

9789063692568

Design With (in) Public Organizations

Are We There Yet?

André Schaminee

Sam Bucolo

Designers collectively experience that a well-designed
solution by itself does not lead to the intended change.
Designers are often taken by surprise when they meet
resistance during the design process, or when they deliver
their proposals. In order to make them more successful, we
need to design the context that facilitates the design
process and its outcomes.

BIS Publishers • PB • Business strategy • 254 x 180mm • 192pp

9789063694975

$55.00

BIS Publishers • PB • Business innovation • 215 x 140mm • 216pp

9789063694098
Change Ahead

KesselsKramer

Carola Verschoor

This is a book by a company that dislikes advertising as
much as anyone. Nevertheless, it makes adverts. It has
worked with global brands to produce fashion collections
and promoted a town with a mass wedding. It creates
advertising with more human, truthful communications. The
company's name is KesselsKramer. This book describes
how to make something you like out of something you
don't. As well as drawing on its own experiences,
KesselsKramer listens and learns from those who doubt
the advertising industry. Stefan Sagmeister explains how
quitting work makes you better at working; Hans Aarsman
discusses authenticity in image- making; and Alex Bogusky
looks at ways to help capitalism grow up. Advertising for
People Who Don't Like Advertising is partly a creative
handboo...

Laurence King • PB • Advertising • 240 x 170mm • 240pp

$26.99

$80.00

The fundamental question that the book addresses is, Are
our innovation efforts aligned to the challenges of our
times? We face high costs, global competition, low
productivity, and technology disruptions. Our education
system is geared towards solving known problems through
an inductive thinking mindset. We have relied on massive
technology investments as our source of competitive
advantage, but our growth is declining. If we want to
maintain our standard of living, we need firms to grow.
Firms therefore need a new approach to innovation, one
that focuses on customer engagement in its business
model. The concept of design thinking is often described as
the mindset for firms to make this transition. But with so
much being written on design thinking, why do so many
firm...

Advertising for People Who Don't Like Advertising

9781780673202

$55.00

This is Service Design Thinking.

Joyce Yee

9789063694579

Event Design Handbook

$29.99

In a complex and networked world, business, more than
ever, is about adaptability to change and the capacity to
create new propositions through a dynamic interaction with
the environment. Much like sailing, business strategy will
increasingly come to be about the ability to steer towards
growth through dynamic leadership, empathetic
understanding, and skilful use of tools and abilities. This
book reveals the philosophy, working processes, and
approaches to business creation and development through
research and design. It provides a model for integrating user
insights into business strategy beyond the literal
understanding of the user and into the creative application of
insights for the development of meaningful propositions. It is
a must-read in these changing times b...

BIS Publishers • PB • Economic theory & philosophy • 190 x 240mm • 288pp

9789063693985

$60.00
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In My Heart

My Little Gifts

Jo Witek and Christine Roussey
Sometimes my heart feels like a big yellow star, shiny and
bright.I smile from ear to ear and twirl around so fast,I feel as
if I could take off into the sky.This is when my heart is happy.
Happiness, sadness, bravery, anger, shyness . . . our hearts
can feel so many feelings! Some make us feel as light as a
balloon, others as heavy as an elephant. In My Heart
explores a full range of emotions, describing how they feel
physically, inside. With language that is lyrical but also
direct, toddlers will be empowered by this new vocabulary
and able to practice articulating and identifying their own
emotions. With whimsical illustrations and an irresistible diecut heart that extends through each spread, this unique
feelings book is gorgeously packaged. The Growing Hearts
s...

Jo Witek
There are many types of gifts. You can give a big, shiny,
wrapped gift on Christmas morning, but you can also give
the gifts of your help or your time. You can bake a cake for
your parents or share what you learned in school with your
little sister. You can help a friend unravel a knotty bracelet or
smile at a stranger who looks sad. With a spirit of generosity,
you'll find you have many gifts to give to the world-and that
giving can be even more fulfilling than receiving. Featuring a
die-cut cover and interior flaps throughout, My Little Gifts
celebrates the gift of giving.

Abrams Appleseed • HB • Picture books • 262 x 256mm • 30pp
Abrams Appleseed • HB • Early learning: the senses • 267 x 267mm • 32pp

9781419713101

$21.99

9781419733208

$21.99

My Tree and Me

With My Daddy

Jo Witek

Jo Witek and Christine Roussey

One little girl has a very special friend, the tall ancient tree in
her backyard. Through the seasons, she grows along with
the tree, playing in its branches and basking in its shade.
She can swing and have a picnic, draw the tree and play
hide and go seek. Through her time with her tree, the girl
learns to appreciate the natural world as something to be
savored and protected and acknowledges her place within it.
The Growing Hearts series celebrates the milestones of a
toddler's emotional development, from conquering fears and
expressing feelings to welcoming a new sibling.

Abrams Appleseed • HB • Early learning: first experiences • 254 x 254mm • 32pp

9781419735035

$21.99

A little girl honors her dad and all the fun they have together
in this sweet companion to In My Heart. Our spunky heroine
loves spending time with her dad. They ride bikes and swim
in the pool! They can imagine exciting adventures, or just
lounge around on a hot day. Being with her dad makes her
feel safe and comforted, strong and powerful. She can
confront the neighbor's dog and get thrown up in the air! And
when she gets too scared, or too angry, nothing calms her
down better than a big hug from dad. This addition to the
bestselling Growing Hearts series will make an appealing gift
for Father's Day.

Abrams Appleseed • HB • Early learning: the senses • 266 x 252mm • 34pp

9781419728228

$21.99

All My Treasures

Brave As Can Be

Jo Witek and Christine Roussey

Jo Witek and Christine Roussey

From the creators of the bestselling In My Heart comes a
picture book exploration of happiness and the true nature of
joy. When a girl receives a beautiful porcelain box from her
grandmother, she immediately wants something special to
put inside it. But what could it be? What does she love best?
She loves jumping in puddles on rainy days, blowing
bubbles in the park, and watching her little sister's first steps.
As it turns out, life's most precious treasures cannot be
contained in a box! With a gentle message about the
immateriality of happiness, this story reminds us to take
pleasure in everyday moments. The book is beautifully
packaged with a sparkly die-cut star on the cover, and flaps
throughout reveal hidden surprises. The Grow...

Abrams Appleseed • Early learning: the senses • 254 x 254mm • 32pp

9781419722042

$21.99

From the author and illustrator of the bestselling In My Heart!
The life of a toddler can be full of frightening things: the dark,
the neighbor's dog, and thunderstorms, just to name a few.
As children get older, they begin to feel braver around these
everyday events, but how do they build this newfound
confidence? In this lyrical, insightful picture book, an older
sister explains to her younger sister all the things she used
to be afraid of, along with some tricks to help, whether it's a
special blanket for bedtime or singing during a storm. Now,
big sister assures little sister, the fears that once felt as big
as a mountain feel as minuscule as a speck of dust. This
playful portrait of fear and bravery empowers young readers
to confront once-scary situations ...

Abrams Appleseed • HB • School stories (Children's / Teenage) • 264 x 257mm •
32pp

9781419719233

$21.99

In My Room

Hello in There!

Jo Witek and Christine Roussey

Jo Witek and Christine Roussey

In her room, one little girl can be anything she wants to be
and go anywhere she wishes to go, all with the power of her
imagination (and paper, markers, and crayons, of course!).
She can go on safari or sail the seven seas. She can be a
doctor, teacher, or high-powered businesswoman. The sky's
the limit! And when the day is over, she can become a little
girl again, safe in her room. Like the classic Where the Wild
Things Are, this latest addition to the Growing Hearts series
celebrates imagination as a means to try on different
identities and work through difficult emotions, all while
having fun. The Growing Hearts series celebrates the
milestones of a toddler's emotional development, from
conquering fears and expressing feelings to welcoming a
new sibling.

Abrams Appleseed • HB • Picture storybooks • 267 x 255mm • 32pp

9781419726446

$21.99

Hello, Australia!

Abrams Appleseed • HB • Picture storybooks • 264 x 255mm • 28pp

9781419703713

Megan McKean

Join a bunch of cheeky galahs in the latest look-and-find
adventure in the Hello...! series. This time we're taking a
trip around Australia to discover more about the animals,
birds and plants that live here. Along the way, you'll meet
some very friendly quokkas, take a ferry to Kangaroo
Island, marvel at the Big Things and learn about some
places that are sacred to the traditional owners of the land.
From sunny Queensland to the ski fields of Victoria, there's
so much to see and do around Australia.

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Picture storybooks • 295 x 220mm • 32pp

$24.99

Hello, Melbourne! is a celebration of this great Australian
city. With its colourful laneways and bustling shopping
arcades, the bookish wonders of the State Library and the
sights and smells of world famous Lygon Street, there is so
much to see in this town. With the help of your tour guides
– a charm of magpies – you’ll feel like a true Melburnian.

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Children's / Teenage: general non-fiction •
295 x 220mm • 32pp

9780500501085

Hello, Sydney!

Rosie Revere, Engineer

Megan McKean

Andrea Beaty

Discover 15 of Sydney’s most iconic locations, with the
help of six cheeky seagulls, on this look-and-find
adventure. From Taronga Zoo to Bondi Beach, there are
delightful quirks of the city to spot on each page, as well as
fun facts kids and parents will both enjoy. Whether you’re a
born-and-bred Sydneysider or from out of town, you’ll
discover new sights in this illustrative celebration of one of
Australia’s greatest cities!

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Children's, Teenage & educational •
295 x 220mm • 32pp

9780500500767

$24.99

Ada Twist, Scientist

$24.99

Thebeloved New York Timesbestselling picture book about
pursuing one's passion with persistence and learning to
celebrate each failure on the road to achieving one's
dreams.Don't miss Rosie's further adventures—with her
friendsIggy Peck and Ada Twist—in the instant New York
Times bestsellerRosie Revere and the Raucous Riveters, an
all-new chapter book starringThe Questioneers! Rosie
Revere dreamed of becoming a great engineer. Where
some people see rubbish, Rosie sees inspiration. Alone in
her room at night, shy Rosie constructs great inventions
from odds and ends. Hot dog dispensers, helium pants,
python-repelling cheese hats: Rosie's gizmos would
astound—if she ever let anyone see them. Afraid of failure,
she hides them away under her bed. Until a fateful visit
from ...

Abrams Books for Young Readers • HB • Picture storybooks • 279 x 228mm •
32pp

9781419708459

$21.99

Iggy Peck, Architect

Andrea Beaty

Andrea Beaty

A #1 New York Times Bestseller A Wall Street Journal
Bestseller A USA Today Bestseller The creators of the New
York Times bestselling picture books Rosie Revere,
Engineer and Iggy Peck, Architect are back with a story
about the power of curiosity in the hands of a child who is on
a mission to use science to understand her world. Ada Twist,
Scientist, from powerhouse team Andrea Beaty and David
Roberts, is a celebration of STEM, perseverance, and
passion. Like her classmates, builder Iggy and inventor
Rosie, scientist Ada, a character of color, has a boundless
imagination and has always been hopelessly curious. Why
are there pointy things stuck to a rose? Why are there hairs
growing inside your nose? When her house fills with a
horrific, toe-curling smell,...

Abrams Books for Young Readers • HB • Picture books • 279 x 228mm • 32pp

9781419721373

$21.99

Hello, Melbourne!

Megan McKean

9781760760212

From the author and illustrator of the bestselling In My Heart!
This oversized interactive book is a heartfelt look at the
wonder and excitement of waiting . . . and waiting . . . and
waiting for a new sibling to arrive. The charming protagonist
is so eager to step into her role as a big sister that she's
starting early! She sticks close to her mama so she can sing
songs to her sibling-to-be (loudly, of course) and explain all
the great things waiting in the outside world (cupcakes!
strawberries! swimming!). Quaint line drawings and lovely
patterns lend a breezy, lighthearted atmosphere to the story,
and a variety of playful flaps add gentle humor, showing the
new baby blissfully tucked away in its mama's belly. A joyful
and celebratory ode to the growing family f...

$24.99

This beloved New York Times bestselling picture book is a
fun-filled, inspiring story about the power of teamwork and
the importance of celebrating individual gifts and selfexpression. And now you can follow Iggy's further
adventures—with his friends Rosie Revere and Ada Twist—
in the instant New York Times bestsellerRosie Revere and
the Raucous Riveters, an all-new chapter book starringThe
Questioneers! Some kids sculpt sand castles. Some make
mud pies. Some construct great block towers. But none are
better at building than Iggy Peck, who once erected a lifesize replica of the Great Sphinx on his front lawn! It's too bad
that few people appreciate Iggy's talent—certainly not his
second-grade teacher, Miss Lila Greer. It looks as if Iggy will
have to trade in his T sq...

Abrams Books for Young Readers • HB • Picture books • 279 x 228mm • 32pp

9780810911062

$24.99

Rosie Revere and the Raucous Riveters
Andrea Beaty

Andrea Beaty

An instant New York Timesbestseller! You loved the
bestselling picture books starring Rosie Revere, Ada Twist,
and Iggy Peck. Now you can follow The Questioneers'
further adventures in brand-new chapter books!The first
installment,Rosie Revere and the Raucous Riveters,is a
spiritedstory about the power of teamwork and the true
meaning of home. Rosie Revere is no stranger to flops and
fails, kerfuffles and catastrophes. After all, engineering is
all about perseverance! But this time, Rosie has a really
important project to tackle—one that feels much bigger
than herself. Rosie's beloved Aunt Rose and her friends,
the Raucous Riveters—a group of fun-loving gals who built
airplanes during World War II—need help inventing
something new. And Rosie is just the engineer for th...

Amulet Books • HB • Picture storybooks • 203 x 140mm • 144pp

9781419733604

Ada Twist and the Perilous Pants

$16.99

You loved the bestselling picture books starring Rosie
Revere, Ada Twist, and Iggy Peck. Now you can follow The
Questioneers' further adventures in all-new chapter books!
Don't miss the first instant New York Times bestselling
volume, Rosie Revere and the Raucous Riveters.In Ada
Twist and the Perilous Pants, Ada must rely on her curious
mind, her brave spirit, and her best pals Rosie Revere and
Iggy Peck to solve a mystery in her own backyard. Ada
Twist is full of questions. A scientist to her very core, Ada
asks why again and again. One question always leads to
another until she's off on a journey of discovery! When
Rosie Revere's Uncle Ned gets a little carried away
wearing his famous helium pants, it's up to Ada and friends
to chase him down. As Uncle Ned floats far...

Amulet Books • HB • Adventure stories (Children's / Teenage) • 203 x 140mm •
144pp

9781419734229

$17.99

Alphablock

Dinoblock

Christopher Franceschelli and Peskimo

Christopher Franceschelli and Peskimo

With thick pages cut into the shape of each letter, children
and parents will enjoy this peek-through guessing game
around the letterform itself. Sprinkles, hot fudge, and
cherries hint at I's ice cream sundae, while aquarium
accessories hint at F's fish. As readers interact with the
pages, they will familiarize themselves not only with the 26
letters and associated words, but also with each letter's
physicality - angles, holes, and curves, both front and back.
With Peskimo's animated, stylish visuals, this fresh ABC
book encourages readers to manipulate the alphabet in a
whole new way. Note: illustrations have a retro feel, with
imperfect variations in color and texture. And also available:
COUNTABLOCK, with pages cut into the shape of numerals
from 1 to 100! P...

Abrams Appleseed • Early learning: ABC books / alphabet books •
163 x 136mm • 104pp

9781419709364

$21.99

Following in the footsteps of the groundbreaking Alphablock
and Countablock, Dinoblock features thick pages cut into the
shapes of dinosaurs! Readers will be introduced to more
than 20 different kinds of dinos via die-cuts of their unique
silhouettes and the illuminating comparisons to familiar
things from a young child's world. I stretch high like the
ladder on a fire truck. I am a Brachiosaurus. As children
touch the pages, they have a chance to guess the dinosaur
and appreciate the uniqueness of its silhouette. A final
gatefold delivers a roundup of all the dinos included. This
hands-on approach, delivered in colorful pages by hip British
design team Peskimo, makes for an immersive, ageappropriate introduction to a favorite topic of childhood.

Abrams Appleseed • Picture storybooks • 163 x 141mm • 96pp

9781419716744

Buildablock

Marvel Alphablock

Christopher Franceschelli and Peskimo

Peskimo

In this companion to Alphablock, Countablock, Dinoblock,
and Cityblock, readers are introduced to more than 24
construction machines. As in the previous books,
Buildablock features die-cut shapes on every other spread
and the charming art of British design team Peskimo.
Alphablock was chosen one of Parents magazine's 10 Best
Children's Books of 2013 and one of ALSC's Notable
Children's Books of 2014.

Abrams Appleseed • Picture storybooks • 165 x 141mm • 90pp

9781419725692

$21.99

Countablock

The Marvel Cinematic Universe is rich with content, from its
highly original characters to its stunning locations. This new
title in the Abrams Block Book series features thrilling
scenes and fascinating characters from A to Z, perfect for
the youngest fan as well as seasoned collectors. As in
previous Block Book titles,Marvel Alphablockincludes die-cut
pages and the stylish art of British design team Peskimo.
Each spread highlights important characters every fan of the
Marvel Cinematic Universe should know—from Black
Panther to Iron Man to Scarlet Witch.

Abrams Appleseed • Early learning: ABC books / alphabet books •
159 x 133mm • 104pp

9781419735882

$21.99

Kookaburra Kookaburra

Christopher Franceschelli and Peskimo
Following on the heels of a successful abecedary,
Countablock features thick pages cut into the shape of each
numeral, creating a peek-through guessing game around the
number form itself. One acorn becomes . . . one oak tree!
From snowmen to puddles and eggs to chicks, quantities are
illustrated twice: both before and after their
"transformations." As children interact with the pages, they
will familiarize themselves not only with the numbers 1-100
and associated quantities, but with each numeral's
physicality - angles, holes, and curves, both front and back.
Die-cut numerals include 1-10, and 20-100 by tens.
Illustrated by hip British design team Peskimo, this fresh
take on the 1-2-3s encourages readers to manipulate
numbers in a whole new way. Note: illustrations...

Abrams Appleseed • Early learning: numbers & counting • 161 x 140mm • 94pp

9781419713743

$21.99

$21.99

Bridget Farmer
Kookaburra Kookaburra features original lino-printed
illustrations of much-loved Australian bird species,
alongside short rhymes that will help children engage with
the birdlife around them.

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Animal stories (Children's / Teenage) •
280 x 210mm • 32pp

9781760760281

$24.99

I Am Human

I Am Peace

Susan Verde

Susan Verde and Peter H. Reynolds

From the picture book dream team behind I Am Yoga and I
Am Peace comes the third book in their wellness series: I
Am Human. A hopeful meditation on all the great (and
challenging) parts of being human, I Am Human shows that
it's okay to make mistakes while also emphasizing the power
of good choices by offering a kind word or smile or by saying
"I'm sorry." At its heart, this picture book is a celebration of
empathy and compassion that lifts up the flawed fullness of
humanity and encourages children to see themselves as
part of one big imperfect family-millions strong.

Abrams Books for Young Readers • HB • Picture books • 210 x 213mm • 32pp

9781419731655

$19.99

The Big Book of Bugs

Abrams Books for Young Readers • HB • Picture storybooks • 214 x 212mm •
32pp

9781419727016

Yuval Zommer

Introductory spreads explain that bugs live nearly
everywhere on Earth and give tips on how to become a
young bug spotter. The book is divided into key groups of
bugs, including beetles, moths, butterflies, bees, snails,
crickets, grasshoppers, worms and spiders, all illustrated
with scenic compositions. Some spreads approach the
world of bugs thematically, such as bugs that come out at
night, baby creepy-crawlies and life cycles, how bugs hide
and show off and how some bugs love to live in your home.
The text is chatty, funny and full of amazing facts.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Natural history (Children’s/Teenage) •
340 x 230mm • 64pp

$29.99

Why do octopuses have eight arms? Why do crabs run
sideways? Are jellyfish made of jelly? Yuval Zommer’s
beautiful new book provides the answers to these and
many more fishy questions. His wonderfully quirky
illustrations show off all kinds of slippery, shimmery and
surprising sea creatures, including sea turtles, whales,
sharks, rays and seahorses. Chatty, funny and full of
amazing facts, it will be devoured by children eager to find
out about the most exciting creatures from the deep blue.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Children’s & teenage literature studies •
340 x 230mm • 64pp

9780500651193

Ocean

The Big Book of Birds

Hélène Druvert, Emmanuelle Grundmann

Yuval Zommer

This gorgeous, large-format book is filled with clever
cutouts exploring the ocean, from the shoreline to the
murkiest depths. This fact-filled journey is illustrated by
Hélène Druvert, the acclaimed creator of Paris Up, Up and
Away, Mary Poppins Up, Up and Away, Anatomy and New
York Melody.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Science & technology: general interest
(Children's / Teenage) • 360 x 250mm • 40pp

9780500651773

$39.99

The Book of Bees

$24.99

Why is a flamingo pink? Can a parrot talk? Is a bald eagle
really bald? This follow-up to the hugely successful The Big
Book of Bugs, The Big Book of Beasts and The Big Book of
the Blue answers these questions and many more. It opens
with introductory spreads explaining how to recognize
different bird’s eggs, the bird family tree, why different
species of birds have different beaks and feathers, and why
some birds migrate and travel vast distances every year.
Subsequent spreads, illustrated with various habitats, are
dedicated to specific varieties of bird, including
hummingbirds, peacocks, flamingos, bald eagles, secretary
birds, albatrosses and red-crowned cranes. Some will teach
children how to spot different birds within a specific variety,
for exampl...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Wildlife (Children's / Teenage) • 340 x 230mm •
64pp

9780500651513

$24.99

The Book of Trees

Piotr Socha

Piotr Socha

How do bees communicate? What does a beekeeper do?
Did you know that Napoleon loved bees? Who survived
being stung by 2,443 bees? This book answers all these
questions and many more, tracking the history of bees from
the time of the dinosaurs to their current plight.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Natural history (Children’s/Teenage) •
370 x 273mm • 72pp

9780500650950

$19.99

The Big Book of the Blue

Yuval Zommer

9780500650677

When the world feels chaotic, find peace within through an
accessible mindfulness practice from the bestselling picturebook dream team that brought us I Am Yoga. Express
emotions through direct speech. Find empathy through
imagination. Connect with the earth. Wonder at the beauty of
the natural world. Breathe, taste, smell, touch, and be
present. Perfect for the classroom or for bedtime, Susan
Verde's gentle, concrete narration and Peter H. Reynolds's
expressive watercolor illustrations bring the tenets of
mindfulness to a kid-friendly level. Featuring an author's
note about the importance of mindfulness and a guided
meditation for children, I Am Peace will help readers of all
ages feel grounded and restored.

$35.00

Why are trees so important? How many types are there?
How do they benefit the environment and wildlife? This
book, by the award-winning author Piotr Socha, answers
these questions and more, tracking the history of trees
from the time of the dinosaurs to the current day.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Natural history (Children’s/Teenage) •
375 x 276mm • 72pp

9780500651698

$35.00
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Dinosaur Bingo

Ocean Bingo

Caroline Selmes

Holly Exley

Play bingo with a huge Giganotosaurus, an armour-plated
Stegosaurus and many other fearsome dinosaurs in this fun
and engaging take on the classic game. Easy to play and
full of weird and wonderful creatures, Dinosaur Bingo will
engage and delight children for hours. It can be played with
three to seven people, making it the perfect game for dinomad children and their families. Dinosaur Bingo contains 48
chips and a cardboard dino head to store them in, a game
board, eight double-sided bingo cards and Jurassic counters
for you to mark up your card.

Laurence King • Board games

9781786272416

$24.99

This family-friendly game is packed with ocean creatures for
hours of bingo fun. Includes such favourites as the emperor
penguin, sea otter, killer whale and Pacific seahorse as well
as lesser known sea inhabitants like the yellow-bellied sea
snake and the bioluminescent octopus. Boasting 64 weird,
wonderful and beautiful species, Ocean Bingo is filled with
fun facts and glorious illustrations that are guaranteed to
delight aquatic afficionados. Mark each species off on your
card as it’s called and be the first to shout BINGO!

Laurence King • Board games • 236 x 264mm

9781786272515

Scary Bingo

Dog Bingo

Rob Hodgson

Polly Horner

Play bingo with a menacing mummy, a bowler-hat wearing
yeti, a multi-eyed monster and many more creepy creatures
in this fun and inventive take on the classic game... if you
dare. Easy to play and full of strange and colourful
characters, Scary Bingo will engage and delight children for
hours. It can be played with 3–7 people, making it the
perfect game for families in need of spookily good
entertainment. Scary Bingo contains 48 chips and a
cardboard monster head to store them in, a game board,
eight double-sided bingo cards and googly-eyed counters for
you to mark up your card.

Laurence King • Board games

9781786270085

$24.99

This beautifully illustrated bingo game features 64 breeds of
dog from around the world. Spot all kinds of dogs – from the
tiny chihuahua to the noble Great Dane, from the sleek
Saluki to the dreadlocked Hungarian Puli, mark them off on
your card and bingo! Dog Bingo brings a fun and educational
twist to the traditional game as players learn the names and
colourings of both their favourite breeds and weird and
wonderful exotic dogs. Contains 64 superbly illustrated dog
tokens, one board, 12 bingo cards and brightly coloured
counters for you to mark up your card, as well as a leaflet
containing basic information and a few quirky traits for all of
the dogs featured.

Laurence King • Board games • 235 x 260mm

9781856699679

Cat Bingo

Bird Bingo

Marcel George

Christine Berrie

A beautifully illustrated bingo game featuring 64 breeds of
cat from around the world. Spot all kinds of cats – from
Tonkinese to Siamese, and from Bengals to Birmans – mark
them off on your card and … BINGO! Cat Bingo brings a fun
and educational twist to the traditional game as players learn
the names, colourings and characteristics of their favourite
breeds. Contains 64 superbly illustrated cat tokens, one
playing board, 12 bingo cards and brightly coloured counters
for you to mark up your card. Also includes a leaflet
containing information on each of the cats included.

Laurence King • Board games • 234 x 260mm

9781780679037

$35.00

$35.00

$35.00

This beautifully illustrated bingo game features 64 species of
birds from around the world. Spot all kinds of birds – from
the robin to the puffin and the kookaburra to the splendid
fairywren – gather them together to complete your set and
bingo! Bird Bingo brings a fun and educational twist to the
traditional game as players learn the names and colourings
of both their favourite species and weird and wonderful
exotic birds. Contains 64 superbly illustrated bingo chips, 1
board, 12 bingo cards and brightly coloured counters for you
to mark up your card, as well as a leaflet containing basic
information and a few quirky traits for all of the birds
featured. (Carries EU Toy Safety Directive 'CE' logo).

Laurence King • Miscellaneous items • 210 x 150mm

9781856699174

$35.00

Bug Bingo

Jungle Bingo

Christine Berrie

Caroline Selmes

This beautifully illustrated bingo game features 64 species of
bugs from around the world. Identify all kinds of insects –
from the Giant Hawker Dragonfly to the Kissing Bug and the
Orchid Bee to the Sacred Scarab – mark them off on your
card and bingo! Bug Bingo brings a fun and educational
twist to the traditional game as players learn the names and
colourings of both favourite species like the Honey Bee and
more exotic bugs like the Vampire Moth. Contains one
masterboard, 64 superbly illustrated bug tokens, 12 bingo
cards and brightly coloured counters for you to mark up your
card, as well as a leaflet containing basic information and a
few quirky traits for all of the bugs featured. (Carries EU Toy
Safety Directive 'CE' logo).

In this fun kids edition play bingo with a gorgeous blue birdof-paradise, a three-banded armadillo and even the
poisonous automeris moth caterpillar. Discover these and
many other fascinating and beautiful jungle creatures in this
fun and engaging take on the classic game. Contains 48
illustrated animal chips and a cardboard creature's head to
store them in, a game board, eight double-sided bingo cards
and jungle counters for you to mark up your card.

Laurence King • Board games • 220 x 220mm
Laurence King • Wildlife: butterflies, other insects & spiders • 16pp

9781856699402

$35.00

Art Oracles

Camilla Morton

Be guided and inspired by the world’s greatest artists with
this creative set of oracle cards. Are you suffering from
creative block? Struggling to make a difficult life decision?
Find out what Picasso, Pollock, Kahlo and other great
artists would have done. Simply select an artist's card from
the pack, select the oracles’ advice on life, work or
inspiration and any obstacle becomes surmountable.
Contains 50 oracle cards plus a booklet featuring the
artists’ biographies and details of how to use the cards.

Laurence King • Card games • 158 x 117mm

$21.99

Struggling to define your style? Worried your thinking is so
last season? Want to break out of the box, but not sure
how? Coco Chanel, Karl Lagerfeld and a host of great
fashion photographers, models and muses are here to help.
Simply select any card from the pack, choose the oracles’
advice on attitude, style or inspiration and any obstacle
becomes surmountable. The accompanying booklet features
the oracles’ fascinating biographies. This is the perfect gift
for anyone looking to eschew the ordinary and embrace
originality.

Laurence King • Card games • 0 x 0mm • 50pp

9781786270344

Music Oracles

Tattoo Tarot

Stephen Ellcock

MEGAMUNDEN

Be guided and inspired by the gods of the music world with
this creative set of oracle cards. Are you suffering from
creative block? Struggling to make a difficult life decision?
Find out what David Bowie, Grace Jones, Maria Callas and
other great artists would have done. Simply select a card
from the pack and channel the oracle’s advice on attitude,
lifestyle or inspiration – any obstacle will become
surmountable. Contains 50 oracle cards plus a booklet
featuring the artists’ biographies and details of how to use
the cards.

Laurence King • Card games • 0 x 0mm • 50pp

9781786274229

$21.99

Art Genius Playing Cards
Rebecca Clarke

$21.99

This beautifully illustrated set of fully functional tarot cards
is based on traditional tarot iconography but interpreted by
MEGAMUNDEN, author of Tattoo Postcards and the bestselling Tattoo Colouring Book. The set contains the 78
cards of the tarot deck, luxuriously packaged in a gift box.
A 28-page booklet explains how to interpret the cards and
conduct your own readings, gaining a fascinating insight
into what lies ahead and a fresh perspective on important
themes and opportunities to watch for.

Laurence King • Body art & tattooing • 0 x 0mm • 78pp

9781786272058

$24.99

Music Genius Playing Cards
Rik Lee

Brighten up your card games with the top talent of four
fantastic art movements: POP ART = hearts /
IMPRESSIONISM/POST-IMPRESSIONISM = clubs /
ABSTRACT EXPRESSIONISM = diamonds /
SURREALISM = spades Includes 52 playing cards
featuring illustrations of all the big names in the art world –
including Lichtenstein and Hockney in Pop Art, Monet and
Renoir in Impressionism, Pollock and Rothko in Abstract
Expressionism, and Dalí and Kahlo in Surrealism – plus
two jokers (Picasso and Matisse).

Laurence King • Card games • 0 x 0mm • 55pp

9781786270146

$29.99

Fashion Oracles

Katya Tylevich

9781786270139

9781786275011

$14.99

Jazz up your card games with the top talent of four
fantastic music genres: POP = hearts / ROCK 'N' ROLL =
spades / FOLK & COUNTRY = diamonds / SOUL, BLUES
& R&B = clubs Includes 52 playing cards featuring
illustrations of all the big names – including Madonna and
Prince in Pop, Kurt Cobain and Jimi Hendrix in Rock,
Johnny Cash and Bob Dylan in Folk, and Nina Simone and
Amy Winehouse in Blues – plus two jokers (Björk and
David Bowie).

Laurence King • Card games • 0 x 0mm • 55pp

9781786270153

$14.99

Do You Look Like Your Dog?

Cat Gurus

Gerrard Gethings

Mister Peebles

Pair up the dogs with their owners in this hilarious card
game. 50 cards depict fun photographs of the dogs and
owners, and humorous texts are included in the booklet to
provide clues about 25 people and their furry best friends.
Why DO people look like their dogs? Is it shared personality
traits, barely suppressed narcissistic tendencies, or do they
grow together over time like old married couples? This game
explores the intense bonds we develop with our dogs, which
are far from only skin, or even fur, deep. Play as a memory
game with the cards face down for added entertainment.
Collect the most pairs to win! Supported by Battersea Dogs
Home in the UK, this is the perfect gift for dog lovers.

Laurence King • Card games • 0 x 0mm • 50pp

9781786273390

$24.99

Cats & Kittens

Laurence King • HB • Card games • 161 x 122mm • 50pp

9781786272577

Match the cats and kittens of 25 breeds from around the
world in this beautifully illustrated memory game. To play,
simply place the cards face down and see if you can
remember where the mother cat and her kitten are located.
Collect more pairs than your opponent to win! With all kinds
of breeds included – from the British Shorthair to the
Siamese, and from the Maine Coon to the hairless Sphynx –
this fun and educational game will appeal to cat lovers
everywhere.

Laurence King • Board games • 0 x 0mm • 50pp

$19.99

Claudia Boldt
Did you know that wombats poo in cubes? Do you know
which animal does sparkly poo? In this fun and slightly
irreverent game kids can match 27 animals to their
droppings while satisfying their endless fascination with poo.
Also comes with a booklet full of fun poo facts!

Laurence King • Card games

9781786273727

Dogs and Puppies

I Saw It First: Jungle

Battersea Cats and Dogs Home

Caroline Selmes

Match the dogs and puppies of 25 breeds from around the
world in this beautifully illustrated memory game. To play,
simply place the cards face down and see if you can
remember where the dog and its puppy are located. Collect
more pairs than your opponent to win! With all kinds of
breeds included – from Siberian Huskies to Pugs and
Dachshunds to Dalmatians – this fun and educational game
will appeal to dog lovers everywhere.

Laurence King • Card games

9781786272737

$21.99

Make Ink

$21.99

Three hundred jungle animals populate the board of this
carefully engineered game. Some are familiar, like the
leopard or the hippopotamus, others less so, like the eyelash
viper or the giraffe weevil. Pull a counter from the bag
featuring one of the 300 animals in this game and be the first
to spot that animal on the board! Coming in a triangular box
with a hexagonal double-sided board, this game features
charming illustrations by Caroline Selmes. Simple to
understand but addictive to play, this fun and challenging
game will delight adults and children alike.

Laurence King • Board games • 390 x 340mm

9781786272430

$29.99

Match a Leaf

Jason Logan

Tony Kirkham

In Make Ink, artist Jason Logan delves into the history of
inkmaking and the science of distilling pigment from the
natural world. Readers will learn how to forage for materials
such as soot, rust, cigarette butts, peach pits, and black
walnut, then how to mix, test, and transform these
ingredients into rich, vibrant inks that are sensitive to both
place and environment.

Abrams • HB • Handicrafts, decorative arts & crafts • 241 x 194mm • 192pp

9781419732430

$19.99

Who Did This Poo?

Marcel George and Sue Parslow

9781786272263

Be guided and inspired by the world’s favourite felines with
this fabulous set of advice cards. Money problems?
Consult Blackie the millionaire cat. Having a bad day? Ask
the Cheshire Cat how he stays smiling. Lacking courage?
Be inspired by Felicette, the first cat in space. Simply select
a card from the pack, follow the advice inspired by the cat's
personal philosophy and any obstacle will become
surmountable. Contains 50 advice cards plus a booklet
featuring the cats’ biographies and details of how to use
the cards.

$39.99

Match the leaves with the trees they come from in this
accurately illustrated game. Place the cards face down and
see if you can remember where the matching pairs are
located. Collect more pairs than your opponent to win! With
common UK and US trees included as well as interesting
trees from around the world, this fun and educational game
is an ideal gift that will appeal to nature lovers everywhere.
The game features interesting facts about the trees, written
by the Head of the Arboretum at the Royal Botanic Gardens
at Kew.

Laurence King • Card games • 0 x 0mm • 50pp

9781786272270

$24.99

Pattern Design

Mending Matters

Elizabeth Wilhide

Katrina Rodabaugh

Throughout history, patterns have come in countless
permutations of motif, colour-way and scale. Yet what all
have in common is the regularity of repetition, that insistent
rhythm that animates a flat surface with a sense of
movement and vitality and gives it depth. Evident in the
arrangement of petals on a flower head, the branching
growth of stems and vines, the spirals of a seashell – pattern
is inherent in the natural world that surrounds us. Powerful
and transformative, pattern has an irrepressible joie de vivre.
With more than 1,500 illustrations of patterns from all ages
and cultures, Pattern Design is a visual feast. This
comprehensive compendium is arranged thematically
according to type, with chapters on Flora, Fauna, Pictorial,
Geometric and Abstr...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Decorative arts • 236 x 222mm • 672pp

9780500021484

$65.00

Clay

Mending Matters explores sewing on two levels: First, it
includes more than 20 hands-on projects that showcase
current trends in visible mending that are edgy, modern, and
bold-but draw on traditional stitching. It does all this through
just four very simple mending techniques: exterior patches,
interior patches, slow stitches, darning, and weaving. In
addition, the book addresses the way mending leads to a
more mindful relationship to fashion and to overall wellbeing. In essays that accompany each how-to chapter,
Katrina Rodabaugh explores mending as a metaphor for
appreciating our own naturally flawed selves, and she
examines the ways in which mending teaches us new skills,
self-reliance, and confidence, all gained from making things
with our own hands.

Abrams • HB • Needlework & fabric crafts • 233 x 185mm • 224pp

9781419729478

$35.00

Match a Track

Amber Creswell Bell

Marcel George

Once upon a time pottery schools saw an increase in
enrolments whenever the film Ghost aired on television.
Today it is all year round. Not since the 1970s has there
been this level of interest and appreciation for pottery and
ceramics. The return to the handmade has been driven by
our increasingly digital lives and there are now more
makers, sellers and collectors than ever. There is also a
new desire for unique objects made by hand and the
imperfections associated with the marks of the maker.
Pottery is the vehicle that most aptly captures this
authenticity. From decorative pieces to the primarily
functional to sculptural works pushing the boundaries of the
medium, Clay surveys the richly creative output of over 50
studio potters from around the world. It is a celebr...

Show off your best animal-tracking skills in this brilliant
matching game. The task is to match 25 tracks to their
animal owners. Has an elephant just crossed your path or
was it an echidna? Can you track down a coyote, make out
the trail of a peacock and recognise the paw-print of a
panda? Beat your opponents by making as many matches
as you can!

Laurence King • Board games • 100 x 146mm
Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Handicrafts, decorative arts & crafts •
254 x 194mm • 256pp

9781780679648
9780500500729

Gertie Sews Jiffy Dresses

Birds

Gretchen Hirsch

Ryuto Miyake

In the '50s and '60s, Simplicity released their popular line of
Jiffy sewing patterns, which had minimal pattern pieces and
simple constructions, yet were chic enough for fashionconscious customers. This approach appeals now more than
ever as stylish women are continuously looking for ways to
fit their love of sewing into busy lives filled with family, work,
school, and countless other obligations.Gertie Sews Jiffy
Dressesis Gretchen Hirsch's modern reinvention of this
simple idea, focusing on easily mastered sewing skills,
minimal pattern pieces, and fabulous designs. And the best
part? Readers will end up with a sparkling wardrobe of easyto-wear, fun-to-style dresses that will fill busy modern lives
with retro charm.

Abrams • HB • Needlework & fabric crafts • 248 x 203mm • 144pp

9781419732348

$22.99

$60.00

$49.99

Story Box

Chirp up your card games with the most beautiful birds in
the world. Includes 52 playing cards featuring illustrations
of birds ranging from the familiar to the exotic, plus two
jokers. Suits are organised by colour – red, blue, black, and
white. From the cheerful red cardinal to the majestic white
swan, the imposing California condor to the flamboyant
great blue turaco, these delightful birds may make you
forget your poker face!

Laurence King • Card games • 0 x 0mm • 54pp

9781786273826

$14.99

Dilemmarama: The Game is Simple: You Have to Choose

Anne Laval

Dilemma op dinsdag

This wonderful game will allow your family to create its own
fairy tales. Highly original and with a contemporary twist, this
box contains 20 cards, printed on both sides, which can be
interchanged, allowing for all kinds of plots. With three
alternative endings! Can you save the missing elf before he
is eaten by the big, bad wolf? Is the witch offering you a
poisoned apple, or will she help you - by magically shrinking
the giant pink rabbit that is terrorizing your castle? Tell a
different story each time you play, in this 8-foot-long fairytale
puzzle.

Getting an electric shock every time you laugh out loud, or
washing your mouth with soap every time you swear?
Always sit on a stranger’s lap in public transport, or eat from
your neighbour’s rubbish bin one day a week? In this game
there is only one real rule: you HAVE to choose!.
Dilemmarama’s absurd dilemmas have been moulded into a
fun social card game that will not only make you laugh, but
will also cause heated debates and duels. There are two
game options to choose from. After all, everything in life is a
dilemma.. In one of the game options the aim is to become
the Dilemmaestro by creating as-difficult-as-possible
dilemmas for the other players. In the other option, you play
in teams and try to guess what your teammates choose.
This way you will really ...

Laurence King • Stationery & miscellaneous items (Children's / Teenage) •
130 x 560mm
BIS Publishers • Card games

9781856699808

$19.99

9789063694241

$24.99
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Chanel

Louis Vuitton Catwalk

Danièle Bott

Thames and Hudson

Chanel’s combination of tradition, originality and style has
always made it the most seductive of brands. Here the
House of Chanel opens its private archives, revealing a
galaxy of brilliant designs created by Coco Chanel from
1920 onwards. Dazzling clothes, intricate accessories,
beautiful models and timeless design leave no doubt as to
the lasting fame of the brand and embody everything that
has come to symbolize the magic of Chanel.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Fashion design & theory • 277 x 240mm • 208pp

9780500513606

$55.00

Chanel

9780500519943

$100.00

Patrick Mauriès

When Karl Lagerfeld was named at the helm of the fashion
house in 1983, he set out to radically shake up and update
its image – not only through bold collections but also, from
1987 onwards, by choosing to shoot the house’s campaigns
himself, a move that was unprecedented for a fashion
designer. Conceived in collaboration with Karl Lagerfeld and
the House of Chanel, this definitive publication opens with
an essay by Patrick Mauriès before exploring the campaigns
themselves, organized chronologically. A carefully curated
selection of images showcases hundreds of spectacular
clothes worn by the top fashion models – and personalities –
of each era, from Inès de la Fressange, Claudia Schiffer,
Kate Moss and Cara Delevingne, to Kirsten Stewart and Lily
Rose Depp, captu...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Fashion & style guides • 277 x 190mm • 560pp

$100.00

Dior Catwalk

Ever since his first show for the house in 1983, Karl
Lagerfeld’s Chanel collections have consistently made
headlines and dictated trends the world over. For the first
time, every Chanel collection ever created by Lagerfeld is
here gathered in a single volume – a unique opportunity to
chart the development of one of the world’s most influential
fashion brands and discover rarely seen collections. This
definitive publication opens with a concise history of the
house of Chanel, from the days of Coco Chanel to today,
followed by a brief biographical profile of Karl Lagerfeld,
before exploring the collections themselves, which are
organized chronologically and introduced by a short text
unveiling each collection’s influences and highlights. Each
collection is illustra...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Fashion & textiles: design • 276 x 190mm •
632pp

9780500518366

$100.00

Aimee Song: World of Style

Alexander Fury, Adélia Sabatini
This book gathers together, for the first time, every Dior
haute couture collection, including also ready-to-wear
collections after the arrival of John Galliano (when readyto-wear presentations took on a new importance), and the
first two collections designed by creative director Maria
Grazia Chiuri, appointed in 2016. It offers a unique
opportunity to chart the development of one of the world’s
most famous fashion brands and discover rarely seen
collections. This definitive publication opens with a concise
history of the house of Dior before exploring the collections
themselves, which are organized chronologically. Each
new ‘era’ in Dior’s history is inaugurated by a brief overview
and biography of the new designer, while individual
collections are introduced by a sh...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Fashion & textiles: design • 277 x 190mm •
632pp

9780500519349

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Fashion & textiles: design • 283 x 196mm •
632pp

Chanel Catwalk

Patrick Mauriès

9780500519813

Founded as a luxury leather goods house in 1854, Louis
Vuitton was for many decades one of the world’s leading
trunk and accessories makers. It was after launching its
first fashion collections in 1998, however, that the house
reached unprecedented global fame, and pioneered highprofile collaborations with artists such as Richard Prince,
Takashi Murakami and Stephen Sprouse. This definitive
publication opens with a concise history of the house,
followed by brief biographical profiles of Marc Jacobs, the
first creative director 1998–2014, and Nicolas Ghesquière,
who helms the brand today, before exploring the
collections themselves, organized chronologically. Each
collection is introduced by a short text unveiling its
influences and highlights, and illustrated with car...

$100.00

Aimee Song
If Capture Your Style was Aimee Song's guide to building
your social media brand, then Aimee Song: World of Style
is a celebration of what makes the Instagram icon's own
brand so fabulous. In this brand-new tome, Song collects
500 of her all-time favorite looks. From the streets of New
York to the cafés of Paris to the beaches of Indonesia,
Song shows off her incredible street style fashion and
shares memories from her travels around the globe.
Annotated images and personal notes throughout will offer
Song's 4.5 million followers what they love most about
following Aimee-the inspiring fashion, beautiful food, travel
tips, and a peek at the jet-setting life that has made her
such a popular tastemaker. At a chunky 500 pages, Aimee
Song: World of Style is a must-have gift...

Abrams Image • HB • Fashion & textiles: design • 222 x 171mm • 352pp

9781419733369

$35.00

Yves Saint Laurent Catwalk
Andrew Bolton

Sandrine Gulbenkian

Founded by Yves Saint Laurent and Pierre Bergé in 1961,
shortly after the young couturier left his post at the helm of
Christian Dior, Yves Saint Laurent would soon become one
of the most successful and influential haute couture houses
in Paris. Introducing Le Smoking, the first tuxedo suit for
women, in 1966, Saint Laurent also presented iconic artinspired creations, from Mondrian dresses to precious Van
Gogh embroidery and the famous Ballets Russes
collection. This definitive publication opens with a concise
history of the house, followed by a brief biographical profile
of Yves Saint Laurent, before exploring the collections
themselves, organized chronologically. Each collection is
introduced by a short text unveiling its influences and
highlights, and illustrat...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Fashion & textiles: design • 282 x 193mm •
632pp

9780500022399

$100.00

Akira Isogawa

Karl Lagerfeld is a modern master of couture. He is also
famously outspoken: his wise, surprising statements pop
up like offbeat news flashes. This collection of quotations
pays homage to the legendary éminence grise of the
fashion world. Lagerfeld’s pronouncements – on fashion,
women, art, politics, love, and life high and low – are
famously oracular, seized upon by fashionistas, acolytes
and sages around the world. Created with the full approval
of the designer himself, this cornucopia of Lagerfeld’s
maxims is required reading for us all today as we negotiate
the trickiest curves of modern life. Cultivated,
unpredictable, provocative, sometimes shocking,
Lagerfeld’s ‘bons mots’ are always impossible to ignore.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Fashion & textiles: design • 172 x 126mm •
176pp

9780500293935

Australian Modernism is the most comprehensive survey of
modernist Australian architecture, interiors and landscape
design spanning 1925 to 1975. The book will feature
approximately 100 entries with additional subject-themed
essays and be extensively illustrated with archival and
newly-commissioned photography as well as plans. The
tone of the text will be written to appeal to both architects
and designers as well as the layperson. Importantly, the
book will concentrate on buildings and places that still
exist. Historical context will be provided under each
thematic introduction that will include discussion on key
sites that have been lost, but individual entries will focus on
examples still in existence. Chapters include: Health and
Children; Work ...

Thames & Hudson Australia • FB • Fashion & style guides • 327 x 232mm •
240pp

$80.00

Fashionary
Filled with pages of time-line and fascinating graphic
symbols that put the fashion designers on the fashion world
stage. Fun volume shares appraisals of 50 most important
fashion designers with their iconic status. This book devotes
on its own as pure form, with historical information about the
brand and biography. A special treat for anyone who loves
fashion.

Fashionary • HB • Fashion & textiles: design • 214 x 139mm • 120pp

9789887711025

The Fashion Business Manual

Fashionpedia

Fashionary

Fashionary

The Super Fashion Designer is a visual guide of business
practicing in the fashion industry. It applies beautiful graphic
illustration to transform the complex theory into interesting
read. The book provides a better understanding of the real
world of fashion, from how to predict fabric usage to reading
customers’ body language, this book provide insights and
knowledges for anyone who are in the fashion industry.

Fashionary • HB • Fashion & textiles: design • 240 x 163mm • 216pp

9789887710974

$65.00

100 Ideas that Changed Fashion
Harriet Worsley

$39.99

FASHIONPEDIA is a visual fashion dictionary covering all
the technical terms from style to material to production with
illustrations and infographics. It encompasses rich, extensive
information and yet is so easy to read. Whether you’re an
industry insider or a fashion connoisseur, FASHIONPEDIA is
all you’ll ever need to navigate the fashion scene.

Fashionary • HB • Fashion & textiles: design • 215 x 145mm • 336pp

9789881354761

$65.00

Vogue: The Covers (updated edition)
Dodie Kazanjian

Charting the movements, developments and ideas that
transformed the way women dress, this book gives a unique
perspective on the history of twentieth-century fashion. From
the invention of the bias cut and the stiletto heel to the
designers who changed the way we think about clothes, the
book is entertaining, intelligent and a visual feast.

Laurence King • PB • History of fashion • 216 x 168mm • 216pp

9781786273901

$19.99

The Lives of 50 Fashion Legends

Georgina Safe with Akira Isogawa

9781760760182

The World According to Karl

$29.99

In this stunning updated edition of the successful Vogue:
The Covers, Vogue continues to pay tribute to its tradition
of beauty and excellence with a compilation of even more
spectacular cover art. In addition to featuring classic covers
from the magazine's 125-year history, this updated edition
features every cover since 2010, with each cover
displaying the magazine's cutting-edge takes on style,
fashion, and culture. Unforgettable new covers feature
such celebrated subjects as Michelle Obama, Kim and
Kanye, Lena Dunham, and more. This lavish, beautifully
illustrated book even includes five new frameable Vogue
cover prints that can be removed from the back of the
book. Vogue: The Covers (Updated Edition) is a must-have
for every fashion lover and collector.

Abrams • HB • History of fashion • 312 x 239mm • 288pp

9781419727535

$70.00

Louis Vuitton

Yves Saint Laurent

Louis Vuitton

Farid Chenoune and Florence Muller

When Louis Vuitton: The Birth of Modern Luxury was
published in 2004, the book was the first to describe the
dramatic rise of the world's finest luxury company. Written
with full access to the company's archives, it demonstrates
Louis Vuitton's passion for fine design with a stunning array
of archival art, product designs, and cutting-edge
advertising. The company is examined through the lives of
its first three leaders - founder Louis (who invented the
modern trunk), his son Georges, and his grandson Gaston.
Now with fresh information on subjects such as designs for
ready-to-wear clothing, shoes, jewelry, and even
automobiles, this new edition includes 20 additional pages
and updated material throughout the book, covering the
brand's recent history, with new texts an...
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$160.00

One of the most distinctive and influential designers of the
second half of the twentieth century, Yves Saint Laurent
takes his place in the pantheon of French couturiers,
alongside Coco Chanel, Christian Dior, and Jeanne Lanvin.
Yves Saint Laurent, the first comprehensive retrospective of
his life’s work, will accompany an exhibition of some 250
garments from the collection of the Fondation Pierre Bergé–
Yves Saint Laurent at the Petit Palais in Paris. From his
early days working under Dior and heading the House of
Dior after his mentor’s death, to the opening of his first prêt a
porter shop on the Rive Gauche and the debut of the Le
Smoking tuxedo, to the muses he adored, Loulou de la
Falaise and Catherine Deneuve among them, this volume
reveals the breadth and sc...
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$70.00

Parisian Chic Look Book

Ze French Do it Better

Ines de la Fressange, Sophie Gachet

Valérie De Saint Pierre, Frédéric Veysset

Ines de la Fressange’s personal style is chic yet relaxed in
every situation. While a navy-and- white striped nautical
top with slim, cropped jeans and flats is a classic French
look, it’s harder to pinpoint how Parisians unfailingly blend
elegance and allure with such ease. In this sequel to her
best seller Parisian Chic , the world’s favorite style icon
demonstrates how to achieve her quintessentially Parisian
look. Her style secrets start with the building blocks of her
wardrobe staples—an LBD that can be dressed up or
down, timeless riding boots you’ll wear for a lifetime, or the
perfect pair of jeans. She combines these staples with
panache to suit every situation, adding seasonal items l...
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$39.99

In all areas—from fashion to cuisine to the art of
seduction—the French reign supreme in their ability to
enjoy life to the fullest. So why do we love to hate the
French, yet still covet their singular joie de vivre? A duo of
saavy authors breaks it down for readers by dividing the
French populace into relatable “tribes”— each of which
offer keys to a life well-led. To demystify the French
enigma, each chapter opens with a short quiz to help
readers determine their level of kinship with that particular
tribe: Classic Frog, AristoChic, Vintage Bourgeois, Modern
Bourgeois, Intellectual, Feel-Good Bohemian, or Foodie.
With tongue-in- cheek humor, the authors divulge the
enviable Gallic secrets so that readers can integrate
elements of an iconic French wardrobe...
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$35.00

The Parisian Gentleman

Pink: The History of a Punk, Pretty, Powerful Colour

Hugo Jacomet

Valerie Steele

Perfectly attuned to the rising interest and market for men’s
style, The Parisian Gentleman presents the leading men’s
style-makers, from hidden ateliers and little-known studios to
internationally renowned names such as shirtmakers
Charvet, shoe-makers Berluti and recently revived
trunkmakers Moynat. The stories of each house, and the
creatives and craftsmen behind them, bring alive the clothes,
capture fading traditions, and celebrate an unceasing
dedication to quality. Hugo Jacomet personally knows many
of the leaders of these sought-after marques, many of which
are difficult to access, so the portrait he paints of each
maker derives from first-hand knowledge. Impeccable
photography, much of which was shot exclusively for this
publication, provides an exquisi...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Fashion & textiles: design • 263 x 213mm •
272pp

9780500293966

$55.00

Today, with the advent of ‘millennial pink’, the colour
formerly associated with Barbie has acquired a new identity.
Nor is this the first time the symbolism of pink has been
radically transformed. In this volume, in collaboration with a
major exhibition at the Museum at the Fashion Institute of
Technology, New York, curator and fashion historian Valerie
Steele explores the history and significance of pink in
fashion, art and culture from the 18th century to the present.
Steele and her co-authors tell the whole story of his
controversial colour, emphasizing how its meanings
changed throughout the centuries and across the globe, in
cultures as diverse as France, India, Japan, Mexico and the
United States. In 18th-century France, men and women alike
wore pink, which ...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • History of fashion • 285 x 236mm • 208pp

9780500022269

Yves Saint Laurent: Dreams of the Orient

Chanel

Aurélie Samuel

Isabelle Fiemeyer

Asia has long fascinated European artists. The gradual
arrival of art objects and textiles from the Orient were
inexhaustible sources of inspiration for painters, sculptors
and of course couturiers. Yves Saint Laurent was no
exception. He proposed both a literal and imaginary vision
of Asia, based on a solid knowledge of its history, culture
and arts, as evidenced by his personal library and the
collection of works of art that he brought together with
Pierre Bergé. Yves Saint Laurent’s exhibition Dreams of
the Orient brings together some fifty models, accompanied
by original drawings, jewelry and Asian objects that will
demonstrate the process of creating clothes while
establishing a visual link with their sources of inspiration.
Objects from the Musée Guime...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Fashion & textiles: design • 278 x 185mm •
220pp
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$55.00

$75.00

Coco Chanel continues to beguile more than two decades
after her death; her life and work are a source of enduring
fascination. Chanel expert Isabelle Fiemeyer unveils the
mysteries that have surrounded the private and public
figure by piecing together new research with accounts from
Chanel’s intimate friends and relatives, artists, writers,
photographers, directors, actors, scholars, and those who
worked with her inside the House of Chanel. The author
describes Chanel’s carefully crafted persona and then
gradually elucidates each layer of intrigue that surrounded
the great fashion designer to reveal the woman behind the
enigma. Her life was marked by suffering that stemmed
from affronts, an absent father, abandonment, and death,
but also by vitally positive forces—her...
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Romance Was Born

Alexander McQueen: Unseen

Anna Plunkett and Luke Sales with Georgina Safe
Larger than life, utterly original and mind-glowingly beautiful,
the creativity of Australia's quietly achieving, quirky but
supremely talented fashion duo is an honour to behold. Anna
Plunkett and Luke Sales believe in fashion as fantasy and
create exquisite clothing that makes us all dare to dream.
Over the past eighteen years, Romance Was Born has been
shown in Paris; acquired by national institutions, including
the Powerhouse Museum and the National Gallery of
Victoria; and worn by the likes of Cate Blanchett, Beyonce,
Sia and Daphne Guinness. More importantly, Romance Was
Born has contributed to the evolution of Australia's cultural
identity through their exploration of themes and their lavish,
immersive runway shows. Romance Was Born bridges the
boun...
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$70.00

Robert Fairer
Alexander McQueen has grasped the public’s imagination
like few other fashion designers before him, with
exhibitions dedicated to his work continuing to attract
record visitor numbers. Almost 500,000 people visited the
V&A’s 2015 ‘Alexander McQueen: Savage Beauty’
exhibition, making it the most popular in the museum’s
history. Opening with a brief essay on the designer’s work,
Alexander McQueen: Unseen unfolds chronologically.
Each collection is introduced by a concise text by Claire
Wilcox, one of the foremost experts on the McQueen’s
work, revisiting the designer’s most iconic creations across
his entire career and revealing previously unseen behindthe-scenes moments that capture models, hairdressers,
stylists, make-up artists and Alexander McQueen himself at
thei...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Fashion & textiles: design • 335 x 244mm •
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Hermès pop-up

sARTorial

Pierre-Alexis Dumas, Bernard Duisit, Stéphane Foenkinos

Katerina Pantelides

Gorgeous paper constructions expand on Hermès’ scarf
designs in this luxury pop-up book. Every year, the iconic
luxury brand Hermès chooses a new theme to celebrate its
creative direction for the upcoming year. This practice began
in 1987, marking the brand’s 150th anniversary, and has
since become a beloved tradition—a way to combine the
house’s proud, storied heritage with its creative vision for the
future. This year’s theme is ‘Let’s Play’, and Hermès is
celebrating in style with this new, deluxe pop-up book.
Featuring a selection of fourteen of the house’s iconic
square scarf designs, both old and more recent, this book
brings the designs alive with exhilarating ingenuity. Delicate
paper constructions bring out the depth and volume within
the scarf designs; zebras...

Actes Sud • HB • Fashion & textiles: design • 215 x 210mm • 26pp

9782330106485

$49.99

Ever wondered why Yayoi Kusama dresses in dots or
dreamt of asking Picasso: why the Breton tee?
Enter sARTorial, a fun guide to the signature looks of 60
key artists from the 19th century to today. Short texts
unpack the style essentials of icons such as Claude Monet
to millennials including Tauba Auerbach,
revealing how they construct their looks and why
it reflects the works they create. Featuring fantastic
images of the artists in all their splendour, sARTorial is
essential reading for anyone looking to decode the 'drobe,
and gain valuable insight into the cult of the artist.

Laurence King • HB • History of fashion • 205 x 142mm • 160pp

9781786273154

20th-Century Fashion in Detail

All About Yves

Claire Wilcox, Valerie D. Mendes

Catherine Ormen

Revealing the elaborate embroidery, intricate pleats and
daring cuts that make up some of the 20th century’s most
beautiful garments, this book explores the specific
techniques used by couturiers as tastes and textile
technologies evolved. Work by designers such as Mariano
Fortuny, Madeleine Vionnet, Paul Poiret, Hubert de
Givenchy, Mary Quant, Yves Saint Laurent and Vivienne
Westwood is rediscovered, and exquisite haute-couture
pieces, from sequinned Chanel trouser suits and richly
embroidered Schiaparelli jackets to striking Balenciaga
creations and Dior evening gowns, are examined. Part of
the ‘Fashion in Detail’ series, this updated edition features
a revised introduction and list of designers followed by
chapters dedicated to a particular technique. Each garm...
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Chanel

kate spade new york

Jérôme Gautier

Abrams • HB • Fashion & textiles: design • 296 x 253mm • 240pp

9781419713927

$49.99

$29.99

Yves Saint Laurent is one of the world’s most famous
designers, who’s haute couture collections have deeply
marked society and revolutionised the image of women. All
About Yves documents the life of this great designer, from
his childhood, to the seminal moments of his career, up until
his death in 2008. This one-of-a-kind book includes unseen
sketches and photographs of Saint Laurent’s key collections,
as well as fascinating removable documents that include
handwritten letters, paper dolls, contact sheets, magazines
and invitations. All About Yves was compiled in collaboration
with the Fondation Pierre Bergé – Yves Saint Laurent and is
essential reading for those with a passion for YSL.

kate spade new york: places to go, people to see
kate spade new york: places to go, people to see focuses on
the how, where and why of travel through the lens of the
always-inspired kate spade new york girl. this new volume
features vibrant photography, old-world glamour, a dash of
charm and inspirational quotes, tips and words of wisdom
that every kate spade new york girl should know. kate spade
new york: places to go, people to see showcases chic
destinations such as paris, new york city, the amalfi coast,
marrakech, tokyo, and st moritz, along with ways to
incorporate those things seen, heard and experienced into
life back home. kate spade new york: places to go, people to
see will have you booking a plane ticket the moment you
finish turning the pages!

$100.00

$65.00

Gabrielle 'Coco' Chanel was, without doubt, the most
influential designer of the 20th century. This book honours
her influence by celebrating the key elements that defined
and still define her style through inspired pairings of classic
and contemporary photographs. Juxtaposing fashion plates
from Chanel's own time with the most recent creations by
Karl Lagerfeld, such as Cecil Beaton's portrait of Coco
Chanel presented alongside one of Cate Blanchett by
Lagerfeld himself, the resonance between archive and
contemporary photographs becomes sharp, vibrant and
telling. The vocabulary of Chanel's style - the little black
dress, baroque inspirations, androgynous chic - is revealed
in eleven chapters that compare original forms in the 1920s
with the full range of their later...
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$120.00
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Imagine John Yoko

Stoned Beyond Belief

John Lennon, Yoko Ono, With contributions from the people who were there
Personally compiled and curated by Yoko Ono, Imagine
John Yoko is the definitive inside story – told in
revelatory detail – of the making of the legendary album
and all that surrounded it: the locations, the creative
team, the artworks and the films, in the words of John &
Yoko and the people who were there. Features 80%
exclusive, hitherto-unpublished archive photos and footage
sequences of all the key players in situ, together with lyric
sheets, Yoko’s art installations, and exclusive new insights
and personal testimonies from Yoko and over forty of the
musicians, engineers, staff, celebrities, artists and
photographers who were there – including Julian Lennon,
Klaus Voormann, Alan White, Jim Keltner, David Bailey,
Dick Cavett and Sir Michael Parki...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Music • 308 x 240mm • 320pp
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$65.00

The Rap Year Book
New York Times Bestseller - Washington Post Bestseller Pitchfork Book Club selectionThe Rap Year Book takes
readers on a journey that begins in 1979, widely regarded as
the moment rap became recognized as part of the cultural
and musical landscape, and comes right up to the present.
Shea Serrano deftly pays homage to the most important
song of each year. Serrano also examines the most
important moments that surround the history and culture of
rap music—from artists' backgrounds to issues of race, the
rise of hip-hop, and the struggles among its major players—
both personal and professional. Covering East Coast and
West Coast, famous rapper feuds, chart toppers, and show
stoppers, The Rap Year Book is an in-depth look at the most
influential genre of music to come out ...

Abrams Image • TPB • Rap & Hip-Hop • 228 x 190mm • 240pp

$24.99

The Wes Anderson Collection: Isle of Dogs
Lauren Wilford, Max Dalton and Wes Anderson
The Wes Anderson Collection: Isle of Dogs takes readers
behind the scenes of the beloved auteur's newest animated
film. Set in Japan and centered on a young boy's search for
his missing dog, Isle of Dogs features the voices of
Anderson regulars Edward Norton, Bill Murray, Frances
McDormand, Jeff Goldblum, F. Murray Abraham, Tilda
Swinton, Bob Balaban, and Harvey Keitel. Also lending their
voices to this star-studded production are Bryan Cranston,
Koyu Rankin, Kunichi Nomura, Liev Schreiber, Akira Ito,
Akira Takayama, Scarlett Johansson, Yoko Ono, Greta
Gerwig, and Courtney B. Vance. In the newest addition to
the Wes Anderson Collection, the story of Isle of Dogs's
conception and production unfolds over the course of
several in-depth interviews with Wes Anderson, al...
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$39.99

The Coen Brothers

Shea Serrano, Ice-T and Arturo Torres

9781419718182

Action Bronson
Rapper, chef, and television star Action Bronson is a
marijuana superhero, both its champion and devoted
consumer, andStoned Beyond Belief isthe ultimate love
letter to the world's most magical plant: weed. This is an
exploration of every corner of the pot galaxy, from highly
scientific botanical analyses and the study of pot's medicinal
benefits to a guide to the wild world of weed paraphernalia.
Organized loosely as 100 entries and packed with
illustrations and photos,Stoned Beyond Beliefis a trippy and
munchie-filled experience as well as an entertainingly
valuable resource for weed enthusiasts and scholars. From
recipes for heady edibles to advice on finding the right weed
shaman,Stoned Beyond Beliefwill delight Action Bronson
fans and pot aficionados all across th...

$50.00

Adam Nayman
From such cult hits as Raising Arizona (1987) and The Big
Lebowski (1998) to major critical darlings Fargo (1996), No
Country for Old Men (2007), and Inside Llewyn Davis
(2013), Ethan and Joel Coen have cultivated a bleakly
comical, instantly recognizable voice in modern American
cinema. In The Coen Brothers: This Book Really Ties the
Films Together, film critic Adam Nayman carefully sifts
through their complex cinematic universe in an effort to plot,
as he puts it, "some Grand Unified Theory of Coen-ness."
The book combines critical text-biography, close film
analysis, and enlightening interviews with key Coen
collaborators-with a visual aesthetic that honors the Coens'
singular mix of darkness and levity. Featuring film still...
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$60.00

Hip Hop Raised Me®
DJ Semtex
‘It’s a hip-hop bible’ Ghostface Killah, Wutang Clan In
Hip Hop Raised Me.® , DJ Semtex examines the crucial role
of hip-hop in society today, and reflects on the huge
influence it has had on his own life, and the lives of many
others, filling in the gaps of education that school left behind,
providing inspiration and purpose to generation after
generation of disaffected youths. Taking a thematic
approach and featuring seminal interviews he has conducted
with key hip-hop artists, Semtex traces the characteristics
and influence of hip-hop from its origins in the early 1970s
with DJ Kool Herc’s Block parties in the South Bronx,
through its breakthrough to the mainstream and advent of
gangsta rap in the late 1980s, with artists such as Run
DMC,...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Rap & Hip-Hop • 277 x 216mm • 448pp
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$49.99

The History of Gangster Rap

The Wes Anderson Collection

Soren Baker

Matt Zoller Seitz, Michael Chabon and Max Dalton

The History of Gangster Rap is a deep dive into one of the
most fascinating subgenres of any music category to date.
Sixteen detailed chapters, organized chronologically,
examine the evolution of gangster rap, its main players, and
the culture that created this revolutionary music. From stillswirling conspiracy theories about the murders of Biggie and
Tupac to the release of the 2015 film Straight Outta
Compton, the era of gangster rap is one that fascinates
music junkies and remains at the forefront of pop culture.
Filled with interviews with key players such as Snoop Dogg,
Ice-T, and dozens more, as well as sidebars, breakout bios
of notorious characters, lists, charts, and more, The History
of Gangster Rap is the be-all-end-all book that contex...
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9781419729157

$35.00

Tarantino

Abrams • HB • Individual film directors, film-makers • 307 x 261mm • 336pp

9780810997417

$45.00

The First Time

Tom Shone

Matt Everitt

Born in Knoxville, Tennessee, in 1963, Quentin Tarantino
spent many Saturday evenings during his childhood
accompanying his mother to the movies, nourishing a love of
film that was, over the course of his life, to become allconsuming. The script for his first movie took him four years
to complete: My Best Friend's Birthday, a seventy-minute
film in which he both acted and directed. The script for his
second film, Reservoir Dogs (1992), took him just under four
weeks to complete. When it debuted, he was immediately
hailed as one of the most exciting new directors in the
industry. Known for his highly cinematic visual style, out-ofsequence storytelling, and grandiose violence, Tarantino's
films have provoked both praise and criticism over the
course of his career. They...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Individual film directors, film-makers •
292 x 248mm • 256pp

9780500519486

This New York Times bestselling overview of Wes
Anderson's filmography features previously unpublished
behind-the-scenes photos, artwork, and ephemera, with an
introduction by Michael Chabon. Writer/director Wes
Anderson guides movie/television critic Matt Zoller Seitz
through Anderson's life and career in a hardcover booklength conversation, woven together with original illustrations
and production images from Bottle Rocket, Rushmore, The
Royal Tenenbaums, The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou, The
Darjeeling Limited, Fantastic Mr. Fox, and Moonrise
Kingdom. The result is a meticulously designed book that
captures and reflects the spirit of Wes Anderson's movies:
melancholy, playful, wise, and wonderfully unique. Also
available from Matt Zoller Seitz: The Ol...

$50.00

Taken from the cult BBC 6 Music show, The First Time
invites you inside the lives of some of the music world's
most notable legends. From Alice Cooper to Yoko Ono,
Courtney Love to Elton John, follow their lives and careers
starting with their first musical memories, first records and
first gigs, finding out the songs that have shaped them
along the way. With 40 compelling interviews, specially
commissioned collage illustrations and a bespoke playlist
for each musician, The First Time is a must-have for any
music lover.

Laurence King • HB • Individual composers & musicians, specific bands &
groups • 241 x 160mm • 336pp

9781786272980

$35.00

The Big Book of Rock & Roll Names

Star Wars Storyboards

Adam Dolgins

J. W. Rinzler, Joe Johnston and Nilo Rodis-Jamero

The Big Book of Rock & Roll Namestells the behind-thescenes stories of how the world's most popular and
influential rock and pop acts got their names. By turns
fascinating, funny, and bizarre, the pages offer insight into
the peculiar choices and idiosyncratic psychologies of
hundreds of top musicians from the 1960s to the present.
Originally published more than two decades ago to great
success, it's been out of print for years and has now been
completely updated and expanded to feature dozens of
exclusive interviews including conversations with groups like
The Black Keys, The Killers, Twenty One Pilots, Coldplay,
Cage the Elephant, and Vampire Weekend. From Arcade
Fire to ZZ Top, this diverting and handsome collection
reveals the often overlooked but defining histori...
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$27.99

The Little White Lies Guide to Making Your Own Movie
Little White Lies

Abrams • HB • Film: styles & genres • 308 x 240mm • 352pp

9781419707742

$49.99

Audrey Hepburn: Portraits of an Icon
Terence Pepper, Helen Trompeteler

Whether you're posting a clip-on Facebook, making a
presentation video, introducing yourself to others online, or
just sending out a greeting to friends, today everyone is
filmmaker. This book cuts away the jargon to offer a highly
accessible, no-fuss guide to getting the best results from
the kit you already own. In just 39 steps, it offers essential
instructions and tips to help amateur movie-makers-filming
anything from family celebrations to no-budget horror
movies-make their creations look and feel more cinematic.
Drawing on its vast network of professional filmmakers as
well as on its unique style (with a compelling illustration
language and direct, quotation-rich approach), Little White
Lies presents the definitive, fun, and straightforward
handbook for making f...

Laurence King • HB • Films, cinema • 207 x 134mm • 136pp

9781786270658

For the first time, Lucasfilm has opened its Archives to
present the complete storyboards for the original Star Wars
trilogy—the world-changing A New Hope and its operatic
sequels, The Empire Strikes Back and Return of the Jedi—
as well as never-before-published art from early conceptual
and deleted scenes. From the opening chase above
Tatooine in A New Hope to the Battle of Endor in Jedi, this
book presents the visual inspiration behind now-iconic
moments. Readers can finally see a full set of storyboards
by legendary artist Joe Johnston, as well as early boards
for Episode IV by Alex Tavoularis and for Episode V by Ivor
Beddoes, rarely seen Episode VI boards by Roy Carnon,
and Ralph McQuarrie’s never-before-seen storyboards for
Episode V.

$24.99

During her lifetime , the Belgian - born British actress Audrey
Hepburn (1929 – 93), star of such films as Roman Holiday ,
Sabrina , Funny Face , Breakfast at Tiffany’s, My Fair Lady ,
Charade and Two for the Road , was recognised around the
world. Posthumously, her popula rity has endured and her
image continues to be reproduced in a variety of
international cultural contexts. Unlike other collections, in
this new book the authors call attention to the circumstances
in which pictures of Hepburn were published and consumed,
thereby illuminating more generally our changing
relationship with such images over the course of the
twentieth century. Hepburn’s career is charted through over
145 portraits and supporting images – from her early years
in London as ...

National Portrait Gallery Publications • PB • Individual actors & performers •
280 x 230mm • 192pp

9781855145757

$39.99

Understand Rap

The Rolling Stones 50

William Buckholz

Mick Jagger, Keith Richards, Charlie Watts, Ronnie Wood

Although rap music is famous for its ingenuity, double
entendres and clever turns of phrase, until now no one has
attempted to collect rap lyrics into an organised
compendium. Enter Understand Rap, a very funny popcultural reference book based on the website of the same
name, which precisely explains all the confusing terms and
lyrics used in rap songs in a language even the most unhip person can understand. The result is a book with
breakout potential that's both entertaining and highly
informative. The juxtaposition of dry, academic manner
with Hip Hop terminology in Understand Rap frequently
lends itself to ironic comedy gold. For example: Lyric:
'Been servin' since you was doin' the runnin' man'.
Explanation: My experience selling drugs began long ago,
while you ...
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$17.99

Songversations

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Rock & Pop music • 304 x 250mm • 352pp
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$32.99

R.Crumb's Heroes of Blues, Jazz and

Eric Hutchinson

Stephen Calt

Each of the 50 record-shaped cards in this conversation
deck is printed with a music-themed question on each side
(100 questions total). The questions range in format: some
invoke songs that are tied to memories (name a song from
your school dance); others prompt you to choose an ideal
soundtrack for a hypothetical situation (if you were a major
league baseball player, what song would blast when you're
up to bat?); some cards aim to get people comparing their
favorite (and not-so-favorite) music moments. Created
expressly to start a conversation about the music people
love and the personal insights that their favorite songs
evoke, Songversations is the perfect gift for serious
audiophiles, casual listeners, and everyone in between.

Abrams Noterie • Music • 50pp

9781419727184

This is our story of fifty fantastic years. We started out as a
blues band playing the clubs and more recently we’ve filled
the largest stadiums in the world with the kind of show that
none of us could have imagined all those years ago. Curated
by us, it features the very best photographs and ephemera
from and beyond our archives.' Mick, Keith, Charlie &
Ronnie On Thursday 12 July 1962 the Rolling Stones went
on stage at the Marquee Club in London’s Oxford Street. In
the intervening fifty years the Stones have performed live in
front of more people than any band... ever. They’ve played
the smallest blues clubs and some of the biggest stadium
tours of all time. They’ve had No.1 singles and albums in
every country that has a popular music chart and have
helped define g...

$24.99

Anyone who knows R. Crumb?s work as an illustrator knows
of his passion for music. And all those who collect his work
prize the Heroes of the Blues, Early Jazz Greats, and
Pioneers of Country Music trading card sets he created in
the early to- mid-1980s. Now they are packaged together for
the first time in book form, along with an exclusive 21-track
CD of music selected and compiled by Crumb himself
(featuring original recordings by Charley Patton, ?Dock?
Boggs, ?Jelly Roll? Morton, and others). A bio of each
musician is provided, along with a full-color original
illustration by the cartoonist. A characteristically idiosyncratic
tribute by an underground icon to the musical innovators
who helped inspire him, R. Crumb?s Heroes of Blues, Jazz
& Count...
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9780810930865

$22.99

Star Wars Art: Ralph McQuarrie

The Wes Anderson Collection: The Grand Budapest Hotel

Ralph McQuarrie, Brandon Alinger and Wade Lageose

Matt Zoller Seitz, Anne Washburn and Wes Anderson

Ralph McQuarrie is the most iconic artist in the history of
Star Wars. He worked hand-in-hand with George Lucas to
help establish the saga's visual aesthetic, its inimitable look
and feel. Beyond designing Darth Vader, C-3PO, and R2D2, McQuarrie produced hundreds of pieces of Star Wars
artwork, including conceptual paintings, costume designs,
storyboards, and matte paintings, as well as posters, book
covers, and album covers - even Lucasfilm's annual holiday
cards - all rescanned and rephotographed for this book. In
Star Wars Art: Ralph McQuarrie, readers will find the most
definitive collection of the artist's Star Wars work ever
assembled, including hundreds of never-before-seen
illustrations. Rare unpublished interviews, as well as
recollections from McQuarrie's co...

Abrams • HB • Films, cinema • 440 x 330mm • 800pp

9781419717932

$300.00

Vinyl . Album . Cover . Art
Aubrey Powell

Abrams • HB • Films, cinema • 291 x 242mm • 256pp

9781419715716

$45.00

Star Wars Art: Illustration (Star Wars Art Series)
Steven Heller and Howard Roffman

The complete, definitive and never-before-published
catalogue of Hipgnosis, Vinyl • Album • Cover • Art finally
does justice to the work of the most important design
collective in music history, which, according to Roddy
Bogawa, director of the documentary Taken by Storm
(2011), ‘designed half your record collection’. Founded in
1967 by Storm Thorgerson, Aubrey ‘Po’ Powell and Peter
Christopherson, Hipgnosis gained legendary status in
graphic design, transforming the look of album art forever
and winning five Grammy nominations for package design.
Their revolutionary cover art moved away from the
conventional group shots favoured by record companies of
the day, resulting in the ground-breaking, often surreal
designs which define the albums of many of the biggest
names ...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Music • 240 x 200mm • 320pp

9780500519325

This companion to the New York Times bestselling book The
Wes Anderson Collection takes readers behind the scenes
of the Oscar\u00ae-winning film The Grand Budapest Hotel
with a series of interviews between writer/director Wes
Anderson and movie/television critic Matt Zoller Seitz. Learn
all about the film's conception, hear personal anecdotes
from the set, and explore the wide variety of sources that
inspired the screenplay and imagery - from author Stefan
Zweig to filmmaker Ernst Lubitsch to photochrom
landscapes of turn-of-the-century Middle Europe. Also inside
are interviews with costume designer Milena Canonero,
composer Alexandre Desplat, lead actor Ralph Fiennes,
production designer Adam Stockhausen, and
cinematographer Robert Yeoman; essays by film critics ...

$55.00

The instant and massive success of Star Wars took
Lucasfilm by surprise, but in 1978, an industry unto itself
was born, consisting of books, trading cards, magazines,
video games, and merchandise. The art created for these
projects continues to expand the limits and celebrate the
iconography of the Star Wars galaxy. Now the third book in
the Star Wars Art series, Illustration, collects the best of
these artworks, as curated by George Lucas. Featuring
previously unpublished, rarely seen, and fan-favorite art from
Mark Chiarello, Dave Dorman, Hugh Fleming, Tim and Greg
Hildebrandt, Ralph McQuarrie, Jon J. Muth, Tsuneo Sanda,
Drew Struzan, Jerry Vanderstelt, Christian Waggoner, and
many others, Star Wars Art: Illustration explores the wide
range of styles that illustra...

Abrams • HB • Films, cinema • 326 x 278mm • 176pp

9781419704307

$49.95

Monsters of the Week

Motown

Zack Handlen

Adam White, Barney Ales

In Monsters of the Week: The Complete Critical
Companion to The X-Files, TV critics Zack Handlen and
Emily Todd VanDerWerff look back at exactly what made
the long-running cult series so groundbreaking. Packed
with insightful reviews of every episode-including the tenth
and eleventh seasons and both major motion picturesMonsters of the Week leaves no mystery unsolved and no
monster unexplained. This crucial collection includes a
foreword by series creator Chris Carter as well as exclusive
interviews with some of show's stars and screenwriters,
including Carter, Vince Gilligan, Mitch Pileggi, James
Wong, Robert Patrick, Darin Morgan, and more. Monsters
of the Week is the definitive guide to The X-Files-whether
you're a lifelong viewer or a n...

Abrams Press • HB • Television • 238 x 161mm • 464pp

9781419732478

$39.99

Star Wars Art: Concept (Star Wars Art Series)
Joe Johnston, Ryan Church and Doug Chiang
From Ralph McQuarrie and Joe Johnston to Doug Chiang,
Ryan Church, Iain McCaig, Erik Tiemens, and the next
generation of animation and video-game artists, Star Wars
Art: Concept collects, for the first time ever, the very best
Star Wars conceptual artwork. As curated by George Lucas,
the artwork that helped bring the Star Wars Saga to life is
revealed in all its glory, featuring pre-production drawings
and paintings from the Original Trilogy, the Prequel Trilogy,
the TV shows, and the video games, including an exclusive
preview of artwork from the highly anticipated 1313.
Spanning the years from 1975 to the present, Star Wars Art:
Concept is a fascinating look at the process of conceptual
design. From pen and paint and paper to the digital realm,
the result is the crea...

Abrams • HB • Films, cinema • 279 x 326mm • 176pp

9781419708626

$49.95

The music of ‘Motown’ needs no introduction. Berry Gordy’s
record label became a style unto itself, producing hit after
suave, sassy and sophisticated hit, and shaped the careers
of so many of the greatest musicians of all time. The label
produced more US number-one hits than the Beatles, Elvis
Presley, the Rolling Stones and the Beach Boys combined.
Now, and with fresh new insights and an incredible visual
narrative, the official, visual history of this momentous
contribution to music and American culture is told in full. This
book delves deep into the success stories of Motown’s
powerhouse creative team, including the Holland-DozierHolland triumvirate, and unpicks backstories of the Motown
musicians envied by many, and covered by the rest. The
roster includes Stevie...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Music • 277 x 216mm • 400pp

9780500294857
Typeset in the Future
Dave Addey

In Typeset in the Future, blogger and designer Dave Addey
invites sci-fi movie fans on a journey through seven genredefining classics, discovering how they create compelling
visions of the future through typography and design. The
book delves deep into 2001: A Space Odyssey, Star Trek:
The Motion Picture, Alien, Blade Runner, Total Recall,
WALL·E, and Moon, studying the design tricks and
inspirations that make each film transcend mere celluloid
and become a believable reality. These studies are
illustrated by film stills, concept art, type specimens, and
ephemera, plus original interviews with Mike Okuda (Star
Trek), Paul Verhoeven (Total Recall), and Ralph Eggleston
and Craig Foster (Pixar). Typ...

Abrams • HB • Film theory & criticism • 292 x 246mm • 256pp

9781419727146

50 Years of Rolling Stone

Vision

Rolling Stone LLC and Jann S. Wenner

Hans P Bacher

For the past fifty years, Rolling Stone has been a leading
voice in journalism, cultural criticism, and - above all - music.
This landmark book documents the magazine's rise to
prominence as the voice of rock and roll and a leading
showcase for era-defining photography. From the 1960s to
the present day, the book offers a decade-by-decade
exploration of American music and history. Interviews with
rock legends - Bob Dylan, Mick Jagger, Kurt Cobain, Bruce
Springsteen, and more - appear alongside iconic
photographs by Baron Wolman, Annie Leibovitz, Mark
Seliger, and other leading image-makers. With feature
articles, excerpts, and expos\u00e9s by such quintessential
writers as Hunter S. Thompson, Matt Taibbi, and David
Harris, this book is an irresistible and essential kee...

Abrams • HB • Rock & Pop music • 363 x 290mm • 288pp

9781419724466

$90.00

The Simpsons Family History
Matt Groening and Matt Groening Productions, Inc.
So you think you know the Simpsons? Well, think again! The
Simpsons Family History unravels 25 years of Simpsons
facts and fun and presents them in a never-before-seen
chronological format. Travel through time with Matt Groening
as he pulls back the curtain and reveals the events that
turned this average family into a pop-culture phenomenon.
Discover the hopes and dreams of a young Homer and
uncover the sensitive and driven girl Marge was before she
married him. Marvel at the hidden moments you never knew
you missed, as all the pieces of Simpsons history fall into
place. Chock full of art taken directly from the source, this
massive tome is a must for Simpsons fans and the perfect
way to celebrate The Simpsons' 25th anniversary.

Abrams • HB • Television • 278 x 250mm • 304pp

9781419713996

$45.00

$55.00

$60.00

Featuring hundreds of carefully hand-crafted illustrations as
well as significant tuition on how to best compose and use
images to create the most powerful frames, this book is
potentially Hans P Bacher’s life’s work encapsulated in one
volume. Here, the internationally renowned production
designer shares his expertise in an easy-to-follow and
imaginative way – giving tips, exercises, and a depth of
knowledge garnered from a lifetime in the industry. Bacher’s
production designs have established the look of many
seminal animated films such as The Lion King, Balto, Mulan
and Beauty and the Beast, so fans of his work will be
delighted. While keeping the focus on storytelling, Bacher
instructs readers in the art of animated cinematography with
the ever-present aim of s...

Laurence King • HB • Animated films • 215 x 280mm • 240pp

9781786272201

$49.99

Rhyme Book
Eric Rosenthal
Rhyme Book is a durable cloth-covered notebook,
silkscreened with the design of the iconic composition book
favored by hip-hop lyricists. Whether you aspire to write
rhymes or are just a fan of the craft, this is the notebook
that you need when inspiration strikes. Throughout its ruled
pages, it contains thirty pages of content, including
playlists, hip-hop infographics, factoids, rhyming lists, and
more. Conceived by Eric and Jeff Rosenthal (collectively
known as ItsTheReal), Rhyme Book will help you gather
your ideas for just about anything while also providing you
with insight into what it takes to spit fire!

Abrams Noterie • PB • Rap & Hip-Hop • 207 x 135mm • 160pp

9781419732577

$24.99
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Matty Matheson

F*ck, That's Delicious

Matty Matheson

Action Bronson, Rachel Wharton and Gabriele Stabile

Matty Matheson, star of Viceland'sIt's SuppertimeandDead
Set On Life,reveals his favorite recipes and stories in a
cookbook that his devoted fans have been waiting for. Matty
Matheson is known as much for his amazing food as his love
for life, positive mental attitude, and epic Instagram account.
This debut cookbook is about Matty's memories of the foods
that have defined who he is. With a drive to share his zest
for life, he creates dishes within these pages that reinterpret
the flavors of his youth in Canada, as well as the restaurant
fare for which he has become so well-known. Interpretations
of classics like Seafood Chowder, Scumbo: Dad's Gumbo,
and Rappie Pie appear alongside restaurant recipes like
Bavette, Pigtail Tacos, and his infamous P&L Burger. This is
a ve...

Abrams • HB • TV / celebrity chef cookbooks • 260 x 209mm • 288pp

9781419732454

$49.99

The Power of Sprinkles

9781419726552

$35.00

Caz Hildebrand

Flour Shop's rainbow explosion cakes have become an
international sensation! And now, with The Power of
Sprinkles, Flour Shop Founder Amirah Kassem reveals the
secrets to making her magical cakes at home. Amirah
Kassem preaches the power of sprinkles in her wildly
creative first book. A modern-day Willy Wonka, Kassem
reminds readers that joy can be found in creating something
delightful and delicious, that baking a cake for someone is
the best thing in the world, and that, when it comes to cake
decorating, any mistake can be covered in sprinkles (and
everyone will love it anyway!). With twenty-nine different
cakes—from unicorn cakes and donut cakes to cakes that
look like reindeer, popcorn, spaghetti, and avocado toast—
and packed with photographs, illustrations, and in...

Abrams • HB • Cakes, baking, icing & sugarcraft • 237 x 191mm • 192pp

$35.00

Pescan

Each chilli demands and deserves to be known in its own
right. With hundreds of varieties, and a dizzying array of
flavours, shapes, sizes and colours, chillies are a key
ingredient in everything from our favourite curries to drinks
and desserts. But even the most experienced chilli fanatic
needs a guide to which variety to choose and how hot to go
on the infamous Scoville scale. This essential kitchen
companion profiles 100 versatile chilli varieties, chosen to
showcase their impressive range of shape, colour, flavour
and heat, ranging from milder everyday favourites such as
the jalapeño, ancho and bell pepper to exotic new
superhots including the Dorset Naga and Carolina Reaper.
Organized by heat level on the infamous Scoville scale, An
Anarchy of Chil...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Cooking with herbs & spices • 248 x 180mm •
224pp

9780500021835

$35.00

Cali'flour Kitchen

Abbie Cornish

Amy Lacey

Actress Abbie Cornish and chef Jacqueline King are best
friends who bonded over their love of food and self-care. A
few years ago, Abbie, a novice cook, asked Jacqueline, a
graduate of the culinary program at the National Gourmet
Institute, for cooking lessons. Every Sunday, they would take
trips to the local farmers' market, spend all day cooking, and
then serve these dishes to their family and friends. Pescan is
an extension of this tradition and all the food they explored
together. Their way of eating—which they call pescan—is
centered on plant-based, dairy-free dishes, but with highprotein seafood and eggs incorporated. The recipes, like
Veggie Tempeh Bolognese, Artichoke Hummus with Za'atar,
and Miso-Ginger Glazed Black Cod, are highly nutrient
dense, incredibly ...

Abrams • HB • Health & wholefood cookery • 254 x 203mm • 224pp

9781419734670

Abrams • HB • General cookery & recipes • 260 x 210mm • 224pp

An Anarchy of Chillies

Amirah Kassem

9781419737428

This ain't no cookbook. This ain't no memoir. This is Action
Bronson's devotional, a book about the overwhelming power
of delicious - no, f*cking amazing - food. Bronson is this
era's Homer, and F*ck, That's Delicious is a modern-day
Odyssey, replete with orgiastic recipes, world travel, siren
songs, and weed. Illustrated, packed with images, and unlike
any book in the entire galaxy, Bronson's F*ck, That's
Delicious includes 40-plus recipes inspired by his childhood,
family, tours, and travels. Journey from bagels with cheese
that represent familial love to the sex and Big Macs of
upstate New York fat camp and ultimately to the world's
most coveted five-star temples of gastronomy. And: the
tacos in LA. The best Dominican chimis. Jamaican jerk.
Hand-rolled pasta f...

$45.00

Cali'Flour Foods has helped millions transform splurge foods
into superfoods. And now, their first cookbook,Cali'Flour
Kitchen, offers recipes for the dishes you haven't been able
to enjoy for years—from French Onion Soup and Quiche
Lorraine to pizza, cookies, enchiladas, and
lasagna.Cali'Flour Kitchenis designed for people across the
dietary spectrum, providing perfect, guilt-free recipes for
every carb-heavy craving, whether you're eating vegan,
dairy-free, keto, paleo, or a plant-based diet. For those
suffering from health issues like diabetes and autoimmune
diseases, this cookbook reintroduces those favorites that
have long been forsaken, reinventing them to include a full
serving of vegetables. With over 100 recipes and detailed
how-tos on creating cauliflower cru...

Abrams • PB • General cookery & recipes • 231 x 189mm • 240pp

9781419735967

$27.99

Genuine Pizza

Korean Home Cooking

Michael Schwartz

Sohui Kim

Throughout his acclaimed career, chef Michael Schwartz
has been celebrated for his skilled use of quality ingredients,
and with his pizzas, this talent is on full display. Genuine
Pizza is Schwartz's vibrantly illustrated guidebook for
creating unforgettable pies at home. His cookbook makes
the pizza process approachable and fun, giving the reader
the tools they need to make better pizza and then run with
them. First providing a clear and simple view of the
fundamentals—with detailed step-by-step methods for
making the best pizza doughs—Schwartz then empowers
home cooks to mix and match ingredients, playing with
different sauces, cheeses, meats, vegetables, and more, to
build pies both classic and innovative. Pizza is just the
beginning—it's a jumping off point to colo...

Abrams • HB • TV / celebrity chef cookbooks • 262 x 208mm • 240pp

9781419734397

$45.00

Royal Teas

Abrams • HB • National & regional cuisine • 286 x 209mm • 256pp

9781419732409

There is no more quintessentially British tradition than
afternoon tea, and nowhere is that tradition taken more
seriously than at Buckingham Palace, where 30,000
afternoon teas are served every year at the summer Garden
Parties. Inspired by this British institution, and following on
from the success of A Royal Cookbook, Mark Flanagan, the
Royal Chef, shares here his favourite tea-time treats.
Recipes and clear instruction will guide you through making
pastries and savouries, biscuits and show-stopping cakes,
from a springtime picnic to a festive Christmas tea, all with
the royal touch. This elegant recipe book also tells the story
of the local and seasonal ingredients used by Mark
Flanagan, such as the deliciously syrupy jam made from the
mulberry trees of B...

Royal Collection Trust • HB • Cookery / food & drink etc • 200 x 200mm • 120pp

$29.99

Tessa Huff
As a follow-up toLayered, Tessa Huff returns withIcing on
the Caketo dive deeper into dessert decoration and the
presentation of layer cakes and other showstopping treats.
Providing the confidence home bakers need to get
creative,Icing on the Cakeguides readers from cake pan to
presentation to dessert plate. Organized by style, each
dessert showcases a different decorative element, artistic
pastry technique, or presentation idea. With hundreds of
beautiful photos, including lots of step-by-steps,Icing on the
Cakeis a richly illustrated guide for creating delicious,
beautiful desserts that will be the grand finale of any
gathering.

Abrams • HB • Desserts • 254 x 178mm • 288pp

9781419734632

Home Made Christmas

French Pâtisserie

Yvette van Boven

École Ferrandi

For years, Yvette van Boven has been writing Christmas
recipes for newspapers and magazines. As someone who
loves the holidays, she's never short of ideas for
celebrations and finally decided that now is the perfect time
to publish them in a cookbook: Home Made Christmas. The
holidays can be overwhelming, but Yvette shows you how to
make them easier with her "make ahead" recipes, giving you
time to enjoy your company when they arrive. Home Made
Christmas includes more than 100 recipes for the holidays
(organized by Prepare Ahead and To Finish It Off) that are
all easy to make and delicious. With her step-by-step
recipes, you'll know exactly what to do and when. Yvette
even provides menu ideas to make all your planning easier.
Whether you're celebrating yo...

Abrams • HB • General cookery & recipes • 266 x 217mm • 304pp

9781419732386

$49.99

Icing on the Cake

Mark Flanagan, Kathryn Cuthbertson

9781909741331

In Korean Home Cooking, Sohui Kim shares the authentic
Korean flavors found in the dishes at her restaurant and
the recipes from her family. Sohui is well-regarded for her
sense of sohnmat, a Korean phrase that roughly translates
to "taste of the hand," or an ease and agility with making
food taste delicious. With 100 recipes, Korean Home
Cooking is a comprehensive look at Korean cuisine, and
includes recipes for kimchee, crisp mung bean pancakes,
seaweed soup, spicy chicken stew, and japchae noodles
and more traditional fare of soondae (blood sausage) and
yuk hwe (beef tartare). With Sohui's guidance, stories from
her family, and photographs of her travels in Korea, Korean
Home Cooking brings rich cultural traditions into your home
kitchen.

$49.99

$45.00

From flaky croissants to paper-thin millefeuille, and from the
chestnut cream–filled Paris-Brest to festive yule logs, this
comprehensive book leads aspiring pastry chefs through
every step— from basic techniques to Michelin-level
desserts. Starting with advice on how to equip your kitchen,
to the essential doughs, fillings, and decorations, the books
covers everything from quick desserts to holiday specialties
and from frozen ice creams and sorbets to chocolates.
Ferrandi, an internationally-renowned professional culinary
school, offers an intensive course in the art of French pastrymaking. Written by the school’s experienced teaching team
of master pâtissiers and adapted for the home chef,...

Flammarion S.A. • HB • Food & beverage technology • 302 x 255mm • 656pp

9782080203182

$90.00

The Bacon Bible

The Keto Cure

Peter Sherman

Professor Jürgen Vormann, Nico Stanitzok

Bacon is Peter Sherman's North Star. In 2014, he opened
BarBacon, a bacon-themed gastropub in New York City, to
immediate critical and financial success, and he has become
the go-to bacon guru for the world. Sherman has a nearly
religious devotion to bacon, and in his tome, The Bacon
Bible, he shares more than 200 recipes that show you how
to incorporate bacon into nearly any meal you can imagine.
There are the classics, like BLTs, wedge salads, and mac
and cheese, but the book really encourages you to cook with
bacon in unexpected ways with recipes like Bacon Ramen,
Chipotle Bacon Tacos, and Bacon Bourbon Oatmeal
Pancakes. Peter also teaches you the basics, like how to
cure simple bacon from scratch. He has a mad-scientist
approach to bacon and is a firm believ...

Abrams • HB • Cooking with meat & game • 233 x 178mm • 368pp

9781419734618

$49.99

This breakthrough diet for effective weight loss shows you
how to eat a low-carb, high-fat and moderate protein diet to
train your body to burn fat instead of sugar for energy. The
Keto Cure has 60 recipes showing you how to cook
delicious low-carb, high-fat and moderate protein dishes for
effective weight loss. Here, Professor Dr Jürgen Vormann
presents his tasty and easy recipes to encourage rapid and
sustained weight loss with ease. The science behind the
diet is explained clearly, and the vital nutritional breakdown
of carbohydrates, protein and fats are worked out for you.
Discover the new healthy way of eating to prevent or
eliminate the chronic medical conditions that damage and
age our bodies.

Modern Books • HB • Dietetics & nutrition • 240 x 171mm • 176pp

9781911130949

$29.99

Myron Mixon's BBQ Rules
Myron Mixon and Kelly Alexander
New York Times bestselling author and star of Destination
America's BBQ Pitmasters Myron Mixon goes back to the
basics of backyard pit barbecuing with BBQ Rules, offering
readers essential old-school barbecue techniques and 50
classic recipes. In barbecue, "old-school" means cooking on
a homemade coal-fired masonry pit, where the first step is
burning wood to make your own coals, followed by shoveling
those coals beneath the meat and smoking that meat until it
acquires the distinct flavor only true pit-smoking can infuse.
With easy-to-follow, straightforward instruction, America's
pitmaster shows you how and also demonstrates methods
for cooking on traditional gas and charcoal grills common in
most backyards. The book is divided into four parts - Meat
Helpers, Th...

Stewart, Tabori & Chang • HB • National & regional cuisine • 248 x 198mm •
240pp

9781617691843

$35.00

Herbarium

Danielle Duboise
From Danielle Duboise and Whitney Tingle, the founders of
the wildly popular vegan home-delivery service Sakara Life,
comes a cookbook that places food at the center of
wellness. By not focusing on calorie counting or points,
Duboise and Tingle manage to rejuvenate an old-fashioned,
often shame-filled diet industry. With recipes that are plantbased and organic, utilizing nutrient-dense whole foods that
use the freshest, purest, most loving ingredients from around
the world,Sakara Lifewill help you alkalize the body, heal the
gut, reduce inflammation, balance your blood sugar and
hormones, and regulate the digestive system. From
beautifying breakfasts to delectable dinners, these nutritious
and crazy-sexy foods will start you on your journey to feeling
your absolute be...

Abrams • HB • Health & wholefood cookery • 254 x 203mm • 224pp

9781419734731

$45.00

The Forest Feast Gatherings

Caz Hildebrand

Erin Gleeson

Herbarium explores the histories, associations and uses of
100 herbs, as well as providing ideas for both food and
wellbeing. Each entry features a specially commissioned
illustration with texts that include the botanical name, place
of origin, varieties and areas where the herb is most
commonly grown. The essence of each herb is explored in
a brief history peppered with interesting anecdotes,
complemented by suggestions of classic combinations and
helpful tips for gardeners. A reference section includes
pieces on how to grow and keep herbs, seasonality and a
map showing where our herbs are grown. A contemporary
evolution of the traditional herbarium, presented in a fresh
way for a younger audience and a new generation of
cooks, Herbarium...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Cooking with herbs & spices • 246 x 175mm •
224pp

9780500518939

Eat Clean, Play Dirty

$39.99

Erin Gleeson, the New York Times bestselling author of
The Forest Feast, returns with a gorgeously illustrated
cookbook packed with 100 brand-new simple vegetarian
recipes designed for relaxed entertaining. When food
photographer and stylist Erin Gleeson left New York City to
live in a cabin in the woods of northern California, she
started the blog The Forest Feast to document her
vegetable-centric, seasonal approach to cooking. Her
readers are drawn to her healthy recipes that anyone can
make - dishes that are easy enough to prepare after a long
day at work, yet impressive enough for a party - as well as
to her visually stunning photography and watercolors. Erin
handwrites each recipe over her photos to create diagramlike, step-by-step instructions that are vib...

Abrams • HB • General cookery & recipes • 279 x 203mm • 256pp

9781419722455

$49.99

The Grammar of Spice

The Virgin Cocktail Garden

Caz Hildebrand

David Hurst

Even the most enthusiastic cooks and food lovers have jars
of dusty powders inhabiting kitchen cabinets long past their
expiration dates. We often don't know much about them,
where they come from, or how to use them. And yet, spices
can elevate the everyday act of making and consuming
food to a higher plane of experience. Spices have played
an intrinsic part in the human story, running through
history, geography, anthropology, politics, religion, culture,
art, and design. From alligator pepper seeds, which in the
Yoruba culture are given to newborn babies to taste a few
minutes after birth, to charoli seeds, which are used in
traditional Indian desserts eaten during the festival of Holi,
and caraway seeds, which were added to medieval love
potions, each spice has its o...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Cookery / food & drink etc • 246 x 175mm •
224pp

9780500519677

$39.99

The Drinking Garden brings together over 70 delicious
recipes for botanical drinks based on fresh fruits, garden
herbs and exotic spices. Organized according to main
ingredient, the recipes are non -alcoholic but have
variations for adding alcohol for those who decide to imbibe
but want to be as healthy as they can while doing so . All
recipes include superfood ingredients, from açai berry and
avocado to papaya and pomegranate. Each creation in The
Drinking Garden is e xpertly crafted and inspired by some
of the most exciting trends in bartending and mixology. The
book also e xplains how to make professional - quality
mixed drinks in your home, listing essential bar kit, fancy
glassware, party planning and fantastic finishi ng touches.

Modern Books • HB • Non-alcoholic beverages • 210 x 152mm • 176pp

9781911130642

$24.99

The Forest Feast: Simple Vegetarian Recipes from My Cabin in the Woods

Encyclopedia of Chocolate

Erin Gleeson and Erin Gleeson

École du Grand Chocolat Valrhona

Erin Gleeson made her dream a reality when she left New
York City and moved into a tiny cabin in a California forest
in order to be closer to nature. The natural beauty of her
surroundings and the abundance of local produce serve as
the inspiration for The Forest Feast, based on her popular
blog. Most of the book's 100 wholly vegetarian recipes call
for only three or four ingredients and require very few
steps, resulting in dishes that are fresh, wholesome,
delicious, and stunning. Among the delightful recipes are
eggplant tacos with brie and cilantro, rosemary shortbread,
and blackberry negroni. Vibrant photographs,
complemented by Erin's own fanciful watercolor
illustrations and hand lettering, showcase the rustic
simplicity of the dishes. Part cookbook, part art boo...

Stewart, Tabori & Chang • HB • Vegetarian cookery • 282 x 216mm • 240pp

9781617690815

$45.00

Master the art of chocolate through one hundred
fundamental step-by-step techniques, including chocolate
basics (tempering, ganaches, pralines), candy fillings,
decorations, doughs, cream and mousse bases, ice cream
and sorbet, sauces, and baker’s secrets (marbling, faultless
cake crusts, beating egg whites, and more). Each method is
explained in text and photographs. More than one hundred
recipes include the classics (Black Forest cake, profiteroles,
molten chocolate cake), tarts and tartlets (chocolate-pear,
nut-caramel), shared delights, teatime treats (macaroons,
brownies, milk chocolate and ginger churros), iced desserts
(chocolate cappuccino parfait, raspberry meringue with hot
chocolate sauce), holiday creations (dark chocolate fond...

Flammarion S.A. • HB • Cookery / food & drink etc • 244 x 200mm • 416pp

9782080203663

$45.00

Cook Beautiful

Pizza Camp

Athena Calderone

Joe Beddia

The debut cookbook from Athena Calderone, creator of
EyeSwoon, with 100 seasonal recipes for meals as
gorgeous as they are delicious. InCook Beautiful, Athena
reveals the secrets to preparing and presenting
unforgettable meals. As the voice and curator behind
EyeSwoon, an online lifestyle destination for food,
entertaining, fashion, and interior design, Athena cooks with
top chefs, hosts incredible dinners, and designs stunning
tablescapes, while emphasizing the importance of balancing
the visual elements of each dish with incredible flavors. In
her debut cookbook, she's finally showing the rest of us how
to achieve her impeccable yet approachable cooking style.
Included are 100 recipes with step-by-step advice on
everything from prep to presentation—from artfully laye...

Abrams • HB • General cookery & recipes • 260 x 212mm • 288pp

9781419726521

$50.00

Layered

Abrams • HB • General cookery & recipes • 257 x 212mm • 224pp

9781419724091

Myron Mixon

It's time to venture beyond vanilla and chocolate and take
your baking skills up a notch. We're talking layers - two,
three, four, or more! Create sky-high, bakery-quality treats
at home with Tessa Huff's 150 innovative recipes, which
combine new and exciting flavors of cake, fillings, and
frostings - everything from pink peppercorn cherry to
bourbon butterscotch, and pumpkin vanilla chai to riesling
rhubarb and raspberry chocolate stout. Including
contemporary baking methods and industry tips and tricks,
Layered covers every decorating technique you'll ever
need with simple instructions and gorgeous step-by-step
photos that speak to bakers of every skill level - and to
anyone who wants to transform dessert into layer upon
layer of edible art.

Stewart, Tabori & Chang • HB • Cakes, baking, icing & sugarcraft •
251 x 183mm • 288pp

$42.00

Have you ever wondered if you can make good barbecue
without a smoker, pit, or grill? If you need to use a rub or
marinade? Not sure what a brisket is, whether you need to
trim it, and if so, how? InBBQ&A with Myron Mixon,
bestselling author and TV personality Myron Mixon answers
the questions most frequently asked of him during his many
live cooking demos, TV appearances, and private cooking
classes. Myron's lively, informative answers are paired with
practical visuals and cover techniques and methods, flavors
and preparations, recipes and formulas—all collected in one
place for the first time by the winningest man in barbecue.

Abrams • HB • National & regional cuisine • 245 x 194mm • 320pp

9781419727023

Everything I Want to Eat

Good Clean Food

Jessica Koslow

Lily Kunin

**Selected as Eater's 2016 Cookbook of the Year** **iBooks
Best of 2016 Selection** The debut cookbook from Jessica
Koslow, award-winning chef of LA's popular restaurant Sqirl,
featuring more than 100 fresh, market-driven, healthy, and
flavorful recipes. Jessica Koslow and her restaurant, Sqirl,
are at the forefront of the California cooking renaissance,
which is all about food that surprises us and engages all of
our senses - it looks good, tastes vibrant, and feels fortifying
yet refreshing. In Everything I Want to Eat, Koslow shares
100 of her favorite recipes for health-conscious but delicious
dishes, all of which always use real foods - no fake meat or
fake sugar here - that also happen to be suitable for
vegetarians, vegans, or whomever you're sharing ...

Abrams • HB • National & regional cuisine • 275 x 223mm • 280pp

9781419722318

$50.00

The Complete Bocuse
Paul Bocuse
The unequivocal reference tome on the full spectrum of
twentieth-century French cooking, interpreted and revised
by master chef Paul Bocuse for the home cook. Celebrated
chef Paul Bocuse is the authority on classic French cuisine.
In this volume, he shares 500 simple, traditional French
recipes. Aimed at the beginner but with enough breadth to
entice the confident chef, these recipes can be readily
prepared at home and emphasize the use of the freshest
and simplest ingredients. The book is divided into twentytwo chapters, fourteen covering savory recipes and eight
covering sweet recipes, with everything from soups to
soufflés, by way of terrines, fish, meat, and vegetables.
Practical appendixes include average cooking times for
different types of meat, conversion tabl...

Flammarion S.A. • HB • TV / celebrity chef cookbooks • 255 x 180mm • 784pp

9782080200952

$39.99

BBQ&A with Myron Mixon

Tessa Huff

9781617691881

Pizza Camp is the ultimate guide to achieving pizza nirvana
at home, from the chef who is making what Bon Appetit
magazine calls "the best pizza in America." Joe Beddia's
pizza is old school - it's all about the dough, the sauce, and
the cheese. And after perfecting his pie-making craft at
Pizzeria Beddia in Philadelphia, he's offering his methods
and recipes in a cookbook that's anything but old school.
Beginning with D'OH, SAUCE, CHEESE, and BAKING
basics, Beddia takes you through the pizza-making process,
teaching the foundation for making perfectly crisp,
satisfyingly chewy, dangerously addictive pies at home. With
more than fifty iconic and new recipes, Pizza Camp delivers
everything you'll need to make unforgettable and inventive
pizza, stromboli, hoa...

$59.95

$45.00

Lily Kunin, creator of the popular site and Instagram account
Clean Food Dirty City, shares 100 simple, vibrant, plantbased recipes for looking and feeling your best In her debut
cookbook, Good Clean Food, health coach Lily Kunin shares
plant-based recipes for irresistibly clean, wholesome food.
With Lily's less-is-more approach, you'll learn how to create
nourishing dishes, bowls, salads, smoothies, and more using
gluten- and dairy-free ingredients. Her delicious recipes are
complemented by the same vibrant, textured, and stunning
photography that has become a trademark of her popular
site Clean Food Dirty City. Organized by the way that food
makes you feel - awakened, nourished, cleansed, restored,
sustained, and comforted - Good...

Abrams • HB • Vegetarian cookery • 235 x 197mm • 224pp

9781419723902

$35.00
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Plant Style

How to Raise a Plant

Alana Langan and Jacqui Vidal
Ferns are back in the bathroom, cacti are sitting on plant
stands and hoyas are cascading from hangers. Indoor plants
are the ultimate indoor accessory. Softening interiors and
readily available, they are a stylist's best friend. However, it's
their power to transform a sterile space into an urban
sanctuary that makes them more than just an inanimate prop
- all you need to know is how to use them. From the
founders of coveted plant-wares studio, Ivy Muse, comes
this charming guide on how to turn your home into a junglelike retreat. With design-savvy tips and expert advice, you'll
learn all there is to know about decorating with plants and
botanical styling plus the necessities like light requirements
and when to water and feed. From bathroom to boudoir to
every room i...

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • House plants • 210 x 170mm • 160pp

9780500501030

$34.99

Morgan Doane
Aimed at a new generation of indoor gardening enthusiasts,
this book is a perfect guide for anyone keen to see their
plant offspring thrive. Plants have found popularity in the
small home, and are being proclaimed the new stars of
Instagram. This attractive little book is ideal for the novice
'plant parent', providing tips on how to choose plants, and
above all how to care for them and keep them thriving.
Indoor-plant experts and Instagrammers Erin Harding and
Morgan Doane bring the subject to life alongside their
beautiful photographs of happy plants in the home.

Laurence King • PB • House plants • 210 x 165mm • 112pp

9781786273017

The Flower Expert

Garden Love

Fleur McHarg

Simon Griffiths

Fleur McHarg is a florist in the true, traditional sense of the
word. Guided by the eternal wisdom of Constance Spry,
the trailblazing early 20th century British florist, Fleur
believes in letting flowers be the stars of the show by
working with the natural shape of a flower or branch. When
it comes to beauty, you can't beat nature - but you can
learn how to showcase it for startling impact. As the
daughter of milliner Wendy Mead and great-niece of British
Vogue fashion editor Madge Garland, it was inevitable that
Fleur would become an artist of some kind. From art school
and her first exhibition aged 19 through to today, Fleur has
cultivated a lifelong obsession with colour, beauty and
flowers. Here, she shares her astute flower philosophy,
including: - Over 30...

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Gardening: flowers • 278 x 207mm • 224pp

9780500501245

$49.99

The Planthunter

It all began when Simon Griffiths decided that he and his
whippet couldn't live in his tiny but gorgeous one-up onedown shopfront in Albert Park any more. He had a yearning
for open spaces, country air and, most importantly, a
garden of his own. On finding his cottage in Meadowbank,
and trialling different plants, he gradually became part of
the secret gardening network. The one where cuttings are
exchanged between friends and planting successes and
failures are recounted over neighbourhood fences. Simon
is a brilliant photographer, bringing warmth and joy to all
his subjects, but he is also a very knowledgeable
plantsman. In this book he has captured his favourite 20
country gardens and shares the knowledge he has
gleamed from fellow garden lovers. This bo...

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Gardens (descriptions, history etc) •
240 x 175mm • 304pp

9781760760083

$59.99

Beyond the Garden Gate

Georgina Reid and Daniel Shipp
The Planthunter is adventures with the coolest and most
influential people collecting, living and working with plants
in Australia, New Zealand and the US. Georgina Reid is an
intrepid hunter of stories, plants and ideas. In The
Planthunter, she uncovers the exceptional and ordinary
ways people around the world find truth, beauty, purpose
and connection through the act of gardening. The
Planthunter is a visceral and seductive celebration of life in
the garden. It's for the plant curious, the plant killer, the
plant lover, and everyone in between.

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Gardening: plants • 280 x 210mm • 256pp

9781760760236

$24.99

$59.99

Jaqui Cameron
The Southern Highlands of New South Wales is an area
renowned for its seasonal beauty and extravagant estates.
Behind the hedges and over the fences are grand mature
trees, collections of sculptures, treehouses, lakes, walled
vegetable gardens, tiered herbaceous borders. Throughout it
all is an enveloping sense of community in this magical part
of the world. Beyond the Garden Gate reveals not just the
hidden gems but also the very personal story behind each
garden.

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Gardens (descriptions, history etc) •
300 x 250mm • 256pp

9781760760014

$80.00

Native

The New Plant Parent

Kate Herd and Jela Ivankovic-Waters
Australia has long been known as home to the towering
gum and the gnarly banksia. Australian natives are as
emblematic as they are adaptable but Native takes an old
subject (Australian natives) and gives it a complete
makeover. This book surveys the ways native trees,
shrubs, flowers and foliage can be put to surprising and
beautiful uses by some of the most creative people working
with plants today. Interviews with celebrated landscape
designers, artists and gardeners – including Fiona
Brockhoff, Janet Laurence and Tracey Deep – bring to light
so many ways to celebrate the sculptural natives that
shape our everyday spaces. This richly illustrated book is
the ideal source when seeking the perfect feature plant for
a space of any size. With stunning photography of g...

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Gardening • 253 x 203mm • 192pp

9780500501023

$49.99

Indoor Green

Abrams Image • PB • House plants • 229 x 178mm • 208pp

9781419732393

Linda Jane Holden

For centuries, plants have transformed interiors. Today the
plant-filled home is an inspiration to every avid shelter-blog
reader or expert Pinterest-board maker. Author Bree Claffey
journeys into the interior worlds of fellow plant lovers to
explore the enduring attraction of houseplants. From the
ever-reliable peace lily and beguiling fiddle leaf fig to the
elusive Chinese money plant, Indoor Green makes it
obvious that even the humblest greenery can transform a
home. Houseplants encompass the art of decorative
arrangement and add romance to any room. Within the
pages of Indoor Green gorgeous photographs of interiors
from across the globe, divided into chapters such as 'Plant
Music', 'How to Grow Fresh Air', 'Plant Portraits', and more,
make the magic easy to rep...

Thames & Hudson Australia • PB • Gardening: plants • 265 x 204mm • 208pp

$34.99

Throughout her long and storied life, Rachel "Bunny"
Mellon's greatest passion was garden design. She and her
husband Paul Mellon, maintained homes in New York, Cape
Cod, Nantucket, Antigua, and Upperville, Virginia, and she
designed the gardens at all of them. She also designed
gardens for some of her dearest friends, including the Rose
Garden and the East Garden at the White House, at the
request of President Kennedy, and the gardens at both the
Paris home and the château of couturier Hubert de
Givenchy. All of these gardens are featured in The Gardens
of Bunny Mellon. Author Linda Holden's text is based on
extensive interviews with Mellon before her death in 2014.

The Vendome Press • HB • Garden design & planning • 311 x 243mm • 308pp

9780865653511

Indoor Green

Plantopia

Mr Kitly's Bree Claffey Photography by Lauren Bamford

Camille Soulayrol

For centuries, plants have transformed interiors. Today
houseplants are once again experiencing a revival. Author
Bree Claffey of Mr Kitly journeys into the worlds of fellow
plant lovers to explore the enduring attraction of
houseplants. From the ever-reliable Peace lily and beguiling
Fiddle leaf fig to the elusive Chinese money plant,
houseplants are showcased in all their weird and wonderful
forms. More than good-looking props, plants are living,
growing, joyful things rooted in community and creativity and
as this book celebrates, houseplants are a way of life.

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Gardening: plants • 265 x 205mm • 208pp

9780500500538

$49.99

A Garden Can Be Anywhere
Lauri Kranz

$85.00

Taking the houseplant trend to the next level, this book
offers—in addition to growing tips for over twenty varietals—
rich inspiration for home decoration, crafting, and DIY
natural health and beauty projects using nature. Leafy green
houseplants, hardy succulents and cacti, and flowering
perennials add as much to your daily sense of well- being as
to the beauty of your home once you convert it into a plant
paradise. Opening her book with all the essentials you need
to cultivate twenty home varietals—from calathea to
monstera to pilea peperomioides —with practical tips for
repotting, watering, and sunlight recommendations, Elle
Décor Idée co-editor Camille Soulayrol takes the houseplant
trend to the next level by offering a broad program of
gorgeous...

Flammarion S.A. • HB • Succulents & cacti • 240 x 190mm • 160pp

9782080203892

$39.99

Tropical Food Gardens
Leonie Norrington

Edible Gardens LA founder Lauri Kranz shares her secrets
for planning, planting, growing, and maintaining luscious
edible gardens, no matter the setting or size of the plot.
Through gorgeous gardens created for her well-known
clientele, including James Beard award–winning chefs,
celebrities, rock stars, and more, Lauri shares her essential
methods for growing abundant organic food. This practical
guide is built around Lauri's philosophy that nourishment and
beauty are not separate goals. It's also at the forefront of a
gardening revolution, where more and more people are
craving a patch of land for growing and the trend is toward
edible gardens over ornamental gardens.A Garden Can Be
Anywherereveals Lauri's knack for providing both beauty
and bounty in her clients' out...

Abrams • HB • Garden design & planning • 283 x 223mm • 256pp

9781419733192

$35.00

The Gardens of Bunny Mellon

Bree Claffey

9780500501061

Darryl Cheng
For indoor gardeners everywhere, Darryl Cheng offers a
new way to grow healthy house plants. He teaches the art of
understanding a plant's needs and giving it a home with the
right balance of light, water, and nutrients. After reading
Cheng, the indoor gardener will be far less the passive
follower of rules for the care of each species and much more
the confident, active grower, relying on observation and
insight. And in the process, the plant owner becomes a plant
lover, bonded to these beautiful living things by a simple love
and appreciation of nature.The House Plant Journal
Handbook covers all of the basics of growing house plants,
from finding the right light, to everyday care like watering
and fertilizing, to containers, to recommended species.
Cheng's friendly t...

$60.00

Leonie Norrington blends horticultural science with
personal experience to create a book full of sound advice,
enthusiasm and a genuine love of the natural world. Have
you ever wondered how to grow such exotic vegetables as
snake beans, water chestnuts and loofahs? Luscious fruits
such as rambutans, mangoes, carambolas and abiu?
Herbs like vanilla, turmeric and galangal? Tropical Food
Gardens will show you how to propagate, grow and use
these and a wide range of other herbs, vegetables and
fruits in tropical and sub-tropical climates. This lively
engaging book, laced with anecdotes, is full of practical
gardening information from an author with years of
experience. It's also great fun.

Bloomings Books • PB • Specialized gardening methods • 241 x 173mm • 160pp

9781876473419

$35.00

Flower Garden

The Maze

Clare Foster, Sabina Rüber

Thibaud Herem

Growing flowers from seed is one of the easiest and
cheapest ways to supplement your borders, bringing
instant colour to tired gardens. Many of these flowers are
also ideal for cutting, so within a single growing season you
can produce armfuls of beautiful blooms to cut and bring
inside the house. Author Clare Foster and photographer
Sabina Rüber have been experimenting with growing
flowers from seed for several years. In this book they pass
on that invaluable experience, explaining how and when to
sow and grow a huge range of flowers from Aquilegia to
Zinnia.

Laurence King • HB • Gardening • 251 x 176mm • 208pp

9781786274090

$39.99

How to Train Your Cactus
Tonwen Jones

Laurence King • HB • Landscape gardening • 282 x 213mm • 144pp

9781786273222

$49.99

Growing Australian Native Plants
Bloomings Books

For most urban dwellers, a large garden bursting with
colour and beauty is but a dream. Enter the cacti. The
perfect plant pets, cacti and succulents are resilient to the
laziest of gardeners, brighten the darkest of corners and
can be trained to suit the smallest, or largest, of indoor
spaces. From growing to styling, taming to potting, How to
Train Your Cacti tells you everything you need to know
about opening your home to these prickly, but nice,
customers.

Modern Books • HB • House plants • 185 x 133mm • 128pp

9781911130635

Mazes have been a part of civilization for at least 4,000
years, and there are more being built now than ever before.
What is it about these magical life-size puzzles that
continues to intrigue us? This beautifully illustrated book
will delight lovers of mazes, acting as a guide, directory
and puzzle book combined. Specially commissioned
illustrations by Thibaud Hérem represent 60 real and
imagined mazes from around the world, with a bird’s eye
view of each maze so that readers can make their own
journey. Each maze is also accompanied by a fascinating
and witty short history.

$19.99

Growing Australian Native Plants from Seed is the most
comprehensive book available on growing native plants
from seed. The practical book includes information on how
to germinate seeds, growing seedlings in containers and
species suitable for direst seeding. Details are provided on
growing over one thousand native plant genera and
thousands of individual species.

Bloomings Books • HB • Gardening with native plants • 210 x 148mm • 156pp

9780646428666

Field Guide to Eucalypts Volume 2

Doodle Gardener

Ian Brooker

Kendra Wilson

Australia is one of the few countries in the world generally
associated with a single group of plants, namely - the
eucalypts. The genus Eucalyptus includes over 800
species and over 326 are described in this volume. In
particular it is significant as it features the colourful
eucalypts of Western Australia, which have been widely
used for landscaping. The area covered includes the Great
Victoria Desert, and extends across the Nullabor Plain, to
most of South Australia and into areas of New South Wales
which lie to the north and west of the River Darling. Since
the first edition of Volume 2 was published in 1990, many
new species have been formally named. The numerous
subsequent discoveries are included in the Appendix of the
Volume. In addition, the layout of the b...

$30.00

Turn the Louvre pyramid into a greenhouse! Design your
own folly or maze! Green up a car park or experiment with
topiary! Whether you have a garden or not, you can let your
horticultural imagination run wild. Sam Piyasena's charming
illustrations and Kendra Wilson's witty activity suggestions
provide the inspiration. This fun book will delight lovers of
gardens and green spaces of all ages.

Laurence King • PB • Gardening • 211 x 269mm • 144pp
Bloomings Books • HB • Specialized gardening methods • 267 x 195mm • 428pp

9781786273819
9780992290023

Remarkable Case of Dr Ward and Other Amazing Garden Innovations
Abigail Willis

Private Gardens of the Mediterranean
Jean Mus

From secateurs to seed bombs, hybrids to ha-has,
lawnmowers to land artists, the gardening world has long
attracted innovators. This delightful book outlines the
advances that changed horticulture and the landscape
forever. The fascinating and amusing short entries are
accompanied by charming specially created illustrations,
making this the ideal gift for the gardener in your life.

Laurence King • HB • Gardening • 204 x 148mm • 112pp

9781786273161

$29.99

$129.95

$24.99

From lush coastal estates or peaceful countryside havens to
green oases amid the hustle and bustle of the city,
celebrated landscape architect Jean Mus’s lavish gardens—
whether perched above the sea or nestling in the heart of a
town—are always perfectly integrated into the surrounding
environment and incorporate a rich spectrum of
Mediterranean influences, including pottery, slate walkways,
sleek water channels, and regional flora. Taking readers on
an exclusive tour of the most spectacular private
Mediterranean gardens, which have made Jean Mus’s
name, this work guides us through the south of France into
Greece and Portugal, divulging the stories behind his
creations and sharing technical and reflective anecdotes
from the designer himself. Accompanied by stunning pho...

Flammarion S.A. • HB • Gardens (descriptions, history etc) • 190 x 240mm •
192pp

9782080202772

$19.99

Raising a Forest

Vision of Edna Walling

Thibaud Herem

Bloomings Books

Illustrator Thibaud Herem is nurturing a homegrown
arboretum in his flat in Clapton. With over 30 species of tree
ranging from oak to Japanese maple to giant redwood, this
is a documentation of his obsession as well as a visual
exploration of the beautiful shapes and forms found in
nature. Within a personal narrative, this little book includes
fascinating informa- tion about the trees, the process of
planting and cultivating them, and musings on society’s
relationship to the architecture of trees. Gorgeously
illustrated and presented, this is a lovely, thoughtful gift book
for garden- ers, hobbyists and illustration enthusiasts.

Cicada Books Ltd • PB • Gardening • 202 x 141mm • 44pp

9781908714527

$18.99

Private Gardens of Paris

Bloomings Books • HB • Garden design & planning • 306 x 236mm • 150pp

9781876473013

$55.00

The Garden Source

Alexandra d’Arnoux, Bruno De Laubadère
Lying behind the urban facades of Paris is a hidden
landscape. Whether grandiose or miniscule, highly
manicured or exuberantly untended, these fifty secret
gardens are rarely seen by casual passersby. Traditional
French-style gardens, such as those of Hubert de Givenchy,
Kenzo, or Pierre Bergé, are attached to private town houses,
and their designs mirror the elegance and restraint of the
classic dwellings. The late Yves Saint Laurent’s romantic,
picturesque kitchen garden reflects his taste for outdoor
living. Exotic hideaways include giant tropical ferns and rare
flowers, greenery surrounding a Russian datcha, and a
Japanese zen garden, demonstrating an eclectic range of
urban gardens and providing inspiration to the expert
gardener and armchair enthusiast.

Flammarion S.A. • HB • Gardens (descriptions, history etc) • 240 x 190mm •
192pp

9782080202048

Edna Walling's legacy of garden design and inspired
writings is now enriched by this collection of over fifty of her
classic watercolour plans. Many new classic Walling
gardens have been discovered covering most Australian
states. This comprehensive study includes garden
descriptions, design principles and an overview of her
career.

$39.99

Andrea Jones
This is a must-have sourcebook for anyone with a garden
looking for design ideas. Over 800 colour illustrations by
leading photographer Andrea Jones are cleverly arranged to
offer the reader thousands of possible design solutions.
Gardens from all parts of the world are included – America,
France, Sweden, Germany, Holland, England – by some of
the very best garden designers. And alongside little-known
examples of private gardens are celebrated public spaces
such as Parc André Citroën and Jardin Atlantique as well as
show gardens – Chelsea Flower Show, International Garden
Festival, Hampton Court, Chaumont. The first part looks at
garden details, listing design features that act either as
connecting or dividing elements. ‘Connect’ includes some of
the ...

Eight Books Ltd • PB • Garden design & planning • 250 x 256mm • 336pp

9781999858308

$55.00

Pruning for Fruit

Grand Melbourne Gardens

Bloomings Books

David Wilkinson and Kimbal Baker

Everyone loves fruit, especially when it's juicy, full of
flavour and fresh from your garden. However, many people
don't know that pruning is critical to establishing and
maintaining your trees and vines to get the best from
them.This beautifully illustrated book will show you how to
maintain good fruit size, obtain quality, quantity, training,
and generally when, what and how to do it!

Bloomings Books • PB • Gardening: growing fruit & vegetables • 210 x 148mm •
72pp

9780759010642

$19.95

Bunny Williams On Garden Style
Bunny Williams

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Gardening • 293 x 240mm • 248pp

9780500501146

$70.00

Australian Garden
Diana Snape

First published in 1998, On Garden Style established Bunny
Williams as a reputable expert on gardens. In Bunny
Williams on Garden Style, Williams visits impeccably
designed gardens around the world, shedding light on the
key components that make a garden so appealing and
idyllic. For Williams, gardens offer an escape, and she
imparts vital information on how to envision your garden and
design a space that translates into a lush sanctuary
reflecting your taste and style. Once you've imagined your
garden, Williams offers advice for bringing it to fruition - the
garden structure," furnishing the space, and establishing an
aesthetic. The book also includes plant lists, a reading list,
and more. Filled with new photography of spectacular
gardens, this latest volume is both ...

Stewart, Tabori & Chang • HB • Garden design & planning • 276 x 280mm •
288pp

9781617691539

A celebration of gardens new and old, small-scale and
enormous – all grand in their horticultural ambitions and
inspiration. Gardens have always occupied a special place
in Melbourne’s communal heart. We are known for our vast,
meandering Botanic Gardens and our generous green city
spaces. We are also known for our tree-lined streets, which
give tantalising glimpses of beautiful houses behind high
fences. This book takes us behind these fences and into the
very heart of these oh-so-private gardens. Every garden in
this book has its own atmosphere and soul – largely
reflecting the passions of the person who has created or
maintains it. There are vegetable gardens, clivia walks,
ancient English oak trees, rose gardens, rambling exotic
courtyards, city rooftop wond...

$60.00

The Australian Garden was the first book to show how
Australian plants can be used in all the major gardening
styles. Choices include the untouched natural garden,
coastal, arid, country, grassland, cottage, wildflower, small
and courtyard, plus formal gardens. Using Australian plants
is critical to creating an 'Australian garden' and this gorgeous
book covers all aspects of design and a great range of
Australian plants.

Bloomings Books • PB • Gardening with native plants • 252 x 252mm • 232pp

9781876473990

$45.00
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Tintin

Nick Cave

Michel Daubert

Reinhard Kleist

Since Tintin first appeared in 1929, he has captivated
generations of children and adults alike. Millions followed
Tintin's journeys from the wilds of the Congo to the streets of
Prague, Moscow, and New York. Published in 2013, Tintin:
The Art of Hergé attracted Tintin fans everywhere by offering
insight into this iconic character, with incredible access to
original sources from the Hergé Museum in Belgium.
Illustrated by images of this unparalleled collection, Tintin:
The Art of Hergé provides a rare glimpse into Tintin and
Hergé's world. Previously unpublished drawings depict how
the beloved characters were created and offer fresh
commentary. Now, this popular book is available in
paperback at an appealing price point.

Abrams ComicArts • PB • Graphic novels: literary & memoirs • 210 x 213mm •
480pp

9781419732751

$45.00

Twelfth Night

9781910593363

$27.99

Martin Rowson

Shakespeare turned a tale of unrequited love, family
dispute and fatal shipwreck into a miraculously evergreen
Christmas favourite. At the beginning of the story, everyone
is alone; by the end, everyone - well, almost everyone has found their other half... Li reimagines Illyra as a
'steampunk' world of snowy mountain tops and lush green
valleys.

Self Made Hero • PB • Graphic novels: Manga • 210 x 150mm • 208pp

$15.95

Explorer (The Mystery Boxes #1)
Kazu Kibuishi

"A spectre is haunting Europe - the spectre of
Communism". Published in 1848, at a time of political
upheaval in Europe, Karl Marx and Frederik Engels'
Manifesto for the Communist Party was at once a powerful
critique of capitalism and a radical call to arms. It remains
the most incisive introduction to the ideas of Communism
and the most lucid explanation of its aims. Much of what
Marx and Engels' proposed - a state education system, a
progressive income tax, the nationalisation of banks would continue to be at the heart of political debate into the
21st century. It is no surprise, perhaps, that The
Communist Manifesto (as it was later renamed) is the
second best-selling book of all time, surpassed only by The
Bible.The Guardian's editorial cartoonist Martin Rowson ...

Self Made Hero • PB • Graphic novels: true stories & non-fiction • 260 x 190mm •
80pp

9781910593493

$24.99

Explorer (The Lost Islands #2)
Kazu Kibuishi

Seven clever stories answer one simple question: what's in
the box? Funny, fantastic, spooky, and suspenseful, each
of these unique and beautifully illustrated short graphic
works revolves around a central theme: a mysterious box
and the marvels - or mayhem - inside. Artists include
middle school favorites Kazu Kibuishi, Raina Telgemeier
(Smile), and Dave Roman (Astronaut Academy), as well as
Jason Caffoe, Stuart Livingston, Johane Matte, Rad
Sechrist (all contributors to the groundbreaking comics
anthology series Flight), and upcoming artist Emily Carroll.
Praise for Explorer: Mystery Boxes STARRED REVIEW
"An outstanding out-of-the box anthology from renowned
comics veteran Kibuishi. With eye-popping full-color art and
palettes ranging from candy-color...

Amulet Books • TPB • Graphic novels: Manga • 228 x 150mm • 128pp

9781419700095

Self Made Hero • TPB • Graphic novels: true stories & non-fiction •
230 x 180mm • 280pp

The Communist Manifesto

Nana Li

9780955816994

Musician, novelist, poet, actor: Nick Cave (b. 1957) is a
Renaissance man. His wide-ranging artistic output - always
uncompromising, hypnotic, and intense - is defined by an
extraordinary gift for storytelling. In Nick Cave: Mercy on
Me, Reinhard Kleist employs a cast of characters drawn
from Cave's music and writing to tell the story of a
formidable artist and influencer. Kleist paints an expressive
and enthralling portrait of Cave's childhood in Australia; his
early years fronting The Birthday Party; the sublime highs
of his success with The Bad Seeds; and the crippling lows
of his battle with heroin. Capturing everything from Cave's
frenzied performances in Berlin to the tender moments he
spent with love and muse Anita Lane, Kleist's graphic
biography, like Cave's s...

$16.99

The highly anticipated second volume to the critically
acclaimed Explorer series, The Lost Islands is a collection
of seven all-new stories written and illustrated by an awardwinning roster of comics artists, with each story centered
around the theme of hidden places. Edited by the New
York Times bestselling comics creator Kazu Kibuishi, this
graphic anthology includes well-written, beautifully
illustrated stories by Kazu (the Amulet series), Jason
Caffoe (the Flight series), Raina Telgemeier (Drama and
Smile), Dave Roman (the Astronaut Academy series), Jake
Parker (the Missile Mouse series), Michel Gagné (The
Saga of Rex), Katie and Steven Shanahan (the Flight
series), and up-and-coming new artist Chrystin Garland.
Praise for Explorer 2: The Lost Islands STARR...

Amulet Books • PB • Graphic novels: true stories & non-fiction • 229 x 152mm •
128pp

9781419708831

$14.99

Apollo

I Feel Machine

Fitch, Baker and Collins

Shaun Tan, Tillie Walden, Box Brown, Krent Able, Erik Svetoft, Julian Hanshaw

In 1969, mankind set foot on the moon. Neil Armstrong,
Edwin ‘Buzz’ Aldrin and Michael Collins carried the fire for
all of humankind. Backed by the brightest minds in
engineering and science, the three boarded a rocket and
flew through the void – just to know that we could. In
Apollo, Matt Fitch, Chris Baker and Mike Collins unpack the
urban legends, the gossip and the speculation to reveal a
remarkable true story about life, death, dreams and the
reality of humanity's greatest exploratory achievement.

Since the turn of the century, technology has transformed
the way we communicate and consume, how we work and
fall in love and navigate the world. We are increasingly
reliant on it – but few of us know anything about the
science that is driving this technological change. Kurt
Vonnegut famously said that to leave technology out of
fiction is to misrepresent life. Here, six acclaimed graphic
novelists present reports from the digital frontier. Exploring
everything from Artificial Intelligence to virtual reality, I
FEEL MACHINE is by turns cautionary and celebratory,
touching and terrifying. It challenges and confronts the
digital world using the most technologically efficient
machine ever invented: the book.

Self Made Hero • HB • Graphic novels: true stories & non-fiction • 240 x 170mm • Self Made Hero • PB • Graphic novels: true stories & non-fiction • 239 x 173mm •
176pp
128pp

9781910593509

$29.99

Seconds

Derf Backderf

The highly anticipated new standalone full-color graphic
novel from Bryan Lee O’Malley, author and artist of the
hugely bestselling Scott Pilgrim graphic novel series.
Katie’s got it pretty good. She’s a talented young chef, she
runs a successful restaurant, and she has big plans to
open an even better one. Then, all at once, progress on the
new location bogs down, her charming ex-boyfriend pops
up, her fling with another chef goes sour, and her best
waitress gets badly hurt. And just like that, Katie’s life goes
from pretty good to not so much. What she needs is a
second chance. Everybody deserves one, after all—but
they don’t come easy. Luckily for Katie, a mysterious girl
appears in the middle of the night with simple instructions
for a do-it-yourself do-over: 1. ...

Self Made Hero • HB • Graphic novels: literary & memoirs • 203 x 152mm •
336pp

$29.99

In My Friend Dahmer, a haunting and original graphic
novel, writer-artist Backderf creates a surprisingly
sympathetic portrait of a disturbed young man struggling
against the morbid urges emanating from the deep
recesses of his psyche-a shy kid, a teenage alcoholic, and
a goofball who never quite fit in with his classmates. With
profound insight, what emerges is a Jeffrey Dahmer that
few ever really knew, and readers will never forget. This
new paperback edition will coincide with the release of the
movie adaptation of My Friend Dahmer and will include
additional bonus content from the author archives.

Abrams ComicArts • TPB • Graphic novels: true stories & non-fiction •
232 x 152mm • 240pp

9781419727559

Much Ado About Nothing

Shazam!

Emma Vieceli

Chip Kidd

This manga recreation of Shakespeare's tricksiest comedy
plays out its serial deceptions and counterfeits against the
operatic backdrop of a later Italian landscape. But don't
believe everything you hear...

Self Made Hero • PB • Graphic novels: Manga • 210 x 148mm • 208pp

9780955816963

$16.99

Kindred: A Graphic Novel Adaptation
Octavia Butler

$24.99

Shazam made his debut inWhiz Comicsin 1940, and
outsold his biggest competitor,Superman, by 14 million
copies a month. It wasn't long before a variety of
merchandise was licensed—secret decoders, figurines,
buttons, paper rockets, tin toys, puzzles, costumes—and a
fan club was created to keep up with the demand. These
collectibles now sell for outrageous prices on eBay and in
comic book stores and conventions. Seventy years later,
an unprecedented assortment of these artifacts are
gathered together by award-winning writer/designer Chip
Kidd and photographer Geo Spear. Join Kidd, Spear, and
the World's Mightiest Mortal in this first, fully authorized
celebration of ephemera, artwork, and rare, one-of-a-kind
toys, and recapture the magic that wasShazam!

Abrams ComicArts • PB • Graphic novels: superheroes & super-villains •
258 x 196mm • 246pp

9781419737473

$35.00

Romeo and Juliet
Sonia Leong

More than 35 years after its release, Kindred continues to
draw in new readers with its deep exploration of the
violence and loss of humanity caused by slavery in the
United States, and its complex and lasting impact on the
present day. Adapted by celebrated academics and comics
artists Damian Duffy and John Jennings, this graphic novel
powerfully renders Butler's mysterious and moving story,
which spans racial and gender divides in the antebellum
South through the 20th century. Butler's most celebrated,
critically acclaimed work tells the story of Dana, a young
black woman who is suddenly and inexplicably transported
from her home in 1970s California to the pre-Civil War
South. As she time-travels between worlds, one in which
she is a free woman and one where s...

Abrams ComicArts • PB • Graphic novels: literary & memoirs • 241 x 164mm •
256pp

9781419728556

$29.99

My Friend Dahmer

Bryan Lee O'Malley

9781906838881

9781910593554

$26.99

Shakespeare's famous tragedy unfurls in front of a
dramatic manga setting, in which the fair city of Verona
becomes a street in the highly fashionable Shibuya district
of Tokyo. The swordfights become duals with katanas; the
Capulets and the Montagues, opposing Yakuza families.
Conflict explodes when Romeo - a bleached-blonde, welldressed rock star - falls in love with Juliet, the pure and
innocent Capulet daughter.

Self Made Hero • PB • Graphic novels: Manga • 210 x 148mm • 196pp

9780955285608

$16.99

Lovecraft

Spinning

H.P. Lovecraft & I.N.J. Culbard

Tillie Walden

In Providence, Rhode Island, a dangerous inmate
disappears from a hospital for the insane. At Miskatonic
University, a Professor slumps into a fiver-year reverie. In a
mysterious and vivid dreamworld, a melancholy man seeks
the home of the gods. And in the frozen wasteland of
Antarctica, polar explorers unearth secrets that reveal a
past almost beyond comprehension - and a future too
terrible to imagine. Graphic novelist I.N.J. Culbard gives
terrifying form to four classic tales by H.P. Lovecraft.
Expertly adapted and beautifully drawn, Culbard's lean and
thrilling adaptations breathe new life into four stories that
helped to reinvent the horror genre.

Self Made Hero • HB • Graphic novels: literary & memoirs • 240 x 170mm •
512pp

9781910593561

$49.99

Trashed

Self Made Hero • PB • Graphic novels: true stories & non-fiction • 216 x 152mm •
400pp

9781910593417

Pierre Van Hove

Every week we pile our garbage on the curb and it
disappears - like magic! The reality is anything but, of
course. Trashed, Derf Backderf's follow-up to the critically
acclaimed, award-winning international bestseller My
Friend Dahmer, is an ode to the crap job of all crap jobs garbage collector. Anyone who has ever been trapped in a
soul-sucking gig will relate to this tale. Trashed follows the
raucous escapades of three 20-something friends as they
clean the streets of pile after pile of stinking garbage, while
battling annoying small-town bureaucrats, bizarre townfolk,
sweltering summer heat, and frigid winter storms. Trashed
is fiction, but is inspired by Derf's own experiences as a
garbageman. Interspersed are nonfiction pages that detail
what our garbage is an...

Abrams ComicArts • TPB • Graphic novels • 232 x 153mm • 256pp

$24.99

Daniel Brodin – bibliophile, book thief, self-proclaimed poet
– enters the heated atmosphere of the Cafe Serbier, home
of the Parisian literati. A poetry night is taking place and,
when one luminary suggests giving the floor to an
unknown, Daniel impulsively puts himself forward. Under
pressure, he recites not one of his own surrealist poems
but an obscure piece of Italian verse he’s certain no one
will know. It’s plagiarism – but it’s a triumph. At last,
success. Daniel’s recital marks his entrance into the
Parisian avant garde: a band of cultured rogues and
pseudo-revolutionaries for whom life is a playground for art
and planning a robbery has as much value as writing a
book. In this milieu, the wine is good and the girls are
beautiful - but can success last if it...

Self Made Hero • HB • Graphic novels: literary & memoirs • 277 x 179mm •
176pp

9781910593639

Andy

The Boxer

Typex

Reinhard Kleist

From the 32 canvas Campbell's Soup Cans to the Marilyn
Diptych, Andy Warhol's silk-screen prints are the epitome
of Pop Art: witty, gimmicky, and unafraid of repetition. In
Andy, Typex captures the remarkable life of the king of Pop
Art, from his working-class upbringing in Pittsburgh to the
dizzying heights of his celebrity. Spanning a period that
began with the "talkies" and ended with the advent of
house music, it is also a memorable portrait of 20th-century
pop culture and the stars who defined it. Intensively
researched, this 568-page graphic biography has the
approval of the Warhol Foundation.

Self Made Hero • PB • Graphic novels: true stories & non-fiction • 260 x 186mm •
568pp

9781910593585

$49.99

Nobody's Fool

$29.99

Poland, 1941. Sixteen-year-old Harry Haft is sent to
Auschwitz. When he is forced to fight against other inmates
for the amusement of the SS officers, Haft shows
extraordinary strength and courage, and a determination to
survive. As the Soviet Army advances in April 1945, he
makes a daring escape from the Nazis. After negotiating
the turmoil of postwar Poland, Haft immigrates to the
United States and establishes himself as a professional
prizefighter, remaining undefeated until he faces heavyweight champion Rocky Marciano in 1949. In The Boxer,
Reinhard Kleist reveals another side to the steely Harry
Haft: a man struggling to escape the memories of the
fiancée he left behind in Poland. This is a powerful and
moving graphic novel about love and the will to survive.

Self Made Hero • TPB • Graphic novels: literary & memoirs • 239 x 170mm •
200pp

9781906838775

$29.99

A Fire Story

Bill Griffith

Brian Fies

Nobody's Foolfollows the story of Schlitzie's long career—
from Coney Island and the Ringling Bros. Circus to smalltown carnivals and big-city sideshows—which is one of
legend. Today, Schlitzie is most well-known for his
appearance in the cult classicFreaks. The making
ofFreaksand Schlitzie's role in the film is a centerpiece of
the book. In researching Schlitzie's life (1901–1971),
Griffith has tracked down primary sources and archives
throughout the country, including conducting interviews
with those who worked with him and had intimate
knowledge of his personality, his likes and dislikes, how he
responded to being a sideshow "freak," and much more.
This graphic novel biography provides never-beforerevealed details of his life, offering a unique look into his
world ...

Abrams ComicArts • HB • Graphic novels • 241 x 162mm • 256pp

9781419735011

$27.99

Memoirs of a Book Thief

Derf Backderf

9781419714542

For ten years, figure skating was Tillie Walden’s life. She
woke before dawn for morning lessons, went straight to
group practice after school, and spent weekends
competing in glitter and tights. It was a central piece of her
identity, her safe haven from the stress of school, bullies
and family. But over time, as she switched schools, got into
art and fell in love with her first girlfriend, she began to
question how the closed-minded world of figure skating fit
in with the rest of her life. Poignant and captivating, award–
winning comics artist Tillie Walden’s powerful graphic
memoir captures what it’s like to come of age, come out
and come to terms with leaving behind everything you used
to know.

$35.00

Early morning on Monday, October 9, 2017, wildfires
burned through Northern California, resulting in 44
fatalities. In addition, 6,200 homes and 8,900 structures
and were destroyed. Author Brian Fies's firsthand account
of this tragic event is an honest, unflinching depiction of his
personal experiences, including losing his house and every
possession he and his wife had that didn't fit into the back
of their car. In the days that followed, as the fires continued
to burn through the area, Brian hastily pulled togetherA Fire
Storyand posted it online—it immediately went viral. He is
now expanding his original webcomic to include
environmental insight and the fire stories of his neighbors
and others in his community.A Fire Storyis an honest
account of the wildfires that ...

Abrams ComicArts • HB • Graphic novels: true stories & non-fiction •
229 x 165mm • 160pp

9781419735851

$35.00

A Midsummer's Night's Dream
Kate Brown

Soren Glosimodt Mosdal

Shakespeare's enduring characters are set adrift in
present-day Athens, but a present with a massive
difference - an alternative history. Rigid class systems and
'god given' monarchies of the past have not been lost.
Modern technologies meet ancient tradition; and the
citizens of Athens are frustrated by continuing restrictions
and hierarchies. Only the forest, home to the fairies and fey
spirits can offer the illicit lovers what they seek.

Self Made Hero • PB • Graphic novels: Manga • 148 x 210mm • 208pp

9780955285646

Art Masters: Basquiat

$15.95

The dazzling, provocative work of Jean-Michel Basquiat
would come to define the vibrant New York art scene of the
late ’70s and early ’80s. Punk, jazz, graffiti, hip-hop: his
work drew heavily on the cultural trappings of Lower
Manhattan, to which he fled (from Brooklyn) at the age of
15. Writer Julian Voloj and illustrator Søren Glosimodt
Mosda capture the dramatic life and exhilarating times of
this archetypal New York artist, covering everything from
the SAMO project to his first solo show, from his early
meetings with Andy Warhol to the development of the
addiction that would eventually cost him his life. Before he
died, aged 27, Basquiat was among the world’s most
successful artists. Today, his influence can be seen not
only in fine art but in fashion, desi...

Self Made Hero • PB • Graphic novels: true stories & non-fiction • 240 x 170mm •
136pp

9781910593653

$29.99

The King in Yellow

Tumult

Robert Chambers, I.N.J. Culbard and I.N.J. Culbard

John Harris Dunning and Michael Kennedy

The supernatural stories that make up Robert W.
Chambers's classic piece of weird fiction are tied together
by a play that brings madness to all who read it: The King
in Yellow. It's a book that draws readers in with an
irresistible yet innocent opening act, then drives them
insane with the poisonous words of Act 2. It's a book that
cannot be suppressed, spreading like a disease from city to
city, continent to continent. An influence on writers from H.
P. Lovecraft to Neil Gaiman, The King in Yellow is one of
the most important works of American supernatural fiction.
In this dangerously unputdownable graphic-novel
adaptation, I. N. J. Culbard brings to life a thrilling tale of
horror that will make readers laugh and cry and tremble
with fright . . . Read at your own ri...

Self Made Hero • TPB • Graphic novels • 240 x 165mm • 144pp

9781906838928

$29.99

Adam Whistler has it all – so why does he feel so empty?
When he breaks his ankle on a Mediterranean holiday he
impulsively ends his relationship, toppling himself into
emotional free fall. At a house party he meets – and beds –
the lovely Morgan. But when he encounters her a few days
later she has no memory of him, and introduces herself as
Leila. Leila has dissociative identity disorder, or multiple
personalities. People are being murdered and Leila fears
that Morgan, the personality Adam first met, is the killer. He
doesn’t believe that any part of her is capable of it, so he
sets out to unravel the mystery of her past. Tumult is a
stylish contemporary psychological thriller in the vein of
Alfred Hitchcock and Patricia Highsmith.

Self Made Hero • HB • Graphic novels • 260 x 190mm • 176pp

9781910593486

Lip Hook

Blossoms in Autumn

David Hine & Mark Stafford

Aimee de Jongh

Somewhere in the British Isles, at the end of a neglected
road, there is a village called Lip Hook. For its inhabitants,
the village is more than the end of the road - it's the end of
the world. Beyond it, there is nothing but mist-shrouded
marshland. Few travellers take the road to Lip Hook, but
one foggy night, a car speeds perilously towards the
village. The driver is a dangerously beautiful woman, the
passenger a man with a gunshot wound and a suitcase
containing a treasure he has risked his life for.

Self Made Hero • HB • Graphic novels: true stories & non-fiction • 240 x 170mm •
160pp

9781910593578

$29.99

$29.99

Ulysses is a 59-year-old widower who, since retiring, has
been in the grip of loneliness. He can't even find solace in
the company of his children: his daughter is dead, his son
consumed by work. Sixty-two-year-old Mrs Solenza is a
former model. Once a magazine cover star, she now runs
the family business: a cheese shop owned by her late
mother. She, too, is alone. Two lives drift sadly by, inching
ever closer to old age. Until, one day, they collide - and an
emotional earthquake happens. A unique collaboration
between veteran comics writer Zidrou and rising star Aimée
de Jongh, Blossoms in Autumn is a masterful exploration of
growing old and falling in love.

Self Made Hero • HB • Graphic novels: literary & memoirs • 240 x 170mm •
144pp

9781910593622

$29.99

Guantánamo Kid

Economix

Alexandre Franc

Michael Goodwin, Dan Burr and David Bach

Saudi Arabia offers few prospects for the bright young
Mohammed El Gharani. With roots in Chad, Mohammed is
treated like a second-class citizen. At the age of 14,
Mohammed seizes an opportunity to study in Pakistan.
One Friday in Karachi, Mohammed is detained during a
raid on his local mosque and is sold to the American
government. The Pakistani forces sell him as a member of
Al-Qaida with links to Osama Bin Laden, but Mohammed
has heard of neither. Under the custody of the U.S. Army,
he is flown first to Kandahar and then to Guantánamo Bay.
So begins his rapid descent into a living hell, where
interrogation, torture and racial abuse are the norm.

Self Made Hero • PB • Graphic novels: true stories & non-fiction • 240 x 170mm •
168pp

9781910593660

$29.99

New York Times bestseller Stimulus plans: good or bad?
Free markets: How free are they? Jobs: Can we afford
them? Occupy Wall Street . . . worldwide! Everybody's
talking about the economy, but how can we, the people,
understand what Wall Street or Washington knows - or say
they know? Read Economix. With clear, witty writing and
quirky, accessible art, this important and timely graphic
novel transforms "the dismal science" of economics into a
fun, fact-filled story about human nature and our attempts
to make the most of what we've got . . . and sometimes
what our neighbors have got. Economix explains it all, from
the beginning of Western economic thought, to markets
free and otherwise, to economic failures, successes,
limitations, and future possibilities. It'...

Abrams ComicArts • TPB • Graphic novels: true stories & non-fiction •
235 x 167mm • 304pp

9780810988392

$25.95
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The Art of Parenting

New Wave Clay

Drew de Soto

Tom Morris

There is an art to parenting, but nobody knows what it is. All
the ‘how to’ books can never prepare you for the fun that lies
ahead. The Art of Parenting is a must-have for soon-to-be or
new parents. It is a pictorial guide to the things only parents
of little ones know, and the new ones should know. The
early years of parenting are graphically pictured in humorous
one-page illustrations that everyone will recognize. In a
straightforward and simplistic manner, Drew de Soto
captures the funny, smelly and sometimes difficult moments
with new-borns and toddlers.

BIS Publishers • HB • Illustration • 176 x 155mm • 64pp

9789063694807

$12.99

Pierre the Maze Detective
Hiro Kamigaki

Frame Publishers • HB • Product design • 274 x 209mm • 296pp

9789492311245

$60.00

100 Ideas that Changed Graphic Design
Steven Heller, Véronique Vienne

Pierre the Maze Detective has a new case. Mr X has stolen
the Maze Stone, which has the power to turn the whole of
Opera City into a maze. Can you help Pierre and his friend
Carmen find their way through the mazes – and stop Mr X
before it's too late? This beautifully illustrated book features
15 full-spread illustrations of intricate, magical mazes. Take
a trip through a fantastic world of underground cities, hotair balloons, tree-top towns and haunted houses. Trace
your way through each maze, spot the clues and solve the
extra mystery challenges along the way. Hours of puzzle
fun, for all maze detectives aged 8+. A page of answers
with the routes through the mazes and other solutions is
included at the end of the book.

Laurence King • HB • Illustration • 350 x 260mm • 36pp

9781780675633

A 296 - page survey of 80 international ceramicists who
bridge the worlds of product design, interiors, fine art and
luxury craftsmanship. The book will examine a new breed
of ceramicist: not traditional artis ans, but designers who
choose clay as their means of creative expression. It is
divided into four thematic chapters and accompanied by
written contributions on the subject from designe rs,
decorators and collectors. Ceramic Design is an image led, dynamic b ook that catalogues the most pioneering
and imaginative leaders of this craft revival in the design
world. It aims to demonstrate the exciting new wave of this
age - old art.

$29.99

This accessible book demonstrates how ideas influenced
and defined graphic design. Lavishly illustrated, it is both a
great source of inspiration and a provocative record of some
of the best examples of graphic design from the last hundred
years. The entries, arranged broadly in chronological order,
range from technical (overprinting, rub-on designs, split
fountain); to stylistic (swashes on caps, loud typography,
and white space); to objects (dust jackets, design
handbooks); and methods (paper cut-outs, pixelation).

Laurence King • PB • Graphic design • 215 x 168mm • 216pp

9781786273895

$29.99

Graphic Design School

Inspired Design

David Dabner, Sheena Calvert, Anoki Casey

Jennifer Boles, Stephen Drucker

This sixth edition of Graphic Design School has been
refreshed and updated throughout, and features two new
articles, one on User Experience Design (UX) and User
Interface Design (UI), and one on Motion Graphics. The
book is organized into two main sections, ‘principles’ and
‘practice’. The first section deals with the fundamentals of
design, such as composition, hierarchy, layout, typography,
grid structure, colour and so on. The second section puts
these basics into practice, and gives information about
studio techniques and production issues relevant to a
number of different graphic design disciplines. The last part
of the second section provides an overview of some of the
different career choices open to students entering the
graphic design field.

Most decorating books focus on one designer ; the rest
focus on one period, one trend, one room. This book, for the
first time, has the big picture: ALL the names everybody
must know from the entire 100-year history of interior design.
Each designer is profiled and illustrated with three to four
photographs of their best work; what we can learn from them
- and how they changed decorating forever - is clearly
highlighted to catch the eye. And to put it all together, a final
chapter presents the 10 most important rooms of the past
100 years.

The Vendome Press • HB • Individual designers • 311 x 243mm • 400pp
Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Graphic design • 222 x 222mm • 208pp

9780500292853

$29.99

9780865653566

$115.00

The Sick Rose

DESIGN(H)ERS

Richard Barnett

Victionary

The Sick Rose is a beautifully gruesome and strangely
fascinating visual tour through disease in an age before
colour photography. This stunning volume, combining
detailed illustrations of afflicted patients from some of the
world’s rarest medical books, forms an unforgettable and
profoundly human reminder of mankind’s struggle with
disease. Incorporating historic maps, pioneering charts and
contemporary case notes, Richard Barnett’s evocative
overview reveals the fears and obsessions of an era
gripped by epidemics.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Illustration • 240 x 170mm • 256pp

9780500517345

$39.95

Design is Storytelling

Viction Workshop Ltd • HB • Individual designers • 255 x 193mm • 272pp

9789887903321

Paul Woods

A playbook for creative thinking, created for contemporary
students and practitioners working across the fields of
graphic design, product design, service design and user
experience. Design is Storytelling is a guide to thinking and
making created for contemporary students and
practitioners working across the fields of graphic design,
product design, service design, and user experience. By
grounding narrative concepts in fresh, concrete examples
and demonstrations, this compelling book provides
designers with tools and insights for shaping behaviour and
engaging users. Compact, relevant and richly illustrated,
the book is written with a sense of humour and a respect
for the reader’s time and intelligence. Design is Storytelling
unpacks the elements of narrative in...

Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum • PB • Graphic design •
220 x 159mm • 160pp

$29.99

It’s long been an accepted, almost celebrated, fact of the
creative industries that long hours, chaotic workflows and
egotistical colleagues are just the price you pay to produce
great work. In fact, this toxic culture is the enemy of
creativity, and with greater accountability and transparency
in the industry?—?and more choice for young talent?—?
than ever before, this unsustainable way of doing business
is a ticking time bomb. This is a straight-talking, fun read
for all creatives: Director or junior, at an agency or clientside, working in design, advertising, publishing, fashion or
film. Packed with anecdotes, self-analysis flowcharts (are
YOU the asshole?!), exercises and action plans for better
working practices.

Laurence King • PB • Graphic design • 198 x 145mm • 140pp

9781786273918

The Illustration Idea Book

This Human

Steven Heller

Melis Senova

This book serves as an introduction to the key elements of
good illustration. The Illustration Idea Book presents 50 of
the most inspiring approaches used by masters of the field
from across the world. Themes covered include creating
characters, symbol and metaphor, illustrated lettering,
inventing worlds and caricature. The result is an instantly
accessible, inspiring and easy to understand guide to
illustration using professional techniques.

Laurence King • PB • Illustration • 221 x 159mm • 128pp

9781786273253

$24.99

Modernist Design Complete
Dominic Bradbury

$26.99

There are many great design books in existence that teach
us about design process, tools and methods. With the
increasing popularity of Design Thinking and HumanCentred Design we've also seen more material discussing
various aspects of the practice. One missing aspect, almost
in an ironic twist, is what it takes to be the actual person who
is doing the designing. The name THIS HUMAN is referring
to that person. The person who needs to observe to gain
insight, to makes sense of their observations in a way that
isn't biased by their own world views. The person who needs
to communicate in many different ways with many different
intentions to communicate information which is often hard to
access, difficult to grasp and just not that tangible. The
person who is so passion...

BIS Publishers • PB • Industrial / commercial art & design • 230 x 192mm •
224pp

9789063694609

$60.00

Now Try Something Weirder
Michael Johnson

The powerful aesthetic and philosophical framework that
modernism ushered in during the early part of the 20th
century revolutionized the built world, transformed our living
spaces and lifestyles, and fundamentally changed the way
we think about design. As they experimented with new
forms, materials and techniques, modernist designers
rejected historical precedents to prioritize function over
history and tradition. This ambitious survey brings together
all facets and all scales of design in a comprehensive
volume that presents the vast breadth of both towering and
lesserknown figures, revealing unexpected connections and
new insights. Through sections on furniture, lighting, glass,
ceramics, textiles, industrial and product design, graphic
design and posters, archi...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Product design • 314 x 251mm • 480pp

9780500518427

$59.99

How to Do Great Work Without Being an Asshole

Ellen Lupton

9781942303190

With the amount of progress the world has made in
attitudes and achievements to-date, the time cannot be
more apt than now for a celebration of women in the
creative industry today. Design(h)ers is a stunning
showcase of 30 female talents spanning across a variety of
design mediums to highlight the diversity that women bring
to their respective fields. With insightful interviews revolving
around the thoughts and stories of pioneers who have
already made their mark, this book serves to inspire and
encourage the creatives of the future.

$120.00

In this accessible and inspirational book, designer Michael
Johnson provides invaluable tips and advice gleaned from
over 30 years’ experience of creative practice. Short, witty
entries offer guidance ranging from dealing with clients,
understanding and questioning design briefs, and making
successful presentations, to getting a job, switching direction
mid-career or starting your own company. Ideal to dip in and
out of whenever a flash of inspiration is needed, the book
examines where great ideas come from, and how to
increase your chances of having more.

Laurence King • PB • Industrial / commercial art & design • 185 x 137mm • 256pp

9781786274182

$29.99

Vases

The Advertising Concept Book

Agata Toromanoff

Pete Barry

Vase design is blooming. As the vase has become one of
the most universal home accessories, contemporary
designers are pushing the boundaries, making vases that
are not only functional, beautiful objects, but also works of
art and conceptual statements. The history of design
includes many significant examples of state-of-the-art vases,
but the scope and quality of those that we can admire today
are unprecedented. From Ted Muehling’s sleek, gilded
‘Goose Egg’ to Glithero’s botanical cyanotypes on ceramic
and Joogii Design’s colour-shifting prisms covered in
dichroic film, there are no limits to what contemporary
designers can make out of what is fundamentally a container
for holding flowers. This book includes important mid-century
and late 20th-century vases by acc...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Product design • 185 x 186mm • 256pp

9780500021248

$35.00

This is the third edition of the highly successful Advertising
Concept Book. As well as substantially expanded chapters
on interactive advertising and integrated advertising, an
entirely new chapter on branded social media has been
added. This new edition contains fifty specially drawn new
illustrations of key campaigns. It covers every aspect of the
business, from how to write copy and learn the creative
process to how agencies work and the different strategies
used for all types of media. Pete Barry outlines simple but
fundamental rules about how to ‘push’ an ad to turn it into
something exceptional, while exercises throughout will help
readers assess their own work and that of others. Fifty
years’ worth of international, award-winning ad campaigns –
in the form of o...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Advertising • 238 x 200mm • 320pp

9780500518984

Hegarty on Creativity

Bio Design

John Hegarty

William Myers

Creativity isn’t an occupation, it’s a preoccupation. It is at
the very core of what makes us human. It’s also a
fundamental challenge that everyone faces in the modern
world, be they in business, in education or a struggling
artist or musician. Being creative and innovative and
communicating our ideas effectively and persuading others
is vital. Who could be better able to demystify and set out
some useful, generous advice on how to improve, sustain
and nurture creativity than one of the world’s greatest
advertising creatives and founder of an advertising agency
renowned worldwide for its excellence? In this book, John
Hegarty takes 50 provocations and themes that lie at the
heart of creative thinking. These range from those with
complex depths that lie beyond deceptiv...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Advertising • 178 x 110mm • 128pp

9780500517246

$17.99

How to use graphic design to sell things, explain things, make things look
better, make people laugh, make people cry, and (every once in a while)
change the world
Michael Bierut
A monograph, manual and manifesto by one of the world’s
leading graphic designers. Protégé of design legend
Massimo Vignelli and partner in the New York office of the
international design firm Pentagram, Michael Bierut has had
one of the most varied careers of any living graphic
designer. The 35 projects Bierut presents in this book
illustrate the breadth of activity that graphic design
encompasses today, his goal being to demonstrate not a
single ideology, but the enthusiastically eclectic approach
that has been a hallmark of his career. Each project is told in
Bierut’s own entertaining voice and shown through historic
images, preliminary drawings (including full-size
reproductions of the notebooks he has maintained for over
30 years), working models and rejected alt...

$50.00

Bioluminescent algae, symbiotic aquariums, self-healing
concrete, clavicle wind instruments and structures made
from living trees – biology applied outside the lab has never
been so intriguing, or so beautiful. Bio Design examines the
thrilling advances in the field, showcasing some seventy
projects (concepts, prototypes and completed designs) that
cover a range of fields – from architecture and industrial
design to fashion and medicine. The revised and expanded
edition features twelve new projects (replacing ten existing
projects): Hy-Fi (by David Benjamin); One Central Park,
Sydney (Jean Nouvel); Guard from Above (Sjoerd
Hoogendoorn); Cell-laden Hydrogels for Biocatalysis
(Alshakim Nelson); Zoa (Modern Meadow); Amino Labs
(Julie Legault); Algae an...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Industrial / commercial art & design •
255 x 212mm • 304pp

9780500294390

$39.99

Flora & Fauna
Victionary
We seek inspiration in nature. The giver of life, it displays
complex lines interwoven with each other, comfortable
colour palettes, or atmospheres that set distinct moods.
Illustration, on the other hand, is a timeless and layered
artform that never fails to be striking and full of character.
When nature meets illustration, a powerful dynamic is
created. Flora & Fauna explores how nature-themed
illustration is incorporated into branding and identities.
Featuring project types such as branding, packaging, print
ads, art pieces and stationary design, groovy plants
dominate a diverse mix of illustration-based work made with
special production techniques and discrete styles.

Viction Workshop Ltd • PB • Graphic design • 254 x 192mm • 256pp
Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Graphic design • 254 x 245mm • 320pp

9780500518267

$60.00

Screenprinting

$60.00

INSTA-PERFECT

Print Club London

Victionary

Screenprinting is in the midst of a popular revival among
beginners, students, hobbyists and experts alike, but there
are very few recent publications that give actual
fundamental information on its techniques and processes.
This book provides the missing manual on this very popular
practice. It includes iInspirational step-by-steps with leading
artists, illustrators and designers, including Ben Eine and
Rob Ryan. In each step-by-step original work is created to
showcase a key process or technique such as hand-cut
stencils, colour blending and monoprinting. The information
on materials and techniques, along with tips, insights and
troubleshooting, will ensure today’s creatively minded
screenprinters will be able to produce eye-catching work of
their own. The book also ...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Product design • 290 x 210mm • 288pp

9780500293201

9789887850168

$50.00

As photography becomes a highly accessible and essential
aspect of daily life, social media platforms like Instagram rise
to meet that demand, and with it, a new crop of
photographers. Set design and art direction are the helping
hands of product photography, producing eye-popping and
stylised visuals. Every detail is important: the setting, the
editing, the composition, the framing, the lighting and more and accompanying with them are new aesthetical concepts
or trends that rise and fall, but nonetheless are bold and
memorable. INSTA-PERFECT not only includes those top
tips seeked by everyone - it analyses them and how they
play into the shaping of a new generation of product
photography and art direction.

Viction Workshop Ltd • PB • Industrial / commercial art & design • 255 x 190mm •
192pp

9789887850137

$39.99

Graphic Fest

Manufacturing Processes for Design Professionals

Victionary

Rob Thompson

For festivals and fairs, identity design is an integral aspect
and a starting point of organisation. Be it tackling a different
theme each year for a recurring event or starting something
new, attractiveness, energy and distinctive designs are
sought out for, while freshness for long-running festivals and
fairs is a must. A process that juggles a vast variety of
aspects including logo, souvenirs, custom application
design, environment setting, type design and more, Graphic
Fest shines the light on the comprehensive and systematic
approach festivals and fairs take. Informative and inspiring, it
is the ultimate resource book for event identities.

Viction Workshop Ltd • PB • Graphic design • 255 x 192mm • 256pp

9789887850120

$55.00

Grid Systems in Graphic Design
Josef Mülller-Brockmann

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Product design • 285 x 215mm • 528pp

9780500513750

Verlag Niggli • HB • Graphic design • 300 x 210mm • 176pp

Free Hand New Typography Sketchbooks

$80.00

Steven Heller, the world’s foremost graphic-design
commentator, and Lita Talarico, design educator, open up
designers’ personal sketchbooks to provide an intimate
look at the creative processes behind typefaces, wordimages and logos. Arranged alphabetically by name, the
world’s most exciting designers and typographers,
including Philippe Apeloig, Ed Benguiat, Hoefler Type
Foundry, Henrik Kubel, Toshi Omagari and Francesco
Zorzi, present a staggering range of unique and exciting
ways to communicate through letters and words.
Sketchbook pages reveal the designers’ creative
processes across diverse briefs, concepts, languages and
alphabets, from Roman to Cyrillic to Arabic. Aimed at all
those who engage creatively with type, whether by hand or
on screen,...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Typography & lettering • 244 x 187mm • 352pp

9780500294277

Logotype

Garbage Pail Kids

Michael Evamy

Topps Company

Logotype mini is the definitive modern collection of
logotypes, monograms and other text-based corporate
marks. Featuring more than 1,300 international typographic
identities, by around 250 design studios, this is an
indispensable handbook for every design studio, providing a
valuable resource to draw on in branding and corporate
identity projects. Logotype mini is truly international, and
features the world’s outstanding identity designers.
Examples are drawn not just from Western Europe and
North America but also Australia, South Africa, the Far East,
Israel, Iran, South America and Eastern Europe. A musthave companion to Logo and Symbol mini.

Laurence King • PB • Typography & lettering • 194 x 154mm • 336pp

9781780678573

$24.99

The Graphic Design Idea Book
Steven Heller

$39.99

Garbage Pail Kids--a series of collectible stickers produced
by Topps in the 1980s--combined spectacular artwork and
over-the-top satire. The result was an inspired collaboration
between avant-garde cartoonists and humorists including Art
Spiegelman, Mark Newgarden, John Pound, Tom Bunk, and
Jay Lynch. A new generation of fans continues to embrace
this pop-culture phenomenon as Garbage Pail Kids stickers
are still being published. Now, for the first time, all 206 rare
and hard-to-find images from Series 1 through 5 are
collected in an innovative package, along with a special set
of four limited-edition, previously unreleased bonus stickers.
This exciting follow up to Wacky Packages is guaranteed to
appeal to die-hard collectors as well as a new generation of
fans. P...

Abrams ComicArts • HB • Comic book & cartoon art • 181 x 140mm • 224pp

9781419702709

$25.95

Graphic Style
Steven Heller

This book serves as an introduction to the key elements of
good design. Broken into sections covering the
fundamental elements of design, key works by acclaimed
designers serve to illustrate technical points and encourage
readers to try out new ideas. Themes covered include
narrative, colour, illusion, ornament, simplicity, and wit and
humour. The result is an instantly accessible and easy to
understand guide to graphic design using professional
techniques.

Laurence King • PB • Graphic design • 220 x 158mm • 128pp

9781780677569

$115.00

Mr Steven Heller, Lita Talarico

A grid system is a rigid framework that is supposed to help
graphic designers in the meaningful, logical and consistent
organization of information on a page. It is an established
tool that is used by print and web designers to create wellstructured, balanced designs. Rudimentary versions of grid
systems existed since the medieval times, but a group of
Swiss graphic designers, mostly inspired in ideas from
typographical literature started building a more rigid and
coherent system for page layout. The core of these ideas
were first presented by Müller-Brockmann who helped to
spread the knowledge about the grids thorough the world.
This volume provides guidelines and rules for the function
and use for grid systems from 8 to 32 grid fields which can
be used for the most ...

9783721201451

There is absolutely no precedent for this book, the only
encyclopaedic guide to manufacturing processes that
explores established, new, emerging and innovative
production techniques that have, or will have, an important
impact on the design industry. With over 1,200 photographs
and technical illustrations, it is the definitive reference for 3D
designers, product designers, architects and engineers who
need a convenient, highly accessible and practical reference
that will enable them to make fast and efficient decisionmaking in design projects.

$29.99

This visual survey of graphic design styles through the
ages is an essential resource for designers, art and design
students, and art lovers. It is the only wide-ranging history
of graphic design to be completely visual, and many
readers treasure it for its amazing trove of images. This
new edition has been brought up to date with a new section
that encompasses trends from the last decade.

Abrams • PB • Graphic design • 291 x 224mm • 296pp

9781419732362

$39.99
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The Great Empires of Asia

Aboriginal Australians

Jim Masselos

Stephen Muecke, Adam Shoemaker

Asian empires led the world economically, scientifically and
culturally for hundreds of years, and posed a constant
challenge to the countries of Europe. How and why did
those empires gain such power, and lose it? What legacies
did they leave? This book brings together a team of
distinguished historians to survey seven great Asian
empires that rose and fell between 800 ce and the mid20th century: the Mongol Empire, Ming Dynasty of China,
Khmer Empire, Ottoman Empire, Safavid Empire of Persia,
Mughal Empire of India and the Meiji Restoration in Japan.
Compellingly written, The Great Empires of Asia shows
how those seven empires played a key role in forming
today’s global civilization – and how, with the renewed
ascendancy of Asia, their legacies will help sh...

Here is a lively, vibrantly illustrated social and cultural history
of the Aboriginal Australians, from their origins to the present
day. The book explores the spiritual beliefs and Dreamings
of the Indigenous people, their complex social structures and
relationship with the land, and their struggle to survive the
trials of colonization and forced assimilation. It also looks in
depth at their massive cultural renaissance over the past
four decades, with comprehensive coverage of the way in
which Aboriginal art and literature have become flagships for
Australian culture.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Australasian & Pacific history • 177 x 125mm •
128pp
Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Asian history • 197 x 129mm • 256pp

9780500294420

$19.99

The Sea Journal

Jacob Field

The sea has been an endless source of fascination, at once
both alluring and mysterious, a place of wonder and terror.
The Sea Journal contains first-hand records by a great range
of travellers of their encounters with strange creatures and
new lands, full of dangers and delights, pleasures and perils.
In this remarkable gathering of private journals, log books,
letters and diaries, we follow the voyages of intrepid sailors,
from the frozen polar wastes to South Seas paradise islands,
as they set down their immediate impressions of all they
saw. They capture their experiences while at sea, giving us a
precious view of the oceans and the creatures that live in
them as they were when they were scarcely known and right
up to the present day. In a series of biographica...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • General & world history • 273 x 191mm • 304pp

$59.99

Is Democracy Failing?

One of four titles in Thames & Hudson's innovative new
'Big Idea' series, this incisive discussion of capitalism
breaks down the key concepts and theories at the heart of
this contentious topic.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • History • 229 x 152mm • 144pp

9780500293676

$24.99

The Great Cities in History

Niheer Dasandi

John Julius Norwich

One of four titles in Thames & Hudson's innovative new
'Big Idea' series, this book explores and interrogates each
form of democracy and questions whether it remains fit for
purpose today.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • General & world history • 229 x 152mm • 144pp

9780500293652

$17.99

Is Capitalism Working?

Huw Lewis-Jones

9780500021279

9780500301142

$24.99

From the origins of urbanization in Mesopotamia to the
global metropolises of today, great cities have marked the
development of human civilization. The Great Cities in
History tells their stories, from Uruk and Memphis to Tokyo
and São Paulo. A galaxy of distinguished contributors
evoke the character of each place – its people, its art and
architecture, its government – and explain the reasons for
its success. Richly illustrated with photographs, paintings,
maps and plans, this volume is nothing less than a portrait
of world civilization.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • History: specific events & topics • 198 x 129mm •
372pp

9780500292518

$19.99

Archaeology

History Day by Day

Colin Renfrew, Paul Bahn

Peter Furtado

Since its first edition, Renfrew and Bahn's Archaeology:
Theories, Methods, and Practice has been the leading
educational source on what archaeologists do and how they
do it. The text is organized around the key questions that
archaeologists ask about the past and details the practical
and theoretical ways in which answers to those questions
are sought. The seventh edition has been thoroughly revised
and updated, with sixteen additional pages and new material
on the latest developments in the subject and coverage of
many recent discoveries. The book is newly designed with
additional box features and extensive drawings, charts and
photographs, all in full colour. This is a truly global
introduction to archaeology, and includes examples from
every part of the world. ...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Archaeological theory • 229 x 187mm • 672pp

9780500292105

$65.00

52 Artists 52 Actions

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • General & world history • 196 x 131mm • 488pp

9780500294963

Chris Naunton

The mainstream media keeps us in a constant state of
emergency where the word 'crisis' is used daily and
'breaking news' is a permanent banner across our screens.
The real emergencies we should be facing are often
disguised behind biased rhetoric or consciously omitted
altogether: Climate change! Severe economic inequality!
Decay of democracy! Brexit! Trump! The alt-right! 52
ARTISTS 52 ACTIONS sets out to address the real and
daunting trials of everyday life across contemporary Asia.
Each of the 52 artists includes a statement about their work,
which often reads as a compelling, heartbreaking memoir in
miniature, giving deep insights into cultural traditions. Echo
Morgan - cover artist - says this: I was sent away at the age
of four after my paren...

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • The arts: general issues • 300 x 240mm •
192pp

$70.00

Where are the tombs of Alexander the Great or Cleopatra?
Searching for the Lost Tombs of Egypt describes the quest
for these and other great 'missing' tombs - those we know
existed, but which have not yet been identified. In this
gripping account, Chris Naunton explains the mysteries of
the missing tombs and presents all the evidence, skilfully
unravelling the tangled threads surrounding the burials of
the heretic pharaoh Akhenaten and his son Tutankhamun,
and the burial place of Imhotep, architect of the Step
Pyramid at Saqqara, among others.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Egyptian archaeology / Egyptology •
234 x 153mm • 304pp

9780500051993

The Dinosaurs Rediscovered

Histories of Nations

Michael J. Benton

Peter Furtado

‘If you want to know how we know what we know about
dinosaurs, read this book!’ Steve Brusatte Over the
past twenty years, the study of dinosaurs has changed
from natural history to a true scientific discipline. New
technologies have revealed secrets locked in the
prehistoric bones in ways that nobody predicted – we can
now work out the colour of dinosaurs, their bite forces, top
speeds, and even how they cared for their young.
Remarkable new fossil finds, such as giant sauropod
dinosaur skeletons from Patagonia, dinosaurs with feathers
from China, and even a tiny dinosaur tail in Burmese
amber – complete down to every detail of its filament-like
feathers, skin, bones, and mummified tail muscles – have
caused media sensations. New fossils are the lifeblood of...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Prehistoric archaeology • 234 x 153mm • 336pp

9780500052006

$19.99

Searching for the Lost Tombs of Egypt

Artspace

9781760760427

From the founding of Rome to the twenty-first century’s war
on terror, History Day by Day presents an original
perspective on over two millennia of human history through
the medium of 366 quotations, each of which is tied to the
anniversary of a celebrated historical event, capturing its
essence with the immediacy of the eye-witness or the
narrative flair of the chronicler. Every day becomes a
window on the past: on 15 March 44 bc, blood flows in the
Roman Senate as Julius Caesar falls victim to the thrusting
daggers of Brutus and his co-conspirators; 1 May 1851
brings a visit to London’s Great Exhibition in the company
of the novelist Charlotte Brontë; on 28 June 1919, in the
Hall of Mirrors of the Palace of Versailles, broken-spirited
German delegates sign the T...

$49.99

$39.99

National history is a vital part of national self-definition.
Most books on the history of the world try to impose a
uniform narrative, written usually from a single writer’s point
of view. Histories of Nations is different: it presents 28
essays written by a leading historian as a ‘self-portrait’ of
his or her native country, defining the characteristics that
embody its sense of nationhood. The countries have been
selected to represent every continent and every type of
state, large and small, and together they make up twothirds of the world’s population. They range from mature
democracies to religious autocracies and one-party states,
from countries with a venerable history to those who only
came into being in the 20th century. In order to get to grips
with the natio...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Regional & national history • 198 x 130mm •
272pp

9780500293003

$19.99

Ancient Magic

Renaissance People

Philip Matyszak

Robert C Davis, Beth Lindsmith

Magic was everywhere in the ancient world. The
supernatural abounded, turning flowers into fruit and
caterpillars into butterflies. Magic packed a cloud of water
vapour with energy enough to destroy a house with one
well-aimed thunderbolt. It was everyday magic, but it was
still magical. Philip Matyszak takes readers into that world.
He shows us how to make a love potion or cast a curse,
how to talk to the dead and how to identify and protect
oneself from evil spirits. He takes us to a world where
gods, like humans, were creatures of space and time;
where people could not just talk to spirits and deities, but
could even themselves become divine; and where divine
beings could fall from – or be promoted to – full godhood.
Ancient Magic offers us a new way of understandin...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • History • 201 x 137mm • 208pp

9780500052075

$29.99

Like every era, the Renaissance brims with stories. In this
book, Robert Davis and Beth Lindsmith highlight dozens of
notable lives from between 1400 and 1600. They bring to
life wily politicians, eccentric scientists, fiery rebels and
stolid reactionaries, as well as a pornographer, an acrobat,
an actress, a poetic prostitute, a star comedian and a least
one very fretful mother. Some names - Leonardo, Luther,
Medici and Machiavelli - are famous, but many others will
be new to general readers. Their stories, ninety-four in all,
remind us that history is more than dates and abstract
concepts: it also arises from the lives of countless
individual men and women.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Early modern history: c 1450/1500 to c 1700 •
198 x 129mm • 376pp

9780500293805

$19.99

Scotland: A Concise History
Fitzroy Maclean

Sophie D. Coe, Michael D. Coe

Undeniably, Scotland has had a rough and bloodstained
history. It is a complex one, too, but the late Fitzroy
Maclean and Magnus Linklater disentangle the threads,
and enliven their brisk account with both wit and
scholarship. Pictures from authentic contemporary sources
illuminate the story - its romantic figures and bloody battles,
its politics and religion. In this revised edition of this classic
work, Magnus Linklater brings the story of Scotland right up
to date, examining how the Scots identity is faring since the
momentous Scottish referendum of 2014, and discussing
the fate of the United Kingdom.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • British & Irish history • 198 x 129mm • 176pp

9780500294727

$19.99

Legionary

Chocolate - 'the food of the Gods' - has had a long and
eventful history. Its story is expertly told here by the doyen
of Maya studies, Michael Coe, and his late wife, Sophie.
The book begins 3,000 years ago in the Mexican jungles
and goes on to draw on aspects of archaeology, botany
and socio-economics. By the 19th century and
industrialization, chocolate became a food for the masses until its revival in our own time as a luxury item. The book
closes with two contemporary accounts of how chocolate
manufacturers have (or have not) been dealing with the
ethical side of the industry.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • History: specific events & topics • 198 x 129mm •
280pp

9780500294741

J.P. Mallory

Your Emperor needs you! The year is ad 100 and Rome
stands supreme and unconquerable, from the desert sands
of Mesopotamia to the misty highlands of Caledonia. But
the might of Rome rests entirely on the shoulders of the
legionaries, who stand strong against the barbarian hordes,
pushing back the frontiers of the empire. This book - a kind
of 'unofficial guide' for the new recruit, and part of Thames
& Hudson's highly successful 'Unofficial Manual' series tells you how to get in and get on in the legions, the best
places to serve, life in camp, on campaign and in battle,
and such things as how to stop your armour going rusty
and how to storm a city. It will have immense appeal to all
those who enjoy ancient history, but who want to be
entertained at th...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Military history • 197 x 130mm • 208pp

$19.99

Written as an engrossing detective story by the leading
authority on the subject, this book deals with the core
issues and multiple influences in the creation of the Irish
people as well as exploring the controversial question of
the Celts and the Irish language. Bringing together the
evidence of archaeology, culture, tradition, genetics and
linguistics to shed welcome new light on the age-old riddle
of Irish origins, and illustrated with numerous informative
line drawings and maps, this brilliantly argued book is
essential reading for anyone interested in Ireland and the
Irish.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Archaeology • 198 x 130mm • 328pp

9780500293300

The Neanderthals Rediscovered

Ancestral Journeys

Dimitra Papagianni, Michael A. Morse

Jean Manco

For too long the Neanderthals have been seen as dimwitted evolutionary dead-enders who looked and behaved
completely differently from us, but in recent years their
story has been transformed thanks to new discoveries and
advances in scientific techniques. In a compelling narrative,
this book takes a fresh and engaging look at the whole
story of the Neanderthals, setting out all the evidence,
redressing the balance and arriving at a fairer assessment
of a species that was closely related to us – and in so
doing addresses what it is to be human.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Prehistoric archaeology • 198 x 130mm • 208pp

9780500292044

$19.99

The Middle East

$19.99

Who are the Europeans? Where did they come from? In
recent years scientific advances have yielded a mass of
new data, turning cherished ideas upside down. The idea
of migration in prehistory, so long out of favour, is back on
the agenda. Visions of continuity now have to give way to a
more dynamic view of Europe’s past, with one wave of
migration followed by another, from the first human arrivals
to the Vikings. This pioneering book brings together for the
first time the latest genetic evidence and combines it with
archaeology and linguistics to produce a new history of
Europe.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Archaeology • 198 x 130mm • 312pp

9780500292075

$19.99

The Human Past

Dr Stephen Bourke

Chris Scarre

The Middle East: The Cradle of Civilization synthesizes the
latest research and information from a range of disciplines to
tell the compelling story, from the Neolithic period through to
the Arab conquest, of how a group of linguistically disparate,
nomadic tribes responded to specific social, economic and
environmental factors to form the world's first complex
societies.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Middle Eastern history • 254 x 203mm • 368pp

9780500294451

$19.99

The Origins of the Irish

Philip Matyszak

9780500293799

The True History of Chocolate

$39.99

Here is a new, fourth edition of this authoritative introductory
survey of world prehistory, spanning the past 3,000,000
years and written by a team of twenty-four expert authors.
This edition has been radically updated to be more thematic
and accessible: chapters are connected by new key themes
boxes (climate change, domestication, migration, social
inequality and urbanism), which link global regions and
encourage big-picture thinking. The text has been
streamlined and the book's design completely revamped: it
is now in full colour throughout, with more than 50% more
colour images than the previous edition. There is increased
coverage of the Americas, with a brand-new chapter, The
Origins and Dispersal of the First Americans. Revisions take
into account the latest sit...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Archaeology • 277 x 211mm • 768pp

9780500294208

$80.00

The Spectacle of Illusion

Tutankhamun

Matthew L. Tompkins

Zahi Hawass

'A spectacular treasury of treats. Page after page of
utter joy: I can’t tear my eyes away' - Derren Brown In
The Spectacle of Illusion, professional magician-turned
experimental psychologist Dr. Matthew L. Tompkins
investigates the arts of deception as practised and
popularised by mesmerists, magicians and psychics since
the early 18th century. Organised thematically within a
broadly chronological trajectory, this compelling book
explores how illusions perpetuated by magicians and
fraudulent mystics can not only deceive our senses but
also teach us about the inner workings of our minds.
Indeed, modern scientists are increasingly turning to magic
tricks to develop new techniques to examine human
perception, memory and belief. Beginning by d...

The ultimate book on the treasures of Tutankhamun, with
breathtaking photographs of the most significant objects.
Praise for Tutankhamun 'Unpack the treasures from
Tutankhamun's tomb as spread after glittering spread unfurls
in this sumptuous book' The Times

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Egyptian archaeology / Egyptology •
295 x 215mm • 296pp

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • History • 240 x 170mm • 224pp

9780500022429

$39.99

Knight

Margaret Macmillan

It is the year 1415, the epic battle of Agincourt has just
been fought, and never has it been a more glorious time to
be a knight. But as any warrior will tell you, the path to
chivalry is not an easy ride. This entertaining manual will
tell you all you need to know about the ups and downs of
knightly life in the Middle Ages, from how to look your best
on the battlefield to the going rates for ransoming a duke,
as well as the best places to go on crusade and how to
deal with the amorous attentions of courtly ladies. Expertly
researched and written by a leading medieval historian,
Knight is packed with fascinating detail, amusing
anecdotes and quotes from those who were there at the
time, truly bringing the medieval world to life.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Military history • 196 x 129mm • 208pp

$19.99

The apparent glamour of the Indian Raj continues to
fascinate long after the British quit the subcontinent. But
along with the beauty of the Indian landscape and the
privilege of servants and holidays in hill stations, British
women in that vanished world faced challenges and fears
that came from being an alien ruling minority. These
women were at the heart of the imperial enterprise. It was
their role to support the men’s work, raise the children and
attempt to replicate British society thousands of miles from
home. They struggled in the face of heat, illness, loneliness
and boredom as well as different customs, languages and
religions. The distinguished historian and bestselling author
Margaret MacMillan, drawing on letters and memoirs,
novels and interviews, brings ...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • History • 198 x 129mm • 320pp

9780500293744

Islamic Civilization in Thirty Lives

Akhenaten

Chase F. Robinson

Nicholas Reeves

The religious thinkers, political leaders, law-makers, writers
and philosophers of the early Muslim world helped to
shape the 1,400-year-long development of today’s
secondlargest world religion. But who were these people?
What do we know of their lives, and the ways in which they
influenced their societies? Chase F. Robinson draws on
the long tradition in Muslim scholarship of commemorating
in writing the biographies of notable figures, but weaves
these ambitious lives together to create a rich narrative of
early Islamic civilization, from the Prophet Muhammad to
fearsome Tamerlane. Beginning in Islam’s heartland,
Mecca, we move across Arabia to follow Islam’s journey
across North Africa, as far as Spain in the West, and
eastwards through Central and East Asia; we see ...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • History • 199 x 127mm • 288pp

9780500293782

$21.99

The Ghost: A Cultural History
Susan Owens

$19.99

One of the most compelling and controversial figures in
history, Akhenaten has captured the imagination like no
other Egyptian pharaoh. Known today as a heretic,
Akhenaten sought to impose upon Egypt and its people the
worship of a single god – the sun – and in so doing
changed the country in every way. In this immensely
readable re-evaluation, Nicholas Reeves takes issue with
the existing view of Akhenaten, presenting an entirely new
perspective on the turbulent events of his seventeen-year
reign. Reeves argues that, far from being the idealistic
founder of a new faith, Akhenaten cynically used religion
for purely political ends in a calculated attempt to reassert
the authority of the king. Backed up by abundant
archaeological and documentary evidence, Reeves’s
closel...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Egyptian archaeology / Egyptology •
196 x 130mm • 224pp

9780500294697

$19.99

The Highland Clans
Alistair Moffat

Ghosts are woven into the very fabric of British life. Their
enduring popularity in literature, art, folklore and film attests
to their continuing power to fascinate, terrify and inspire.
Our conceptions of ghosts – the fears that they provoke,
the forms they take – personifies our shared past,
reminding us of the layers of history beneath our feet and
of old stories and timeless terrors that refuse to be erased.
In this broad cultural history, Susan Owens reveals what
these spirits and apparitions can tell us about our culture
and about ourselves, and explores how ghosts have
inhabited a wide range of roles from medieval times to the
present day. A dazzling range of artists are featured,
including William Blake, Henry Fuseli, Dante Gabriel
Rossetti, John Everett Milla...

Tate • PB • Social & cultural history • 233 x 159mm • 288pp

9781849766463

$55.00

Women of the Raj

Michael Prestwich

9780500293843

9780500293904

$29.99

The story of the Highland clans is a gripping one, full of
celebrated names and heroic deeds. It is also, as Alistair
Moffat reveals, the story of a fearless people, shaped by
the unique traditions and landscape of the Scottish
Highlands. Here, he traces the history of the clans from
their Celtic origins to the coming of the Romans, through
the great battles of Bannockburn and Flodden, to the
Clearances and the present day. The images bring the
stories to life with historical portraits and depictions of
significant events such as the battles or the Highland
dances, to name but a few. The story of the clans is also
about the pain of leaving, with the great emigrations to the
United States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand.
Complete with a clan map and an alphabetical l...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • British & Irish history • 200 x 135mm • 176pp

9780500290842

$19.99
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Bohemian Living

Off the Grid

Robyn Lea

Dominic Bradbury

Bohemian Living sidesteps the world of carefully constructed
interior design and, instead, dives into the liberated and
nonconformist atmosphere of offbeat beauty and artistic
delights. Robyn Lea is an incredible storyteller - both visually
and in the written form. She understands the creative spirit
and passionately documents its expression inside these
pages. In every profile she traces the journey from unusual
childhoods to artistic, often unorthodox, adult worlds.
Featuring twenty homes in Australia, Europe and the USA,
Bohemian Living is an exhilarating visual deconstruction of
what it means to live a truly authentic creative life.

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Interior design, decor & style guides •
280 x 216mm • 288pp

9781760760090

$65.00

Recent advances in technologies and home-generated
renewable energy have made building away from urban and
rural infrastructures more practical and affordable than ever.
This survey of the world’s most innovative off-grid homes
reveals the cuttingedge architecture and technology that is
enabling us to escape to some of the most extraordinary
natural environments on the planet. All of the houses
featured in this book are fully, or almost fully, self-sufficient
in terms of energy, water and, in some cases, food.
Architecture and interior design expert Dominic Bradbury
reveals how each architect has made everyday living in
these wild and natural settings a rewarding and tempting
reality. From snowbound cabins in the far Northern
Hemisphere to coastal retreats that can onl...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Alternative lifestyles • 297 x 236mm • 272pp

9780500021422

$60.00

How to Wear Makeup

Maison: Parisian Chic at Home

Judith van den Hoek, Mackenzie Wagoner and Illustration Ltd

Ines de la Fressange, Marin Montagut

From applying a sultry smoky cat-eye to a flawless red lip,
How to Wear Makeup is an essential guide to perfecting
any beauty routine. Here is advice on the best products to
include in a makeup bag, tips for seasonal skincare, and
the best techniques for transitioning looks from day to night
- a must-have for anyone seeking fresh and simple ways to
wear makeup. Covering everything from foundation and
contouring basics, eyeshadow and eyeliner tutorials,
finding the best shade of lipstick for any occasion, tips for
eyebrow shaping, and more, How to Wear Makeup is the
perfect pocket reference, gift-wrapped in an irresistible
package.

Abrams Image • TPB • Cosmetics, hair & beauty • 166 x 119mm • 128pp

9781419723971

$16.99

The New Bohemians Handbook
Justina Blakeney

Flammarion S.A. • HB • Interior design, decor & style guides • 284 x 210mm •
256pp

9782080203670

$55.00

Scandinavian Style at Home
Allan Torp

The New Bohemian Handbook guides readers in beautifully
simple techniques for adding good vibes and style to living
spaces. Packed with hundreds of ideas for bringing positive
energy to your home, the book features exercises and
activities for thinking about rooms in new ways. With
Justina's expert guidance, learn how to rearrange, paint,
prop, and plant your way to a home that's fresh and
inspiring. Uncover your "spirit environment" and learn how to
use color and scent to enhance mood, productivity, and
relaxation. Revel in Justina's encouraging advice ("you got
this!"), and easily and affordably turn any dwelling into a
personal sanctuary.

Abrams • HB • Interior design, decor & style guides • 218 x 176mm • 288pp

9781419724824

A duo of high-profile tastemakers invites readers inside
fifteen homes that are infused with the blend of vintagecontemporary style that is the essence of Parisian chic.
Style icon Ines de la Fressange and globetrotting dilettante
Marin Montagut share a uniquely Parisian sensibility for
interiors that combine a variety of design traditions into a
harmonious living space. The authors take readers inside
fifteen Parisian apartments—including their own— that
demonstrate how to imbue a home with a sense of wellbeing through a mix of vintage and contemporary styles.
Each owner is passionate about h...

$39.99

A highly practical guide that shows readers how to create a
tailor-made home inspired by Scandinavian design one
room at a time. Create a tailor-made home inspired by
Scandinavian design. Working through the home one room
at a time, this handbook: Highlights classic items of
furniture and signature accessories Demonstrates the
style's essential elements in inspirational, in-depth case
studies Explores typical Scandi colour combinations so you
can achieve a truly authentic look

Thames and Hudson Ltd • FB • Interior design, decor & style guides •
210 x 160mm • 192pp

9780500519561

$29.99

Nora Murphy's Country House Style
Nora Murphy, Deborah Golden
Nora Murphy has turned her passion for country house style
and its embodiment - her own home in Newtown,
Connecticut - into a multimedia juggernaut. Her blog,
website, e-magazine, strong presence on social media, and
increasing visibility in print media and on TV have earned
her a devoted following all over the country. The first part of
the book lays out the universal elements of the style; the
second reveals how she has incorporated these elements
into her own home; and the third shows how the elements of
this comfortable, comforting, easy aesthetic and approach to
life can be applied in different ways and in different locations
to striking, individual effect. Five homes, each of which
expresses a unique take on the style, are featured.

The Vendome Press • HB • Interior design, decor & style guides • 243 x 311mm •
208pp

9780865653542

$49.99

The New Bohemians
Justina Blakeney
New York Times Bestseller In The New Bohemians, LAbased designer Justina Blakeney defines the New
Bohemians as creative individuals who are boutique owners
and bloggers, entrepreneurs and ex-pats, artists and urban
farmers. They embrace free-spirited, no-rules lifestyles and
apply that attitude to all areas of their existence, including
their homes. With little distinction between work and play,
the new boho home often includes an office, art gallery,
showroom, photography studio, restaurant, or even a pop-up
shop. The New Bohemians explores 20 homes located
primarily on the East and West coasts. Exclusive interviews
with the owners, 12 DIY projects created by Blakeney and
inspired by objects found in the homes, and a "Plant-OPedia" offer insight into achieving t...

Stewart, Tabori & Chang • HB • Interior design, decor & style guides •
259 x 210mm • 304pp

9781617691515

The Foraged Home

Abode

Joanna Maclennan

Serena Mitnik-Miller

Anyone can create a beautiful home by foraging, and
salvaging what they find. Whether a box of rusty nails or a
disused armchair missing a leg, discarded objects can be
restored, recycled or repurposed to fill the home with
personal style. Artful interiors are born from curiosity,
creativity and imagination, yet many of us fail to see a
potential curtain rail in a bamboo stick or a hidden kitchen
worktop in an old carpenter’s bench – let alone knowing
where to find such objects. Presenting the techniques and
philosophies of a wide spectrum of experienced foraging
homeowners, this book showcases unexpected and inspiring
interiors from all over the world, from an upturned boat in
France to an Australian beach house. Such diverse locations
each demand a different appr...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Interior design, decor & style guides •
250 x 195mm • 256pp

9780500021873

$49.99

$49.99

The yearning for a life of pared-down purity has built to a
roar, and Serena Mitnik-Miller and Mason St. Peter—the
husband-and-wife owners of General Store, one of
California's most talked-about shops—are at the forefront.
InAbode: Thoughtful Living with Less, these tastemakers
make a graceful case for living better no matter your budget
or abilities, guiding you to create a space this is simple and
true. Their time-tested methods create interiors that
maximize openness, strip a building back to its bones, and
amplify natural light, evoking unpretentious tranquility. The
blueprint for their signature aesthetic is all here: the embrace
of elemental materials, curation of handcrafted objects, and
collection of furnishings from eras when craftsmanship was
king. This edit ...

Abrams • HB • Interior design, decor & style guides • 267 x 216mm • 256pp

9781419734540

$49.99

French House Chic

Japanese Style at Home

Jane Webster

Olivia Bays, Cathelijne Nuijsink, Tony Seddon

It is more than twelve years since Jane Webster, the poster
girl for selling up and following your dreams, bought Chateau
Bosgouet, a derelict chateau in Normandy and moved her
young family to France. In those twelve years, Jane has
established an internationally renowned business, she has
shepherded her children through their school years both in
France and in Australia, she has made long-lasting
friendships in her adopted home and she has spent
countless hours observing French style. French House Chic
is a glimpse inside the most private of French residences:
from supremely elegant Parisian apartments to lavishly
upholstered sitting rooms in French country estates. From le
salon to la salle de bain and every room in between, here is
visual inspirati...

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Palaces, chateaux, country houses •
280 x 220mm • 256pp

9780500500965

$59.99

Bohemian Style at Home

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Interior design, decor & style guides •
212 x 161mm • 192pp

9780500294994

$29.99

How to Build a Shed

Kate Young

Sally Coulthard

Bohemian style is characterized by free-flowing fabrics,
bright colours and a multitude of clashing patterns. Heavily
inspired by the 1960s and 1970s free-spirited way of life, it
is one of the most versatile styles of decoration.
Sometimes rule-breaking and always personal, it could be
best described as a an effort to live in complete harmony
with your surroundings. Forget about famous designers
and carefully planned decorating schemes – boho is a style
often built up over time and is the antithesis of trendfollowing. This handbook shows how to create a tailormade Bohemian home. Working through the house one
room at a time, it highlights classic items of furniture and
signature accessories, from chandeliers and kilims to
plants and lanterns. In-depth case studie...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Interior design, decor & style guides •
210 x 169mm • 192pp

9780500294987

Japanese interiors focus primarily on one simple philosophy,
Zen. All the rooms in a traditionally furnished Japanese
home strive to achieve a balance of peace and simplicity;
their interiors are steeped in centuries of cultural influence,
and a sense of calm is key to the whole aesthetic. This
handbook shows how to create a tailor-made Japanese
home. Working through the house one room at a time, it
highlights classic items of furniture and signature
accessories, from tatami mats and paper lanterns to shoji
(dividing screens). In-depth case studies demonstrate the
essential elements and provide inspiration, while colour
combinations are explored to help personalize this iconic
style for the home. Anyone who hankers after the Japanese
look and is eager to...

$29.99

Ever dreamed of having your very own garden retreat? Offthe-shelf sheds aren’t always the answer – the cheap ones
are badly made and freezing cold, and the better quality
ones are really expensive. But what if you could build your
own shed from scratch? How to Build a Shed is the ultimate
practical guide. With its clear, easy-to-follow instructions,
expert advice and specially commissioned illustrations, you’ll
be able to source the materials, choose the right tools and
build your dream shed on a budget – even if you’ve never
used a hammer.

Laurence King • HB • DIY: carpentry & woodworking • 223 x 160mm • 144pp

9781786272829

$24.99

Pretty as a Peach

My Bedroom is an Office

Janet Hayward, Susie Prichard-Casey
Packed with homemade and eco - friendly recipes and tips,
enjoy exploring the ingredients that previous generations
used to pamper and perfect. Create delicious and effective
treatments and products while knowing exactly what you
are putting onto your body. Simple, natural beauty is easy
when you know how!

Modern Books • HB • Cosmetics, hair & beauty • 178 x 127mm • 128pp

9781911130789

$19.99

Joanna Thornhill
Just moved into your new home? No idea where to start or
what to do? Landlord won't let you paint your walls? Hate
your sofa but can't afford a new one? Wondering if you can
paint your horrible plastic chairs? Look no further, interior
design stylist and expert Joanna Thornhill will guide you
through an array of design dilemmas, from minor tweaks to
bigger projects. Packed with inspirational and practical
advice for both homeowners and renters, this book will help
you achieve a home you can be proud of, even if your
office is at the end of your bed.

Laurence King • FB • DIY: general • 228 x 167mm • 144pp

9781786273864

Spectrum

Atmosphere

Ros Byam Shaw

James Howard

This simply structured and highly original book analyses
the palettes that have been used by designers in the
creation of furnishing fabrics and wallpapers from the 15th
century to the present. The colours used in each pattern
are presented in a simple proportional grid, giving a clear
understanding of hues that have been expertly combined at
different periods to create the designs we continue to
admire and emulate. Spectrum opens with a brief
introduction by interior design expert Ros Byam Shaw,
exploring the history of colour as used in interiors. The
fabrics and wallpapers that follow are arranged
chronologically. Each is reproduced on its own doublepage spread, and is accompanied by a brief narrative-style
caption that provides information about each fa...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Interior design, decor & style guides •
242 x 192mm • 256pp

9780500480267

$49.99

Jim Howard creates luxe yet comfortable homes for
sophisticated clients around the country. His design work is
known for the sort of evocative atmosphere that
characterizes the world's great spaces. "Atmosphere" is the
magic of a place, the embodiment of all its power to capture
your attention and embrace you—some might call it the
"wow factor." But even as it excites, atmosphere also
soothes, offering an overall feeling of well-being and calm.
Howard wrote this book to convey all he has learned about
crafting atmosphere at home, wherever that home may be,
whatever aesthetic it might have. Doing so isn't just a matter
of rules or formulas; it is a science as much as an art, which
Jim shares in a dozen captivating chapters.

Abrams • HB • Household hints • 238 x 297mm • 272pp

9781419730764

Artists' Homes

Cabana: Anthology

Tom Harford Thompson

Martina Mondadori Sartogo

In Artists’ Homes, writer and photographer Tom Harford
Thompson presents some thirty individual, eccentric houses
and workspaces, from a music producer’s studio in Hackney
to an eco-warrior’s treehouse on the Sussex Downs. His
evocative photographs show how our live/work spaces,
whether a tumbledown cottage, a country farmhouse or a
reclaimed factory, are beautiful because of the lives we live
in them. With work no longer separate from home life, we
see how these artists function in the homes that inspire
them, pursuing the life creative. Among the artists and
craftspeople featured are Billy Childish, co-founder of the
Stuckist art movement; Penny Rimbaud and Gee Vaucher,
creative partners who set up their home and studio as an
‘anarchist-pacifist open house...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Interior design, decor & style guides •
257 x 202mm • 288pp

9780500021323

$49.99

Australian Beauty

$29.99

$70.00

Cabana Anthology, drawn from the sough-after, sumptuous
bi- annual Cabana magazine, celebrates the most luxurious
personal statements in interior design, lifestyle, architecture,
and all related luxuries. Founded in 2014 by Martina
Mondadori Sartogo, Cabana Anthology, showcases the very
best photography, interviews, profiles and features from its
first five, formative years. With astonishing production values
not seen since the legendary Flair magazine of the 1950s,
this new book - which will be a collector's item - is a musthave for regular subscribers, as well as art and design
aficionados who missed out the first time around.

The Vendome Press • HB • Interior design, decor & style guides • 312 x 238mm •
488pp

9780865653580

$135.00

Isabel López-Quesada: At Home

Thom Whilton and Lisa Teh

Miguel Flores Vianna

The beauty scene in Australia is evolving - from the quality
of ingredients used by our favourite brands to the
accessibility of local beauty products online. We're more
considered with what we're putting on our skin and we're
looking to tastemakers to help us achieve the latest look.
Australian Beauty champions Australians who are the
catalysts for change in the industry. These are the stories
of 28 inspirational and homegrown makeup artists, skin
experts, bloggers and cult brand founders. Raw. Natural.
Diverse. Authentic. This is Australian beauty.

Innovatively combining period and contemporary furniture
and art in a sophisticated mix, the homes of Isabel LópezQuesada are inspirational and unforgettable. LópezQuesada introduces her family and their traditions, and
reveals her sources of inspiration - such as the work of
earlier designers like Renzo Mongiardino and John
Stefanidis. She relates how she transformed an abandoned
wax factory in a leafy district of Madrid into her family home
and atelier, and then recounts how she created a country
home out of a run-down Basque farm in the hills outside of
Biarritz, France. Both the Madrid and Biarritz properties have
been affectionately documented by Miguel Flores-Vianna,
who has photographed interiors, patios, and gardens, as
well as López-Quesada's de...

Thames & Hudson Australia • PB • Cosmetics, hair & beauty • 225 x 155mm •
208pp

The Vendome Press • HB • Interior design, decor & style guides • 313 x 259mm •
240pp

9781760760007

$34.99

9780865653559

$75.00

New York Design at Home
Anthony Iannacci

Mr & Mrs Smith

Designers' homes are often laboratories where they are free
to experiment. These spaces are filled with the designer's
most personal and cherished objects, furnishings, and
artwork that are concentrated expressions of their style and
interests. New York Design at Homeprofiles 27 homes and
looks at how these creative professionals approach design
in their personal space. Like most New York City residents,
they are decorating with much smaller budgets than their
work projects, but they find creative ways to deal with tiny
bathrooms, awkward and unusable kitchens, and shared
living spaces. Photographed by Noe DeWitt,New York
Design at Homehighlights the carefully considered details
within each interior—the Pablo Picasso painting reproduced
as wallpaper, the kitchen utensi...

Abrams • HB • Interior design, decor & style guides • 276 x 225mm • 368pp

9781419734465

$90.00

Warehouse Home

There are numerous luxury hotels to choose from when
planning a romantic getaway, but finding a unique and
unforgettable experience in a stunning location is a greater
challenge. Mr & Mrs Smith was founded in 2003 by James
and Tamara Lohan to discover the world’s finest hotels and
travel experiences. Now, with a million members and
counting, their global presence has made them leading
experts on hotels and destinations, crafting bespoke
experiences for their clients. This selection of thirty-five of
the sexiest hotel rooms features bedrooms in a wide variety
of stunning locations all over the world. From a rustic safari
lodge to a luxurious Venetian pallazzo, this essential
overview tells the story behind the design and decor of each
unique room, the history of the...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Interior design, decor & style guides •
229 x 276mm • 296pp

9780500021781

$55.00

Effortless Style: Casa Lopez

Sophie Bush

Pierre Sauvage

The love of warehouse buildings – often in attractive
waterside locations – has become a global phenomenon,
from London to New York, from Sydney to Florence.
Drawing on her own experience of living in a Grade II listed
mill, Sophie Bush has amassed a wealth of knowledge,
contacts and understanding about which ingredients make a
building fit for contemporary habitation. Warehouse Home is
the ultimate resource for everything from how best to
preserve and complement original architectural features to
style ideas for adapting vintage and reclaimed pieces for
modern living. The book has a practical structure, broken
down into two key sections. 'Architectural Features' looks at
how to make the most of a space while retaining its features,
such as exposed brickwork, concrete ...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Interior design, decor & style guides •
254 x 203mm • 320pp

9780500519462

Mr & Mrs Smith Presents the World's Sexiest Bedrooms

$50.00

Against the backdrop of his exceptional homes in Paris,
Normandy, and the South of France, Pierre Sauvage—
director of Casa Lopez, the legendary Parisian housewares
purveyor—showcases his very personal and contemporary
style of decorating and entertaining. His striking use of
color sets the tone for each room and serves as a
counterpoint to his playful matchings of materials and
patterns. With discriminating taste, Sauvage pairs new
designs for occasional furniture with singular antiques or
hand-painted table settings from Provence and Andalusia
with cut crystal decanters. From bold interiors to elegant
gardens and outdoor living spaces, each home is infused
with his connoisseur’s eye for luxury details. Stunning
photography commiss...

Flammarion S.A. • HB • Interior design, decor & style guides • 306 x 227mm •
224pp

9782080203434

$85.00

Mid-Century Modern at Home

City Farmhouse Style

DC Hillier

Kim Leggett and Alissa Saylor

The mid-twentieth century was a dynamic period in
international design, including interior design, and has
retained its influence on popular culture today. This
handbook shows readers how to create a tailor-made
home inspired by the iconic designs of this period. Working
through the home one room at a time, the book highlights
classic items of furniture and signature accessories. Indepth case studies demonstrate the essential elements
and provide inspiration. Colour combinations are explored
to help personalise these inventive styles for the home.
Anyone eager to bring mid-century chic to their own home
will find this book a valuable resource.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • FB • Interior design, decor & style guides •
210 x 160mm • 192pp

9780500519578

$29.99

Come along on the hunt to coveted country sources and the
best secret antiquing spots, and learn how to create country
farmhouse style in your city dwelling. Author Kim Leggett is
the creator of City Farmhouse, an interior design business,
pop-up antiquing fairs, and vintage store. She is also a
legendary "picker" and favorite designer to celebrity clients
(and country-style mavens) including Meg Ryan, Ralph
Lauren, Sheryl Crow, and Phillip Sweet and Kimberly
Schlapman of Little Big Town. In City Farmhouse Style,
Leggett offers great style advice, breaking down the design
vocabulary that makes for fresh country style (no matter the
setting). The popularity of farmhouse style has designers,
homeowners, and fans in search of inspiration to create this
look in all ...

Abrams • HB • Interior design, decor & style guides • 261 x 212mm • 224pp

9781419726507

Mid-Century Modern Complete

Nordic Style

Dominic Bradbury

Chris van Uffelen

This definitive survey of one of the most popular, collectable
and dynamic periods of international design offers a rich
overview of all aspects of the subject. It covers furniture,
lighting, glass, ceramics, textiles, product design, industrial
design, graphics and posters, as well as architecture and
interior design. Nearly 100 major and influential creators of
the mid-century period are highlighted, including icons such
as Saul Bass, Robin Day, Charles and Ray Eames,
Marimekko, Isamu Noguchi, Dieter Rams, Lucie Rie and
Paolo Venini, as well as architects Alvar Aalto, Philip
Johnson, Richard Neutra and Oscar Niemeyer. An additional
illustrated dictionary features hundreds more key midcentury designers and manufacturers as well as important
organizations, schools and...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Interior design, decor & style guides •
308 x 240mm • 544pp

9780500517277

$120.00

$50.00

In almost no other European region the connection
between nature and design is as pronounced and at the
same time as varied as in the Scandinavian countries. The
rugged wilderness and dark days require comfortable in teriors with warm colors; while lovely landscape scenarios
and long mid-summer nights are juxtaposed to functionalminimalist and timeless design. This title presents the
impressive wealth of Scandinavian interiors, locally inspired
and internationally successful. It shows for example how
designers rely on the tradition of using local materials and
natural shapes which they apply in a successful mix, often
with current building technologies, to develop design
concepts that make the Nordic style so popular and unique.

Braun Publishing AG • HB • Interior design, decor & style guides •
318 x 246mm • 192pp

9783037682463

$59.99
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Secret Garden

Tinder Nightmares

Johanna Basford

Unspirational

Tumble down the rabbit hole and find yourself in an inky
black-and-white wonderland. This interactive activity book
takes you on a ramble through a secret garden created in
beautifully detailed pen-and-ink illustrations – all waiting to
be brought to life through colouring, but each also sheltering
all kinds of tiny creatures just waiting to be found. And there
are also bits of the garden that still need to be completed by
you. Appealing to all ages, the intricately-realized world of
the Secret Garden is both beautiful and inspirational.

Tinder Nightmares is a hilarious look at some of the most
epic fails of the often racy, always ridiculous, "romantic"
exchanges on Tinder. The Instagram account of the same
name has skyrocketed to popularity for its captivating - and
sometimes titillating - ability to capture the real-life
conversations between people who are looking to connect
with that special someone. Tinder Nightmares is organized
by theme, with chapters such as Bad English, Broetry,
Strange Requests, Sneak Attacks, and more. This book
explores everything from pickup lines to breakups, and all
the moments that come in between. It's the perfect gift for
anyone who has ever suffered through online dating.

Laurence King • PB • Colouring & painting activity books • 250 x 250mm • 96pp
Abrams Image • TPB • Humour • 177 x 128mm • 160pp

9781780671062

$19.95

Boys with Plants

$21.99

Enchanted Forest

@boyswithplants

Johanna Basford

Are you a fan of the Monstera plant? Beautiful photography?
Or a man who loves to garden? Then this is the book for
you. Based on the phenomenally successful Instagram
account of the same name, Boys with Plants showcases 50
plants and the boys who love them. The book begins with a
section on selecting, growing and styling plants before
introducing the boys. Each entry includes a top plant tip,
stunning photography and a profile of the greenfingered boy
who made it happen. Boys with Plants is the perfect gift for
anyone who loves plants, beautiful design and urban jungles
– and of course, boys.

Modern Books • HB • Gift books • 184 x 159mm • 112pp

9781911130659

9781419719202

$19.99

Where's the Dude?

This stunning new colouring book by Johanna Basford takes
readers on a inky quest through an enchanted forest to
discover what lies in the castle at its heart. As well as
drawings to complete, colour and embellish, there are
hidden objects to be found along the way including wild
flowers, animals and birds, gems, lanterns, keys and
treasure chests. Beginning at the entrance to the forest, the
journey progresses through woodland, rocky caves and treelined mazes, over streams and a waterfall, across the trees
tops, to finally reach the castle. Also hidden throughout the
book are nine symbols. Readers must find all the symbols to
unlock the castle door at the end of the quest and discover
what lies within. PAGE COLOUR MAY VARY SLIGHTLY.
This title is printed using paper...

Laurence King • PB • Colouring & painting activity books • 250 x 250mm • 84pp

9781780674872

$19.99

The Story of Impressionism (in 1000 Jigsaw Pieces)

Sharm Murugiah

Marcel George

Everyone loves The Dude, the shaggy, laid-back burnout
from The Big Lebowski, so memorably brought to life by
Jeff Bridges. But what if this hapless figure somehow found
his way into a completely different film, perhaps from
another era? Spot our hero as he ambles his way through
the sets of 12 iconic movies, from Titanic to Apocalypse
Now, The Wizard of Oz to Rocky. Once you've successfully
located him, find a host of other iconic movie characters
and references in every scene.

Piece together the Paris of the Impressionists and Post
Impressionist painters and discover the people and places
that helped created the modern world. Raise a glass with
Édouard Manet at the Folies Bergères. Take a front row seat
for the Can-Can with Henri de Toulouse Lautrec at the
Moulin Rouge. Get to the point with Georges Seurat on the
banks of the Seine. And catch Edgar Degas sketching the
ballerinas of the Paris Opera.

Laurence King • Puzzles & quizzes • 343 x 244mm
Laurence King • HB • Puzzles & quizzes • 326 x 245mm • 40pp

9781786272645

$21.99

9781786273215

$24.99

Match a Pair of Birds

The Dream of Surrealism (in 1000 Jigsaw Pieces)

Christine Berrie

Brecht Van Den Broucke

Match the male and female pairs of 25 species of birds from
around the world in this beautifully illustrated memory game.
To play, simply place the cards face down and see if you
can remember where the matching bird is located. Collect
more pairs than your opponent to win! With all kinds of
species – from the barn owl to the blue tit and the ostrich to
the macaw – this fun and educational game is an ideal gift
that will appeal to bird lovers everywhere.

Laurence King • HB • Miscellaneous items • 116 x 147mm • 50pp

9781856699662

$22.99

Piece together the artists, poets and muses behind the
movement that turned the art world on its head, and then
pushed it through the looking glass. Wander the abandoned
streets of a Giorgio de Chirico city and follow Salvador Dalí’s
moustache and René Magritte’s bowler hat into a world
where a pipe is not a pipe, Sigmund Freud dances a tango
with a skeleton, lobsters answer the phone and donkeys tap
out the rhythm on baby grands.

Laurence King • Puzzles & quizzes • 342 x 244mm

9781786273130

Story Box

Ink House

Claudia Bolt

Rory Dobner

Create your own tales with some adventurous animals!
Based on a unique and award-winning format, this game
contains 20 story-telling puzzle pieces printed on both sides.
Each piece can be interchanged or flipped over to allow for
all kinds of plot twists and turns, and there are three
alternative endings! A polar bear sets sail for the Caribbean
and meets animal pals along the way. But can you stop evil
pirates from ramming the bear's boat? And how will the
group reach the tortoise's birthday party while there's a
tornado brewing? Tell a different story each time you play!

$24.99

Welcome to Ink House, a mysterious mansion, built on a
reservoir of ink, that was abandoned when computers took
over from writing by hand, and emails replaced letters. One
day Freddie Foxglove, an enterprising fox, discovers the
dilapidated house and decides it's the perfect place to
spend winter hibernation. Animals arrive from the forest,
then further afield, from Prunella Shears, the gardening
bee to Geraldine the Giraffe. As the house exerts its
magical influence, the animals begin to embrace creative
pursuits, writing, reading and studying the stars. They
enjoy a magical winter, with daily tea parties and music
recitals, until spring arrives and a strange sight appears on
the horizon… With discoveries on every page, this
exquisitely inked picture book will surp...

Laurence King • Indoor games • 0 x 0mm • 0pp
Laurence King • HB • Gift books • 285 x 200mm • 64pp

9781786272041

$19.99

9781786270764

Koala

Cockatoo

Thames & Hudson Australia

Thames & Hudson Australia

The koala is the first animal many of us name when asked
about Australian wildlife and a symbol of Australia's
national identity akin to the bald-headed eagle's status in
the US. Koala is a contemporary celebration of the koala
featuring over 50 illustrated interpretations of this adored
creature. A small and compact gift book - perfect for your
carry-on - we have searched from Brisbane to Berlin, and
Lithuania to New York for the most interesting, cute, and
often touching, intepretations of koalas. With the support of
the Australian Koala Foundation, this book hopes to bring
to light that we can all play a part in protecting the native
environment of the koala and that koalas are not just cute
and cuddly creatures you can see at the zoo, but important
cultural icons t...

Thames & Hudson Australia • PB • Gift books • 170 x 130mm • 128pp

9780500500842

$19.99

My Baby Book

Did you know that the word cockatoo comes from the
Malay word kakatua? Or that most cockatoos are leftfooted? Did you know their closest relatives are parrots;
and that they're amongst the world's longest-living birds?
Richly illustrated with over 80 interpretations of the species,
Cockatoo is the perfect gift for animal lovers, illustration
buffs, and tourists alike.

Thames & Hudson Australia • PB • The arts • 170 x 130mm • 128pp

9780500501122

$19.99

Pre-Raphaelite Cats

Christine Roussey

Susan Herbert

Capture the memories of baby's early years in this playful
keepsake journal by Christine Roussey, illustrator of the
bestselling children's book In My Heart. Whimsical prompts
encourage parents to jot down the details of their baby's
emerging personality, likes and dislikes, and memorable
firsts, as well as their own reflections on new parenthood. A
bonus pocket in the back includes: an envelope for a birth
announcement, a tiny envelope for a lock of hair, a booklet
for jotting down baby's first words and phrases, an
accordion-folded growth chart, an envelope for handprints
and footprints, and stickers to decorate photos. A pair of
ribbons tie the padded case shut, making for a gifty
package.

Abrams Noterie • HB • Gift books • 248 x 243mm • 72pp

9781419733925

$29.99

$35.00

Susan Herbert’s feline versions of famous paintings have
delighted cat and art-lovers everywhere. In this book, now
available in paperback, she turns her eye to the works of the
Pre-Raphaelite painters, whose popularity is reaching new
heights today. The epitome of their style and period, these
wonderful paintings can be viewed in a new and entrancing
way when their protagonists are endearing cats. The Beggar
Maid, ‘more beautiful than day’ in Tennyson’s poem, takes
on a particularly touching relationship with King Cophetua,
while Medea gives new meaning to the word enchantress as
she prepares the ingredients for a spell. And were ever two
creatures so frightened and so abandoned as the poor cat
princes wickedly imprisoned in the Tower, or two lovers so
sad and so stoi...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Gift books • 229 x 189mm • 64pp

9780500291382

$17.99

Ikigai & Other Japanese Words to Live By
Dr Mari Fujimoto

Jeroen van Erp

In a world of noise and commotion, the Japanese language
offers us insights into a reflective culture whose concepts
can enrich our own daily philosophy and light the way to
living more contentedly. Introducing and explaining some of
the most poignant of these Japanese words, Wabi-Sabi is a
lifestyle as well as a language book. From the wistful poetry
of mono-no-aware, a word that asks us to recognize the
bittersweet transience of all things, to the mystery of myo (a
spirit that imbues true beauty), this book is an introduction to
the intricacies and value of Japanese phrases and concepts.
It hopes to inspire you to incorporate these words into your
own lifestyle and adopt a more mindful attitude to life's
stresses.

Modern Books • HB • Language: reference & general • 184 x 159mm • 128pp

9781911130888

Think like a Designer, Don't Act Like One

$24.99

Into the Wild

Think Like A Designer, Don’t Act Like One gives you 75
inspiring, educational and sometimes hilarious insights in
the adventurous minds of the designer. The insights give
every professional tools to apply in their own innovation
processes. Learn from the inimitable reasons the designers
have to get to their creations or just enjoy the explanations
about designs around us, even the ones that are often
perceived as a failure (e.g. the Fiat MuItipla). The author
harvested not only from his own experience but also
listened to what famous designers and architects had to
say about the design profession. It is a book about the
mentality of people that create products which continuously
have a big impact on our daily lives. But please remember:
even a desig

BIS Publishers • PB • Gift books • 181 x 146mm • 160pp

9789063694852

$24.99

Stick it to the Man

Daisy Fletcher

SRK

Journey through dream-like forest scenes and encounter
real and fabulous creatures in this gorgeous new colouring
book by Daisy Fletcher, creator of Birdtopia . Beginning in
a woodland world of otters, badgers, foxes and deer, the
pages gradually transport you deeper into a flower forest, a
magical environment populated with rare and mythical
animals such as caracals, muntjacs and ibex. Colour your
way through exotic and wonderful plants – Candy Cane
Sorrel, Passion Flowers and giant Cacti – and you may
even discover the fabled unicorn.

This timely sticker book brings together over 200 of the best
protest stickers created by artists and activists around the
world. Funny, irreverent, bold and poignant, the stickers
tackle the range of key issues of acute concern today,
including feminism, equality/LGBTQ rights, racism,
nationalism, immigration and asylum. Join the protest
movement, stickerbomb the world around you and Stick it to
the Man!

Laurence King • PB • Miscellaneous items • 170 x 171mm • 84pp
Laurence King • PB • Gift books • 311 x 237mm • 84pp

9781786270849

$19.99

9781786273383

Dark Side of the Spoon

Where's My Welly?

Joseph Inniss

Matt Everitt and Jim Stoten

Dark Side of the Spoon: The Rock Cookbook features thirty
recipes inspired by some of the most renowned rock acts of
today and yesteryear. The dishes are accompanied by
exclusive artworks from thirty top illustrators. Catering for
cooks of all abilities and tastes, this book will help you
master a wide range of starters, mains and desserts –
including Smashing Pumpkin Pie, Fleetwood Mac and
Cheese and Primal Bream . Dark Side of the Spoon
celebrates the many humorous parallels between food and
rock, and is a must-have for anyone with a love for cooking,
music or illustration, or indeed all three.

Laurence King • PB • Humour • 168 x 142mm • 96pp

9781786270887

$19.99

Cat Coasters

$19.99

From muddy fields to rock legends, Woodstock to
Glastonbury, folk to dance, this book celebrates the
greatest music festivals of all time. Explore the headliners
and highlights from Bob Dylan to Jimi Hendrix and Oasis
and beyond. Discover Monsters of Rock, Tomorrowland,
Coachella and South by South West as you hunt for the
legends that performed there, and find your welly in this
fast-paced, fun adventure through the history of music
festivals.

Laurence King • HB • Humour • 320 x 240mm • 40pp

9781780679778

$18.99

Herbarium: Notecards

Marcel George

Caz Hildebrand

These 15 cardboard coasters feature favourite cat breeds
illustrated by Marcel George, presented in a clear box. The
perfect gift for cat lovers – bring them out for your next cat
show viewing party!

The illustrations on these chic notecards are all taken from
award-winning designer Caz Hildebrand’s Herbarium, a
21st-century reboot of the traditional herbal compendium.
The visual genius behind the international bestseller The
Geometry of Pasta, she has created abstract forms and
vibrant colours to illustrate 100 essential herbs and to
reveal their hidden properties. A selection is reproduced in
this stylish box set of notecards.

Laurence King • Miscellaneous items • 0 x 0mm
Thames and Hudson Ltd • Gift books • 160 x 123mm

9781786274328

$19.99

9780500420669

$19.99

Cats in Art: Box of 20 Notecards
Susan Herbert

Marcel George

Inspired by Susan Herbert’s delightful feline reimaginings of
famous scenes from art, theatre, opera, ballet and film, are
two gift products: a set of three small (A6) ruled notebooks
and a boxed collection of 20 different notecards with highquality envelopes.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • Gift books • 158 x 113mm

9780500420270

$17.99

Your Sh*tty Family

These 15 cardboard coasters feature favourite dog breeds
beautifully illustrated by Marcel George, presented in a clear
box. The perfect gift for dog lovers who like a tipple – bring
them out for your next Crufts viewing party

Laurence King • Miscellaneous items • 0 x 0mm

9781786273666

$19.99

The New Yorker Encyclopedia of Cartoons

Unspirational

Bob Mankoff

Your Sh*tty Family contains all the hilarity, confusion, and
frustration of a visit home without the expensive plane
tickets, the tiny twin bed, or any of the misery of actually
having to spend time with your family. This book, based on
the popular Instagram account of the same name, features
actual text-message conversations between various family
members. Your Sh*tty Family presents screenshots of
these conversations that are relatable to anyone who has
ever taught their parents to text. Topics range from
hilarious misunderstandings of slang, to children who overshare, to siblings who mercilessly make fun of each other,
all organized into outrageous categories such as Momster,
Dadvice, Group Chats, and more!

Abrams Image • TPB • Humour • 177 x 128mm • 160pp

9781419724190

Dog Coasters

$19.99

The New Yorker Encyclopedia of Cartoons is a prodigious,
slip-cased, two-volume, 1,600-page A-to-Z curation of
cartoons from the magazine from 1924 to the present. Bob
Mankoff – for two decades the cartoon editor of the New
Yorker – organizes nearly 3,000 cartoons into more than
250 categories of recurring New Yorker themes and visual
tropes, including cartoons on banana peels, meeting St.
Peter, being stranded on a desert island, snowmen, lion
tamers, Adam and Eve, the Grim Reaper – and dogs, of
course. The result is hilarious and Mankoff’s commentary
throughout adds both depth and whimsy. The collection
also includes a foreword by New Yorker editor David
Remnick. This is stunning gift for the millions of New
Yorker readers and anyon...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Cartoons & comic strips • 324 x 240mm

9780500022450

$150.00

Decorating a Room of One’s Own

Stories for My Grandchild

Susan Harlan

Honey Good

What would Little Women be without the charms of the
March family's cozy New England home? Or Wuthering
Heights without the ghost-infested Wuthering Heights?
Getting lost in the setting of a good book can be half the
pleasure of reading, and Decorating a Room of One's Own
brings literary backdrops to the foreground in this wryly
affectionate satire of interior design reporting. English
professor and humorist Susan Harlan spoofs decorating
culture by reimagining its subject as famous fictional
homes and "interviews" the residents who reveal their true
tastes: Lady Macbeth's favorite room in the castle, or the
design inspiration behind Jay Gatsby's McMansion of
unfulfilled dreams. Featuring 30 entries of notable
dwellings, sidebars such...

Abrams Image • HB • Parodies & spoofs • 207 x 159mm • 192pp

9781419732379

$26.99

The Flip Side of...Pulp Fiction
Little White Lies

Stories for My Grandchild is a keepsake journal for the
twenty-first-century grandmother. It contains writing prompts
that that are tailored to capture a contemporary woman's life:
her family history, memories, values, and personality.
Conceived by Honey Good, grandmother to a blended family
of twenty-five grandchildren, the prompts in this journal are
written from the perspective that every woman follows her
own path in life. Her grandchildren will love knowing how she
amused herself as a child, what dating was like when she
was a teenager, and how she navigated challenges and
opportunities throughout adulthood. Stories for My
Grandchild is a hardcover with a cloth spine, foil-stamped
case, and features stylish watercolor artwork throughout. It is
the perfect Mother's...

Abrams Noterie • HB • Gift books • 211 x 185mm • 80pp

9781419734724

$24.99

Remarkable Plants: Box of 20 Notecards
The Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

What happens when Vincent Vega forgets his belt? This
comic spin on a classic film scene, dreamed up by Little
White Lies magazine, will ensure you never look at
Tarantino in quite the same way.

For anyone interested in the natural world and the
extraordinary diversity and wonder of plants, this beautifully
illustrated and presented range of stationery will be a delight.
Products in the range are illustrated with exquisite and exotic
images taken from the book Remarkable Plants That Shape
Our World and all are attractively packaged.

Laurence King • PB • Parodies & spoofs • 112 x 63mm • 120pp
Thames and Hudson Ltd • Gift books • 158 x 113mm

9781786272485

$9.99
9780500420317

$22.99
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The Writer's Map

Literary Landscapes

Huw Lewis-Jones

Laura Miller

Maps can transport us, they are filled with wonder, the
possibility of real adventure and travels of the mind. This is
an atlas of the journeys that writers make, encompassing
not only the maps that actually appear in their books, but
also the many maps that have inspired them and the
sketches that they use in writing. For some, making a map
is absolutely central to the craft of shaping and telling their
tale. A writer's map might mean also the geographies they
describe, the worlds inside books that rise from the page,
mapped or unmapped, and the realms that authors inhabit
as they write.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Literary studies: fiction, novelists & prose
writers • 300 x 210mm • 256pp

9780500519509

$55.00

Read This if You Want to Be a Great Writer
Henry Carroll and Ross Raisin
This book demystifies the writing process, empowering you
to write your own novel or short story. The author explains
expert technique in a clear and jargon-free way, with
examples from the fifty greatest writers of our time. For
aspiring writers of all ages and abilities, Read This If You
Want to Be a Great Writer will motivate and strengthen
your writing talent.

Laurence King • PB • Creative writing & creative writing guides • 200 x 144mm •
136pp

9781786271976

$24.99

This book brings together an eclectic collage of over 50
familiar literary worlds paired with original maps and
archive material, as well as illustrations and photography.
The landscapes of enduring fictional characters and literary
legends are vividly brought to life, evoking all the sights
and sounds of the original works.

Modern Books • HB • Literary reference works • 241 x 177mm • 256pp

9781911130772

Wonderbook (Revised and Expanded)
Jeff VanderMeer
Wonderbook has become the definitive guide to writing
science fiction and fantasy by offering an accessible,
example-rich approach that emphasizes the importance of
playfulness as well as pragmatism. It also exploits the
visual nature of genre culture and employs bold, full-color
drawings, maps, renderings, and visualizations to stimulate
creative thinking. On top of all that, the book features
sidebars and essays from some of the biggest names
working in the field today, including George R. R. Martin,
Lev Grossman, Neil Gaiman, Michael Moorcock, and
Karen Joy Fowler. For the fifth anniversary of the original
publication, Jeff VanderMeer has added an additional 50
pages of diagrams, illustrations, and writing exercises
creating the ultimate volume of inspiring advice t...

Abrams Image • TPB • Creative writing & creative writing guides • 254 x 179mm •
384pp

9781419729669

Read Harder (A Reading Log)

The Displaced

Book Riot

Viet Thanh Nguyen

Created by Book Riot, an online destination devoted to
people who live to read, this smartly designed reading log
consists of entry pages to record stats, impressions, and
reviews of each book you read. Evenly interspersed among
these entry pages are 12 challenges inspired by Book
Riot's annual Read Harder initiative, which began in 2015
to encourage readers to pick up passed-over books, try out
new genres, and choose titles from a wider range of voices
and perspectives. Indulge your inner book nerd and read a
book about books, get a new perspective on current events
by reading a book written by an immigrant, find a hidden
gem by reading a book published by an independent press,
and so much more. Each challenge includes an inspiring
quotation, an explanation of why the...

Abrams Noterie • PB • Literary studies: general • 207 x 135mm • 160pp

9781419732553

$24.99

$49.99

$35.00

Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Sympathizer Viet
Thanh Nguyen called on 17 fellow refugee writers from
across the globe to shed light on their experiences, and the
result is The Displaced, a powerful dispatch from the
individual lives behind current headlines, with proceeds to
support the International Rescue Committee (IRC). Today
the world faces an enormous refugee crisis: 68.5 million
people fleeing persecution and conflict from Myanmar to
South Sudan and Syria, a figure worse than flight of Jewish
and other Europeans during World War
IIandbeyondanything the world has seen in this generation.
Yet in the United States, United Kingdom, and other
countries with the means to welcome refugees, antiimmigration politics and fear seem poised to shut the door.
Even for...

Abrams Press • PB • Literary essays • 210 x 140mm • 192pp

9781419735110

$21.99

Make Blackout Poetry

Faeries

John Carroll

Brian Froud, Alan Lee and Jane Yolen

Blackout poetry is simply the act of removing or "blacking
out" existing text to create a new piece of work. It's fun and
rewarding for word-puzzle lovers, writers, visual artists,
designers-really anyone! Make Blackout Poetry is a
collection of texts that you can repurpose for your own
poems. Make your own ingenious remix of words by
Shakespeare, Jane Austen, Oscar Wilde, and Victor Hugo.
Find hidden gems in vintage etiquette manuals, slang
dictionaries, newspapers, and more. The book begins with
an introduction by John Carroll, founder of Make Blackout
Poetry, an Instagram community for blackout poets. Carroll
includes tips for approaching this genre editorially and
visually, and provides examples of finished pieces that
range from simple to sublime. If you're...

Abrams Noterie • PB • Poetry anthologies (various poets) • 229 x 173mm •
176pp

9781419732492

$24.99

Gnomes Deluxe Collector's Edition
Wil Huygen, Rien Poortvliet and Brian Froud
The delightful classic Gnomes has been repackaged in this
exceptional collector's edition to celebrate the 35th
anniversary of this magical book. The beloved Gnomes
was first published in 1976 and the world became
enchanted with the simple and diligent ways of these
special creatures. Based on Rien Poortvliet and Wil
Huygen's scientific observation of the local gnome
population in Holland, Gnomes covers all areas of gnome
culture: architecture, education, courtship, medicine,
industry, and relationships with other mythical creatures.
Thirty-five years later, this beautifully illustrated book
continues to bring joy to readers of all ages. This revised
collector's edition of Gnomes features a new introduction,
eight removable prints in a back cover envelope, and an
all-n...

Abrams • HB • Fantasy • 313 x 222mm • 224pp

9780810998469

$39.95

A quarter of a century after its initial publication, and with
more than a million copies in print worldwide, Brian Froud
and Alan Lee's Faeries is a certified fantasy classic. Now,
Froud and Lee return to their most enduring and beloved
work in this deluxe anniversary edition. This ultimate
collector's book features eight new pieces of art by Froud
and Lee with the original pencil drawings and watercolors.
More than just a reissue, this deluxe revised and updated
edition contains essays from both Froud and Lee on the
continuing influence of Faeries. There is also a foreword by
bestselling author Jane Yolen.

Abrams • HB • Fantasy • 317 x 222mm • 208pp

9780810995864

$39.99

Make Blackout Poetry: Activist Edition
Abrams Noterie
Blackout poetry is created by removing or "blacking out"
existing text to create a new piece of art. Make Blackout
Poetry: Activist Edition gives you a curated collection of
political texts to deconstruct and repurpose to make
seventy-five pieces of your own blackout poetry. Reshape
the words of past politicians, activists, and lawmakers and
extract your own ideas from presidential speeches, acts of
Congress, Supreme Court opinions, and more. The
selection of documents within the book represent centuries
of United States history and policy, covering topics such as
freedom of speech and expression, racial and gender
equality, immigration, foreign policy, and environmental
protection. If you're looking for a creative way to express
yourself and what you stand for, take a...

Abrams Noterie • PB • Poetry anthologies (various poets) • 229 x 173mm •
160pp

9781419733918

$24.99

Live Oak, with Moss

Brian Froud's Faeries' Tales

Walt Whitman

Brian Froud and Wendy Froud

As he was turning forty, Walt Whitman wrote twelve poems
in a small handmade book he entitled "Live Oak, With
Moss." The poems were intensely private reflections on his
attraction to and affection for other men. They were also
Whitman's most adventurous explorations of the theme of
same-sex love, composed decades before the word
"homosexual" came into use. This revolutionary,
extraordinarily beautiful and passionate cluster of poems
was never published by Whitman and has remained
unknown to the general public—until now. New York Times
bestselling and Caldecott Award–winning illustrator Brian
Selznick offers a provocative visual narrative of "Live Oak,
With Moss," and Whitman scholar Karen Karbiener
reconstructs the story of the poetic cluster's creation and
destruction...

Abrams ComicArts • HB • Poetry by individual poets • 210 x 140mm • 192pp

9781419734052

$45.00

Haiku Animals

Abrams • HB • Fantasy • 337 x 295mm • 144pp

9781419713866

$45.00

The Very Short Story Starter

Mavis Pilbeam

John Gillard

This second volume of haiku focusing on the animal
kingdom takes you on a journey through a single day with a
variety of animal companions. The book will reproduce
works by the great 17th and 18th century poets such as
Basho, Buson and Issa, as well as later works by
contemporary writers and novelists. The haiku form is a
perfect way of capturing a moment of experience or a
fleeting impression, and in this book, the impressions are
strengthened and extended by the illustrations. Special is
made of Utamaro’s exquisite Ehon mushi erabi (A Selection
of Insects). The fact that this sophisticated artist chose
insects for one of his most luxurious woodblock printed
albums underlines the Japanese appreciation of even the
most diminutive of animals, which is shown repeatedly, ...

The British Museum Press • HB • Poetry • 185 x 150mm • 96pp

9780714124612

Following in the footsteps of Trolls, Brian and Wendy Froud
lead readers deep into the world of faeries. Humans
throughout history have always had special relationships
and bonds with faeries, whether loving and helpful or at
times destructive. This new book explores that complex
relationship and the liminal state between the human and
faery world where interaction occurs. In Brian Froud's
Faeries' Tales, readers encounter individual faeries, each
with a story to uncover, as told by the faeries themselves.
Many of the stories are familiar to humans, but the "true"
story is told by the faeries. Similar to the Trolls fragments,
the faeries' tales are coupled with portraits and interspersed
with drawings and studies of the mysterious and enchanting
folk who travel back a...

$21.99

Think about your writing from a new perspective and learn
to tell a story in the most effective way possible with this
flash fiction workbook. Popular with creative writers around
the world, flash fiction is an ultra-short story format (usually
1,000 words or less) that distills a narrative into its most
economic and impactful form. In this lay-flat paperback
workbook you'll find 101 flash fiction writing prompts, each
crafted to inspire an incredible variety of very short stories.
Some prompts instruct you to focus on setting or
developing a specific character. Other prompts ask you to
play with story structure, to begin at the end or jump right
into the middle of the action. You are also encouraged to
bring the journal to different locations (a coffee shop or a
museu...

Abrams Noterie • Creative writing & creative writing guides • 208pp

9781419730139

$29.99

News from Nowhere

Charles Dickens and his Circle

William Morris

Lucinda Hawksley

With its radical blend of utopian socialism and science
fiction, William Morris’s novel News from Nowhere caused
a stir when it was first published in instalments in the
Commonweal in 1890. The narrator William Guest
awakens to find himself in a utopian England in the 21st
century. Industrial buildings have been transformed into a
pastoral paradise; civilians are dressed in 14th-century
costume; there is an abundance of openair markets and
wooded areas and gardens; and money, prisons and
divorce have been abolished. In this vision of a socialist
future, individuals have the freedom to choose their own
economic and creative pursuits. Two years after its initial
publication, the novel became one of the first books printed
by Morris’s newly founded Kelmscott Press. A copy...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Literature & literary studies • 206 x 142mm •
324pp

9780500519394

$60.00

‘When I was at primary school, my teacher asked if any of
us had heard of Charles Dickens. I was amazed she knew
his name, because, until that moment, I had only known
him as one of my ancestors.’ — Lucinda Hawksley Those
who had known Charles Dickens as a child must have
been astonished at his rise from being, in his own words, ‘a
little labouring hind’ to becoming one of the most famous
and adored men in the world. Dickens is often described as
the first ‘modern’ author, by which it is meant that he went
on book tours and engaged with his public in a manner
more considered a twentieth--century phenomenon.
Through sheer force of will he propelled himself out of a
rather depressing existence into the circle of intelligent,
radical, questioning friends who feature in t...

National Portrait Gallery Publications • PB • Literary studies: fiction, novelists &
prose writers • 197 x 140mm • 120pp

9781855145962

$19.99

Haiku

Classical Love Poetry

Alan Cummings

Jonathan Williams, Clive Cheesman

Haiku poems about the natural world and the seasons are
well known, but many poets have used the genre to capture
the evocations of love. Combining elegant and restrained
haiku with lively senryu poems, all aspects of romantic love
are explored here with h umour, satire, wit and compassion.
Poems by both men and women from the 1600s to the
present day are beautifully illustrated with images from the
unrivalled collection of Japanese paintings and prints in the
British Museum. From the tender and the melanch oly to the
witty and the ribald, the poems and images in Haiku: Love
comment on the most universal of human emotions.

The British Museum Press • HB • Poetry anthologies (various poets) •
185 x 150mm • 96pp

9780714123394

$21.99

From the darkly erotic poetry of Sappho to the bawdy advice
of Ovid, love is a ubiquitous theme in Classical poetry. This
newly revised edition collects the best short poems and
extracts from the Classical tradition, by authors including
Virgil, Homer, Catullus, Horace, Sappho and Ovid, and
illustrates them with the finest Classical and classically
inspired pieces from the British Museum’s extensive
collection. With an engaging and informative introduction on
love in Classical poetry and a short biographical note on
each of the poets covered, Classical Love Poetry is a
delightful exploration of the treasures of Classical literature
and art that will be equally appreciated by aficionados and
those coming to the poems for the first time.

The British Museum Press • PB • Poetry anthologies (various poets) •
190 x 170mm • 96pp

9780714122809

$21.99

The Steampunk User's Manual

Persian Love Poetry

Jeff VanderMeer & Desirina Boskovich

Vesta Sarkhosh Curtis, Sheila R. Canby

Steampunk, the retro-futuristic cultural movement, has
become a substantial and permanent genre in the worlds of
fantasy and science fiction. A large part of its appeal is
that, at its core, Steampunk is about doing it yourself:
building on the past while also innovating and creating
something original. VanderMeer's latest book offers
practical and inspirational guidance for readers to find their
individual path into this realm. Including sections on art,
fashion, architecture, crafts, music, performance, and
storytelling, The Steampunk User's Manual provides a
conceptual how-to guide that motivates and awes both the
armchair enthusiast and the committed creator. Examples
range from the utterly doable to the completely over-thetop, encouraging participation and imagin...

Abrams Image • HB • Fantasy • 254 x 178mm • 256pp

9781419708985

$29.99

A reissue of this popular title with a fresh new paperback
format, this collection of beautiful Persian love poetry is
richly illustrated with images from the British Museum’ s
world - famous collection. Love is everywhere in Persian
poetry and can be interpreted in various ways : as mystic
love, the basis of the relationship between humans and God;
as passionate or affectionate love between lovers, husbands
and wives, parents and children, family and friends; even as
patriotic love for Iran. The literary style and indeed the Pers
ian language itself are floral and elaborate, but the themes
differ little from our preoccupations with love and romance
today. With a brief introduction to the Persian poetic tradition
and a short biographical note about each of the major po...

The British Museum Press • PB • Poetry anthologies (various poets) •
190 x 170mm • 96pp

9780714124759

Last Words

Read Me.

Gabriele Tinti

Roger Horberry

Gabriele Tinti has with this aim composed the last words of
ordinary people who chose to commit suicide into a
collectanea, a single, long, painful, moving poem of reality.
Their words have been organised by the author into a kind
of collective epitaph and faithfully recorded without any
kind of alteration, freeing them of any pathetic attempt at
identifying, fiction or literary affectation. They are lethal,
terrible, lucid words written as a shout, a scream, in
serenity, with awareness, at peace; words that contain all
the terrible complexity of life. In being last words, the end of
all communication, of every vital impulse, they testify to the
most authentic difficulty of being men.

Skira Editore S.p.A • PB • Poetry by individual poets • 210 x 140mm • 104pp

9788857229874

$21.99

$21.99

If you've ever struggled to craft a powerful message that
really hits the spot, you'll know it's harder than it looks.
Wouldn't it be helpful to have an expert on hand to explain
how the professionals really do it? Better still, how about a
whole range of writers ready to pass on their trade secrets?
Well that's exactly what you'll find in the pages of this book.
Think of it as a rocket-assisted launch for your writing
career, structured over ten distinct lessons and illustrated
with classic and contemporary international examples of the
best copywriting. Designed to help anyone who works with
words improve their writing, this book is packed with
practical techniques and features effective exercises to
pump up your persuasive powers. Includes inspiring
contributions fr...

Laurence King • PB • Writing & editing guides • 230 x 190mm • 192pp

9781780671819

$39.99

Guess Who, Haiku

Undocumented

Deanna Caswell and Bob Shea
Guess Who, Haiku is a unique poetic guessing game
illustrated by bestselling and beloved artist Bob Shea.
Author Deanna Caswell's playful take on the inventive
Japaense form of poetry offers clues about the creatures
hiding on every page in this creative and clever picture book
of charmingly illustrated poems for the very young. As
readers meet a cow, a bee, a horse, a bird, a frog, a fish, a
mouse, a cat, and a dog, they will be delighted to learn that
they are the subject of the final poem. Parents will
appreciate the simple guide to understanding the haiku.
Perfect for story time and for poetry month April, Guess Who
Haiku is a must-have collection of poetry for the youngest
readers.

Abrams Appleseed • HB • Poetry anthologies (various poets) • 234 x 234mm •
24pp

9781419718892

$21.99

Chinese Love Poetry

Abrams ComicArts • HB • Modern & contemporary fiction (post c 1945) •
293 x 177mm • 26pp

9781419728549

Diana Darling

The three arts of poetry, calligraphy and painting are
regarded in China as the Triple Excellence, and they are
brought together here in a beautifully presented anthology of
forty Chinese love poems ranging from the earliest known
works in the famous Book of Songs to the work of Chairman
Mao and other twentiethcentury poets, including poignant
examples from the high point of Chinese poetry in the Tang
dynasty (618–906). The subject of all the poems and
extracts is love, in all its variations: the love of husbands and
wives, family and friends, times and places as well as
courtship, passion and parting. Selected English translations
by respected scholars are each illustrated with a scene from
a Chinese painting or print in the collection of the British
Museum. Each poem...

The British Museum Press • PB • Poetry anthologies (various poets) •
190 x 170mm • 96pp

$19.99

Magic, depravity, spiritual ambition, sensuality, and love The Painted Alphabet binds mythic and modern time
together in a rich, slyly suggestive novel based on an old
Balinese poem. In a fresh and startling picture of Bali where witches coexist with tourists and talking animals the novel explores a kaleidoscope of vanity, desire, and the
longing for goodness.

Editions Didier Millet Pte Ltd • PB • Fantasy • 195 x 131mm • 176pp

9789814385008

Graphic Design Process

The Anna Karenina Fix

Nancy Skolos

Viv Groskop

The process of creating graphic design cannot be easily
defined: each designer has their own way of seeing the
world and approaching their work. Graphic Design Process
features a series of in-depth case studies exploring a range
of both universal and unique design methods. Chapters
investigate typical creative strategies – Research,
Inspiration, Drawing, Narrative, Abstraction, Development
and Collaboration – examining the work of twenty-three
graphic designers from around the world. Work featured
includes projects by Philippe Apeloig, Michael Bierut, Ed
Fella, James Goggin, Anette Lenz, Johnson Banks, Me
Company, Graphic Thought Facility, Ahn Sang-Soo and
Ralph Schraivogel. This book is aimed at students and
educators, as well as practising designers interested in
the...

Laurence King • PB • Graphic design • 280 x 215mm • 192pp

9781856698269

$42.99

Venus & Adonis (English/Dutch)
William Shakespeare

$19.95

As Viv Groskop knows from personal experience,
everything that has ever happened to a person has already
happened in the Russian classics: from not being sure
what to do with your life (Anna Karenina), to being
hopelessly in love with someone who doesn't love you
back (Turgenev's A Month in the Country), or being socially
anxious about your appearance (all of Chekhov's work). In
The Anna Karenina Fix, a sort of literary self-help memoir,
Groskop mines these and other works, as well as the lives
of their celebrated creators, and her own experiences as a
student of Russian, to answer the question "How should
you live your life?" This is a charming and fiercely
intelligent book, a love letter to Russian literature and an
exploration of the answ...

Abrams Press • HB • Literary studies: fiction, novelists & prose writers •
217 x 145mm • 224pp

9781419732720

$35.00

A Writer's Britain
Margaret Drabble

At once comic, tragic, and erotic, Venus & Adonis is a
poem by William Shakespeare based on passages from
Ovid's Metamorphoses. This new translation by Hafid
Bouazza of Shakespeare's text is illustrated by Marlene
Dumas, the renowned painter celebrated around the world
for her highly charged depictions of the human form.
Through a series of expressive ink washes, Dumas paints
new passion into the poem - bodies bleed into one another,
lips part in sighs of passion, a flower blooms to life. Desire
in all its heady intensity is evocatively washed over the
pages. As with Dumas's wider body of work, however,
tragedy is not forgotten and is frighteningly played out with
equal intensity.

David Zwirner Books • HB • Poetry by individual poets • 248 x 178mm • 144pp

9781644230008

$26.99

Painted Alphabet

Jane Portal

9780714124827

Duncan Tonatiuh
Undocumented is the story of immigrant workers who have
come to the United States without papers. Every day, these
men and women join the work force and contribute
positively to society. The story is told via the ancient Mixtec
codex-accordion fold-format. Juan grew up in Mexico
working in the fields to help provide for his family.
Struggling for money, Juan crosses over into the United
States and becomes an undocumented worker, living in a
poor neighborhood, working hard to survive. Though he is
able to get a job as a busboy at a restaurant, he is severely
undercompensated-he receives less than half of the
minimum wage! Risking his boss reporting him to the
authorities for not having proper resident papers, Juan
risks everything and stands up for himself and th...

$49.99

The love of place is endemic in English literature, from the
work of the earliest poets and hermits to the suburban
celebrations of John Betjeman, covering all varieties of the
British rural and urban landscape. This book presents an
image of Britain as seen by writers of different regions and
periods, and also illuminates the way in which their work
has changed our visual attitudes, our taste in landscape
and our relation to nature.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Literary studies: general • 215 x 135mm • 288pp

9780500514931

$27.99
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What Shape Is Space?

Witching Hour

Giles Sparrow

Rachel Urquhart

One of four titles in Thames & Hudson's innovative new
'Big Idea' series, this well-informed and lucid book takes a
comprehensive look at the incredible ideas and possibilities
born from the simple question, 'What shape is space?'

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Space science • 229 x 152mm • 144pp

9780500293669

$24.99

The Islamic World

This illustrated introduction to the history of the Islamic
world sheds light on Islamic culture from West Africa to
Southeast Asia through art and artefacts, people and
places, from its origins to the present day. This book will
inspire and inform anyone interested in one of the most
influential and diverse cultures of the world. From preIslamic works that provided a foundation for the arts of
Islam, to masterpieces produced under the great empires,
and objects that continue to be made today, this expansive
survey traces the development of civilizations at the
forefront of philosophical and scientific ideas, artistic and
literary developments, and technological innovations,
exploring a wealth of cultural treasures along the way.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Islam • 240 x 170mm • 272pp

$55.00

Can Art Aid in Resolving Conflicts?
Noam Lemelshtrich Latar, Jerry Wind, Ornat Lev-er
For centuries, art has documented the atrocities of wars,
participated in propaganda campaigns, and served as an
advocate for peace and social justice around the world. The
aim of this project is to explore how art can assist in creating
dialogue and bridges across cultures and opposing groups.
Over 100 leading and emerging architects, artists, curators,
choreographers, composers, and directors of art institutions
around the globe explore the potentially constructive role of
the arts in conflict resolution. A summarizing chapter maps
out the diverse positions and examines the variety of themes
and approaches that were brought up.

Frame Publishers • HB • Ethical issues & debates • 290 x 250mm • 264pp

9789492311320

Abrams Noterie • HB • Witchcraft & Wicca • 181 x 139mm • 160pp

9781419734717

$24.99

Sacred Geometry

Ladan Akbarnia, Venetia Porter, Fahmida Suleman, William Greenwood, Zeina KlinkHoppe, Amandine Mérat

9780500480403

The modern witch is empowered and determined, and she
defies expectations at every turn. But even the most allpowerful sorceress sometimes needs a quiet moment to
reflect, recharge, and maybe cast an enchantment or two.
This guided journal encourages you to set aside time for
your own personal "witching hour." Use the spells, charms,
and incantations within its pages to conjure selfconfidence, summon success, nourish friendships, banish
negative thinking, and master the magic of self-love. It
includes spells for productivity, career success, repairing
relationships, attracting love, and tapping into your sense
of purpose. Filled with mystical illustrations and plenty of
witchy wisdom, this journal has everything you need to lead
your best (and most magical) life.

$55.00

Robert Lawlor
The thinkers of ancient Egypt, Greece and India
recognized that numbers governed much of what they saw
in their world and hence provided an approach to its divine
creator. Robert Lawlor sets out the system that determines
the dimension and the form of both man-made and natural
structures, from Gothic cathedrals to flowers, from music to
the human body. By also involving the reader in practical
experiments, he leads with ease from simple principles to a
grasp of the logarithmic spiral, the Golden Proportion, the
squaring of the circle and other ubiquitous ratios and
proportions. This book is part of the Art and Imagination
series, gloriously illustrated paperbacks which cover
Eastern and Western religion and philosophy, including
myth and magic, alchemy and astrol...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Religion & beliefs • 277 x 203mm • 112pp

9780500810309

$21.99

Sacred Symbols
Robert Adkinson
This book is an inspirational exploration of the signs and
symbols of a wealth of global cultures from ancient times to
the present day. It brings together some of the world’s most
potent sacred images under three categories – peoples,
religions and mysteries. Through an incredibly rich array of
fascinating images drawn from ritual, myth and the natural
world, Sacred Symbols reveals the quintessence of a
multiplicity of beliefs and experiences. It is the perfect
introduction to the timeless wisdoms of humankind.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Religion & beliefs • 178 x 161mm • 792pp

9780500514559

$27.99

The Szyk Haggadah

How the World Is Made

Arthur Szyk

John Michell

Arthur Szyk (pronounced "Shick") created his magnificent
Haggadah in Lodz, on the eve of the Nazi occupation of his
native Poland. There is no Haggadah like it, before or since,
filled with sumptuous paintings of Jewish heroes and
stunning calligraphy. This edition, the first since 1940 to be
reproduced from Szyk's original art, boasts a newly
commissioned and extremely practical English text by Rabbi
Byron L. Sherwin, ideal for use at any family Seder, and a
special commentary section by Rabbi Sherwin and Irvin
Ungar gives insight into both the rituals of the Seder and
Szyk's rich illustrations. Available in both hardcover and
paperback editions, The Szyk Haggadah will transform the
Seder, bringing the story of the Exodus from Egypt into a
more contemporary...

Abrams • PB • Judaism: worship, rites & ceremonies • 279 x 229mm • 128pp

9780810997530

$23.95

Far Out

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Religion & beliefs • 254 x 203mm • 288pp

9780500290378

Stanislav Grof

In Far Out: A Space-Time Chronicle, author and filmmaker
Michael Benson assembles an outstanding collection of
astronomical images from observatories around the world
and in space. We live in a golden age of astronomical
observation. Some of the resulting images are well known
and have inspired millions of people; others, equally
breathtaking, have never been published before. For this
book, Benson has culled the very best, and organized them
into a thrilling journey through space and time to the
universe's great places, ranging from "nearby" nebulae in
our own Milky Way galaxy to the light of the Hubble Deep
Field that has traveled billions of light-years. Every bit as
innovative and beautiful as the author's successful Beyond:
Visions of the Interplanetary Pr...

Abrams • HB • Galaxies & stars • 292 x 292mm • 328pp

$60.00

This new and completely redesigned edition explores the
deepest secrets of the afterlife. Stanislav Grof guides
readers through Egyptian, Tibetan, Mesoamerican and
Christian texts, art and iconography of death, as well as
modern consciousness research into near-death
experiences, psychedelic paintings and meditation. The
result is vivid and arresting: a series of overlapping maps
and manuals for the worlds beyond death, drawing on a
host of spiritual and artistic traditions.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Religion & beliefs • 210 x 150mm • 128pp

9780500810583

Sadhus

Cosmigraphics

Dolf Hartsuiker

Michael Benson

This new and completely redesigned edition surveys the
myriad holy men, mystics and ascetics of India: their
prehistoric origins; beliefs, gods and sects; initiation,
training and daily lives; appearance, practices and
belongings; sacred places and festivals; austerities, the
inner fire and the quest for a higher plane of being. It is a
vibrant, arresting and carefully curated gallery, taking in
long-haired sages, devotees of Shiva, Vishnu and
Brahman, naked wanderers, silent hermits, holy warriors,
painted showmen, mantra-chanting yogis, ash-clad
madmen, and seekers after and pathways to
Enlightenment. Dolf Hartsuiker’s expert explanations, wry
comments and striking, revealing photos bring to life the
mysterious and varied lives of the Sadhus.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Religion & beliefs • 229 x 152mm • 176pp

9780500291603

$24.99

Living Religions

$19.99

Michael Benson tells the thrilling story of the discovery and
description of the universe in a new way. Selecting artful and
profound illustrations and maps, many hidden away in the
world's great science libraries and virtually unknown today,
he chronicles more than 1,000 years of humanity's everexpanding understanding of the size and shape of space
itself. He shows how the invention of the telescope inspired
visions of unimaginably distant places and explains why
today we turn to supercomputer simulations to reveal deeper
truths about space-time. Cosmigraphics explores the visual
side of our greatest imaginative achievement as a species:
the unveiling of a vast universe that is largely invisible to our
senses. It will be a revelation to space-struck Earthlings, a...

Abrams • HB • Cosmology & the universe • 312 x 250mm • 320pp

9781419713873

$60.00

Lives of the Great Spiritual Leaders

Mary Pat Fisher

Henry Whitbread

Living Religions , now in its eighth edition, is a highly
readable and stimulating survey of the worlds major religious
traditions . It provides a clear and straightforward account of
the development, doctrines, and practices of the major
faiths, with an emphasis on the personal consciousness of
believers and their own accounts of its relevance in
contemporary life. The book also describes new and
emerging religious movements and explores the attitudes of
various faiths towards issues such as the role of women, the
environment and society, as well as covering the disturbing
rise in violence perpetrated in the name of religion. Highly
illustrated with photographs, maps and timelines, this is the
leading overview of the modern religious world.

Laurence King • PB • Comparative religion • 235 x 192mm • 576pp

9781856697644

$39.99

Books of the Dead

Michael Benson

9780810949485

New in paperback, How the World Is Made explores how
ancient peoples who grasped the timeless principles of
sacred geometry were able to create flourishing societies.
Galileo described the universe as a large book written in the
language of mathematics, which can only be read by those
with knowledge of its characters – triangles, circles and
other geometrical figures. More than 300 colour illustrations
reveal the secret code within these geometrical figures and
how they express the spiritual meanings in the key numbers
of 1 through 12. He identifies the various regular shapes and
shows their constructions; their natural symbolism; their
meetings, matings and ways of breeding; and their functions
within the universal order. In the process, Michell helps us
see the world...

$55.00

From Moses and Buddha to Mother Teresa and the current
Dalai Lama, this book takes children on an extraordinary
tour across the world and down the ages looking through
the eyes of thinkers, philosophers, spiritual adventurers
and courageous leaders, from ancient Egypt to the
contemporary West. It is both a visual feast and a treasury
of ideas about history, religion and culture for young and
curious minds everywhere.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Religious & spiritual leaders • 275 x 212mm •
96pp

9780500515785

$27.99

Mary

Alchemy

Martina Degl'Innocenti and Stella Marinone

Stanislas Klossowski de Rola

The fourth book in Abrams' successful series that includes
Saints, Angels, and Myths, this volume tells the story of
one of the most popular religious figures in the world--the
Virgin Mary. Beginning with biblical and apocryphal
traditions concerning Mary's place among the Bible's other
great women (Eve in particular), art historians Martina
Degl'Innocenti and Stella Marinone illustrate Mary's life with
paintings from the early Christian period in Rome to the
20th century, including some unusual contemporary works
from China, Russia, and America. Mary's unique position
among saints is examined here as episodes from her life
are portrayed through centuries of artistic movements in
the West, as well as representations from the East. Packed
with over 350 works of art in...

Abrams • HB • Christianity • 161 x 120mm • 732pp

9780810982857

$23.95

This new and completely redesigned edition creates a
colourful and vibrant guide to the secret art. Klossowski de
Rola elucidates the mysterious language and polyvalent
symbolism from a variety of perspectives – practical,
spiritual, elemental and historical – and explains how the
true alchemist differs from the modern chemist and the
false practitioner. Gold is only a by-product and emblem of
the Great Work of the alchemist. The latter part of the book
comprises the full text of a seventeenth-century exposition
upon an alchemist’s dream-poem, and five richly illustrated
‘Themes’ sections, reproducing full sequences of
alchemical thought, art and paraphernalia.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Religion & beliefs • 210 x 150mm • 128pp

9780500810552

The Mystic Spiral

Tantra

Jill Purce

Philip Rawson

The spiral is the natural form of growth, and has become, in
every culture and in every age, man’s symbol of the
progress of the soul towards eternal life. As the inwardwinding labyrinth, it constitutes the hero’s journey to the still
centre where the secret of life is found. As the spherical
vortex, spiralling through its own centre, it combines the
inward and outward directions of movement. In this original
and engrossing book, Jill Purce traces the significance of
one man’s central symbols from the double spirals of Stone
Age art and the interlocking spirals of the Chinese Yin Yang
symbol to the whorls of Celtic crosses, Maori tattoos and the
Islamic arabesque. Many of the superb images here were
intended as objects of contemplation; for the spiral is a
cosmi...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Religion & beliefs • 278 x 203mm • 128pp

9780500810057

$19.99

Tantra is a set of beliefs and practices that originates in
India and combines eroticism, magic and metaphysics.
This book provides a lucid account of a muchmisunderstood ancient mystical tradition that has long
aroused spiritual and artistic curiosity in the West. The first
part of the book gives an in-depth introduction to Tantrik
rites and beliefs, while the eight Themes sections
summarize and develop key topics. The book is illustrated
throughout with vivid imagery from unusual and out-of-theway sources worldwide. This is an illuminating introduction
to Tantra and the art that expresses many of its erotic,
mythical and mystical beliefs.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Mind, Body, Spirit • 210 x 150mm • 128pp

9780500810484

Saints

Kabbalah

Rosa Giorgi

Z'ev ben Shimon Halevi

This richly illustrated text portrays more than 375 Catholic
saints, arranged by the days of the year on which each
beatified figure is honoured. Up to three saints have been
chosen for each day of the year, with a brief accompanying
description of each.

Abrams • HB • Religion: general • 152 x 114mm • 780pp

9780810954991

$19.95

$17.99

Kabbalah is the mystical aspect of Judaism. In biblical,
metaphysical and practical terms, it formulates a personal
teaching: the Attributes of the Divine, the nature of the
universe and the destiny of man. At the centre of the
Kabbalah is the Tree of Life, the image of Divine balance of
which all existence is reflection. Kabbalists use this
principle to perceive in everyday life the same dynamics
whose exploration leads us to gaze back upon the Divine.
This book is part of the Art and Imagination series,
gloriously illustrated paperbacks which cover Eastern and
Western religion and philosophy, including myth and
magic, alchemy and astrology. The distinguished authors
bring a wealth of knowledge, visionary thinking and
accessible writing to each intriguing subje...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Religion & beliefs • 279 x 204mm • 96pp

9780500810231

Freemasonry

Islam

W. Kirk MacNulty

Carole Hillenbrand

Written by a practising Freemason, this profusely illustrated
survey explores the origins, history, beliefs and symbolism of
the famously secretive and often misunderstood Order.
Completely international in its outlook, the book has also had
the special assistance of the United Grand Lodge of England
– the oldest and foremost Masonic body in the world.

$17.99

$19.99

Carole Hillenbrand’s book offers a profound understanding
of the history of Muslims and their faith, from the life of
Muhammad to the religion practised by 1.6 billion people
around the world today. Each of the eleven chapters
explains a core aspect of the faith in historical perspective,
allowing readers to gain a sensitive understanding of the
essential tenets of the religion and of the many ways in
which the present is shaped by the past. It is an ideal
introductory text for courses in Middle Eastern studies, in
religious studies, or on Islam and its history.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Religion & beliefs • 235 x 220mm • 320pp
Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Oriental religions • 232 x 163mm • 314pp

9780500513026

$55.00

9780500110270

$49.99

Dictionary of Celtic Myth and Legend
Miranda Aldhouse-Green

John Sharkey

Warlike, exuberant and superstitious, the ancient Celts saw
divinities in every facet of life and nature, venerating deities
of the sun, thunder, water, war, healing, hunting, fertility and
death. They possessed a complicated array of concepts and
rituals, a powerful priesthood - the Druids - and a pantheon
which included the goddess-queen Medb and the Morrigan,
a sinister war-goddess. This dictionary contains entries on
every aspect of Celtic myth, religion and folklore in Britain
and Europe between 500 BC and AD 400. In parallel with
the findings of archaeological research, the testimony of
Classical writers and the earliest recorded versions of the
pagan oral traditions of Wales and Ireland provide us with a
complete record of Celtic lore.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Religion & beliefs • 241 x 159mm • 240pp

9780500279755

Celtic Mysteries

$21.99

This new and completely redesigned edition offers a vivid
and evocative insight into the last tribal culture in Europe.
Sharkey explores the mysterious beliefs of these ancient
people: their gods and monuments, heroic tales and pagan
rituals, and the enduring imaginative power of their art and
lore. Their epic mythmaking and sinuous art conjure a
world of strange transformations and liminal states, moving
freely between life and death, light and dark, mortal and
divine. The latter part of the book comprises eleven richly
illustrated ‘Themes’ sections: illuminating groupings of
ancient art that complement the main text.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Religion & beliefs • 210 x 150mm • 128pp

9780500810569

Kabbalah in Art and Architecture

Hajj

Alexander Gorlin

Venetia Porter

The Kabbalistic idea of creation, as expressed through
light, space and geometry, has left its unmistakable mark
on our civilization. Drawing upon a wide array of historical
materials and images of contemporary art, sculpture and
architecture, architect Alexander Gorlin explores the
influence, whether actually acknowledged or not, of the
Kabbalah on modern design. Comprising ten chapters that
each outline key concepts of the Kabbalah and its
representations, both in historic diagrams and the modern
built environment, Kabbalah in Art and Architecture puts
forth an unparalleled and compelling reinterpretation of art
and architecture through the lens of the Kabbalah and
Jewish mysticism. A chapter on the Golem, and an
epilogue that discusses German artist Anselm Kiefer’s ...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • The arts: general issues • 305 x 229mm • 192pp

9780500517055

$65.00

‘Proclaim the pilgrimage to all people. They will come on foot
and on the backs of swift camels from distant corners of the
earth.’ – Qur’an, surat al-Hajj vs 27-30 It is a sacred duty for
Muslims, wherever they may reside, to go at least once in
their lives to Makkah, the heartland of Islam where the
Prophet Muhammad received the revelation in AD 632.
Drawing millions of pilgrims annually, the Hajj is a powerful
bond that brings Muslims together from across the world. It
takes place in the twelfth month of the Muslim year dhu’l
hijja. Over the course of one week a number of specific
rituals are performed which involve circumambulation of the
Ka’ba, the cube-shaped building in the centre of the
sanctuary at Makkah, and visiting key sites. The Ka’ba is
believed to have ...

The British Museum Press • PB • Islamic worship, rites & ceremonies •
270 x 240mm • 288pp

9780714111759

The New View over Atlantis

Freemasonry

John Michell

W. Kirk MacNulty

Across much of the earth's surface are ancient earthworks
and stone monuments built for an unknown purpose. Their
shared features suggest that they were originally part of a
world wide system; and John Michell argues that they
served the elemental science of the archaic civilization which
Plato referred to as Atlantis. Michell reveals that the various
stone monuments and earthworks found about the globe –
from the Pyramids to Stonehenge to Teotihuacán – are not
randomly strewn, but are a well-executed system of psychic
centres connected worldwide and used by the people of
Atlantis. Michell also demonstrates the significant modern
discovery of ‘leys’, a mysterious network of straight lines that
links the ancient places around the world. Clues to the
nature of pre...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Religion & beliefs • 241 x 159mm • 224pp

9780500273128

$21.99

The Tibetan Art of Healing
Ian A. Baker

$17.99

$55.00

What age-old meanings lie behind the strange, unchanging
rituals and symbols of Freemasonry, and can we relate them
to our contemporary lives? Freemasons have their own
answers to these questions, but they are not available to the
outsider, nor are they couched in language that is relevant
today. This book explains Freemasonry's part in a long
tradition of mysticism, going back to the Middle Ages if not
beyond, and shows the Craft to be a complex framework for
inner growth, a developmental psychology which presents
the Mason with a viable discipline for the pursuit of selfknowledge.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Religion & beliefs • 278 x 203mm • 96pp

9780500810378

$19.99

The Roman Catholic Church
Edward Norman

This book is based on a revered collection, long ago
considered lost, of three-hundred-year-old Tibetan thangkas:
elaborate paintings that portray a philosophy of healing
based on Buddhist beliefs, Ayurvedic practices and ancient
shamanic traditions. Rendered by Tibet's foremost traditional
artist, Romio Shrestha, using the age-old techniques of
painting with rich materials such as gold and lapis lazuli,
these breathtaking works reward the minutest
contemplation. The Tibetan Art of Healing is also a practical
guide to our search for physical, emotional and spiritual wellbeing. With insights into such 'contemporary' ailments as
stress, allergies and heart disease, and chapters devoted to
aspects of sexual alchemy, rejuvenation and Tantric yoga,
this wi...

The history of the Roman Catholic Church is the gateway to
understanding 2,000 years of Western and at times world
civilization. Edward Norman’s lavishly illustrated new
account, set to become a classic, begins with how Roman
Catholics understand their faith, before telling the story of
the multifarious ways in which their Church has shaped the
lives and beliefs of Christian and non-Christians alike. Every
Roman Catholic should read this book; and everyone with
the least interest in what shaped our world today will learn
from it.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • History of religion • 255 x 199mm • 192pp
Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Religion & beliefs • 306 x 230mm • 192pp

9780500279960

$19.95

9780500251324

$50.00
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Read This If You Want to Take Great Photographs

The Burbs

Henry Carroll

Kim Walvisch

Photography is now more popular than ever thanks to the
rapid development of digital cameras. Read This If You
Want to Take Great Photographs is for this new wave of
DSLR dabblers and amateur snapshooters. It contains no
graphs, no techie diagrams and no camera-club jargon.
Instead, it inspires readers through iconic images and
playful copy packed with hands-on tips. Split into five
sections, the book covers composition, exposure, light,
lenses, and the art of seeing. Masterpieces by acclaimed
photographers – including Henri Cartier- Bresson,
Sebastião Salgado, Fay Godwin, Nadav Kander, Daido
Moriyama and Martin Parr – serve to illustrate points and
encourage readers to try out new ideas. Today’s aspiring
photographers want immediacy and see photography as an
affordabl...

Laurence King • PB • Photographic equipment & techniques • 200 x 144mm •
128pp

9781780673356

$26.99

Read This if You Want to Be Instagram Famous
Henry Carroll

Inspired by the successful Instagram account @sublurb, The
Burbs captures design quirks and the charming icons of
Australian suburbs: brick veneer, mid-century gems,
decorative wrought iron, lovingly tendered topiary and shop
signs of a time gone by.

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Photography & photographs • 130 x 120mm •
304pp

9781760760144

$19.99

Photographers on Photography
Henry Carroll

So you've got an Instagram account, you're posting pictures,
but your follower count has flatlined. Read This If You Want
to Be Instagram Famous holds the answers to fixing up your
feed and finding thousands of new followers. Packed with
the essential secrets of the hottest Instagrammers around,
the book features tips covering photographic techniques,
captioning, codes of conduct, kit and managing your
account. Put the advice into practice and soon you too will
be hailed as an Instagram icon.

Think you know photography? Think again. Through a
carefully curated selection of quotes and images, this book
reveals what matters most to the masters of photography.
With accompanying text by Henry Carroll, author of the
internationally bestselling Read This If You Want To Take
Great Photographs series, you’ll learn what photography
actually means to the giants of the genres and how
they developed their distinctive visual styles.

Laurence King • PB • Photographic equipment & techniques • 170 x 170mm •
128pp
Laurence King • HB • Photographs: portraits • 207 x 153mm • 128pp

9781780679679

$21.99

Poolside with Slim Aarons
Abrams

$29.99

Read This if You Want to Take Great Photographs of Places
Henry Carroll

Like its predecessors, "Once Upon a Time" and "A Place in
the Sun", "Poolside with Slim Aarons" offers images of jetsetters and the wealthy, of beautiful, glittering people living
the glamorous life. Yet this new collection of stunning
photographs of the rich and well-connected 'doing attractive
things' in their favourite playgrounds has a new twist. The
main character is pools and everything that goes with them magnificent, suntanned bodies, well-oiled skin, bikini-clad
women, yachts, summer cocktails, sumptuous buffets,
spectacular locations and most of all fun. "Poolside with Slim
Aarons" is not so much a Who's Who of society, aristocracy
and celebrity - although C. Z. Guest, Lily Pulitzer, Cheryl
Tiegs, Peter Beard and many who have appeared in the
previous book...

Abrams • HB • Individual photographers • 289 x 342mm • 240pp

9780810994072

9781786273185

$85.00

From the author of the best-selling Read This If You Want
To Take Great Photographs series, this jargon-free
introduction covers all aspects of photographing places,
including landscapes, cityscapes, architecture and
interiors. Whatever your camera, whatever your interest,
whatever your level, this indispensable guide gives you all
the essential techniques and demystifies the work of
acclaimed photographers. Packed with practical tips and
iconic images, this accessible book will arm you with the
know-how you need to take meaningful pictures of the
places that matter to you most. Featuring 50 master
photographers, including Alec Soth, Martin Parr, Robert
Adams, Todd Hido, Rut Blees Luxemburg, Julius Shulman,
Rinko Kawauchi, Thomas Ruff, Tim Hetherington and Joel
Sternfe...

Laurence King • PB • Photographic equipment & techniques • 200 x 144mm •
128pp

9781780679051

$27.99

Read This If You Want to Take Great Photographs of People

Slim Aarons: Women

Henry Carroll

Slim Aarons, Laura Hawk and Getty Images

Read This If You Want To Take Great Photographs Of
People is an inspiring book of conceptual starting points
and invaluable technical tips for anyone, novice or
professional, who wants to take top-notch pictures of
people. The book distils portrait photography into seven
subject areas, including 'Composition', 'The Gaze’ and 'The
Street', and features beautiful, startling and inspirational
photographs in each category. Readers are given practical
insights into the ideas and techniques of a wide range of
historical and contemporary masters so they can put it all
into practice themselves. Scattered throughout the book
are 'technical tangents' packed with invaluable practical
guidance for basic lighting set-ups, kit, camera modes and
more. Also included is definitive advi...

Laurence King • PB • Photographic equipment & techniques • 200 x 144mm •
128pp

9781780676241

$27.99

Slim Aarons: Women explores the central subject of Slim
Aarons's career - the extraordinary women from the upper
echelons of high society, the arts, fashion, and Hollywood.
The book presents the women who most influenced
Aarons's life and work - and the other remarkable
personalities he photographed along the way, including
Audrey Hepburn, Jackie Kennedy, Diana Vreeland, and
Marilyn Monroe, all featured in unforgettable photographs.
The collection contains more than 200 images, the majority
of which have not appeared in previous books, along with
detailed captions written by one of Aarons's closest
colleagues. Showcasing beautiful women at their most
glamorous in some of the most dazzling locations across the
globe, Slim Aarons: Women is a fresh look at the acclaimed
p...

Abrams • HB • Individual photographers • 314 x 262mm • 240pp

9781419722424

$115.00

Advanced Love

William Wegman: Being Human

Ari Cohen

William Wegman, William A. Ewing

From the creator of the popular blog Advanced Style,
photographer Ari Seth Cohen’s Advanced Love collects
affectionate portraits of subjects who prove that love is
bound by neither the constraints of age nor time. The book
includes 40 profiles of inspiring couples from around the
world, and more than 200 photos. The profiles explore
themes of love and companionship through firsthand
insight from the subjects; they share their stories of falling
in love, what they have learned after decades of
partnership, and valuable relationship advice. Advanced
Love is a touching look at the often-ignored partnerships of
the senior set. Filled with couples who have built their lives
together, it’s an indispensable trove of wisdom on love and
the lessons they have learn...

Abrams • HB • Individual photographers • 241 x 178mm • 240pp

9781419733390

$45.00

William Wegman is a world-renowned American artist
whose paintings, photographs, videos and drawings have
been exhibited in museums and galleries internationally.
Today he is perhaps best known for his collaborations with
his longstanding muses, an ever-expanding cast of
Weimaraners, for whom performing elaborate scenarios or
merely posing demurely for their portraits comes as second
nature. Curated in close collaboration with distinguished
photography author William A. Ewing, William Wegman:
Being Human is the most extensive collection of Wegman’s
photographic work yet to be published. The book is
organized thematically, presenting a wealth of exceptional
work in such a way as to highlight the versatility of
Wegman’s everinventive mind as he explores what it me...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Photography & photographs • 210 x 148mm •
352pp

9780500293195

Gray Malin: Italy

Vogue 100

Gray Malin

Robin Muir

Following the successes of bothBeachesandEscape, Gray
Malin turns his unique eye to the coasts, beaches, and
landscapes of Italy. From the sparkling blue waters of the
Amalfi Coast to the dramatic coastal scenery of Cinque
Terre,Gray Malin: Italycaptures and celebrates many of the
country's most famous and beloved destinations. Inspired by
Malin's bestselling photographic series "La Dolce Vita,"Gray
Malin: Italyhighlights timeless details of the Italian Riviera:
happy beachgoers, retro beach umbrellas, luxury
motorboats, and of course, the sun-soaked water. Featuring
never-before-seen, -published, or -privately-sold
images,Gray Malin: Italybeautifully depicts the incomparable
scenery and enviable lifestyle that the Italian coastline has to
offer.

Abrams • HB • Photographs: collections • 337 x 260mm • 144pp

9781419735974

$60.00

Slim Aarons: La Dolce Vita
Christopher Sweet and Slim Aarons
This lavish fourth volume in Abrams' Slim Aarons collection
revels in this photographer's decades-long love affair with
Italy. From breathtaking aerials of the Sicilian countryside to
intimate portraits of celebrities and high society taken in
magnificent villas, Slim Aarons: La Dolce Vita captures the
essence of "the good life." Slim Aarons first visited Italy as a
combat photographer during World War II and later moved
to Rome to shoot for Life magazine, yet even after relocating
to New York, he would return to Italy almost every year for
the rest of his life. The images collected here document the
aristocracy, cultural elite, and beautiful people, such as
Marcello Mastroianni, Ursula Andress, Joan Fontaine, and
Tyrone Power, who lived la dolce vita in Italy's most...

Abrams • HB • Individual photographers • 314 x 262mm • 240pp

9781419700606

$115.00

$39.99

In more than 2,000 issues, British Vogue magazine has
acted as a cultural barometer, putting fashion in the context
of the larger world in which we live - how we dress, how we
entertain, what we eat, listen to, watch, who leads us,
excites us and inspires us. The century's most talented
photographers, illustrators and a rtists have contributed to it.
In Lee Miller it had, unexpectedly, its own war photographer;
in Norman Parkinson, Cecil Beaton, David Bailey, Snowdon
and Mario Testino the greatest portrait and fashion
photographers of their generation; and in Beaton and Irving
Penn two giants of twentieth - century photography. From
1892, American Vogue chronicled the life of beautiful people
- their clothes, parties, houses and habits - and the
magazine was exported f...

National Portrait Gallery Publications • PB • Photography & photographs •
310 x 258mm • 304pp

9781855147614

$55.00

World Press Photo 2019
Schilt Publishing
Publishing the results of the most recent annual World Press
Photo Contest, this exceptional book contains the very best
press photographs from the year 2018 – pictures submitted
by photojournalists, picture agencies, newspapers and
magazines throughout the world. Selected from thousands
of images, these prizewinning photos capture the most
powerful, moving and sometimes disturbing images of the
year.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Photography & photographs • 245 x 185mm •
240pp

9780500970942

$39.99

Steve McCurry: A Life in Pictures
Steve McCurry

Paul Lowe

The largest collection of Steve McCurry’s images in one
single volume and the final word on forty years of
McCurry’s incredible work. Written and compiled by Bonnie
McCurry, Steve’s sister and President of the McCurry
Foundation, who has supported his image-taking from the
start, Whatever It Takes is the ultimate book of McCurry’s
images and his approach to photography. The book brings
together all of McCurry’s key adventures, from his very first
journalistic images taken in the aftermath of the 1977
Johnstown floods, to his first breakthrough journey into
Afghanistan hidden among the Mujahideen, his many
travels across India and Pakistan, his coverage of the
destruction of the 1991 Gulf War and the September 11th
terrorist attacks in New York, up to his most-recent...

Laurence King • HB • Individual photographers • 334 x 256mm • 392pp

9781786272355

$80.00

Things Come Apart 2.0

A Chronology of Photography presents a fresh perspective
on the medium by taking a purely chronological approach to
its history, tracing the complex links between technological
innovations, social changes, and artistic interventions.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Photography & photographs • 261 x 222mm •
272pp

9780500545034

$39.99

All About Saul Leiter

Todd McLellan

Saul Leiter

In Things Come Apart, fifty design classics – arranged by
size and intricacy – are beautifully displayed, piece by
piece, exploding in midair and dissected in real-time,
frame-by-frame video stills. Welcome to Todd McLellan’s
unique photographic vision of the material world. The new
compact paperback edition of the bestselling Things Come
Apart comes equipped with a fresh, design-savvy package,
and includes five new projects that reveal the inner
workings of some of the world’s most iconic designs. From
SLR camera to mantle clock to espresso machine, from
iPad to bicycle to grand piano, every single component of
each object is made visible. In addition to showcasing the
quality and elegance of older designs, these disassembled
objects show that even the m...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Special kinds of photography • 296 x 213mm •
128pp

9780500294871

A Chronology of Photography

$29.99

‘A photographer’s gift to the viewer is sometimes beauty in
the overlooked ordinary’ Saul Leiter Photography lovers
the world over are now embracing Saul Leiter, who has
enjoyed a remarkable revival since fading into relative
obscurity in the 1980s. This collection reveals the secrets
of his appeal, from his life philosophy and lyricism to
masterful colours and compositions. Some 200 works –
including early street photographs, images for advertising,
nudes and paintings – cover Leiter’s career from the 1940s
onwards, accompanied by quotations from the artist
himself that express his singular world view.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Individual photographers • 210 x 151mm • 296pp

9780500294536

$39.99

Alright Darling?

Civilization

Greg Bailey

William A Ewing, Holly Roussell

Alright Darling? is a visual celebration of the uninhibited,
unapologetic and unafraid wonderland world of
contemporary drag. Showcasing the world’s fiercest drag
queens, along with their wild fashion – and the wit, realness,
backstage antics and outrageous shade of drag culture – the
book includes fresh shots of the ringleaders of this world,
including: Adore Delano, Alyssa Edwards, Courtney Act,
Detox, Francois Sagat, Manila Luzon, Sharon Needles,
Trixie Mattel, Willam Belli, Latrice Royale, Raja Gemini, Milk
and many, many more… All images are taken by Greg
Bailey, founder and editor of Alright Darling – the zine at the
centre of the recent explosion of drag.

Laurence King • PB • Photographs: portraits • 205 x 168mm • 256pp

9781786272874

$29.99

The Short Story of Photography
Mark Fletcher and Ian Haydn Smith
The Short Story of Photography is a new and innovative
introduction to the subject of photography. Simply
constructed, the book explores 50 key photographs from
the first experiments in the early 19th century to digital
photography. Accessible and concise, the book explains
how, why and when certain photographs really have
changed the world. It demystifies technical jargon, giving
readers a thorough understanding and broad enjoyment of
photography since its creation.

Laurence King • FB • Photography & photographs • 210 x 148mm • 224pp

9781786272010

$29.99

We hurtle together into the future at ever-increasing speed –
or so it seems to the collective psyche. Every day and every
hour, human civilization expands, evolves and mutates.
While we frequently lapse into celebrating the individual at
the expense of the group, in science and art, at work and at
play, at home and in transit, we increasingly live the
collective life. Civilization shows how contemporary
photography, notably art photography, is fascinated by, and
attempts to decode and communicate, the way we live
today. This landmark publication is accompanied by an
internationally touring exhibition produced by the Foundation
for the Exhibition of Photography – a global cultural event for
a global subject. Civilization is presented through eight the...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Photography & photographs • 302 x 250mm •
352pp

9780500021705

$75.00

Walter Chandoha: The Cat Photographer
Walter Chandoha
Walter Chandoha is a master within the genre of
commercial animal photography. His photographs of cats in
particular have appeared in the pages of National
Geographic and Life magazine, as well as been absorbed
into the public subconscious via posters, pet- food
packaging, T-shirts, and other uses. The internet is awash
with cat pictures, and Chandoha’s cat pictures might be
seen as the forefather of them all. This is a fun book for all
ages, and offers insight into the unique career of a
successful photographer who carved out his own niche
within his field. Walter Chandoha is interviewed by David
La Spina, who has been working with Chandoha and his
family to bring his unique archive to public attention,
primarily via the New York Times and New York Times ...

Aperture Foundation • HB • Individual photographers • 184 x 254mm • 112pp

9781597114530

$24.99

Daido Moriyama

Much Loved

Daido Moriyama

Mark Nixon

Take an inspiring walk with legendary photographer Daido
Moriyama while he explains his groundbreaking approach
to street photography. For over half a century, Moriyama
has provided a distinct vision of Japan and its people. Here
he offers a unique opportunity for fans to learn about his
methods, the cameras he uses, and the journeys he takes
with a camera.

Laurence King • PB • Individual photographers • 200 x 141mm • 208pp

9781786274243

$29.99

Beaches

Abrams Image • HB • Individual photographers • 234 x 184mm • 128pp

9781419710124

$21.99

Slim Aarons: A Place in the Sun

Gray Malin (office)

Slim Aarons

New York Times Bestseller Gray Malin is the artist of the
moment for the Hollywood and fashion elite. His aweinspiring aerial photographs of beaches around the world are
shot from doorless helicopters, creating playful and stunning
celebrations of light, shape, and perspective, as well as
summer bliss. Combining the spirit of travel, adventure,
luxury, and artistry, Malin built his eponymous lifestyle brand
from a deep passion for photography and interior design. His
work forges the synergy between wanderlust and adventure,
creating the ultimate visual escape.Beaches features more
than twenty cities across six continents: Australia: Sydney;
North America: Santa Monica, Miami, San Francisco, Kaua'i,
Chicago, The Hamptons, and Cancun; South America: Rio
de Janeiro; Euro...

Abrams • HB • Photographs: collections • 340 x 260mm • 144pp

9781419720895

Award-winning photographer Mark Nixon has created a
trove of quirky and nostalgic portraits of teddy bears and
other stuffed animals that have been lovingly abused after
years of play. MuchLoved collects 60 of these images
along with their accompanying background tales. An exhibit
in the photographer’s studio led to a small sensation on the
Internet when a few of the pictures circulated unofficially on
scores of blogs and on many legitimate news sites.
Viewers have been intrigued by the funny, bittersweet
images and their ironic juxtaposition of childhood
innocence and aged, loving wear and tear. When you see
these teddy bears and bunnies with missing noses and
undone stuffing, you can’t help but think back to childhood
and its earliest companions who asked for nothin...

$50.00

Since 1940 Slim Aarons has been hard at work, first as a
war photographer, then with unprecedented access as a
photographer to the rich and famous. In this gorgeous
sequel to Slim Aarons-Once Upon a Time, he develops the
environmental portrait to the level of art, always showing his
subjects in their natural setting, in a circumstance
synonymous with their station in life. He documented a
particular world that is vanished. A Place in the Sun is that
special glimpse of privilege under a bright and beaming sky,
whether on sandy shore, snowy slope, or elegant home
where cares are few. Through 250 stunning color pictures,
Aarons provides a veritable who's who of high society:
Aristotle Onassis with his first wife, Tina, and their children,
Christina and Alexa...

Abrams • HB • Photographic reportage • 312 x 262mm • 240pp

9780810959354

$85.00

Vanity Fair 100 Years

Escape

Graydon Carter

Gray Malin (office) and Gray Malin (office)

Vanity Fair 100 Years showcases a century of personality
and power, art and commerce, crisis and culture—both
highbrow and low. From its inception in 1913, through the
Jazz Age and the Depression, to its reincarnation in the
boom-boom Reagan years, to the image-saturated
Information Age, Vanity Fair has presented the modern era
as it has unfolded, using wit, imagination, peerless literary
narrative, and bold, groundbreaking imagery from the
greatest photographers, artists, and illustrators of the day.
This sumptuous book takes a decade-by-decade look at the
world as seen by the magazine, stopping to describe the
incomparable editor Frank Crowninshield and the birth of the
Jazz Age Vanity Fair, the magazine’s controversial rebirth in
1983, and the history of the glamoro...

Abrams • HB • Photographs: collections • 351 x 289mm • 456pp

9781419708633

$85.00

Magnum Contact Sheets
Kristen Lubben
This exceptional book, published here in an accessibly
priced paperback format, comes out just as the shift to digital
photography threatens to render the contact sheet obsolete.
It celebrates the contact sheet as a fascinating way of
accompanying great photographers as they work towards,
and capture, the most enduring images of our time. 139
contact sheets, representing 69 photographers, are featured,
as well as zoom-in details, selected photographs, press
cards, notebooks and spreads from contemporary
publications, including Life magazine and Picture Post.
Further insight is provided by texts written by the
photographers themselves or by experts chosen by
members’ estates. It includes many greats of photography,
among them Henri Cartier- Bresson, Elliott Erwitt and I...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Photographs: collections • 293 x 240mm • 524pp

9780500292914

$60.00

Gray Malin's collection of incredible beach photography was
a runaway hit. Now the it-photographer takes his astonishing
photography beyond the beach. Collecting breathtaking
images, journal entries, and behind-the-scenes anecdotes,
Escape explores Gray Malin's enduring drive to capture life's
joyful moments. These awe-inspiring images of exotic
locales from around the world are a celebration of light,
shadow, and absolute bliss. Whether trained on the snowy
mountains of Aspen, the dry plains of Namibia, or the warm
sun of Bora Bora, Malin's sharp eye highlights the exuberant
colors and striking forms that make each location so unique.
Featuring more than 22 destinations across 11 countries, the
book also includes highlights from Malin's conceptual
photography, offeri...

Abrams • HB • Aerial photography • 342 x 254mm • 224pp

9781419727597

$55.00
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Basketball (and Other Things)
Shea Serrano, Arturo Torres and Reggie Miller
Who is the greatest dunker of all time? Which version of the
Michael Jordan was the best Michael Jordan? What is
allowed and absolutely not allowed in a game of pickup
basketball? Basketball (and Other Things) presents readers
with a whole new set of pivotal and ridiculous fan disputes
from basketball history, providing arguments and answers,
explained with the wit and wisdom that is unique to Shea
Serrano. Serrano breaks down debates that NBA fans didn't
even know they needed, from the classic (How many years
during his career was Kobe Bryant actually the best player in
the league?) to the fantastical (If you could assign different
values to different shots throughout basketball history, what
would they be and why?). With incredible art from Arturo
Torres, this book i...

Abrams Image • TPB • Basketball • 228 x 190mm • 240pp

9781419726477

$24.99

Fifty Places to Surf Before You Die
Chris Santella
Fifty Places to Surf Before You Dieis a beautifully illustrated
guide to the most thrilling surfing destinations in the world.
Covering quintessential beaches, including: Oahu's North
Shore; Australia's Gold Coast; and of course, Malibu,
California, the book also invites you to discover such
unexpected gems as the Amazon and the Gulf of Alaska.
From the frigid waters off Iceland's Reykjanes Peninsula to
Nazaré, Portugal, where in 2013 Garrett McNamara broke a
world record for surfing the tallest wave (78 feet!),Fifty
Places to Surftakes readers on a wide-roving adventure,
divulging the details that make each venue unique—and
plenty of tips for those who aspire to surf there. Featuring
interviews with seasoned surfing experts such as pro surfer
Joel Parkinson and Billab...

Abrams Image • HB • Surfing, windsurfing, water skiing • 203 x 178mm • 224pp

9781419734564

Fifty Places to Bike Before You Die

Cyclepedia

Chris Santella

Michael Embacher

Fifty Places to Bike Before You Die is the ninth addition to
the bestselling Fifty Places series by Chris Santella. Biking
has grown increasingly popular in recent years, as both a
leisure and an extreme exercise activity, and Santella covers
trips for cyclists of every level. Fifty Places to Bike covers
environments as varied as the Dalmatian Coast in Croatia,
the Indochina Trail in Vietnam, and the urban jungle of New
York City. With a healthy mix of international and national
locations, the 50 chapters capture the breathtaking vistas
cyclists will enjoy around the world. As always, the places
are brought to life with more than 40 stunning color
photographs. Praise for Fifty Places to Bike Before You Die:
"OMG views, killer hills and open road - the routes in F...

Stewart, Tabori & Chang • HB • Cycling • 209 x 188mm • 224pp

9781584799894

$35.00

Fifty Places to Play Golf Before Yo
Chris Santella

$35.00

Architect and designer Michael Embacher’s unique
collection of more than 250 bicycles, the only one of its kind,
was lovingly collected over many years and exhibited around
the world. This new compact edition of Cyclepedia offers an
expanded selection of Embacher’s finest, most unusual and
most coveted pieces, despite the fact that the collection is no
longer intact. With a foreword by design guru Paul Smith and
a history of bicycle design by Michael Zappe and Martin
Strubreiter, this homage to the beauty of two wheels is a
celebration of the fastest, lightest, most innovative – and
most inventive – bicycles designed over the past century.
This stunning, carefully curated selection features some of
the rarest, most beautiful and most sought-after bicycles
from around t...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Cycling • 164 x 212mm • 304pp

9780500293973

$29.99

Fifty Places to Sail Before You Die
Chris Santella

There's an incredible similarity between the mechanics of a
fly cast and the swing of a golf club. Perhaps that's why
Chris Santella, author of Fifty Places to Fly Fish Before You
Die, can be found on the links when he's not on the stream.
With Fifty Places to Play Golf Before You Die, Santella gives
voice to his other sporting passion, interviewing 50 people
intimately connected to the sport about some of their favorite
courses around the world.

Landlubbers joke that sailors are always wanting to head off
to the ends of the earth, but Chris Santella takes that lifechanging desire very seriously. In this, the third installment
in his immensely successful ?Fifty Places? series, Santella
assembles a crew of the world?s greatest championship
racers and professional adventurers and persuades them to
disclose their favorite destinations around the globe.
Interviewees include some of the best-known men and
women in the sport: Tom Whidden and Gary Jobson
(members of the winning 1987 America?s Cup crew), Jeff
Johnstone (of J-Boats), award-winning sailing writer Lin
Pardy, and many others. The amazingly diverse places
they?ve selected range from clubby East Coast ports
(Marblehead, Annapolis), to idyllic tropical r...

Stewart, Tabori & Chang • HB • Golf • 209 x 186mm • 223pp
Stewart, Tabori & Chang • HB • Sailing • 211 x 187mm • 224pp

9781584794745

$35.00

9781584795674

$35.00

Fifty Places to Ski and Snowboard Before You Die
Chris Santella and Matt Hansen
Fifty Places to Ski and Snowboard Before You Die—the 10th
book in the popular Fifty Places series—takes readers to
some of the world’s most inspiring skiing/snowboarding
destinations: the Chugach Mountains (Alaska); Aspen,
Crested Butte, and Steamboat Springs (Colorado);
Tuckerman Ravine (New Hampshire); Rusutsu (Japan);
Chamonix (France); Portillo (Chile); and Whistler Blackcomb
(British Columbia). Based on interviews with leading experts,
the book chronicles the rich history of these sports and the
people who have mastered them, including Tommy Moe,
Jonny Moseley, Billy Kidd, and Greg Harms. Above all,
Santella provides readers with the gorgeous scenery, the
glamorous ambiance, and the always thrilling experience of
visiting mountains from the Alps to the Rockies, wh...

Stewart, Tabori & Chang • HB • Skiing • 210 x 186mm • 224pp

9781617690549

$35.00

US Open

Chris Santella and Thom Gilligan
Fifty Places to Run Before You Die is a beautifully illustrated
collection of the most exhilarating running courses in the
world. Featuring a balance of popular races (marathons,
10Ks, and endurance runs) and scenic trails off the beaten
path, as well as interviews with accomplished runners and
leaders of respected running organizations, this book
divulges the details that make each venue unique - and
plenty of tips for those who aspire to run there. Readers will
discover events and courses both national and international,
including the Ultra-Trail du Mont Blanc in France, the New
York City Marathon, the Vancouver Sun Run, the Grand
Canyon, the Dolomites in Italy, and the Great Ocean Road
Marathon in Australia. Fifty Places to Run Before You Die is
an essential travel ...

Abrams Image • HB • Active outdoor pursuits • 213 x 184mm • 224pp

9781419729126

$35.00

Let's Make Some Great Fingerprint Art

Rick Rennert

Marion Deuchars

Timed to coincide with the US Open's 50th anniversary, this
exquisitely produced book celebrates the most electrifying
event in tennis. All of the key moments and unforgettable
personalities from the competition's 50-year history are
brought to life by vibrant, exclusive photography. This book
provides a comprehensive look at the tournament, from the
early years of tennis legends such as Billie Jean King and
Arthur Ashe to iconic players such as Roger Federer and
Serena Williams. Original contributions from journalists,
players, coaches, and notable fans stand alongside
gorgeous photography of the many household names who
have made their mark competing on the game's biggest
stage. A perfect gift for any tennis fan, this book is a richly
visual tribute to the sport, its...

Abrams • HB • Tennis • 312 x 255mm • 272pp

9781419732188

Fifty Places to Run Before You Die

$75.00

In this interactive activity book, Marion Deuchars shows
how different art effects can be achieved by using fingers
and ink only. Packed with stimulating ideas to spark your
creative imagination, Let's Make Some Great Fingerprint
Art shows how to make letters, patterns, animals,
characters and even whole works of art from your
fingerprints. This follow-up to the hugely successful Let's
Make Some Great Art will appeal to artists aged 6
upwards. Let the inky fingers begin!

Laurence King • PB • Art: general interest (Children's / Teenage) •
290 x 210mm • 128pp

9781780670157

$19.95

Great Cycling Climbs

Fifty Places to Hike Before You Die

Graeme Fife

Chris Santella and Bob Peixotto

The Alps are a place of legend for cyclists, road-racers and
enthusiasts alike. Home to one of the most challenging
sections of the Tour de France, the mountains offer some
of Europe's most challenging and glorious cycling climbs
through Geneva, Chamonix, Annecy, Chambéry, Grenoble,
Le Bourg-d'Oisans and Barcelonnette. In this
comprehensive guide, teacher, passionate cycling
enthusiast and author of one of the most renowned books
on the Tour de France and L'Alpe d'Huez, Graeme Fife
presents the greatest mountain routes of the Alps. Each
journey is revealed in historical snapshots, humorous
observations and stirring stories from cycling's past,
detailing the challenges of the climb and the key features to
look out for along the way. A selection of photography of
the...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Cycling • 224 x 170mm • 352pp

9780500022719

$59.99

Mountains

Stewart, Tabori & Chang • HB • Walking, hiking, trekking • 211 x 188mm • 224pp

9781584798538

$35.00

Fifty Places to Dive Before You Die

Michael Blann, Ivan Basso, Bernie Eisel, Andy Hampsten, Greg LeMond, Robert
Millar, Allan Peiper, Stephen Roche
Mountains: Epic Cycling Climbs, brings together a body of
work by photographer Michael Blann into a luxury coffee
table book. Photographed over a period of 3 years the work
charts the most famous European climbs within the history
of cycling. Using a high definition camera and often working
from helicopters, the images demonstrate the beauty of
these mountains, through all seasons and during the Grand
Tours when the mountains and roads are transformed with
the sights and sounds of millions of fans. Under pinning the
work are essays from leading current and former
professional cyclists including Romain Bardet, Greg
LeMond, Stephen Roche, Geraint Thomas, Lizzie
Armitstead, Robert Millar, Andy Hampsten, Ivan Basso, plus
more, who recount their personal recollections and...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Cycling • 255 x 305mm • 224pp

9780500518915

Fifty Places to Hike Before You Die is the latest offering in
the bestselling Fifty Places series. Chris Santella, along with
top expedition leaders, explores the world's greatest walking
adventures. Some, such as the Lunana Snowman Trek in
Bhutan and the Kangshung Valley Trek in Tibet, are grueling
multiweek adventures at high altitudes. Others, such as
Japan's Nakesando Trail, move leisurely from village to
village, allowing walkers to immerse themselves in the local
culture. Whether it's climbing the Rwandan mountains to
view mountain gorillas or strolling through bistros along
Italy's Amalfi Coast, there's a memorable hike at everyone's
level within these 50 chapters. With commentaries from
expert trekkers and insider tips that lead the reader off the
beaten path, ...

$70.00

Chris Santella
The earth’s oceans hold many wondrous surprises—be they
the small, colorful “critters” off the coast of Papua New
Guinea, opportunistic red demon squids in the Sea of
Cortes, or naval wrecks in the lagoon of Bikini Atoll. In Fifty
Places to Dive Before You Die Chris Santella has invited
diving experts from around the world to share some of their
favorite destinations, so ardent divers can experience these
underwater wonders for themselves—either on location in
their SCUBA gear, or at home in their armchair. The fifth in
Santella’s bestselling “Fifty Places” series, the book takes
divers from hot-spot destinations like Raja Ampat (off the
coast of West Guinea) to old Caribbean favorites like Grand
Cayman Isles. Readers will swim among whale sharks off
Myanmar, befri...

Stewart, Tabori & Chang • HB • Sub-aqua swimming • 188 x 210mm • 224pp

9781584797104

$35.00

Racing Bicycles

Fifty More Places to Play Golf Before You Die

Nick Higgins

Chris Santella

Everything you need to know about road cycling – the bikes,
the races, the famous riders – in an intricately illustrated,
compact volume. Every major historical development of the
road bicycle and the road race is illustrated, from the first
geared bikes to modern-day time-trial machines, and from
the first penny-farthing races up to the modern Tour de
France. Also included are a wealth of facts, figures and
stats, as well as intriguing and quirky stories from the history
of competitive cycling.

Laurence King • HB • Cycling • 210 x 165mm • 128pp

9781786271662

$24.99

Rad Rides

Stewart, Tabori & Chang • HB • Golf • 209 x 188mm • 224pp

9781584797937

$35.00

Fifty Places to Fly Fish Before You

Intercity

Chris Santella

BMX bikes are iconic. There’s something about them that
appeals to kids, adults and cyclists. And, of course, BMX
has now become an Olympic sport. Rad Rides is the most
in-depth exploration of the world of BMX bikes through their
riders and the culture that surrounds them. The introduction
explains and contextualizes the birth of BMX culture and
where it is now, while the main body features bikes ranging
from those that are well-worn through years of riding to
beautiful, sculptural works of art – gleaming, built-but-neverridden keepsakes. The featured bikes are organized decade
by decade and are BMXs drawn from the best collections in
the world. There are also in-depth details of specifications
and interviews with some of the collectors, many of whom
have had their bi...

Laurence King • PB • Cycling • 260 x 210mm • 160pp

9781856697262

Fifty More Places to Play Golf Before You Die is the sixth of
Chris Santella’s popular “Fifty Places” books (more than
250,000 copies in print), and the first to return to golf—the
series’ most popular subject. In this new book Santella
interviews 50 luminaries in the golf world about their favorite
courses and experiences. Experts range from seasoned
touring professionals (Amy Alcott, Fred Funk) to journalists
and photographers (James Dodson, Brian Morgan) to golf
course architects (Robert von Hagge, Bob Harrison) to travel
specialists (Gordon Dalgleish, Mike Lardner). Old Country
favorites like Royal Dornoch and Machrihanish in Scotland
are featured, but so are venues far off the linksters’ beaten
path, like Nirwana, Bali, where the course runs beside rice
paddies ...

$37.95

The History of Fly-Fishing in Fifty Flies recounts the history
of a sport that dates back 2,000 years, focusing on
milestone flies from the first feathered hook to contemporary
patterns using cutting-edge materials. Among the countless
fly patterns created over the centuries, these 50 have been
carefully chosen to represent the development not only of
the flies themselves, but also of fly-fishing techniques-and of
rods, lines, and reels. These iconic flies also chart the
spread of this addictive sport from its modern origins on the
chalk streams of southern England and the rivers of
Scotland to the U.S., Europe, South America, Australia, and
now to every country in the world. Filled with profiles of the
key characters involved, tying tips, photographs and illust...

Stewart, Tabori & Chang • HB • Fishing, angling • 210 x 187mm • 224pp

9781584793564

$29.99

Fifty Places to Paddle Before You Die

Planet Golf: Best Golf Courses Outs

Chris Santella

David Scaletti

In Fifty Places to Paddle Before You Die, the newest
addition to the Fifty Places series, Chris Santella explores
the best destinations for the diverse sport of paddling. The
book features the world's top spots for kayaking, rafting,
canoeing, and stand-up paddleboarding. Destinations
include the Grand Canyon, Alaska's Kenai Peninsula, Baja
California, Indonesia's Komodo Islands, and the Antarctic
Peninsula, as recommended by paddling experts.
Compelling travelogues are complemented by beautiful and
vibrant photographs of the locations and travel tips to help
readers experience the destinations for themselves.

Stewart, Tabori & Chang • HB • Canoeing & kayaking • 210 x 188mm • 224pp

9781617691256

$35.00

Equine Journeys: The British Horse World
Hossein Amirsadeghi

Abrams • HB • Golf • 256 x 333mm • 396pp

9780810994034

$60.00

The National Team
Caitlin Murray

Equine Journeys casts an unprecedented eye on Britain's
horse world, focusing on people, places and organizations
instrumental in the breeding, racing, keeping and showing of
breeds in the UK - one of the world's foremost equine
universes. From Scottish hill farmers breeding Highland
ponies, Shetlands and Icelandics to the luxurious world of
Arabian horse breeders, from neighbourhood stables to
studs that foster some of the world's greatest horses
(creating multi-billion-pound businesses in the process and
supporting the global racing calendar), the book shows how
that business is defining the long-standing relationship
between horse and human.

Transglobe Publishing Ltd • HB • Equestrian & animal sports • 300 x 250mm •
320pp

9780993595103

A breathtaking tour around more than 130 of the world's
finest golf courses, this exciting book focuses on courses
outside the United States. Many fabulous courses will be
new to the American reader, and are featured in magnificent
photographs made especially for this book. Generously
oversized, Planet Golf is a treasure trove of new information
and great ideas for the golfing traveler. Comments on the
courses by leading designers such as Greg Norman, Pete
Dye, Tom Fazio, Jack Nicklaus, Tom Doak, Gary Player,
Tom Weiskopf, and others accompany the authoritative text
by Darius Oliver.

$65.00

The U.S. Women's National Soccer Team has won three
World Cups and four Olympic gold medals, set record TV
ratings, drawn massive crowds, earned huge revenues for
FIFA and U.S. Soccer, and helped to redefine the place of
women in sports. But despite their dominance, and their
rosters of superstar players, they've endured striking
inequality: low pay, poor playing conditions, and limited
opportunities to play in professional leagues.The National
Team, from leading soccer journalist Caitlin Murray, tells
the history of the USWNT in full, from their formation in the
1980s to the run-up to the 2019 World Cup, chronicling
both their athletic triumphs and less visible challenges off
the pitch. Murray also recounts the rise and fall of U.S.
professional leagues, including the...

Abrams Press • HB • Football (Soccer, Association football) • 229 x 152mm •
352pp

9781419734496

$39.99

Sailing Yachts

John Severson's SURF

Sibylle Kramer

John Severson

Without having to rely on the power of engines, sailing
yachts glide effortlessly through the waves, fulfilling dreams
of freedom, adventure, luxury or relaxation. Next to the
challenges posed by using materials and spatial concepts
that must withstand the forces of wind and water, designers
and shipyards must also creatively comply with the
increasingly extravagant wishes of the owners. The most
important current trend is the demand for extreme flexibility
in terms of spaces and fittings that turn the time spent on
board into a very special experience – such as a cockpit
table that converts into a sun bed with a simple twist of the
hand, or into an inviting lounge at the push of a button. This
book presents a selection of 40 sailing yachts constituting
the entire rang...

Braun Publishing AG • HB • Ship design & naval architecture • 335 x 235mm •
192pp

9783037681657

$80.00

Cyclepedia

John Severson (born 1933) revolutionized pop culture's
vision of surfing and surf culture through his prolific artistic
output that transverses decades and disciplines. He began
his career as a painter, selling his canvases at Long Beach
State College. These first works consisted of oil paintings,
photographs, drawings and prints relating to Hawaiian and
Californian surf culture. In 1958, Severson expanded his
repertoire and created a series of popular surf movies, such
as Surf Safari, Surf Fever, Big Wednesday and Pacific
Vibrations. While his were among the first surf movies, it was
the posters associated with them, hugely popular when
issued in the 1950s and 1960s, that remain collector
favorites today. Showcased in these early posters, his
graphic skills translated...

Damiani Editore • HB • Photography & photographs • 309 x 237mm • 212pp

9788862083263

$49.99

Cycling Jerseys

Michael Embacher

Chris Sidwells

An homage to the beauty of two wheels, Cyclepedia is a
celebration of the best bicycles designed over the past 90
years. Among this unique selection of exemplary bicycles
are classic racing bikes that been in such events as the Tour
de France, high-tech machines that use the latest in material
science and aerodynamics, eccentric bikes designed for
specific purposes such as cycling on ice, and rarities that are
coveted by serious collectors. Gift book, reference,
inspiration, fun, Cyclepedia will inspire lust and envy in bike
nuts, commuting cyclists and design aesthetes everywhere.

Cycling jerseys represent many different things. For a cyclist
they must be functional. For team sponsors they must stand
out, and in doing so they must increase brand awareness.
For cycling fans they help pick out their favorites or a race or
competition leader. Jerseys show who is a world or a
national champion. And in some races, jerseys tell of a
competitor’s nationality. But cycling jerseys have evolved
into something bigger than all those things. Some jerseys
are iconic, others stylish, and some are beautiful. They can
evoke good times or bad times, success or failure. Above all,
jerseys mark the great occasions of cycling, they speak of its
history, its personalities and its style. And all jerseys have an
element of art in their design. Cycling Jerseys celebrate...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Cycling • 210 x 275mm • 224pp
Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Cycling • 254 x 197mm • 224pp

9780500515587

$39.95

9780500518854

$40.00

The Bicycle Artisans

Paul Smith's Cycling Scrapbook

Will Jones

Paul Smith

Here is an alphabetically presented, richly illustrated guide to
88 of the most creative bicycle makers working today,
includes established names such as Achielle, Cielo Cycles
and Corima and new kids on the block such as Art &
Industry, Bondi Beach Cruisers and Foffa, as well as product
designers (Torkel Dohmers, Marc Newson). Today’s cyclists
are seeking increasingly custom-made bicycles as
reflections of their personalities – whether a Danish-style
cargo bike, a recumbent, a cyclocross trainer or a
randonneur. Often working in tiny studios and workshops in
hidden parts of our cities, the master craftsmen featured in
these pages produce pieces that are highly personal and
sought after and rarely seen.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Cycling • 250 x 195mm • 288pp

9780500517291

$49.95

This lively 'scrapbook' seeks to illustrate Paul Smith's
favourite people, races and places in the cycling world
through the romantic and beautiful images and places that
inspired him. From his collection of cycling jerseys and his
extensive library of cycling publications and brochures of
the 1950s and 1960s, to the inspiration he has found in his
cycling heroes (Coppi, Anquetil, Bartali) and his
collaborations with bike-makers (Mercian and Pinarello)
and race organizers, this is a personal and highly visual
journey that connects Smith's love of cycling with his love
of design. One climax to this parallel career came in 2013,
when he was invited to design the legendary maglia rosa the pink jersey worn by the leader of the Giro d’Italia, which
was blessed by Pope Fra...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Cycling • 340 x 240mm • 256pp

9780500292365

$60.00

The Road Cyclist's Companion

City Cycling Europe

Peter Drinkell

Andrew Edwards, Max Leonard

All sports have their quirks and rituals, but cycling has
more than most. As the inexorable rise of the bicycle
continues, many casual cyclists are moving into a more
serious brand of cycling – riding in road races, groups or
cycle clubs. And stumbling straight into a minefield of form
and etiquette that those who have grown up in the clubs
are well acquainted with. From how to choose the right bike
frame to the rules of cycling in a paceline, there are things
that any serious cyclist should know. Broken into chapters
covering kit, bike, group riding, cycle technique and
training, The Road Cyclist’s Companion is an essential
book for anyone looking to step up their cycling ambitions.
Peter Drinkell, author of The Bike Owner’s Handbook,
writes clear, accessible text, ...

The eight guides in the City Cycling Europe series are each
devoted to a different city: London, Amsterdam,
Copenhagen, Antwerp/Ghent, Berlin, Paris, Barcelona and
Milan. Each compact volume features cycle-friendly
neighbourhoods, itineraries, cycle maps and places to visit
where cyclists are always welcome. Aimed primarily at those
looking to take casual weekend breaks, there is also
information for hardcore racing enthusiasts and special
routes for those wishing to escape the traffic.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Cycling • 175 x 115mm • 456pp
Cicada Books Ltd • HB • Cycling • 216 x 149mm • 144pp

9781908714121

$24.99

9780500291009

$55.00
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Inside Street Art Melbourne
Allison Fogarty and Toby Fairbank
Melbourne is the Australian home of street art. International
visitors and locals alike flock to street art hot spots like
Hosier Lane and Collingwood to witness the evolution of
these transient streetscapes. From city laneways to public
parks and suburban shopping strips to abandoned car lots,
murals, stickers, stencils and painted works of art can be
found in virtually every pocket of the city. Inside Street Art
Melbourne is the ultimate beginner's photographic
springboard to street art. Go on your own self-guided tour or
take a vicarious visual trip via the images of these powerful
and inspiring works of art.

Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Graffiti & street art • 136 x 126mm • 320pp

9780500500675

$19.99

The Melbourne Street Art Guide
Ewan McEoin and Din Heagney
The Melbourne Street Art Guide is the essential reference
to the who, what, why and where of Melbourne's dynamic
street art scene. Focused on the art, politics, people and
places which make Melbourne an undisputed international
hotspot for street art and graffiti, this highly-illustrated book
delves into the inner worlds of the artist, collector and
curator to provide a holistic picture of contemporary
Melbourne street art practise today. Maps with street art
hotspots plus self-guided tours reveal where to go and
what to see, while short essays, interviews and profiles
provide an invaluable set of tools for any street art
connoisseur to decipher and interpret the richly-layered
terrain of the city's streets. This book takes readers on a
memorable journey into the heart...

Thames & Hudson Australia • PB • Graffiti & street art • 194 x 135mm • 0pp

9780500500736

Banksy. You Are An Acceptable Level of Threat (2019 Edition)

Street Fonts

Patrick Potter

Claudia Walde

New expanded 248pp 2019 Edition. The single best
collection of photography of Banksy’s street work that has
ever been assembled for print. If that isn’t enough there are
some words too. You Are An Acceptable Level of Threat
covers his entire street art career, spanning the late '90s
right up to the ‘Seasons Greetings’ Christmas 2018 piece
in Port Talbot, Wales. This new edition includes his selfdestructing ‘Love is in the Bin’ intervention, which
according to Sotheby's is "the first artwork in history to
have been created live during an auction." The
groundbreaking ‘Dismaland’ show, his Paris ’68 revisited
works, The Walled Off Hotel, Brexit, Cans Festival,
Brookyln and Basquiat, as well as new works from Gaza
and New York. Also featuring the controversial
‘Cheltenham...

Carpet Bombing Culture • HB • Graffiti & street art • 259 x 208mm • 240pp

9781908211781

$59.99

Banksy. You Are An Acceptable Level of Threat (2019 Edition)
Patrick Potter

Classic graffiti lettering and experimental typographical
forms lie at the heart of street culture and have long
inspired designers in many different fields. But graffiti
artists, who tend to paint the same letters of their tag again
and again, rarely design complete alphabets. Claudia
Walde has spent over two years collecting alphabets by
154 artists from 30 countries with a view to showing the
many different styles and approaches to lettering within the
graffiti and street art cultures. All of the artists have roots in
graffiti. Some are world renowned such as 123 Klan
(Canada), Faith47 (South Africa) and Hera (Germany);
others are lesser known or only now starting to emerge.
Each artist received the same brief: to design all 26 letters
of the Latin alphabet within t...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Graffiti & street art • 277 x 211mm • 320pp

9780500294161

$35.00

Graffiti School
Chris Ganter

NEW 2019 EDITION PARIS ‘68 REVISITED, NEW YORK,
BETHLEHEM, HULL. The single best collection of
photography of Banksy’s street work that has ever been
assembled for print. If that isn’t enough there are some
words too. You Are An Acceptable Level of Threat covers
his entire street art career, spanning the late '90s right up
to 2017. This new edition includes his groundbreaking
‘Dismaland’ show, The Walled Off Hotel, Brexit, Basquiat,
the Calais refugee crisis wake-up, as well as new works
from Gaza and Bristol. Also featuring the controversial
‘Cheltenham Spies’ as well as ‘Girl with a Pearl Earring’,
‘Art Buff’ and the spectacular ‘Mobile Lovers’ which
appeared outside Bristol Boys Boxing Club. 244 pages and
featuring over 500 works of art.

Carpet Bombing Culture • HB • Graffiti & street art • 259 x 209mm • 240pp

9781908211309

$29.99

$49.99

Graffiti School is the world’s first fully illustrated graffiti
coursebook for college use. It opens with an exploration of
graffiti’s background and history, from Pompeii to the Hip
Hop revolution to the present day, as well as how to stay
on the right side of the law. It then introduces modern-day
graffiti media and terminology, going on to conduct the
reader through the process of designing graffiti, setting out
the possibilities and skills needed to create a successful
work on paper, ready to be transferred to a wall. The
author explains the practical techniques of using a spray
can, and the step-by-step methods and skills required to
create artistic graffiti. The final section is a manual
designed specifically to be of use to teachers. It gives ideas
for running b...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Graffiti & street art • 297 x 210mm • 176pp

9780500290972

$26.99

Protest Stencil Toolkit

Every Wall is a Door

Patrick Thomas

Jean-Marc Felix, Regula Laux

With this book anyone can create protest graphics. The 46
die-cut stencils, plus a bespoke typeface, can be combined
to create both slogans and powerful visual messages, and
are robust enough to be re-used any number of times. There
are classic symbols from the great protest movements of the
twentieth century, as well as new images reflecting
contemporary concerns - such as the environment and the
economy. These are the building blocks of visual statement,
and this book is the essential toolkit for the graphics of
protest.

Laurence King • PB • Graffiti & street art • 210 x 297mm • 112pp

9781786273710

$39.99

Bun B's Rap Coloring and Activity Book
Shea Serrano

Benteli Verlag • HB • Graffiti & street art • 200 x 296mm • 200pp

9783716518458

$55.00

Michael De Feo: Flowers
Michael De Feo

Rapper Bun B lends his street cred and occasionally his face
to the creative, hilarious, and just flat-out fun imaginings of
Shea Serrano in Bun B’s Rap Coloring and Activity Book.
Described by the Washington Post as “what every hip-hop
head wishes they had as a child,” this imaginative work
started as a series of printable rap-related coloring and
activity images. The 48-page, fully interactive book of
coloring pages, unbelievably clever activities, and smart
plays on rap culture brings these stars and their music right
into your living room.Featured rappers include: Bun B Queen
Latifah Drake Talib Kweli Ice-T Common Wiz Khalifa
Ludacris LL COOL J Big Boi Childish Gambino Questlove
B.o.B Mac Miller And many, many more! ...

Abrams Image • TPB • Graffiti & street art • 252 x 200mm • 48pp

9781419710414

Stenciled art on the street, a sticker on a rolling gate, huge
paintings on building walls, artistic lettering, or a mosaic: the
variations of urban art are seemingly unlimited and endless and the works omnipresent around the world. Following a
focused summary of the current developments of the global
urban arts scene, the extensive documentation of
outstanding works is at the core of the book. The main
theme is authenticity, only works that were personally seen
and experienced by the authors are presented. The book
also aims to discover what motivates the artists to express
their creativity in the public realm, to test boundaries, and
create works that invite us to ponder and wonder.

$15.95

As an art student in 1993, Michael De Feo drew a simple
bloom that became a familiar and welcome presence in New
York after he spent countless nights pasting hundreds of
versions of it all over the city's building walls. Twenty-five
years later, these flowers have been sighted in more than 60
international cities. His street works took a new direction in
2015 when a guerrilla art collective provided him access to
the cases that protect bus-shelter ads, enabling him to
launch a beautiful campaign of his blossoms on top of
fashion ads. His art has taken many forms, including a
substantial body of studio work inspired by Dutch 17thcentury paintings and another series which married floral
themes with Pre-Raphaelite and Victorian portraiture. De
Feo's colorful and lively b...

Abrams • HB • Graffiti & street art • 279 x 229mm • 192pp

9781419730740

Stickerbomb Monsters

Blek le Rat

The SRK (Studio Rarekwai)

Ken McGregor

Stickerbomb Monsters features an extensive assortment of
fantastic and scary monster designs. Including weird and
wonderful creatures ranging from zombies and ghosts to
spaghetti monsters and love bugs, the stickers are fun for
everyone to play with, and to use to create their very own
beastly collections. Selected artists include: Vladimir
Stankovic, Alex Young, Iain Burke, Johnny Ryan, Ronzo and
Sunil Pawar. This collectable, fully-peelable sticker book is
filled with an amazing set of 250 stickers created by artists,
illustrators and graffiti writers from around the world.

$49.99

Blek le Rat is known worldwide for the quirky ideas and
radical politics he has brought to his art form – stencilled
street art. His paintings are autobiographical, born of his
personal experience, and his art has inspired the post-graffiti
street artists who have followed. After stencilling provocative
images in major cities throughout the world, he now lives in
a small town outside of Paris and maintains his presence on
the street by pasting up posters. He has worked on the walls
of the biggest museums in the world and the streets of the
cities in which we live for almost four decades and many art
historians have acknowledged him as the leader of the
stencilled street art movement. This copiously illustrated
book, with hundreds of stencilled images reproduced in
colo...

Laurence King • PB • Graffiti & street art • 165 x 165mm • 124pp
Thames & Hudson Australia • HB • Graffiti & street art • 300 x 240mm • 416pp

9781856698955

$21.99

9780500501009

Protest Stencil Toolkit

Stickerbomb XL

Patrick Thomas

Studio Rarekwai (The SRK)

This book enables non-designers to create graphics for
protests. The 46 different stencils in the book, including 2
typefaces, can be combined to create slogans and powerful
visual messages. The die-cut stencils are robust enough to
be re-used many times. The selection of images has been
made to reflect the concerns of our times, such as the
environment and the financial system. There are also a
number of images taken from the great protest movements
of the 20th Century. With a mixture of powerful images and
the limitless potential to create slogans, the book is not only
fun, but also a serious look at the graphics of protest.

Laurence King • PB • Graffiti & street art • 210 x 297mm • 144pp

9781856697668

$39.99

$100.00

The latest in our super-successful Stickerbomb line of books,
Stickerbomb XL takes it to the next level, with large format
and vinyl stickers. Stickers are an essential part of the street
art movement. Inexpensive and easy to produce, they act as
a kind of informal business card for some graffiti writers, and
a quick and effective promotional tool for many artists and
illustrators. As more and more stickers are placed around
major cities in the world, interest in the subject keeps
growing. Stickerbomb XL is filled with an amazing collection
of more than 160 specially- commissioned stickers by artists,
illustrators and graffiti writers from around the world, many of
whom have not been featured in a publication before. It will
appeal to a young market of designers, stree...

Laurence King • PB • Graffiti & street art • 200 x 252mm • 124pp

9781780673158

$42.99

The Art of D*Face

Stickerbomb Skulls

Dean Stockton

Studio Rarekwai (SRK)

D*Face has been a leading figure in urban art for well over a
decade. A contemporary of Banksy, he is at the forefront of
the urban art movement and has had a constant presence
throughout its meteoric rise into popular culture. This longawaited monograph shows the development of his career as
an artist to date, encompassing his continuing street work
and the path that led him from the early beginnings of the
street art genre to multiple sell-out solo exhibitions around
the world. Containing previously unseen images of his
working processes and studio as well as firsthand anecdotes
and the stories behind his extraordinary work, the book
provides an insider's view of one of Britain’s most important
urban artists. “D*Face is one of Britain's leading ‘newbrow’
artists, an...

Stickerbomb Skulls is the latest themed book in the
Stickerbomb series, featuring many forms of design and
illustrations of skulls by an eclectic mix of artists from around
the world. Skulls are a very strong visual icon used
extensively in the worlds of fashion, jewellery, graphic
design, music, street art and tattoos. The book will appeal to
existing Stickerbomb fans as well as new fans who love skull
imagery.

Laurence King • PB • Graffiti & street art • 165 x 210mm • 108pp
Laurence King • HB • Graffiti & street art • 290 x 240mm • 348pp

9781780672779

$55.00

9781780671833

100 Ideas that Changed Photography

GraffBook

Mary Warner Marien

Carpet Bombing Culture

This compelling book chronicles the most influential ideas
that have shaped photography from the invention of the
daguerreotype in the early 19th century up to the digital
revolution and beyond. Entertaining and intelligent, it
provides a fascinating resource to dip into. Arranged in a
broadly chronological order to show the development of
photography, the ideas that comprise the book include
innovative concepts, cultural and social incidents,
technologies and movements. Each idea is presented
through lively text and arresting visuals, and explores when
the idea first evolved and its subsequent impact on
photography.

$29.99

Graffbook - The Graffiti Sketchbook. Unleash your inner
graffiti writer all over blank walls, trains, subways, freighters
and and sticker outlines in this beautiful black book. 168
Pages of fresh clean walls to bomb, tag and throw up on.
120 pages of uncoated art paper. 48 pages of matte coated
art paper

Carpet Bombing Culture • HB • Graffiti & street art • 210 x 297mm • 168pp
Laurence King • PB • Photography & photographs • 270 x 210mm • 216pp

9781908211255
9781856697965

$24.99

$42.99

Banksy Myths & Legends

Graffiti Woman

Marc Leverton

Nicholas Ganz

No single living artist has created as many myths, rumours
and legends as Banksy. In his home-town of Bristol almost
everyone seems to have a Banksy story. Many of the tales
in this book are from Bristol, some are from further a field.
What they share is that they are all told with the wide eyed
wonder which Banksy inspires.

This rich and varied presentation includes two 8-page foldout collages, and reproduces the work of such world-famous
artists as New York’s Lady Pink and Swoon, Amsterdam’s
Mickey and Toulouse’s Miss Van, as well as a galaxy of
rising stars – over 130 in all. It is a must-buy for the
hundreds of thousands of lovers of the galleries of the street.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Graffiti & street art • 235 x 220mm • 232pp
Carpet Bombing Culture • PB • Graffiti & street art • 140 x 100mm • 92pp

9781908211019

$11.99

Burn After Reading

9780500513064

$42.99

Street Sketchbook: Journeys

RomanyWG

Tristan Manco

Legal or illegal graffiti It's sometimes beautiful, sometimes
ugly, but given time it can be breathtaking in it's skill of
execution. 'Burn After Reading' is the end result of a unique
meeting of styles. When high end professional photography
meets cutting edge graffiti. Images from USA, UK, Europe.

In this sequel to the worldwide bestseller Street
Sketchbook, Tristan Manco continues his exploration of the
secret world of sketchbooks by tracing artists’ creative
journeys, from the initial idea to its development. The book
features work by the most innovative street and graffiti
artists from around the world, showcasing both established
artists, such as Sam3 and Titifreak, and the extraordinary
new talent that is emerging from creative hubs, from
Colombia to Ukraine. Each of the featured artists pushes
back the boundaries, whether working on the street or in
the studio; this book enables us to join them on their
creative journeys.

Carpet Bombing Culture • HB • Graffiti & street art • 140 x 200mm • 256pp
Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Graffiti & street art • 297 x 220mm • 272pp

9781908211064

$18.99
9780500515150

$42.99

Hattie Stewart's Doodlebomb Sticker Book

Untitled II.

Hattie Stewart

Carpet Bombing Culture

Professional doodler' Hattie Stewart uses her fun, flirty and
cool artwork to appropriate and customize magazine covers
in a style she calls doodlebombing - think yarn bombing with
pen and ink! With this jam-packed sticker book you can
doodlebomb your own books, posters and anything you like.
With over 1000 stickers the possibilities are endless.
Includes an introduction with images of Hattie's own work to
inspire your own creations.

Laurence King • PB • Graffiti & street art • 252 x 200mm • 104pp

9781786270009

$24.99

Untitled III. This is Street Art
Carpet Bombing Culture

Carpet Bombing Culture • PB • Graffiti & street art • 288 x 248mm • 192pp

9780955912122

Carpet Bombing Culture • HB • Graffiti & street art • 232 x 220mm • 192pp

Your Sketchbook, Your Self

$32.99

The importance of a sketchbook for stimulating creative
thinking in art students is widely recognized. This book
provides all the advice, support, and inspiration needed to
start and maintain a sketchbook. The book is illustrated with
pages from the author's sketchbook and from the
sketchbooks of many well-known artists, both historic and
contemporary, including Turner, Picasso, Hockney, and
Cornelia Parker. Subjects covered include choosing or
making your own sketchbook, getting into the habit, and
living with your mistakes. Clear, punchy, and packed with
information, this book is the essential tool to inspire
creativity. Praise for Your Sketchbook, Your Self From
Publishers Weekly: This how-to guide for building a
sketchbook contains samples of prelimina...

Tate • TPB • Graffiti & street art • 263 x 210mm • 48pp

9781854379696

Untitled.

Street Sketchbook

Carpet Bombing Culture

Tristan Manco

Not to be filed under history, photography, design or nonfiction, as it contains outright lies and outrageous subjective
opinion, this book is definitely about street art. It is also
about now. Fungus grows on your collected wild-style
pioneers. Vile passions rage between old schools and new.
Stuff flies out from under the hammer at auction houses and
property developers fund street art shows to liberal press
fanfare. Oh, and Banksy hits the West Bank. Is anyone
taking this thing seriously? Should it be taken seriously? Is it
all just an immense daisy chain of poker faces, irony and
mind games? Brilliant images of graffiti collected from all
over the world and preserved here before the legions
employed to destroy them and chip them off the walls. This
is art driven by...

Carpet Bombing Culture • HB • Graffiti & street art • 232 x 220mm • 192pp

9780955912108

$29.99

Graffiti and Street Art

$13.95

Here is an unprecedented look at the sketchbooks of some
of the world's leading street and graffiti artists. It
showcases an incredible diversity of working methods,
innovative approaches and personal fixations, including
declarations of love, typographic explorations, alter egos,
storyboards, mythological creatures, anatomical studies,
architectural drawings and extreme doodling. They may be
diverse, but they all exude creativity and originality. Their
publication will be seen as a landmark in graffiti publishing,
and the book is set to be a world bestseller.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Graffiti & street art • 297 x 220mm • 272pp

9780500513620

$42.99

Graffiti Kings

Anna Waclawek

Jack Stewart

This concise and accessible survey, the latest title in
Thames &?Hudson’s renowned World of Art series, is set
to become the definitive popular guide to graffiti and street
art. The traditional letter-based graffiti that appeared on the
streets of Philadelphia and New York over forty years ago
launched a global art movement that has evolved into two
distinct disciplines. While both thrive illegally and challenge
the concept of public space, the new wave of street art puts
greater emphasis on figures, abstraction, symbols and
formal techniques. This book explains the terms and
language of graffiti and street art – from tags and throwies
to culture jamming and subvertising – as well as their
multiple influences and sub-genres. Organized
thematically, it traces the origin...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Graffiti & street art • 210 x 150mm • 208pp

9780500204078

$29.99

Felicity Allen

A mix of top quality street art photos and acerbic, witty and
sometimes downright obtuse commentary all delivered with
a unique flair. Events given in depth coverage include the
Agents of Change 'Ghost Village' project and the Fame
Festival in Grottaglie, Italy. Elsewhere the images and artists
chosen mean this book very much charts its own path.
Some high profile but ultimately vacuous artworks are
ignored to ensure the inclusion of more original and thought
provoking work. Think of the editorial policy as operating a
kind of BS detector and you'll understand what is and isn't
likely to be included.

9780955912153

this book about street art has again been created without the
collaboration of the artists and certainly without the
'permission' of the wall owners. Works featured are all recent
creations and many exhibit the vile passions that rage
between old schools and new. There are blatant statements
that embody outrageous lies, articles laced with satire, plus
cynical synopses of attempts to commercialize street art and
make it fashionable via celebrity endorsement.
Consideration is given to the question "What the hell is it
about the color grey that makes it appeal the powers that be
and their ridiculous minions?" and "Outsider Art is it an
expression of artistic impulse without interference from the
idea of personal gain?" All of this amongst a collection of
graffiti collect...

$21.99

Graffiti Kings is the definitive book on New York's subway
graffiti movement, an unprecedented creative explosion that
occurred across the five boroughs during the 1970s. This
rare, firsthand account of the birth of this movement is the
first and only graffiti book to reveal what happened behind
the scenes when writers put their lives on the line to grab a
piece of fame from a faceless urban landscape. Through
personal interviews and over 275 full-color, previously
unpublished photographs, the colorful origins of subway
graffiti are brought to life. Legends such as Taki 183, Blade
1, Phase 2, and Co-Co 144, as well as the city officials who
saw the writers as public menaces and their art as
vandalism, give accounts of everyday struggles, each full of
new advancement...

Abrams • HB • Graffiti & street art • 229 x 191mm • 224pp

9780810975262

$39.95
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New York in Bloom

Paris in Bloom

Georgianna Lane

Georgianna Lane

While flowers might not be the first thing you think of when
you picture New York City, the city offers access to some of
the best blooms on the planet. A companion to the
popularParis inBloom,New York in Bloomreveals a softer
side of New York, showcasing extraordinary parks, gardens,
flower markets, and the work of some of the world's best
florists, alongside the city's iconic architecture. Stunning
photography from Georgianna Lane takes readers on a floral
tour of the city, juxtaposing floral beauty with the city's
trademark energy and grit. Also including a detailed list of
recommended venues to explore and a guide to the
season's signature blooms, New York in Bloom is a beautiful
gift for New York lovers and New Yorkers alike.

Abrams Image • HB • Places & peoples: general & pictorial works •
236 x 184mm • 160pp

9781419730795

$29.99

The Most Beautiful Villages of France
Association "Les Plus Beaux Villages de France"
From the half-timbered Alsatian houses of Eguisheim to the
lavender fields of Montclus in the Languedoc-Roussillon, this
illustrated guide unveils the beauty of rural France, providing
complete visitor’s information for these exceptionally
preserved destinations. Carefully selected each year, the
French villages featured in this official guide are replete with
historical, architectural, and natural riches. An introductory
paragraph presents the history of each village, and is
accompanied by recommendations for monuments,
museums, and other places to visit. Practical information
includes accommodation options ranging from hotels to
campsites, restaurants and markets, artisanal produce and
local specialties. Details on leisure activities encompass
fest...

Flammarion S.A. • PB • Travel tips & advice: general • 216 x 181mm • 272pp

9782080203908

$35.00

Paris - City of Love, City of Light, City of Flowers. From
elegant floral boutiques to lively flower markets to glorious
blooming trees and expansive public gardens, flowers are
the essential ingredient to the lush sensory bouquet that is
Parisian life. With beautiful photography, Paris in Bloom
transports readers on a stunning floral tour of the city, and
provides recommendations to the best flower markets and a
detailed guide to spring blooms. Timeless in content, Paris in
Bloom is a book for Paris lovers to savor again and again,
one to keep on the nightstand to conjure fond memories of
their first visit and inspire dreams of the next.

Abrams Image • HB • Places & peoples: general & pictorial works •
235 x 185mm • 160pp

9781419724060

Truth, Love & Clean Cutlery
Jill Dupleix
Of all the qualities that distinguish a truly outstanding
restaurant or food experience, perhaps truth, love and care
are the most important: a passion for creating food that is
so good that it will never be forgotten; an environment that
makes that extraordinary food taste even better; and a care
for the ground or water from which that food is derived and
the community in which it is served. Truth, Love & Clean
Cutlery identifies truly exemplary restaurants and food
experiences, offering a new, kinder way of choosing where
to eat. It recognises the enormous efforts our most caring
restaurateurs, chefs and cooks are making to reduce
carbon emissions, support their communities, and make
the world a better place - plate by plate. Restaurants that
care a...

Thames & Hudson Australia • FB • Restaurant, cafe & pub guides •
215 x 148mm • 240pp

9781760760250

Truth, Love & Clean Cutlery

Australia

Thames & Hudson Australia

Thames & Hudson Australia

Of all the qualities that distinguish a truly outstanding
restaurant or food experience, perhaps truth, love and care
are the most important: a passion for creating food that is
so good that it will never be forgotten; an environment that
makes that extraordinary food taste even better; and a care
for the ground or water from which that food is derived and
the community in which it is served. Truth, Love & Clean
Cutlery identifies truly exemplary restaurants and food
experiences, offering a new, kinder way of choosing where
to eat. It recognises the enormous efforts our most caring
restaurateurs, chefs and cooks are making to reduce
carbon emissions, support their communities, and make
the world a better place - plate by plate. Restaurants that
care a...

Thames & Hudson Australia • FB • Restaurant, cafe & pub guides •
215 x 148mm • 740pp

9781760760267

$44.99

$29.99

$34.99

Blue skies, clear water, cosmopolitan cities, red earth and
seemingly endless stretches of sand are only a fraction of
what you'll find in Australia. Marvel at the beauty of Millaa
Millaa Falls; explore the laneways of Melbourne; admire The
Pinnacles; and encounter a pack of grey kangaroos and
some friendly locals. This compact keepsake embodies the
spirit of Australia, its immense landscapes and the distinctive
flora and fauna found nowhere else in the world. A
photographic journey filled with adventure and wonder,
Australia is a small ode to a big island.

Globe International • HB • Places & peoples: general & pictorial works •
138 x 123mm • 320pp

9780987392725

$19.95

Cereal City Guide: New York
Rosa Park

Herbert Ypma

From the leading independent travel and style
magazine Cereal comes Cereal City Guide: New York: a
portrait of the Empire City offering a finely curated edit
on what to see and do for discerning travelers and
locals alike. Rich Stapleton and Rosa Park, Cereal's
founders, travel extensively for the magazine and were
inspired to create a series of city guides that highlighted
their favorite places to visit. Now, after building a loyal
readership that counts on their unique, considered advice,
they are relaunching the books with a fresh design and
new content.

Abrams Image • HB • Travel & holiday guides • 212 x 152mm • 208pp

9781419732850

$35.00

Cereal City Guide: Paris

Today’s discerning traveller is looking not merely for luxury
but for a unique experience. But in this age of low-cost
flights and easy travel, how do you avoid the crowds and
find the hidden gems? Not via sponsored search results or
thousands of indistinguishable reviews, that’s for sure.
What you need is on-the-ground, in-person, tried-andtrusted knowledge. In this new guide to Italy, Herbert Ypma
surprises and delights with his unequalled eye for detail
and his unerring ability to judge what makes the difference
between a good experience and a truly memorable one.
The eighty-five experiences and tips that he maps out
across the length and breadth of Italy fall into four key
categories. ‘Staying in Character’ features thirty-five places
to stay, from the grand t...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Travel tips & advice: general • 261 x 209mm •
352pp

9780500292884

$59.99

CITIx60 City Guides - New York

Rosa Park

Victionary

From the leading independent travel and style
magazine Cereal comes Cereal City Guide: Paris: a
portrait of the French capital offering a finely curated
edit on what to see and do for discerning travelers and
locals alike. Rich Stapleton and Rosa Park, Cereal's
founders, travel extensively for the magazine and were
inspired to create a series of city guides that highlighted
their favorite places to visit. Now, after building a loyal
readership that counts on their unique, considered advice,
they are relaunching the books with a fresh design and
new content.

Abrams Image • HB • Travel & holiday guides • 212 x 150mm • 208pp

9781419732874

New Map Italy

$35.00

Culturally diverse and never short of surprises, New York is
adored for its well-groomed glamour. Jacketed in a
handsome city map drawn by Mike Perry, CITIx60 New
York gives you a good, varied taste of how the city upholds
its reputation as a land of opportunities and dreams.
Endorsed by 60 local ambassadors, all known for their
accomplishments in the creative industry, the 60 hangouts
list architecture, art spaces, shops and markets, dining and
nightime activities, accompanied by Google Map QR code,
top tips and useful apps to ease your trip. Readers will find
updated visitor info, new locations and cultural events in
this revised edition.

Viction Workshop Ltd • PB • Travel & holiday guides • 166 x 114mm • 132pp

9789887850021

$17.99

CITIx60 City Guides - Tokyo

Cereal City Guide: London

Victionary

Rosa Park

Home to all kinds of cultural extremes, Tokyo is where
futuristic meets traditional and tranquility meets speed.
Jacketed in a delightful city map drawn by Masako Kubo,
CITIx60 Tokyo gives you a good, varied taste of what the
Japanese capital has to offer. Endorsed by 60 local
ambassadors, all known for their accomplishments in the
creative industry, the 60 hangouts list architecture, art
spaces, shops and markets, dining and nightime activities,
accompanied by Google Map QR code, top tips and useful
apps to ease your trip. Readers will find updated visitor
info, new locations and cultural events in this revised
edition.

Viction Workshop Ltd • PB • Travel & holiday guides • 165 x 115mm • 132pp

9789887850090

$17.99

The Traveller's Guide to Classical Philosophy
John Gaskin

Abrams Image • HB • Travel & holiday guides • 212 x 151mm • 208pp

9781419732867

$35.00

Paris by Design
Eva Jorgensen

In this clear and evocative account, John Gaskin unfolds
the thinking about nature, life, death and other worlds that
informed the culture and society of the Classical world,
drawing out its interest for modern readers. Witty sketches
and diagrams enliven the story, which runs from Homeric
Greece to the banning of pagan religions in ad 391. The
book concludes with a gazetteer describing notable sites
and the people and ideas connected with them, making it
an ideal companion for visitors to Classical ruins and for all
armchair travellers curious to explore life’s big questions.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Museum, historic sites, gallery & art guides •
192 x 131mm • 192pp

9780500294734

From the leading independent travel and style
magazine Cereal comes Cereal City Guide: London: a
portrait of the English capital offering a finely curated
edit on what to see and do for discerning travelers and
locals alike. Rich Stapleton and Rosa Park, Cereal's
founders, travel extensively for the magazine and were
inspired to create a series of city guides that highlighted
their favorite places to visit. Now, after building a loyal
readership that counts on their unique, considered advice,
they are relaunching the books with a fresh design and
new content.

$19.99

Paris by Designis the definitive Paris book for the designsavvy traveler and creatively curious Francophile. With a
combination of interviews, profiles, essays, tips, and lists,
author and designer Eva Jorgensen explores why Paris has
such a magnetic pull for artists and design lovers, by
introducing us to some of the city's most fascinating
residents and frequent visitors. Jorgensen has wrangled an
eclectic and exciting group of contributors—creatives based
in Paris and abroad—who offer travel tips and insight into
Paris's fashion, design, craft, and art scenes.
Recommending more than 450 places to visit, shop, stay,
eat, and drink, this richly illustrated book is both an
inspirational source for satiating design-centric wanderlust
and a practical guide full of place...

Abrams • HB • Travel & holiday guides • 229 x 178mm • 288pp

9781419734700

$45.00

CITIx60 City Guides - Melbourne
Victionary

Victionary

Brought to you by Viction: ary, CITIX60 is the locals guide
to some of the worlds most renowned design hubs cities
that lead the world in creative output. Curated by a select
group of artists, designers, chefs, architects, musicians,
photographers and filmmakers that call each city home,
these books provide an insiders look at the hidden gems
that make a trip memorable. Museums, notable
architecture and sculpture, cultural icons, public events and
moreevery necessity is covered, along with up-to-date
recommendations on the hottest accommodations, eateries
and shops, each imbued with a citys distinctive flair. A
handy section on travel tips includes basic information on
getting around. Detailed maps and QR codes provide ease
of travel and a blank section at the back wit...

Viction Workshop Ltd • PB • Travel & holiday guides • 165 x 117mm • 132pp

9789881320438

$17.99

CITIx60 City Guides - Barcelona
Victionary

Graceful and eccentric at the same time, London is home
to some of the world’s top-rated museums, restaurants and
designer shops. Jacketed in a handsome city map drawn
by local artist David Ryan Robinson, CITIx60 London gives
you a good, varied taste of what the design capital has to
offer. Endorsed by 60 local ambassadors, all known for
their accomplishments in the creative industry, the 60
hangouts cover architecture, art spaces, shops and
markets, dining and nightime activities, accompanied by
Google Map QR code, top tips and useful apps to ease
your trip. Readers will find updated visitor info, new
locations and cultural events in this revised edition.

Viction Workshop Ltd • PB • Travel & holiday guides • 166 x 115mm • 132pp

9789887850083

$17.99

CITIx60 City Guides - Paris
Victionary

Brimming with Mediterranean warmth, Barcelona
celebrates raw beauty in architecture, food and multiple
aspects in life. Jacketed in a futuristic city map illustrated
by Forma & Co., CITIx60 Barcelona gives you a good,
varied taste of what the Catalan capital has to offer.
Endorsed by 60 local ambassadors, all known for their
accomplishments in the creative industry, the 60 hangouts
list architecture, art spaces, shops and markets, dining and
nightime activities, accompanied by Google Map QR code,
top tips and useful apps to ease your trip. Readers will find
updated visitor info, new locations and cultural events in
this revised edition.

Viction Workshop Ltd • PB • Travel & holiday guides • 164 x 116mm • 132pp

9789887850069

CITIx60 City Guides - London

$17.99

Florid dessert, a marked liking for vintage fashion, and a
cool mix of cultural offerings, there’s no place like Paris.
Jacketed in a handsome city map drawn by Paris-based
Allan Deas, CITIx60 Paris gives you a good, varied taste of
what the creative capital has to offer. Endorsed by 60 local
ambassadors, all known for their accomplishments in the
creative industry, the 60 hangouts cover architecture, art
spaces, shops and markets, dining and nightime activities,
accompanied by Google Map QR code, top tips and useful
apps to ease your trip. Readers will find updated visitor
info, new locations and cultural events in this revised
edition.

Viction Workshop Ltd • PB • Travel & holiday guides • 166 x 116mm • 132pp

9789887850014

$17.99

CITIx60 City Guides - San Francisco

Fifty Places to Camp Before You Die

Victionary

Chris Santella

From the rainbow-hued Castro district to the ultra-trendy
Haight- Ashbury, San Francisco’s distinctive
neighbourhoods fuse and fuel a colourful culture that
celebrates diversity. Jacketed in a illustrated city map,
CITIx60 San Francisco gives you a good, varied taste of
what the creative hub has to offer. Endorsed by 60 local
ambassadors, all known for their accomplishments in the
creative industry, the 60 hangouts list architecture, art
spaces, shops and markets, dining and nightime activities,
accompanied by Google Map QR code, essential info and
useful apps to ease your trip.

Viction Workshop Ltd • PB • Travel & holiday guides • 166 x 115mm • 132pp

9789887850038

$17.99

The Sartorial Travel Guide
Simon Crompton

Stewart, Tabori & Chang • HB • Camping & woodcraft • 210 x 189mm • 224pp

9781419718267

$35.00

Fifty Places to Drink Beer Before You Die
Chris Santella

This essential travel guide distils a decade of style expert
Simon Crompton’s experiences travelling the world to meet
and advise the finest menswear producers and artisans,
providing everything the modern man needs to know to
travel in style, explaining what to buy and where to buy it.
Offering the lowdown on ten of the world’s most stylish
cities, including Florence, New York, Stockholm and Hong
Kong – with a further ten cities full of emerging talents
presented more briefly in a reference section at the end of
the book – each chapter includes listings of the finest local
shops and producers. In-depth profiles of standout tailors,
clothiers and shoemakers offer insights into the
craftsmanship behind the trademark style of each city, from
a traditional kimono make...

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Travel & holiday guides • 200 x 133mm • 240pp

9780500021569

In Fifty Places to Camp Before You Die, Chris Santella
illuminates the best destinations for exploring the great
outdoors. The book features the world's top spots for
sleeping under the stars and enjoying a host of outdoor
recreational activities that make camping such a timehonored tradition. Featuring favorite US National Parks
destinations - as well as more exotic locales in Italy, Chile,
France, Botswana, Germany, and more - Santella provides
helpful information and tips that will appeal to novice
campers and seasoned outdoorsmen alike. Interviews with
camping experts and beautiful, vibrant photography bring
each location to life. Fifty Places to Camp Before You Die
makes camping trips more accessible with easy-to-follow
advice, enthralling anecdotes, and ti...

$35.00

What is the most unforgettable place you've ever taken a
refreshing sip of a cold beer? In Fifty Places to Drink Beer
Before You Die, Chris Santella explores the best
destinations to crack open a cold one, reflect on the day,
and take in the scenery. The book features the world's top
locations for imbibing, from beautiful landscapes to beer
festivals, breweries, classic drinking establishments, and
brand-new, under-the-radar spots. With a mix of national
and international places to visit - Asheville, Denver, Prague,
Munich, Vienna, and more - as well as firsthand accounts
from contributors such as Jim Koch (founder of Boston
Brewing Company/ Samuel Adams) and Joe Wiebe (author
of CraftBeer Revolution), this book will make you want to
trek to each must-see destination. ...

Abrams Image • HB • Travel tips & advice: general • 210 x 188mm • 224pp

9781419722165

$35.00

The Official Guide to the Most Beautiful Villages of France
Les Plus Beaux Villages De France Assoc.
From the half-timbered Alsatian houses of Eguisheim to the
vines and lavender fields of Montclus in the LanguedocRoussillon, this fully illustrated guide unveils the beauty of
rural France, providing complete visitor’s information for
these exceptionally preserved destinations. Carefully chosen
each year through a rigorous selection process, the French
villages featured in this official guide are replete with
historical, architectural, and natural riches. An introductory
paragraph presents the location and history of each village,
and is accompanied by recommendations for monuments,
museums, and other notable places to visit. Practical
information includes accommodation options ranging from
hotels to campsites, restaurants and markets, and artisanal
produce and local ...

Flammarion S.A. • PB • Travel tips & advice: general • 210 x 170mm • 272pp

9782080202666

$39.99

Binge Watching New York
Marion Miclet

Cernunnos • PB • Travel & holiday guides • 210 x 183mm • 384pp

$27.99

CITIx60 City Guides - Berlin
Victionary

Abrams Press • PB • Travel writing • 209 x 141mm • 320pp

9781419735127

$21.99

Binge Watching London
Step behind the scenes to discover London through its
most emblematic television incarnations, from Absolutely
Fabulous to Sherlock, in this one-of-a-kind, innovative
guide. Enter the corridors of power of Westminster with
The Crown and House of Cards, travel back in time to see
the iconic London landmarks of Downton Abbey, Mr
Selfridge and Call the Midwife, unveil the East End
mysteries depicted in Luther and Ripper Street, visit hipster
Hackney alongside Sharon and Rob from Catastrophe,
shop The Avengers look in Soho, and hop aboard the
Tardis with Doctor Who… Countless films have been set in
London, and it is also an incredibly popular backdrop for
television series. The city’s best-known landmarks, and
many bars, restaurants, stores, parks—even entire
neighborh...

Cernunnos • PB • Travel & holiday guides • 213 x 177mm • 384pp

9782374951232

$27.99

How to be a Better Tourist
Johan Idema

Layered with history and ruins from World War, Berlin has
swiftly made a name as a fascinating creative hub pulsing
with ideas and inspiration. Jacketed in a handsome city
map drawn by local artist Vesa Sammalisto, CITIx60 Berlin
gives you a good, varied taste of what the German design
capital has to offer. Endorsed by 60 local ambassadors, all
known for their accomplishments in the creative industry,
the 60 hangouts cover architecture, art spaces, shops and
markets, dining and nightime activities, accompanied by
Google Map QR code, top tips and useful apps to ease
your trip. Readers will find updated visitor info, new
locations and cultural events in this revised edition.

Viction Workshop Ltd • PB • Travel & holiday guides • 165 x 116mm • 132pp

9789887850052

Jason Wilson
There are nearly 1,400 known varieties of wine grapes in
the world—from altesse to zierfandler—but 80 percent of
the wine we drink is made from only 20 grapes.
InGodforsaken Grapes,Jason Wilson looks at how that
came to be and embarks on a journey to discover what we
miss. Stemming from his own growing obsession, Wilson
moves far beyond the "noble grapes," hunting down
obscure and underappreciated wines from Switzerland,
Austria, Portugal, France, Italy, the United States, and
beyond. In the process, he looks at why these wines fell
out of favor (or never gained it in the first place), what it
means to be obscure, and how geopolitics, economics, and
fashion have changed what we drink. A combination of
travel memoir and epicurean adventure,Godforsaken
Grapesis an entert...

Marion Miclet

Step behind the scenes to discover New York City through
its most emblematic television incarnations, from Seinfeld
to Billions, in this one-of-a-kind, innovative guide. Order a
latte in the West Village coffee shops reminiscent of
Friends’ Central Perk, travel back in time to visit the iconic
Manhattan landmarks of Mad Men, learn the rules of standup comedy with Seinfeld in the Upper West Side, enter the
hipster heartland of Brooklyn with Girls, and follow
Daredevil in Hell’s Kitchen or Luke Cage in Harlem...
Countless films have been set in New York, and it is also
an incredibly popular backdrop for television series. The
city’s best-known landmarks, and many bars, restaurants,
stores, hotels—even entire neighborhoods—have become
extremely familiar to TV viewers...

9782374950969

Godforsaken Grapes

$17.99

Vacations are made of freedom. Pure freedom. Our busy
lives, full of obligations, mean that vacations may be the only
times we can do whatever we want, wherever we want. So
just how weird is it that we all spend that precious time doing
the same things? That we descend en masse on the same
cities, cluster around the same attractions and all visit the
same picturesque neighborhoods that can’t actually handle
the influx? How to Be a Better Tourist takes a fresh look at
making your vacation truly worthwhile. After all, what if all
your vacations seem to be getting more and more the
same? What if being a tourist is suddenly no longer quite as
innocent as it first seemed? Or what if your long list of mustsees in fact stresses you out? As the writer Elbert Hu...

BIS Publishers • HB • Travel tips & advice: general • 186 x 151mm • 128pp

9789063694937

$24.99

